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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Phonology and Morphology of Nez Perce Stress

by

Harold David Crook
Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics
University of California, Los Angeles, 1999
Professor Pamela Munro, Co-chair
Professor Donca Steriade, Co-Chair

The Nez Perce Language presents a phonology and morphology of considerable complexity. It is not possible to come to an understanding of the phonology, particularly the phonology of stress without understanding the morphology. I begin the dissertation with a grammatical sketch that includes a thorough description of the morphology, both derivational and inflectional. Particular attention is given to the morphology of the noun
and of the verb. This description also includes brief treatment of some phonological issues such as syllable structure and the orthography. The grammatical sketch addresses several areas of syntax including free word order, negation, and the agreement of functional words.

Before turning to the main topic of stress, I present discussions of three topics in segmental phonology: vowel harmony, vocalic hiatus, and fricativization. Nez Perce vowel harmony has been a topic of interest for linguists since the 1960’s.

The primary focus of the dissertation is the Nez Perce stress pattern. I approach this problem from the perspective of Optimality Theory. I account for the regular penultimate form of Nez Perce stress, in terms of the interaction of Non-Finality and Edgemost Right. Weight to Stress requires that underlying long vowels be shortened when do not receive main stress. To this basic pattern must be added a set of words where Non-Finality is outranked by Edgemost Right, and a set where long vowels are blocked from shortening. Nez Perce has a robust accentual system akin to Sanskrit and Salish, where accented stems, prefixes, and suffixes all compete to receive primary stress. I also provide accounts for compound stress, secondary stress, stress driven epenthesis, and syncope.
### Table of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>first person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1INCL</td>
<td>first person inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1SG.REFL</td>
<td>first person singular reflexive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.REFL</td>
<td>first person plural reflexive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>second person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3PL.REFL</td>
<td>second or third person plural reflexive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>third person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>third person plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OB</td>
<td>third person non-subject argument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ON3</td>
<td>third person subject with third person object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3REFL</td>
<td>third person reflexive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABL</td>
<td>ablative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJ</td>
<td>adjective forming affix(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJ2</td>
<td>adjective forming affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNT1</td>
<td>agentive deverbal affix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATRB</td>
<td>attributive suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL</td>
<td>allative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEN</td>
<td>benefactive case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNF</td>
<td>benefactive verb derivational suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUS.PL</td>
<td>causative plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>cislocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLS</td>
<td>classifier, non-human</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CND</td>
<td>conditional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESID</td>
<td>desiderative suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESID(_1)</td>
<td>desiderative particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIST</td>
<td>distributive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVB.INST</td>
<td>deverbal instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPH</td>
<td>emphatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG</td>
<td>ergative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB</td>
<td>habitual aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB.PL</td>
<td>habitual aspect, plural subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB.PL.PST</td>
<td>habitual aspect, plural, past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAB.PST</td>
<td>habitual aspect, past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM</td>
<td>human classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUM.PL</td>
<td>human plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>imperative aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMP.PL</td>
<td>imperative aspect, plural subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC</td>
<td>incompleve aspect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^1\) Nex Perce has at least two different derivational suffixes that are used to form adjectives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INC.CIS</td>
<td>incompletive aspect, cislocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC.PL</td>
<td>incompletive aspect, plural subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC.PL.CIS</td>
<td>incompletive aspect, plural, cislocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC.PL.RMT</td>
<td>incompletive aspect, plural, remote past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC.PL.TRS</td>
<td>incompletive aspect, plural, translocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC.TRS</td>
<td>incompletive aspect, translocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS1</td>
<td>instrumental deverbal (^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS2</td>
<td>instrumental deverbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS3</td>
<td>instrumental deverbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INS4</td>
<td>instrumental deverbal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INST</td>
<td>instrumental case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRR</td>
<td>irrealis aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JV</td>
<td>junior vocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>nominalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>nominative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJ</td>
<td>objective case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLOB</td>
<td>plural object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC</td>
<td>place name formative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF</td>
<td>perfect aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTV</td>
<td>perfective aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUES</td>
<td>question particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>recent past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIPE</td>
<td>reciprocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>reduplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>relative particle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMT</td>
<td>remote past tense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>stem formative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>senior vocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRS</td>
<td>translocative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VINST</td>
<td>deverbal instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOC</td>
<td>vocative case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRBL</td>
<td>verbalizer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) Nez Perce has a set of at least four different deverbal suffixes used for forming the names for instruments.
Chapter 1 Introduction

In this introduction, I will begin with a survey of the dissertation, including its structure, the major topics it covers, and some of its more important results (§1.1). I will briefly discuss the Nez Perce people, or Nimíipuu, and the classification and status of their language (§1.2). I will then provide a survey of previous published research which has been done on Nez Perce (§1.3).

1.1. Survey of the dissertation

In Chapter 2, I begin with a discussion the phonological inventory, and discuss the essential aspects of syllable structure, particularly those that drive epenthesis. I then provide a history of various orthographies used for Nez Perce, before moving on to a presentation of the morphology and the syntax (the latter briefly).

Nez Perce has a system of nine case inflections, a set of bound postpositions, and a system of derivational morphology that includes both CV and whole word reduplication. The morphology of the verb is quite complex. Morphologically, there are two types of aspect, one that marks plurality prefixally and the other that marks it suffixally (there are three aspects of each type). There are two past tenses. Nez Perce agrees with third person subjects, first and second person arguments do not agree. Nez Perce also agrees with plural objects. There is a system of over 100 derivational prefixes and approximately 20 derivational suffixes which are used to expand the vocabulary of
verbs (many of the suffixes change the argument structure). In contrast to the verbs that
agree with third person, there is a set of clause initial function words that agrees with first
and second person. Nez Perce word order is extremely free. I briefly discuss the
different clause types along with negation and interaction of syntax with morphology.

In Chapter 3, I briefly discuss Nez Perce vowel harmony, hiatus, and
fricativization. Vowel harmony is interesting in that there is no one feature such as
[+Round] or [+Back] that can be observed to harmonize. Hiatus is treated somewhat
differently in inflectional morphology versus derivational morphology, and differently
also depending on the vowels involved. I describe fricativization of back, unglottalized
stops and some aspects of the realization of laryngeals.

In Chapter 4, I discuss the Nez Perce pattern of shifting, penultimate stress that is
caused by the interaction of Non-Finality and Edgemost Right. Underlying long vowels
are shortened when do not receive main stress due to the interaction of these constraints.
To this basic pattern must be added a set of words where Non-Finality is outranked by
Edgemost Right, and a set where long vowels are blocked from shortening. Nez Perce
has a robust accentual system akin to Sanskrit and Salish, where accented stems, prefixes,
and suffixes all compete to receive primary stress. I also discuss compound stress,
secondary stress, stress driven epenthesis, and syncope.
1.2. The Nez Perce and their language

Nez Perce is the single known member of its branch of the Sahaptian family, a well established subgroup of the extremely broad and still somewhat controversial Penutian superstock. Silverstein (1979) discusses how Sapir's (1921) organization included a recognizing of Hewitt and Powell's (1894) "Shahapwailutan" grouping of Sahaptian with their subgroups of Klamath-Modoc and Molale-Cayuse. Sapir renamed this larger group Plateau Penutian (1), while noting that his classifications were in general far from established.

(1) Plateau Penutian
    Klamath-Modoc
    Molale-Cayuse
    Sahaptian
    Sahaptin dialects (including Yakama, Walla Walla, Taidnapam, Klickitat, Tenaino, Tyigh, Wanapam, Walula-Palouse)
    Nez Perce

Since Sapir's classification, considerable skepticism has been expressed by various Penutianists regarding the accuracy of this classification. In his wide ranging survey of the Northwest, Thompson (1973) indicated little confidence in Plateau Penutian subgroup. One of his sources, Rigsby (1966) who extensively reviewed the Molale-Cayuse data, does not place confidence in that subclassification. Silverstein (1979) has likewise indicated that while Molale is probably Penutian, it is as likely Oregon Penutian as Plateau Penutian, and the entire status of the poorly documented Cayuse is up for debate.

Aoki (1963) and Rude (1987) have both produced possible cognates for Klamath-Modoc and Sahaptian, but Silverstein (1979) is of the opinion that Klamath-Modoc may
be closer to the California Penutian group while Sahaptian may belong with Oregon Penutian. Thus, the classification of Penutian north of California is still much in flux. Nevertheless, there are a number of general Penutian features which are relevant to Nez Perce Phonology. Silverstein (1979) describes for Proto-Penutian the prevalence of complex suffixion and derivation of verb stems, glottalization of consonants, and ablaut. Nez Perce has many of these characteristics posited for Proto-Penutian, and Rigsby and Silverstein (1969) have hypothesized that Penutian ablaut led eventually to vowel harmony in Nez Perce.

In 1805, when Lewis and Clark camped at the confluence of the Snake and Clearwater Rivers at what is now Lewiston, Idaho, they were visiting the Nez Perce heartland. The Nez Perce then lived in northeastern Oregon, southeastern Washington, and central Idaho east to the foothills of the Bitterroot Mountains. Presently, Nez Perce tribal members can still be found throughout much of this region, but most live in the environs of Lewiston, ID, Clarkston, WA, and the Nez Perce Reservation, ID. Smaller numbers live on the Colville Reservation in Washington State and some also live on the Pendleton Reservation in Oregon.

In March 1997, I compiled a list of elders who could still speak the language. I revised my list in February 1999, and at that time it contained over 75 individuals that I believed were from fairly fluent to highly fluent. These individuals range in age from approximately 59 to 102 years. Beginning in 1997, the Nez Perce Language Program began providing classes which now extend to elementary children, high schoolers, college students, and adults. The Nez Perce Language Program is authorized by resolution of the
Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee to undertake the task of perpetuating the Nez Perce Language or Nimipuutímt. As of Spring 1999, there were upwards of 150 individuals receiving instruction in the language at least bi-weekly. Although I cannot say at this time that there are many younger Nez Perce who are truly moving towards fluency in their language, I have hopes that this will be the trend over the next few years. At this time, the language remains in an extremely precarious position.

With respect to dialects, Aoki (1970) discusses the existence of two different (probably mutually intelligible) dialects known as Upper River and Lower River. Since the Nez Perce lived in loosely knit bands, which ranged over a very large portion of the Pacific Northwest, there may have once existed several subdialects. Ethnographic texts (Aoki 1979) include descriptions of fairly frequent tribal gatherings that may have prevented a great deal of divergence from emerging. I know of no speakers of the Lower River dialect (the dialect of Phinney's collection of texts (1934)). My fieldwork has been entirely with the Upper River dialect, the same one Aoki has worked with.

1.3. Previous work on Nez Perce

The first linguistic fieldwork on Nez Perce was completed by the Presbyterian missionaries lead by the Rev. Henry H. Spalding. Two of the gospels were translated (1845), as well as a short guide to the language (1840) and a translation of the Westminster Shorter Catechism. Subsequently, the Fr. Anthony Morvillo completed a dictionary that can still be quite useful (1895).
Archie Phinney was a Nez Perce and the first Indian of the Columbia Plateau to earn a Ph.D. His dissertation included the completion of a comprehensive set of traditional stories, translated with interlinear glosses and published in 1934.

Anyone who has worked on Nez Perce since the 1960's has benefited from the foundation which Haruo Aoki has laid. Most of Nez Perce morphology is described in his articles (1962, 1963a, 1963b, 1966a, 1966b, 1968, 1975) and grammar (1970). While Aoki's grammar concentrates primarily on Nez Perce morphology, he provides a thorough listing of consonant clusters, as well as outlines of several consonant and vowel alternations. His descriptions of Nez Perce vowel harmony (1966, 1969) sparked a series of articles and other discussion in the 1960's (Zimmer 1967, Chomsky and Halle 1968, Jacobsen 1968, Kiparsky 1968, Rigsby and Silverstein 1969) and 1970's (Zwicky 1970, Hall and Hall 1977, Silverstein 1979). His contributions to Nez Perce ethnography and linguistics were also greatly enhanced by his publication of two sets of texts (1979, 1984), the second of which was in conjunction with Deward Walker. In his dictionary (1994), Aoki has provided a comprehensive, informative volume, which was an invaluable resource in guiding my own fieldwork. This dictionary acts as a sort of concordance to previous volumes of texts, and it is currently seeing heavy use in the Nez Perce Language Program.

Hoard (1978) provided a transcription of approximately seventy Nez Perce words in an article focusing on the occurrence of syllabic consonants in several Northwest Indian Languages. He brought to greater public attention and debate examples of many
apparently syllabic obstruents from a number of different Northwest languages. His close transcriptions were instrumental in sparking my own interest in Nez Perce.

Noel Rude completed a dissertation (1985) which deals primarily with Nez Perce syntax in a functionalist framework, based upon Aoki's (1979) and Phinney's (1934) texts, as well as his own fieldwork. Rude's grammar provides a very useful discussion of the inflectional morphology described in Aoki (1970), expanding on the earlier treatment in many ways. I found Rude (1985) to be very helpful in writing Chapter 2 of this dissertation, especially as I considered the different aspect and tense markers of the verb. Rude (1985) also considers the way in which topics are tracked morphologically through the discourse. It is unfortunate that this work, perhaps in revised form, has not been made more widely available. Rude has published articles on Nez Perce dealing with the functional analysis of agreement morphology (1986a, 1986b, 1988a), the relationship of Sahaptian to Klamath (1987), and development of the ergative marker (1991). In 1994, he gave a very helpful talk at the Hokan-Penutian Conference in Eugene, Oregon, on the phono-symbolic aspects of Nez Perce vowel harmony.

My own work on Nez Perce includes a published version (1995) of a talk (1994) given at the Hokan-Penutian Conference in Eugene, Oregon, in which I overview the basic principles of stress in Nez Perce, as well as the kinds of nouns which do not conform to the expected pattern. I presented a description of the phonetic cues to stress at the 1996 annual meeting of the Linguistic Society of America, in San Diego, California. I gave preliminary versions of my analysis of Nez Perce accent at the 1995 Hokan-Penutian conference in Berkeley, California, and at the 1996 Western Conference on Linguistics.
(WECOL) in Santa Cruz, California (1996). I presented on stress in Nez Perce nouns at
the 1996 meeting of the American Anthropological Association in San Francisco,
California. I prepared a course on the traditional narratives of Nez Perce, which I taught
at the University of California, Los Angeles, Spring Quarter, 1997. In 1999, I presented a
talk at the annual meeting of the Linguistic Society of America on the implications of a
language program's choices in teachers for the future phonology an endangered language.
In addition to this dissertation, I have developed an unpublished text for instruction of the
Nez Perce language, which I am currently using in my courses at Lewis-Clark State
College, in Lewiston, Idaho.
Chapter 2: Introductory sketch of Nez Perce

This chapter presents a grammatical sketch of Nez Perce. In §2.1, I discuss the basic principles of phonology. First, I provide a description of the phonemic inventory, and a short descriptions of vowel harmony. I then briefly discuss the syllable inventory, and the principles of primary stress assignment. These topics receive greater treatment in Chapters 3 and 5, but I briefly introduce them here because it is necessary to appeal to certain basic notions of the syllable and stress in the discussions of syntax and morphology. In §2.2, I provide an overview of the syntax, along with the elements of the inflectional morphology. I give an in-depth survey of derivational and inflectional morphology in §2.3. All morphemes encountered in the latter chapters of this dissertation are presented in the discussion of morphology in §2.3. I give a lengthier description of some aspects of syntax in §2.4. §2.5 is an index which lists all of the morphemes along with several of their most relevant properties for the discussion of stress in Chapter 4.

The reader will notice considerable variation between the underlying representations of most morphemes and their surface realizations. The explanation of this variation is a central task of the dissertation as a whole, so it cannot be attempted in Chapter 2. The reader will be referred to the relevant sections of the dissertation where those matters are given more discussion.

My treatment of Nez Perce morphology and syntax in this sketch has drawn heavily upon the previous descriptions done by Haruo Aoki and Noel Rude. Aoki’s grammar (1970) provides descriptions of inflectional and derivational morphology, as
well as short sketches of phonology and syntax. For a much more extensive discussion of both syntax and inflection, the reader may consult Rude's unpublished dissertation (1985) and a published article (1986). Aoki's dictionary (1994) contains a wealth of descriptive information and exemplification of morphology. He lists all bound morphemes alphabetically. Throughout this sketch, I will refer the reader to the appropriate page numbers in the works by these two linguists, except in the case of the dictionary, where morphemes can be easily found in the text or through use of the comprehensive English index.
2.1 Phonology

In this section, I begin by covering the phonemic inventory and vowel harmony. I then briefly discuss the Nez Perce syllable and the basic principles of stress assignment. This section finishes with a historical overview of the different Nez Perce orthographic conventions.

2.1.1. Phonemic inventory

2.1.1.1. Consonants

Table (1) provides the Nez Perce inventory of consonants (see Aoki 1970:10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Post-Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td>c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glides</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glottalized</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>p'</td>
<td>t'</td>
<td>k'</td>
<td>q'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>m'</td>
<td>n'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glides</td>
<td>w'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>y'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>l'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The following set of (near) minimal pairs from Aoki (1970:16-20) illustrates many of the contrasts among the unglottalized phonemes:

(2) 

a.  p, t  pæːqt  tæːqt  
    ‘bark (of tree)’  ‘woodpecker’

b.  t, c  ’áːtim  ’áːcim  
    ‘come out!’  ‘come in!’

c.  k, q  pæːkt  pæːqt  
    ‘woman’s younger bro.’  ‘bark (of tree)’

d.  q, ?  qíwn  ?íwn  
    ‘old man’  ‘urination’

e.  w, ?  wúːyce  ?úːyise  
    ‘I run away’  ‘I begin’

f.  y, ?  wáːryikt  wæːːlikt  
    ‘to move across’  ‘grease’

g.  h, ?  hæːhæːtæwísæ  ?æːhæːtæwísæ  
    ‘he admires’  ‘I admire him’

---

1 All examples quoted from other sources have been checked with native speakers except where indicated. Examples not cited as being found in a separate source are from my own fieldwork, although almost every noun and adjective and many verb forms are also found in Aoki (1994).
h. q, x qápqap  
   'cottonwood tree'  
   χápqap  
   'skin disease'

i. c, s hæicu  
   'wood'  
   hæisu  
   'eel'

j. t, s hiwtæliksæ  
   'she spreads'  
   hiwsæliksæ  
   'she stands'

k. k, h kaehæn  
   'biceps'  
   haehæn  
   'plant stem'

l. m, n ?iim  
   'you'  
   ?iin  
   'me'

m. h, x halalalecix  
   'we ululate'  
   χalalalecix  
   'we walk the edge'

n. x, x ?awýąaxnoʔqa  
   'I could see as I went'  
   ?aw’yąaxnoʔqa  
   'I could find it'

There are a number of cases of apparent geminates in Nez Perce. In some cases, a series of two identical consonants occurs when the short vowel separating them is syncopated. When secondary stress is assigned to a word initial CVC syllable, the coda consonant of this stressed syllable is regularly lengthened when the syllable’s vowel is short (see discussion in Chapter 4.3.2). There is also a derivational process that I call
emphatic gemination. A strong secondary stress is assigned to a word initial CV syllable (where V is short), and the following consonant is lengthened.

(3) a. la’ám’  
    ‘all’  
  b. là’ám’  
    ‘absolutely all’

The derived word has an intensified or emphatic meaning.

There are, however, a very few cases of double consonants for which I do not have an explanation at this time, perhaps less than ten. Two are given in (4).

(4) a. k’állay  
    ‘dog salmon’  
  b. tàmmíyuce  
    ‘I am deliberating’

I must conclude for the time being that Nez Perce allows some geminates, although it seems not unlikely that a non-phonemic explanation for the existence of such examples may be forthcoming.

The contrast between the glottalized and plain phonemes is illustrated by the following examples from Aoki (1970:18):

(5) a. p, p’ páyn    
    ‘to arrive’  
  b. p’áyn  
    ‘to be drained’

  b. t, t’ táwn    
    ‘to make stone tools’
  t’áwn  
    ‘to guess in game’

  c. c, c’ cárwcaew    
    ‘whisper’
  c’árwe’æw  
    ‘ghost’
d. k, k’ tùkúx
tùkúx
‘stiff’
‘straight’

e. q, q’ qócqcoc
q’òcq’òc
‘meadowlark’
‘naked’

f. n, n’ tìnú:n
tìnú:n
‘divorcee’
‘male mountain sheep’

g. w, w’ wár:wa
wá:w’a
‘mosquito’
‘fish hook’

h. y, y’ hãy:ya:y
háy’am
‘steelhead’
‘scratch me!’

4 and l’ are the least common phonemes of Nez Perce. While there are no true
minimal pairs that demonstrate contrast between them and l, there are plenty of examples
where contrast can be demonstrated. In (6), for example, all three laterals occur in
intervocalic position.

(6) a. cútlim
‘bull’

b. wó:lisa
‘I make an arrowhead’

c. hàmól’ic
‘cutie’
The phonemes I and ñ also occur word initially.

(7) a. láwtiwa: b. tæ:płæp
     ‘friend’ ‘butterfly’
Although the phoneme I’ is not found initially, this is expected because no glottalized
sonorants occur word initially in Nez Perce.

Many instances of surface x and χ are derived from frication of underlying k and
q (Aoki 1970:39; Rude 1985:20). Frication occurs before sonorant consonants (8), (10)
and word finally (9), (11) (for more discussion of frication, see Chapter 3.3.).

(8) a.  tìn'túkin
        tin’uk-n
        dead-NM
        ‘death’
    b.  tìn’xnin
        tin’uk-n-hiin
        dead-NM-ATRB
        ‘dead’

(9) a.  tåsiipx
        tasiipk
        cow.elk
        ‘cow elk’
    b.  tåsiipkpa
        tasiipk-pe
        cow.elk-LOC
        ‘by a cow elk’

(10) a.  såyáq’ic
        sayaq’-ic
        be.beautiful-ADJ
        ‘beautiful’
    b.  såyχniin
        sayaq-n-hiin
        be.beautiful-NM-ATRB
        ‘beautified’

(11) a.  tåsχ
        tasq
        ‘grease’
    b.  tåsqiin
        tasq-iin
        grease-ATRB
        ‘greasy’
However, there are clear cases where \( \chi \) and \( \chi \) are not derived by frication or any other process. The phoneme \( \chi \) is one of the most common phonemes of Nez Perce.

\( \chi \) contrasts with \( q \) word initially (12) and intervocally (13):

(12)  

\begin{tabular}{ll}
 a. & qápqap \\
 & ‘cottonwood tree’ \\
 c. & qáws \\
 & ‘Lomatium cous’ \\
 e. & qéétqet \\
 & ‘duck’ \\
 b. & xápxap \\
 & ‘skin disease’ (Aoki 1970:16) \\
 d. & xáw’ic \\
 & ‘sharp’ \\
 f. & xétxet \\
 & ‘spine’
\end{tabular}

(13)  

\begin{tabular}{ll}
 a. & néqé \\
 & ‘half’ \\
 c. & hiqa’áncə \\
 & ‘he respects’ \\
 b. & tè’éxet \\
 & ‘teenage boy’ \\
 d. & hiχa’áwca \\
 & ‘there is a hole’
\end{tabular}

The velar fricative \( x \) is one of the least common of phonemes and appears marginal in comparison to the uvular fricative \( \chi \). There are no cases where \( x \) occurs intervocally.

There are half a dozen examples where \( x \) occurs word initially.

(14)  

\begin{tabular}{ll}
 a. & xè’ėyce \\
 & ‘I get up’ \\
 c. & xìwìwxìwìw \\
 & ‘cut, gashed’ \\
 e. & xìc’xìc \\
 & ‘rubber’ \\
 b. & xìc’ùynin’ \\
 & ‘dented’ \\
 d. & xùyyìι \\
 & ‘appear’ \\
 f. & xìxáwxìxìw \\
 & ‘stretched tight’
\end{tabular}
There are also examples where x contrasts with k when it occurs medially before c and s.

(15)  
  a.  tíke  
      ‘bridge’  
  b.  łóxc  
      ‘industrious’  
  c.  hiíókce  
      ‘it is loosened’  
  d.  cáaxcàax  
      ‘wild onion’

(16)  
  a.  hiíiýékse  
      ‘it perches’  
  b.  hií dúúxscé  
      ‘it is mounded’

In addition, word finally, some cases of x are underlyingly k but others are x. In

(17)-(18), the stems have a final x that does not undergo alternation with k.

(17)  
  a.  càiíitx  
      càiíitx  
      wild.parsnip  
      ‘wild parsnip’  
  b.  càwitáxpa  
      càwitáxpa  
      wild.parship  
      ‘on a wild parship’

(18)  
  a.  cémíítx  
      cémíítx  
      huckleberry  
      ‘huckleberry’  
  b.  cémítéxpé  
      cémítéxpé  
      huckleberry-LOC  
      ‘on a huckleberry’

This contrasts with the examples in (19)-(20) that do undergo this alternation because

they have word final k which fricativizes to x word finally.

(19)  
  a.  tin’úkin  
      ttn’uk-n  
      die-NM  
      ‘death’  
  b.  tin’xníin  
      ttn’uk-niín  
      die-ATRB  
      ‘dead’
(20) a. tásíipx
tásíipk
cow elk
tásíipkpa
tásíipk-pe
cow.elk-LOC
‘cow elk’
‘by a cow elk’

On the basis of these examples, I conclude that \( x \) is a phoneme, although a borderline one. It has probably become contrastive only fairly recently in the language’s history.

2.1.1.2. Vowels and vowel harmony

The inventory of vowels is shown in (21) (see Aoki 1970:10).

(21) Vowels:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>o</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>æ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimal sets showing contrasts for these vowels are as follows (Aoki 1970:19):

(22) a. æ, a, u  sæhæy  sáhay  suhuy
     ‘worm’  ‘sore’  ‘fish fat’

b. o, u  qòlosqólos  qulusqúlus
     ‘esophagus’  ‘dandruff’

c. i, æ  nìkíasè  nækíasè
     ‘(place name)’  ‘I think’

The contrastive nature of vowel length is shown in (22) (Aoki 1970:20).
(23) a. sis  sis
   'navel'  'soup'

b. mæqæ'  mæ:wqæ'
   'maternal uncle'  'snow'

c. 'atō'sa  'atō'sa
   'I go out to see mine'  'I go out to see'

Nez Perce vowel harmony is a topic that attracted considerable discussion in the
1960's and 1970's. Aoki (1966b) provided the first comprehensive study of this
phenomenon. Nez Perce morphemes either contain vowels from the "dominant" Set A
or the "recessive" Set B (24). If a morpheme with a dominant vowel or vowels is
concatenated with a morpheme or stem that has recessive vowels, all vowels in the
resulting word will be of the dominant set.2

(24) Set A (dominant)  a. i
                        o
                        a

Set B (recessive)  b. i u
                  æ

It is interesting that both sets contain the high front vowel i. There are in fact morphemes
that only have the vowel i and are dominant (e.g., ck'iił 'to destroy'), and others with only
that are recessive (e.g., siels ‘soup’). However, there is no acoustic difference between i
in a recessive word and i in a dominant word. This indicates that dominance and
recessiveness are attributes of the morpheme, and that the vowel i simply does not
participate in vowel harmony.

Vowel harmony is both progressive and regressive. First, consider an example of
regressive harmony in (25).

(25) a. /wæryik-sæ/ [wæryîksæ] ‘I am going across’
b. /wæryik-sæ-nae/ [wæryîksænæ] ‘I went across long ago’
c. /wæryik-sæ-qa/ [wæryîksqa] ‘I went across recently’

The verb stem wæryik and the tense/aspect markers -sæ ‘indicative’ and -nae ‘remote
past’ all have vowels from the recessive set. When -qa ‘recent past’, which contains the
dominant vowel a, is suffixed, each vowels changes to its corresponding dominant
correspondent. The recessive-dominant correspondences are represented in (26).

(26) æ → a, u → o

The two compound nouns in (27) illustrate progressive harmony.

(27) a. mæc’yósátay
    mac’áyr-sætæy
    ear-hair
    ‘ear hair’
b. hámátñon
    hám-ra-núną
    man-divorcee
    ‘divorced man’

There are in fact a few examples when vowel harmony does not obtain, as in the word cu’tlim’ayn ‘for a
bull’. A discussion of exceptions to vowel harmony is given in Chapter 3.2.1.
In the first case, 'ear hair' is composed of the stems in (28).

(28)  a.  mac'áyo  
      'ear'

    b.  sætæy  
      'hair'

When concatenated, the stem with the dominant vowels mac'áyo causes the vowels of

the following stem sætæy to change to dominant vowels.

(29)  màc'yóisætay  
      mac'áyo: - sætæy  
      'ear'  'hair'  'ear hair'

The same process is seen in the case of divorced man.

(30)  a.  háma  
      'man'

    b.  tànúín  
      'divorcee'

When these nouns are compounded, the noun háma with dominant vowels causes the

recessive vowels of tànúín 'divorcee' to become dominant.

(31)  hámatnon  
      háma - tànúín  
      'man'  'divorcee'  'divorced man'

Harmony in compounds can be either progressive or regressive, depending on which stem

has dominant vowels. I provide additional discussion of vowel harmony in Chapter 3.1.

Other changes in the stems just discussed are apparent, including the alternation

of the short i in the first syllable of tànúín 'divorcee' and shortening of underlying long
vowels in both sætæy ‘hair’ and tinum. The syllable driven epentheses of short i is discussed in §2.1.3. below. Vowel shortening is discussed in Chapter 4.2.1.4.

Nez Perce has both short and long diphthongs, as exemplified in (32) and (33).

(32)  
| aw  | láwtiwa: | ‘friend’ |
| ay  | màymay  | ‘intestines’ |
| æw  | tæwýæksæ | ‘I feel’ |
| æy  | muṭ’ælæymæ | ‘Downriver People’ |
| uy  | k’uyc  | ‘nine’ |
| oy  | lóqóyloqóy | ‘slender’ |
| iw  | làymíwt | ‘younger’ |

(33)  
| aːw | hāːwn | ‘rapids’ |
| aːy | pàːyn | ‘to arrive’ |
| æːw | tæːwtaes | ‘rope’ |
| æːy | mæːywi | ‘morning’ |
| uːy | hìpstiːːyçæ | ‘I am satisfied’ |
| oːy | tám’lɔːyìsa | ‘I am piling up rocks for a signal’ |
| iːw | qìːwn | ‘elderly man’ |

The quality of a diphthong’s nucleus vowel is affected by the following glide, especially in a short diphthong. This is most readily perceived in the diphthong æy, which is realized as [éy]. The diphthong áy is also affected in that the low vowel is raised and is realized a bit forward of a, but the effect is considerably less than that heard with ey. The long diphthongs are also affected but to a lesser extent. The diphthong æːy is realized approximately as [æːey], such that the vowel begins low and moves upwards through its duration. The diphthong aːy is scarcely affected at all. By contrast, the unstressed
allophones of the two short diphthongs \textit{ay} and \textit{æy} are scarcely distinguishable. The low vowels in both are raised and fronted. The low vowel in unstressed \textit{æy} is still realized as \textit{e}, while the low vowel in unstressed \textit{ay} is between \textit{a} and \textit{e} (for discussion of vowel allophony see Chapter 4.3.4).

2.1.3. Syllable structure

The Nez Perce syllable inventory is given in (34).

\begin{tabular}{ll}
(34) & Super-Heavy \quad CVVC, CVV \\
    & Heavy \quad CVC \\
    & Light \quad CV \\
\end{tabular}

These syllable weights are distinguished by different stress behaviors depending on context. Syllable weight and stress are discussed in the next section ($\S$2.1.4).

Aoki (1970:21) and Rude (1985:14-5) both agree that the maximum onset is C. Complex onsets are never allowed. There are many CC and CCC initial stems, but in every case epenthesis breaks up the cluster if it is word initial:

\begin{tabular}{ll}
(35) & a. \textit{\textquoteleft i\textquoteright i\textquoteright ise} \\
    & \textit{\textquoteleft ni\textquoteright i\textquoteright see} \\
    & give-INC \\
    & \textquoteleft I give\textquoteright \\
    & b. \textit{hi\textquoteright i\textquoteright ise} \\
    & \textit{hi\textquoteright i\textquoteright \textquoteright ni\textquoteright i\textquoteright see} \\
    & 3-give-INC \\
    & \textquoteleft he gives\textquoteright \\
\end{tabular}

\begin{tabular}{ll}
(36) & a. \textit{c\textquoteright k\textquoteright i\textquoteright ise} \\
    & \textit{c\textquoteright k\textquoteright i\textquoteright i\textquoteright see} \\
    & return-INC \\
    & \textquoteleft I return\textquoteright \\
    & b. \textit{h\textquoteright i\textquoteright c\textquoteright k\textquoteright i\textquoteright ise} \\
    & \textit{h\textquoteright i\textquoteright i\textquoteright c\textquoteright k\textquoteright i\textquoteright i\textquoteright see} \\
    & 3-return-INC \\
    & \textquoteleft he returns\textquoteright \\
\end{tabular}
To show that these are not cases of syncope instead of epenthesis, I provide the examples in (37)-(38), where the presence of the short vowel in the first syllable of the stem does not alternate.

(37)  a.  cīlūuse  
    cīlūu-see  
    boil-INC  
    ‘I am boiling’ (something)  

b.  hīcīlūuse  
    hi-cīlūu-see  
    3-boil-INC  
    ‘he is boiling’

(38)  a.  kīlkīce  
    kīlki-cee  
    beblocked-INC  
    ‘I am blocked’  

b.  hīkīlkīce  
    hi-kīlki-cee  
    3-be.blocked-INC  
    ‘he is blocked’

On the status of the Nez Perce coda there is less unanimity. Aoki posits up to four coda positions. Rude suggests there is one. I agree with Rude, with one exception. I find that Nez Perce allows $s/ɔc$ codas.

Aoki (1970) lists some very long clusters that must be explained, in order maintain the claim that with one exception Nez Perce lacks complex codas. The longest series of consonants that Aoki presents are all derived from morphological concatenation of -C suffixes, as in (39).

(39)  a.  wawt’okckt  
    wawt’okc-k-t  
    hatch-SF-NM  
    ‘hatching’  

b.  wālāpsksa  
    wālāps-k-see  
    jerk.away-SF-INC  
    ‘I jerk away’ (something)

Both of these examples have roots that end in CC. They then add the stem fomative -k plus either the nominalizer -t (39a) or other morphology (39b). I find that most series of CCC and all series of CCCCC are morphologically licensed.
Aoki (1970, 1994) presents one case of CCC that is morphologically simplex.

However, this has glottal stop preceding a sonorant:

(40) \[ \text{tité̆wxec} \]
     \[ \text{‘chiselmouth fish’} \]

In Nez Perce, glottalized sonorants are preglottalized, so I believe that ‘chiselmouth fish’ is really as in (41).

(41) \[ \text{tité̆w’xe} \]
     \[ \text{‘chiselmouth fish’} \]

This leaves us with a CCC series that must be explained, as well as many stems that end in CC and a very few others that end in CCC.

It is the stress pattern of Nez Perce which best illustrates the nature of the syllable in cases of final clusters. Nez Perce nouns that are unaccented normally have shifting penultimate stress.

(42) a. \[ \text{piskis} \]
     \[ \text{‘door’} \]

b. \[ \text{pìskísne} \]
   \[ \text{piskis-ne} \]
   \[ \text{‘door (OBJ)’} \]

b. \[ \text{muq’uc} \]

b. \[ \text{muq’úcepe} \]
   \[ \text{muq’uc-pe} \]
   \[ \text{‘sucker fish (LOC)’} \]

However, when a word ends in a cluster, stress is assigned to the rightmost vowel. Stress shift in these cases takes place through epenthesis which allows main stress to be located closer to the right edge, without being word final.
(43)  a.  tùpe’c  b.  tùpe’ésne
tùpe’c-ne
‘rib’
‘rib (OBJ)’

(44)  a.  nàcò’x
b.  nàco’óxna
nàco’óx-ne
‘salmon’
‘chinook salmon (OBJ)’

If these words ended in a CVCC syllable, we would expect to see them stressed as
*tùpe’c and *nàco’x. There is in fact a small set of six words with this pattern. All of
them end in ñs or ñc:

(45)  a.  piyeñs
b.  piyeñsne
piyeñs-ne
‘rawhide rope’
‘rawhide rope (OBJ)’

(46)  a.  sistëxñs
b.  sistëxñsne
sistëxñs-ne
‘crotch’
‘crotch (obj)’

These examples show that CC codas are allowed for ñs/ñc. For the other final CC
clusters, I conclude that they are syllabified as follows, with final syllabic consonants.

(47)  a.  tùpe’c
b.  nàcò’x
‘rib’
‘chinook salmon’

These final consonants cannot receive main stress (unless a vowel is epenthesized, as in
the inflected examples (43b), (44b)), but the final syllabic consonant does allow these
words and those like the following examples to fall into the Nez Perce penultimate stress
pattern:

(48)  a.  pàap.s
b.  qìlåas.x
pàpásna
qìlasáxna
‘red fir (NOM)/(OBJ)’
‘otter (NOM)/(OBJ)’
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c. ta'c ta'ásna 'good (NOM)/(OBJ)'
d. màq.s màq.s màq.s màq.s na 'yellow (NOM)/(OBJ)'

The pronunciation of these words also points to the syllabic nature of the final C's. The first consonant of the cluster is lengthened and held slightly before transitioning to the next syllable. Hoard (1978) observed similar syllabification for some of these words. When a native speakers says these words with clusters it contrasts strikingly with the pronunciation of English speakers learning Nez Perce. Native speakers of Nez Perce lengthen the first consonant of the cluster before transitioning to the following syllabic consonant. English speakers learning Nez Perce do not sound the same. Instead, they transition quickly to the second consonant, which is in some cases lengthened. Presumably the contrast is created because English allows CC codas in contrast to Nez Perce.

There remains a very small set of words that end in tri-consonantal clusters. Four such examples are given in (49).

(49)  
a. tìtêw'xc 'chiselmouth fish'
b. mú'pc 'yearling fawn'
c. pàl'xc 'snowshoe rabbit'
d. ìlps 'mushroom species'

In all cases, the CCC cluster has a medial fricative or ends in a fricative. It appears that the fricative allows for the licensing of a CC syllable. At least one of these words allows stress shift:

(50)  
a. pàl'xc pàl'xísna 'snowshoe rabbit (NOM)/(OBJ)'
Hoard represented examples like these in his transcriptions with the obstruents separately syllabified, as in (51).

(51) \[ \text{[mu'.p.c]} \] ‘yearling fawn’

I conclude that with one exception, Nez Perce allows only a simplex coda. The exception is the sequence ñs/ñc. Other examples of CC and CCC are either licensed morphologically, contain syllabic consonants, or both. For more on syllabic consonants and epenthesis, see Chapter 4.3.1.

2.1.4. Stress assignment

Nez Perce stress assignment is the problem taken up by Chapter 4, where I provide a series of explanations for Nez Perce stress phenomena based upon Optimality Theory. In this section, I give a short introduction to stress, because it affects the realization of morphemes in quite obvious ways. In this chapter, I indicate many accented syllables and long vowels in the underlying representations which do not appear in the surface representations. This brief survey explains the basic principles of stress which account for the relationships between the underlying representations and the surface forms.

The Nez Perce syllable inventory is repeated from (34).

(34)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Super-Heavy</td>
<td>CVVC, CVV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>CVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>CV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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These syllable types have different stress behaviors depending on context. Super-heavy syllables always have at least secondary stress.

(52) a. c'ëhi'ëe
   ‘ermine’
   b. hëdëemëndëwëes
   ‘school’

CVC syllables always have secondary stress, unless they are word final. A word final CVC syllable is normally stressless.

(53) a. pëskis
   ‘door’
   b. wëptes
   ‘eagle’

There are two exceptions to this observation. A word final CVC syllable that is underlyingly accented will have secondary stress. In (54), the aspect markers, ‘incompletive plural’ and ‘irrealis’ are both accented. They do not receive primary stress, but they still get secondary stress (for discussion of how Nez Perce chooses which accent to receive primary stress, see Chapter 5.5.3).

(54) a. wëeyëksëx
   wëeyik-six
   cross-INC.PL
   ‘we are crossing’
   b. wëeyikù’
   wëeyik-ú’
   cross-IRR
   ‘I will cross’

In a reduplicated stem, a word final CVC syllable will have secondary stress when it is in correspondence with a syllable that has main stress.

(55) a. tëtipitëlip
   ‘ribbon’
   b. quyëesquyèës
   ‘Stellar’s jay’

The CV syllables receive secondary stress when they are word initial:
CV syllables also receive secondary stress when they are the odd member in a series of two light syllables.

(57) a. támátahá
    tamátahá
    ‘Tomitahá Creek, Idaho’

b. ‘áláwyalacáqa
    ‘e-láwyala-cee-qa
    3OB-gaff-INC-REC
    ‘I was recently gaffing it’

CV syllables are always stressless word finally unless they are accented:

(58) a. tùyé
    ‘blue grouse’

b. mèxsem’mé
    ‘from the mountains’

For more on secondary stress see Chapter 4.3.

Normally, an underlying long vowel has length in a surface form only if it has primary stress. Thus, since there is only one syllable in each word, there is at most one long vowel in each word (although there are a number of morphologically licensed exceptions). On the other hand, main stress does not imply length. A vowel will be long only if it is underlyingly long, and its syllable has main stress in the word’s surface form.

This is seen in the following examples:

(59) a. pískís
    pískís
    door
    ‘door’

b. pískísne
    pískís-ne
    door-OBJ
    ‘door (OBJ)’
piskis ‘door’ has no underlying long vowels and weeptes ‘eagle’ has two. When main stress is assigned to either vowel in ‘door’ neither one has length, but both vowels have length in ‘eagle’ under main stress, because they are both underlyingly long (for more on vowel shortening, see Chapter 4.2.1.4).

The examples in (59)-(60) also illustrate the pattern of penultimate stress, which I demonstrated in the previous section. In a large proportion of Nez Perce words, regular principles of stress assignment determine that stress will go on the penult. When words are uninflected, as in (59a),(60a), then stress is assigned to the next to last syllable of the stem. When a case suffix is added, stress is assigned on the stem’s last syllable (59b),(60b). The pattern of shifting, penultimate stress is seen with words that lack accent (for more on regular stress assignment in Nez Perce, see Chapter 4.2). As explained in the previous section, when words end in a CC or CCC cluster, the final C is syllabified and this allows stress to be assigned to the last vowel in words like tûpè’.c ‘rib’ and nàcô’.x ‘chinook salmon’ without violating the pattern of penultimate stress.

Stress is penultimate in these examples because it precedes a word final syllabic consonant.

Nez Perce is similar to Sanskrit and Salish in that regular principles assign main stress, but those regular principles take precedence only as long as there are no syllables
with lexical accent in the word. Assigning main stress to an accented syllable is more important than assigning stress by the regular principles. The words in (61)-(62) have lexical accent, so stress does not shift.

(61)  

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{mímqas} \\
& \text{mímqas} \\
& \text{orange} \\
& \text{‘orange’ (the fruit)} \\
\text{b. } & \text{mímqásna} \\
& \text{mímqás-ne} \\
& \text{orange-OBJ} \\
& \text{‘orange (OBJ)’}
\end{align*} \]

(62)  

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{háama} \\
& \text{háama} \\
& \text{man} \\
& \text{‘man’} \\
\text{b. } & \text{háamána} \\
& \text{háama-ne} \\
& \text{man-OBJ} \\
& \text{‘man (OBJ)’}
\end{align*} \]

Accent is indicated in the underlying representations with \(^{\prime}\). I do not indicate secondary stress or primary stress that is assigned by regular principles in the underlying forms, because in those cases stress is predictable.

2.1.5. Orthographic conventions

Throughout the more than a century and a half that people have been writing Nez Perce, they have used several different orthographies. It would be an understatement to say that the issue of which orthography to use is a thorny one in Native American applied linguistics. In many cases, older speakers are used to and emotionally attached to a system that was introduced many years ago, often in the 1800’s. Unfortunately, these older writing systems often neglect to indicate such things as glottalization and the difference between velar and uvular places of articulation. The elders themselves have no problem
using these systems, because they already have a native knowledge of the words, and they can deduce from context what a word’s identity is. However, younger members of a community usually approach the language as second language learners, and they find it difficult to make the distinctions in pronunciation expected of them by the elders without the clues provided by a modern orthography. The change from an older system to a newer system for the sake of younger members can involve considerable distress, calling for patience and understanding all around. It is a credit to the elders of the Nez Perce Tribe that they have made the switch to a practical orthography for the sake of younger members of their communities.

At least six different orthographies have seen significant use. The oldest is it the Spalding orthography. Presbyterian missionaries introduced this system in the early 19th Century. This was followed by the Morvillo orthography. The Jesuit mission to the Nez Perce developed this writing system later in the 19th Century. Early in the 20th century, Archie Phinney completed his dissertation in anthropology at Columbia University, and developed an orthography to record the volume of texts that he published. Haruo Aoki has done the most pioneering work in Nez Perce linguistics, beginning in the 1960’s. He has used a phonetic orthography typical of Americanists. Noel Rude followed Aoki’s work beginning in the 1980’s. Rude’s orthography and that of the practical orthography now in use by the Nez Perce are nearly identical. I will now present and contrast these different orthographies.

Missionaries from the Presbyterian church, particularly the Spaldings, developed a writing system for hymns and portions of the Bible in the early 19th Century, which relies
heavily on English spelling conventions. This orthography and variations of it are still used by many tribal members on the Idaho Reservation, particularly in churches. The six Indian Presbyterian churches on the Nez Perce Reservation recently republished one of their hymnals and the Westminster Catechism using this orthography. (63) and (64) compare the Nez Perce phonemic inventory (63a),(64a) with the Spalding representations (63b),(64b).

(63)

a. p t c k q? t s x χ h m n w y l
   b. p t t s k k l s k th k th h m n w y l

(64)

a. i æ a u o i æ a: u: o:
   b. i a a/ o oo/u o ee a a oo o u e i/i ai e au sh

Distinctions missing from this orthography include glottalization, the contrast between velar and uvular places of articulation, glottal stop, vowel length (except for the vowel i), and stress. The Spalding orthography indicates the schwa allophone of the two low vowels, the epsilon allophone of æ, and three diphthongs. In some cases, there is more than one way of representing a sound. The Spalding orthography has been in continual use for over 150 years, and various conventions have been added during that time.

The Spalding orthography also writes the $ allophone of s as sh. s palatalizes to $ when it is adjacent to high vowels and y in the speech of some individuals. In the speech of current speakers, palatalization is usually only very slight. Spalding and the other
missionaries represented it as occurring in the context of low vowels, something that I have never observed.

The examples in (65) provide illustration of the orthography in use.

(65)  a.  Neemeepoo  [nɪmɪˈpʊː]  b.  piineewaas  [páɪnɪwáːs]  
     ‘Nez Perce’  (place name)

c.  kthakthats  [k̚aχ̚aːt̚]  d.  him  [hɪm̚]  
    ‘grizzly bear’  ‘mouth’

For the fluent native speakers of the 19th Century and the first half of the 20th Century, the Spalding orthography did not present a problem. It provided more than enough clues to a word’s identity in the context of a Bible passage or hymn, particularly when many of these texts and songs had become well-known. However, as fluency has waned, this system presents difficulties for less fluent individuals. Both the Methodist and Presbyterian churches have held special classes to learn the words in the hymns, and because even today’s elders sometimes have to struggle to make out the correct words to sing.

For those who are trying to learn Nez Perce as a second language, the challenge presented by the Spalding system is even greater. The lack of differentiation between the glottalized and unglottalized consonants is especially problematic. This is a vital difference in the sound system, and it is one which can be difficult for a native speaker of English to learn. If the orthography does not represent glottalization, it makes it very hard for learners, particularly adults, to make the distinctions consistently. The same problem arises with vowel length and with the difference between velar and uvular consonants.
The Spalding system has been adapted for use in public signage both by the Nez Perce Tribe and by non-Indians in the area. Hyphens are used to make syllabification explicit. The modification of Spalding's system is illustrated in (66).

(66)  
a. Nee-mee-poo [nìmì-pù:]  
Nee Mee Poo
'Nez Perce'

b. pii-nee-waas [pì-yìni-wàs]
Pii Nee Waas
(place name)

c. ktha-kthats [kɔ́kòːts]
ktha kthats
'grizzly bear'

d. him [híːm']
him
'mouth'

Hyphenation can be an aid to pronunciation for those who are entirely new to the language, but it is not helpful to someone trying to actually understand a written text. Those using the dashed style tend to be inconsistent in representing word boundaries. Syllabification does not necessarily follow morpheme boundaries either, and this can be an additional source of confusion to the student. Again, for those who already know the language, it is usually possible to figure out the meaning, but this is very difficult for the beginner.

Morvillo, a Jesuit missionary living on the Idaho Reservation, produced the first published dictionary of Nez Perce. It was printed in 1895. (67) and (68) compare Morvillo's orthography (67b), (68b) with the Nez Perce phonemic inventory (67a), (68a).

(67)  
a. p t c k q ? s x χ h m n w y l p' t' c' k' q' m' n' w' y' l'
b. p t z k k l s g g m n u y l p t z k k m n u y l
(68)

a.  i æ a u o  
    i: æ: a: u: o:

b.  i e a u o  
    ee a a oo o

Like Spalding, Morvillo did not represent glottalization, glottal stop, vowel length, or the distinction between velar and uvular consonants. Morvillo did not represent h.

Morvillo’s dictionary describes “S as in the English word she.” I interpret this as coming from the influence of the Spalding orthography.

Morvillo represented the five vowels more systematically than they were in the Spalding orthography, introducing the use of e for æ. He also indicated main stress.

(69)

a.  Nimípu  [nìmìːpuː]  
   ‘Nez Perce’

b.  pāniyas  [paːniwiˈæs]  
   (place name)

c.  gagáz  [χáχáːc]  
   ‘grizzly bear’

d.  him  [hɪm]  
   ‘mouth’

Morvillo’s system never gained the popularity of use that the Spalding system achieved. Presbyterianism was introduced earlier and was much more widely adopted by the Nez Perce than was Catholicism, and this may explain in part why the Nez Perce make use of the orthography of one set of missionaries more widely than the other.

---

3 Morvillo indicates stress on the ultima for ‘grizzly bear’, but every speaker and all texts with which I am familiar have main stress on the first syllable, which has a short vowel, and secondary stress on the following long vowel. It would not be surprising if Morvillo made a mistake in this instance since ‘grizzly bear’ has one of the most unusual stress patterns in the language, and long vowels are usually stressed.
In 1934, Archie Phinney, a Nez Perce and the first Plateau Indian to earn a Ph.D., published an important volume of folktales recorded from his mother, Weyiletpuu (literally ‘Cayuse person’), a speaker of Lower River Nez Perce. Phinney’s orthography was comparable to those employed by Boas and other anthropologists and philologists at Columbia University at that time. (70) and (71) compare the Nez Perce phonemic inventory (70a), (70a) with Phinney’s system (70b), (71b).

(70)

a. p t c k q? t s x χ h m n w y l p’ t’ c’ k’ q’ m’ n’ w’ y’ l’

b. p t t s k k t s x χ h θ m n w y l p’ t’ ts’ k’ q’ m’ n’ w’ y’ l’

(71)

a. i æ a u o i æ: a: u: o:

b. i å a u o i å a u o

Phinney’s orthography is the first to indicate glottalization and the distinction between velars and uvulars. Like Morvillo he marked main stress. He did not mark glottal stop. Phinney also has the phone θ. Theta is not found at all found among the Idaho dialects. Its presence in Phinney’s texts might be attributable to the fact that the dialect he was describing was from the Lower Snake River, quite close to the Umatilla Sahaptins, from whom words were surely borrowed from time to time. In any case, θ occurs very infrequently even in Phinney’s narratives.

Phinney did not represent vowel length, but it can in some places be inferred. Phinney stated in the introduction to the texts that vowels with main stress have length
except for the vowel i (he does not state whether vowels without main stress have length, which in fact they do). While there is an important correspondence between main stress and vowel length, it is far from one of implication. There are many, many examples of the other short vowels besides i (realized as its allophone ɨ) occurring with main stress (72). There are also long vowels that occur without main stress (73).

(72)  
a. quˈpqup  ‘backbone’  
b. xæxus    ‘green’  
c. cóqoy    ‘smokehole’

(73)  
a. xáxàːc  ‘grizzly’  
b. wisiː    ‘rat’  
c. qaːsiː  ‘bumble bee’  
c. taːmísku  ‘tree sap’

Although Phinney was describing a Lower Snake River dialect, which is otherwise poorly documented, the language as it appears in his texts is really not very different from Upper River Nez Perce. It is also not the case that main stress implies vowel length in the neighboring Sahaptin language, so Phinney was not describing a borrowed trait.

My conclusion is that there must be vowel length which is not marked in Phinney’s texts. There are surely many short stressed vowels in his texts as well a number of long vowels that lack main stress. We can only roughly infer the locations of these vowels from what we know of the Upriver dialects. However, one distinction seems clear. We may assume that wherever Phinney wrote i with stress it must have been a long vowel because he explicitly mentions this contrast with ɨ.
The examples in (74) further illustrate Phinney’s orthography.

(74) a. **nimípu** [n̞imípuː]  
   ‘Nez Perce’

b. **páyniwas** [paːyníwaːs]  
   (place name)

c. **χáχats** [χáχats]  
   ‘grizzly bear’

d. **him’** [him’]  
   ‘mouth’

The Nez Perce never made popular use of Phinney’s writing system, but it still carries significance for the Tribe. Although he died in a car accident as a fairly young man, the work he completed is widely recognized for its very significant contribution to the Tribe’s cultural heritage. When questions of orthography are brought up, his system is usually mentioned.

From the 1960’s through 1994, Haruo Aoki, the linguist who has done by far the most to document the Nez Perce language, published several articles (1962, 1963, 1966a, 1966b, 1970, 1975), a grammar (1970), two sets of texts (1979 and 1984 with Deward Walker), and a dictionary (1994). A student of UC Berkeley’s Mary Haas, he employs an Americanist phonetic orthography. Most linguists since the 1960’s have followed his lead. (75) and (76) contrast his orthography (75b), (76b) with the representations of the system of phonemes given previously (75a), (76a).

(75)  
a. \[ptc k q?\] \[t s x χ h m n w y l\]  
p’ t’ c’ k’ q’ m’ n’ w’ y’ l’

b. \[ptc k q?\] \[t s x χ h m n w y l\]  
p’ t’ c’ k’ q’ m’ n’ w’ y’ l’
(76)  
a.  iə a u o iə a u: o:
b.  ə e a u o ə e a u o

Aoki was the first to write c/c̚ for the affricate. He follows Morvillo in using e for æ and Phinney in using x̌. He also marks primary stress.

(77)  
a.  nimípuː [nǐmípuː]  b.  páyniwaːs [páyniwaːs]  
   ‘Nez Perce’  (place name)

c.  ʃ áxəc [ʃáxəc]  d.  hím’ [hím’]  
   ‘grizzly bear’  ‘mouth’

Length is indicated with a single raised dot following the vowel or consonant (e.g., a̚ or s̚). Aoki represents glottalized sounds with the hook directly over the letter (which is not done here for typographic reasons).


(78)  
a.  nɪmípuː [nɪmípuː]  b.  páayniwaas [pá:yniwaːs]  
   ‘Nez Perce’  (place name)

c.  ʃ áxaːc [ʃáxaːc]  d.  hím’ [hím’]  
   ‘grizzly bear’  ‘mouth’

Rude uses a digraph for long vowels (e.g., aa for a̚) and for glottalized sounds. He also uses an apostrophe ’ in the place of ?.
Many members of Native American communities have found linguistic
orthographies to be off-putting, particularly diacritics and special characters. In 1979, the
Nez Perce Bilingual Education committee developed a practical orthography (Nez Perce
Practical Orthography, hereafter NPPO) for use in several publications it produced for the
Tribe’s education program. This committee consisted of several Nez Perce elders,
Professor Aoki, and Dr. Tupou L. Pulu of the National Bilingual Materials Development
Center in Anchorage, Alaska.

(79)
a. \(ptc\)\(k\)\(q\) ?\(t\)\(s\)\(\chi\) \(h\) \(mnwyl\) \(p’ \ t’ \ c’ \ k’ \ q’ \ m’ \ n’ \ w’ \ y’ \ l’\)
b. \(ptc\)\(k\)\(q’\) \(t\)\(sx\)\(h\) \(mnwyl\) \(p’ \ t’ \ c’ \ k’ \ q’ \ m’ \ n’ \ w’ \ y’ \ l’\)

(80)
a. \(i \ae \ a\)\(u\)\(o\) \(i \ae\): \(a\): \(u\): \(o\):
b. \(i \ e \ a\)\(u\)\(o\) \(i\)\(e\) \(e\) \(a\)\(a\)\(u\)\(u\) \(o\)\(o\)

The apostrophe is used in place of ? and \(\chi\) in place of \(\chi\). Glottalized sounds are marked
with an apostrophe following the letter, and main stress is indicated.

(81) a. \(nimípuu\) [\(nimípuː\)] \(‘Nez Perce’\)
b. \(páyniwaas\) [\(páyniwaːs\)] \(‘place name’\)
c. \(xáxäc\) [\(xáxäːc\)] \(‘grizzly bear’\)
d. \(hím’\) [\(hím’\)] \(‘mouth’\)

The NPPO has been adopted by the Lapwai schools and is currently employed in Nez
Perce classes at Lewis-Clark State College. In March 1997, the Circle of Elders, a
language advisory board for the Nez Perce Tribe, officially adopted this writing system
for use in tribally sponsored language programs.
In my transcriptions, I will make use of the NPPO. This will provide no difficulty for professional linguists, and it will help to make the portions of this work more accessible to members of the community. Within square brackets, I will use Americanist phonetic orthography (APO). The two systems are compared in (82).

(82) Transcriptions: ptckq  tsxh  mnyl  p't'c'k'q'  m'n'w'y'l'
ieauo  ii  ee  aa  uu  oo
Within brackets:    ptckq?  tsxh  mnyl  p't'c'k'q'  m'n'w'y'l'
ieauo  i:  ae:  a:  u:  o:

Rarely, a sequence of a consonant followed by a glottal stop occurs. In these cases, I will then use the symbol / in the transcription instead of an apostrophe (e.g., h?p?imse ‘it is growing’). An apostrophe preceding a consonant does not create confusion because it is never used to indicate a glottalized consonant (e.g., ta’c = [ta?c] ‘good’). It can only indicate a series of glottal stop followed by a consonant. Additional IPA symbols such as æ, ɛ, and diacritics are used in phonetic transcriptions as needed. When discussing languages other than Nez Perce, I use the orthography of the sources cited.

The following chart provides a parallel comparison of the different systems alongside the phonetic orthography often employed by Americanists.

---

4 Usually, when a sequence of C? occurs, merger takes place to produce C’, although there are exceptions, particularly in the speech of older speakers.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APO</th>
<th>Spalding</th>
<th>Morvillo</th>
<th>Phinney</th>
<th>Aoki</th>
<th>Rude</th>
<th>NPPO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>’</td>
<td>’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>kth</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Χ</td>
<td>kth</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>Χ</td>
<td>Χ</td>
<td>Χ</td>
<td>Χ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>q’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c’</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ts’</td>
<td>c’</td>
<td>c’</td>
<td>c’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m’</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m’</td>
<td>m’</td>
<td>m’</td>
<td>m’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n’</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n’</td>
<td>n’</td>
<td>n’</td>
<td>n’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w’</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y’</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l’</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>ee/i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>å</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a, o</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>oo</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a’</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>a’</td>
<td>a’</td>
<td>a’</td>
<td>a’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2.2. **Overview of syntax and morphology**

Nez Perce has quite complex morphology, and it allows considerable freedom of word order. In the discussion of morphology in §2.3, issues of syntax will arise from time to time, and so for this reason, I begin with a thumbnail sketch of the most salient points of interaction between syntax and inflectional morphology. Discussion of derivational affixes is reserved for §2.3.

2.2.1. **Word order and case marking**

Nez Perce syntax is characterized by extremely free word order. The sentences in (84) illustrate some of the range of word order that one could find in a simple clause. They all mean 'The boy is frying the fish with the frying pan on the fire.' The sentence could also mean 'A boy is frying a fish with a frying pan on a fire' since Nez Perce does not have an article (Nez Perce does have a system of demonstratives). Case marking is the primary determinant of the thematic roles of the different noun phrases.

(84)  

a. háacwə̀nîm peék’úsmîsè cùy’ēemmè k’úsmît’èski ‘åláapa
    boy    fry    fish    frying.pan    fire

b. peék’úsmîsè háacwə̀nîm cùy’ēemmè k’úsmît’èski ‘åláapa

c.  cùy’ēemmè háacwə̀nîm peék’úsmîsè k’úsmît’èski ‘åláapa

d. k’úsmît’èski háacwə̀nîm peék’úsmîsè cùy’ēemmè ‘åláapa

e. ‘åláapa háacwə̀nîm peék’úsmîsè cùy’ēemmè k’úsmît’èski

f. k’úsmît’èski peék’úsmîsè cùy’ēemmè ‘åláapa háacwə̀nîm

g. cùy’ēemmè háacwə̀nîm k’úsmît’èski ‘åláapa peék’úsmîsè
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Although any order of these constituents we have here is allowable, and all of these examples have the same basic meaning, a speaker may emphasize a nominal by placing it at the beginning of the clause. Some of today’s remaining speakers are moving more towards SVO word order.

The full set of Nez Perce cases is provided in (85).

(85) **Nez Perce case markers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Type</th>
<th>Case Marking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. nominative</td>
<td>(NOM) (zero case marking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ergative</td>
<td>(ERG) -m/-nm/-nim/-um</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. objective</td>
<td>(OBJ) -ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. instrumental</td>
<td>(INST) -ki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. benefactive</td>
<td>(BEN) -'ayn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. allative</td>
<td>(ALL) -k/-pk/-kek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. locative</td>
<td>(LOC) -pe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. ablative</td>
<td>(ABL) -kin’ik/-pkin’ik/-me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. vocative</td>
<td>(VOC) -e/-e’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cases are discussed below in §2.3.1.4.2.

In Nez Perce, case marking generally disambiguates the role of nominal constituents. As we can see in (86), case indicates which noun phrase has which grammatical relationship in the sentence.

(86) **haacwàlnim** pëek’ùsmise cùy’éemne k’úsmit’eski ’àlápap. haacwal-nim pëe-k’ùsmi-see cùy’éemne k’úsmit’es-ki ’aalaa-pa boy-ERG 3ON3-fry-INC fish-OBJ frying-pa-fry-INST fire-LOC ‘The boy is frying the fish with the frying pan on the fire.’

Here are examples of the ergative (ERG), objective (OBJ), instrumental (INST), and locative (LOC) cases. We see the noun **haacwal** ‘boy’ in the objective case in (87):
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(87) háacwàlna péekce háamànm.
    háacwal-na pée-hek-cee háama-nm
    boy-OBJ 3ON3-see-INC man-ERG
    'The man sees the boy.'

There are unmarked nouns, which are used for intransitive subjects (88a) and
predicate nominals (88b). Where it is necessary to contrast nouns in the marked cases
with unmarked nouns, the unmarked will be termed the nominative (NOM).

(88) a. háacwal hikúuse hitéemenweesx.
    háacwal hii-kuu-see hitéemenwees-x
    boy 3-go-INC school-ALL
    'The boy is going to school.'

b. yóx wàpàyataw’átat háacwal híiwes.
    híi-wee-s
    that helper boy 3-be-INC
    'That helper is a boy.'

Example (89) compares three case forms for ‘boy’ – ergative, objective, and nominative.

(89) a. háacwàlnim
    háacwal-nim
    boy-ERG
b. háacwàlna
    háacwal-ne
    boy-OBJ
  c. háacwal
    boy (NOM)

Nez Perce falls within Dixon’s (1994) characterization of tripartite ergative languages.

Dixon describes these tripartite systems as being uncommon; however, Nez Perce is
typical for an ergative language in that its nominative is the unmarked case and that its
ergative also indicates the genitive relation (90).

(90) a. háacwàlnim pícpic
    háacwal-nm
    boy-ERG cat
    'the boy’s cat'

b. 'inim kícuy
    'iin-nm
    I-ERG money
    'my money'
I provide additional discussion of noun phrases in §2.4.1.1.

In addition to the case suffixes, there are a number of bound postpositions that indicate more specific locations. For a more complete discussion of case markers and bound postpositions, see §2.3.1.4.2. below.

2.2.2. Verb agreement

The Nez Perce verb has partial subject/object agreement. In transitive clauses such as (91) with two third person arguments, person agreement is marked with a portmanteau prefix that indicates that a third person subject acts upon a third person object (hence “3ON3” for third person acting on third person).

(91) **Third person subject with third person object:**

| ẖaacw̱əlnim | cu̱yúeemne | p̱eeḵ̱úismi̱se. |
|--------------|------------|-----------------
| ẖaacwal-nm   | cuúyeem-ne | p̱eeḵ̱úsmi̱-see |
| boy-ERG      | fish-OBJ   | 3ON3-fry-INC   |
| ‘The boy is frying the fish.’ |

Other verbal agreement morphemes code for the person and number of subjects and objects.

(92) **Third person subject, intransitive verb:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ṉ́aayat</th>
<th>ẖiweey̱iḵse.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṉ́aayat</td>
<td>ẖii-weey̱iḵ-see</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman</td>
<td>3-cross-INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘The woman is crossing.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(93) **Third person object with first or second person subject:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ṉ́aayätna</th>
<th>ṉ́eeḵice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṉ́aayat-ne</td>
<td>ṉ́e-heki-cee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman-OBJ</td>
<td>3OB-see-ASP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I/you see the woman.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is generally no person agreement for arguments other than third person.

One exception is the reflexives.

(94) **Third person reflexive subject:**  
\text{‘ýáayat}  \text{'ípnéekìce}  
\text{‘ýáayat}  \text{'ípnéè-hek-cee}  
woman 3REFL-see-ASP  
‘The woman sees herself.’

Separate agreement prefixes exist for reflexives of first, second, and third person both singular and plural (94). These forms are given in §2.3.4.2.3.2. below. In addition, the cislocative can act as a first person object agreement marker. This is discussed in §2.4.2.4.

Number agreement is indicated separately from person agreement. The plurality of both subject and object are indicated even when person is not.

(95) **néesk‘úsmisíx**  
\text{nées-k‘úsmi-síix}  
PLOBJ-fry-INC.PL  
‘We (PL) are frying you (PL.OBJ).’ or ‘You (PL) are frying us (PL.OBJ).’

Sentences like (95) are ambiguous, although in context surely the meaning is clear to both the speaker and the audience. All we know is that there are no third person or reflexive arguments, and both the subject and object are plural.\(^5\)

In most intransitive clauses, in which the verb lacks the third person hii-, the subject is either first or second person.

\(^5\) In some clauses, the cislocative suffix can be used to indicate that the activity is directed towards first person. The cislocative is discussed in §2.3.4.1.3.
(96) kùuse 'itàmyáanwàax.
kuu-see 'itanyáanwaas-x
go-INC store-ALL
‘I am going to the store.’/ ‘You are going to the store.’

Out of context, clauses like (96) are usually translated with a first person English gloss, but unless they are disambiguated with a pronoun as in (97), they can be interpreted either way.

(97) 'ée kùuse 'itàmyáanwàax.
kuu-see 'itanyáanwaas-x
you go-INC store-ALL
‘You are going to the store.’

When Nez Perce speakers are asked to produce a clause with a second person argument, they will usually include a second person pronoun. In casual conversation, when the reference of arguments is understood, pronouns are usually dropped.

Plurality is indicated on only a subset of nouns. Almost all of them are human nouns.

(98) hàhàcwalnim hìnéesk’ùsmisíx cuuy’éemne.
ha-hácwal-nim hii-nées-k’úsmi-síix cuuy’eem-ne
PL-boy-ERG 3-PLOB-fry-INC.PL fish-OBJ
‘The boys are frying the fish.’

Thus only the agreement marking on the verb indicates the plurality of cuuy’éemne ‘fish’. It is not even the case that all human nouns have plural forms.
2.3. **Morphology**

Although the traditional dichotomy between inflection and derivation is often difficult to maintain when describing a language's morphology, I will exploit these terms as a useful convention to give structure to the discussion in the following section.

I will at least mention here every morpheme that appears in the other chapters of this dissertation. I will provide a description of each class of morpheme. Nevertheless, this section is not an exhaustive catalogue of Nez Perce morphology. That task is beyond the scope of this sketch. The goals here are to provide an overview of how the morphological system functions, with comments on the typical sound changes associated with that system.

2.3.1. **Noun morphology**

In this overview, I begin with prefixation and then move to reduplication. There are three kinds of reduplication, two of which are clearly prefixal. The third kind is essentially a form of compounding, which itself is somewhat prefixal in nature. After discussing reduplication and compounding, I will continue to suffixation.

2.3.1.1. **Prefixation of nouns**

Nez Perce derives new nouns with several different prefixes, but except for reduplication, most noun prefixes are not very productive (see Aoki 1970:57-8 for discussion). I provide examples of two of the more productive derivational prefixes in
(99): péh- ‘each’ and píi- ‘reciprocal’ (píi- is also a productive verbal prefix (see §2.3.4.2.3.2.)).

(99) a. pe'ìnwinm
péh'-inwinm
each-year
‘every year’

b. píipe'ëks
píi-pe'ëks
RECIP–co-wife
‘rivals’

Both of these prefixes are accented, but not all prefixes have this characteristic. Recall from §2.1.4 that an accented morpheme attracts stress but does not necessarily receive stress. A rival accented morpheme may receive stress instead (for additional discussion of multiple accents in the same word, see Chapter 4.3.3).

An example of an unaccented prefix is the possessive ne’- ‘my’. This inflectional prefix which is used only on kinship terms.

(100) a. na'toot
ne'-toot
my-father
‘my father’

b. nè'lic
ne’-’lic
my-mother
‘my mother’

Like ne’-, most of the other noun prefixes have a quite restricted distribution. ne’- is part of an archaic system of possessive forms which exists only with kinship terms (see Aoki 1970:50 for further discussion of the kinship system of possessive prefixes).

6 This word can be used for any kind of rivals regardless of gender or marital status.
2.3.1.2. Reduplication in nouns

At least two of the three kinds of Nez Perce reduplication can be clearly classified as prefixal: CV-reduplication and Cl-reduplication. CV-reduplication is used mostly with nouns and Cl-mostly with adjectives (see §2.3.2). Nez Perce uses prefixal reduplication is to express plurality and confines its use almost exclusively to nouns and adjectives referring to humans. Aoki discusses reduplication in his grammar (1970:42) as well as in an earlier article (1963a).

Examples of CV-reduplication are provided in (101)-(103).

(101) a. háacwal  b. háhácwal
   ‘boy’       CV-háacwal
                ‘boys’    

(102) a. miyá’c  b. mamáy’ac
   ‘child’     CV-miyá’c
                ‘children’

(103) a. hètè’ew  b. hèhètè’ew
   ‘dear (SG)’ CV-hètè’ew
                ‘dear (PL)’

When the initial C of the word is glottal stop, it is reduplicated as h.

(104) a. áayat  b. há’áyat
   ‘woman’ CV-áayat
                ‘women’

7 The underlying form of ‘child’ is mya’c, with an initial consonant cluster. The vowel that is reduplicated is the stem vowel a. In the singular, the surface form of ‘child’ miya’c, includes the epenthized high front vowel i, but as we can see in this example, it is not the epenthetic vowel that is reduplicated.
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In Ci- prefixation, the initial consonant reduplicates and the vowel i takes the place of the vowel of the initial syllable. This kind of reduplication also indicates plurality.

(105) a. ta’c  
    b. títá’c  
    ‘good (SG)’  
    Ci-ta’c  
    ‘good (PL)’

(106) a. sòoyáapoo  
    b. sísóoyàapòò  
    ‘non-Indian’  
    Ci-sooyaapoo  
    ‘non-Indians’

As with CV- reduplication, in Ci- reduplication, ? reduplicates as h. In the available examples, when the initial sequence is /?i/, it is reduplicated as he-.

(107) a. ’ísikit  
    b. hé’ísikit  
    ‘trail’  
    he-’ísikit  
    ‘trails’

There is no difference in meaning between the two different kinds of prefixal reduplication.

Prefixal reduplication can have interesting effects on word prosody. An initial stressed long vowel becomes short when its syllable is reduplicated:

(108) a. háacwal  
    b. hàhácwal  
    ‘boy’  
    ‘boys’

(109) a. ’áayat  
    b. hà’áyat  
    ‘woman’  
    ‘women’

When the stem begins with a consonant cluster, the initial consonant is reduplicated, and short i is epenthesized following the first consonant:
(110) a. ằ́mˈáayˈ  
    tmˈáay  
    ‘maiden’  

b. 烝’máayˈ  
    ttmˈáayˈ  
    ‘maidens’

Nez Perce does not allow CC onsets, so epenthesis is required in both the singular and plural forms of ‘maiden’.

The third type of reduplication involves the whole word. This kind of reduplication behaves like a subclass of compounding, which is discussed in §2.3.1.3. In many cases, Nez Perce uses whole word reduplication to create diminutives (111).

(111) a. quentialˈex  
    ‘sqawfish’

b. quentialˈaːqquentialˈaː  
    ‘little sqawfish’

Diminutive reduplication is usually accompanied by transformation of recessive vowels to dominant vowels (see Rude 1985:20-1 and Rude 1994). Dominant vowels are associated with other diminutive morphology such as the suffix -qan ‘young one’ discussed below (§2.3.1.4.1.).

Many color terms involve whole word reduplication (112)-(113).

(112) a.  má̱qš  
    ‘gall’

b.  má̱qs-má̱qš  
    ‘yellow’

(113) a.  cimux  
    ‘to blacken’

b.  cimuux-cimux  
    ‘black’

Finally, there are many words consisting of a clearly reduplicated stem, but for which there exists no corresponding unreduplicated base word.

(114) a.  kˈu̱y̱imkˈuy̱im  
    There exists no *kˈuy̱im  
    ‘blue racer (snake)’
b. quye'esquyes 'stellar's jay'
   There exists no *quyes

c. qocqoc 'meadowlark'
   There exists no *qoc

Whole reduplication is analogous to compounding with respect to stress assignment, as described in §2.3.1.3.

In contrast to CV-/Ci- reduplication, ' is not reduplicated as h in whole word reduplication.

(115) a. 'îlp 'pimple'
      b. 'îlp-'îlp 'red'

(116) a. 'alâwa 'bison yearling'
      b. 'alâwa-'alâwa 'bison calf robe'

2.3.1.3. Compounding of nouns

Compounding plays an important role in the augmentation of the Nez Perce lexicon. Nez Perce compounds are head final (see Aoki 1970:49).

(117) a. cawitáxis carrot-soup
        cawitíx-siis 'carrot soup'

        b. yëhetk'oomayn neck-hurt
           yehet-k'oomayn 'neck ache'

Approximately three quarters of the corpus of 123 compounds that I have gathered have main stress just preceding the head of the compound (117). While most of the other
compounds have stress on the penultimate syllable of the head (118a), stress can fall on any syllable, including the initial syllable of the derived word (118b).

(118) a. ˈ ipsuˈ tāalam  
    ˈ ipsuus-taalaam  
    finger-peak  
    'fingertip'  

b. qáamsit-siis  
    qáamsit-siis  
    biscuit.root-soup  
    'biscuit root soup'

Whole word reduplication normally follows the prosodic patterns of compounds, with main stress going on the last syllable of the first stem.

(119) a. kiyěwkiyèw  
    kiyew-kiyew  
    'lacewing'  

b. cǐmuuxcimùx  
    cimuux-cimuux  
    'black'

However, as with the non-reduplicated compounds, exceptions to this stress pattern exist.

(120) qołosqołos  
    qoolos-qoolos  
    'esophagus'

Further discussion of prosody in compounds will be reserved for Chapter 4.3.2.

2.3.1.4. Suffixation of nouns

The breadth of noun suffixation is considerably wider than that of prefixation and much more productive. A regular system of derivational suffixes exists in addition to comprehensive systems of case and bound post-positions.
2.3.1.4.1. Derivation

I provide a selection of Nez Perce derivational suffixes organized in terms of their productivity and their prosodic properties. Highly productive suffixes come before less productive suffixes. Accented suffixes are listed prior to ones that are unaccented. There is also a considerable inventory of nominalizing suffixes that create nouns from verb stems. Most of this morphology is discussed in the section on deverbalization (§2.3.4.7), since the phonological forms of nouns that result from the application of these suffixes depend on properties of the verb stem. Aoki (1970:58-65) also discusses noun derivation.

Some derivational suffixes, such as -nîme, which is used to form place names, and -wéeku’s, which is used to coin a name for an item that is new to the culture “resembling” something that is already known, are highly productive.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(121) a. } & \quad \text{'aysnîme} \\
& \text{'aye-nîme} \\
& \text{wild.parsnip-place} \\
& \text{‘Mission Creek, ID’} \\
& \text{(Lit. ‘Wild Parsnip Place’)}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b. } & \quad \text{mit'ipwéeku’s} \\
& \text{mit'ip-weeku’s} \\
& \text{elderberry-resembles} \\
& \text{‘shotgun shell’}^8
\end{align*}
\]

These suffixes affix to almost any semantically appropriate stem in the lexicon. Both are accented.

There are a few accented suffixes and noun formatives that have the additional property of being phonologically light. In Nez Perce, CV is a light syllable, and CVC is light in word final position. Word final CV and CVC are usually entirely stressless (see

---

^8 Elderberry fruit is composed of many, tightly clustered berries that are reminiscent of shotgun shell BB’s.
discussion in §2.1.4 and Chapter 4.2.1.2). However, any syllable that has accent can have main stress even when word final, regardless of its weight. The most common accented light suffix is the intensifier -nîx (for more about this suffix see discussion in §2.3.2 on the adjective).

Another accented light suffix is the deverbal -e’îi, which can be used to denote an object for performing the activity of the verb stem to which the suffix attaches (see §2.3.4.6 for additional discussion of deverbaling morpholgy). This suffix has an accented long vowel, which shortens when it is word final. There are several examples of this suffix where the semantics and morpholgy are quite transparent. It will be glossed as a ‘deverbal instrument’ (DVB.INST).

(122) a. tükèepilpt
tukeepilp-t
carry.over.arm-NM
‘carrying over arm’
b. tükèepilp’e’îi
tukeepilp-e’îi
carry.over.arm-DVB.INST
‘vest’, ‘waistcoat’

(123) a. wèèke’êyk-t
wee-ke’eyk-t
fly-move-NM
‘flying’
b. wèèke’yke’îi
wee-ke’eyk-e’îi
fly-move-DVB.INST
‘airplane’

There are also examples where there is no identifiable stem from which the noun has been derived.

(124) tèmèwne’e’î
temewn-e’îi
?-DVB.INST
‘saddle bag’
This suffix is also used with the question word manáma ‘why’, in which case it has the denotation ‘in such a manner’ (125).

(125) a..manáma  
manama-e‘í   
‘why’  

Word final long vowels that have secondary stress do not shorten. Shortening of a final accented long vowel is not expected, but this pattern is well-established for Nez Perce.

Finally, there is an archaic noun formative -‘é, found in several nouns, most of which are names for animals. This formative is no longer at all productive, but it is easily characterized phonologically. It is accented, it has a low vowel whose identity is determined by vowel harmony, and it glottalizes the last consonant of the noun. The vowel is realized as short when it is word final and long when it is not word final.9

(126) a. tuyéé  
tuyée   
‘grouse’  

(127) a. k’oy’am’á   
k’oy’am’áa  
‘cougar’  

Stems which include this formative do not exist independently of it.

In contrast to light accented suffixes, there exist a number of derivational suffixes that have long vowels or diphthongs but lack accent. In some cases they receive main

9 I have re-tested these data with several native speakers. Their responses consistently affirm these observations regarding the shortening of the word final accented vowel.
stress and in others they do not. Examples are given here for the suffixes -núut ‘without’, -híin ‘attributive (‘ATRB’), and -áyn ‘benefactive’ (‘BEN’). All three of these suffixes are productive, and all three are underlyingly accented. When an accented suffix attaches to a word that is unaccented, then the accented suffix generally receives main stress. However, in many of cases, the derived word takes the pattern of compound stress, where primary stress is assigned to the last syllable of the stem, and the suffix is realized without main stress. This pattern is seen with the suffix -núut ‘without’. In (128), the suffix -núut combines with the word táalo ‘testes’, and main stress is assigned to -núut. This also applies for the word kuus ‘water’ (129).

(128)  

| a. | táalo   | b.   | tālonoót   |
|    |         |      | taalo-núut |
|    | ‘testes’|      | testes-without ‘castrated’ |

(129)  

| a. | kuús    | b.   | kùusnuút   |
|    |         |      | kuus-núut  |
|    | ‘water’ |      | water-without ‘desert’ |

With the word ˈiwéepne ‘wife’, the derived word has the form of compound stress.

Stress is placed on the last syllable of ˈiwéepne, and the long vowel of -núut is shortened.

(130)  

| a. | ˈiwéepne | b.   | ˈiwépneenut |
|    |          |      | ˈiwéepne-núut |
|    | ‘wife’   |      | wife-without ‘bachelor’ |
There is a tendency for accented stems to have the compound stress pattern, but there is essentially no way to predict which stems will allow main stress to be assigned to the accented suffix and which will not. Compound stress is presented in Chapter 4.5.2.

The same pattern holds for the suffix -hiin, which receives additional discussion under adjective derivation (§2.3.2) and deverbalizing morphology (§2.3.4.6).

(131) a. ṭáala  
    b. ṭalahiin
    'alam-hiin
    fire-ATRB
    ‘steam engine’

(132) a. haáama  
    b. haáamin
    haáama-hiin
    man-ATRB
    ‘married woman’

The loss of the initial h following a consonant in (132b) is a regular sound change. The attributive is classed as a case marker by Rude (1985:101-3). However, although it is found in combination with a number of nouns, it does not appear to be productively useable as a case marker at this point in the language’s development. I believe it is better classified as a derivational suffix.

The suffix -'ayn ‘BEN’ can have both inflectional and derivational functions. Its inflectional use is as a benefactive case marker (133)-(134). Derivationally, it creates nouns that are usually instruments (135)-(136).

(133) a. taamsas  
    b. taamsasayn
    taamsaas-'ayn
    ‘wild rose’
    ‘for a wild rose’
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(134) a. háama
   'man'
   b. háama'āyn
      háama-‘āyn
      'for the man'

(135) a. tù'uynu
   'tail'
   b. tô'ynó'āyn
      tu'unuu-‘āyn
      'crupper'\(^\text{10}\)

(136) a. cìq'āamqal
   'dog'
   b. cìq'āamqàl?àyn
      cìq'āamqal-‘āyn
      'dog sled'

Although this suffix lacks a long vowel, it is a heavy syllable by virtue of its diphthong followed by a consonant (see discussion above §2.1.4). Like the examples of suffixes with long vowels just discussed, -‘āyn may or may not receive main stress. In Nez Perce compounds, although it is possible to predict where stress is likely to be assigned, stress assignment is never entirely determinable. A full account of compound stress, including its inherent unpredictability, is given in Chapter 4.3.2.

The suffix -'eew primarily derives adjectives from verbs, but in several cases it derives nouns.\(^\text{11}\)

(137) a. hìp'eew
   hip-'eew
   eat-\text{\textsc{adj2}}
   'edible mushroom'
   (Pleurotus ostreatus)
   b. tàmtáy'aw
      tamtáy-'eew
      tell.\text{news-\textsc{adj2}}
      'gossiper'

\(^{10}\) The crupper is the portion of a horse's harness that fits around the tail.
\(^{11}\) This suffix is glossed '\textsc{adj2}' since there is a more important suffix for deriving adjectives from verbs.
For more discussion of -'eew, see adjective derivation in §2.3.2.
Two unproductive derivational suffixes that never receive stress are -qan and -pel’uu (138)-(139).

(138) a. ćeq’áamqálqan
ciq’áamqal-qan
dog-young
‘puppy’

b. ’icayáayàqan
’iceyéeeye-qan
coyote-young
‘coyote pup’

(139) a. páapspal’òo
paaps-pel’uu
red.fir-people
‘Red Fir People’/‘Colville tribe’

b. cúupn’ltpel’ùu
cúupn’it-pe’luu
emerging-people
‘Nez Perce people’

The suffix -qan forms the name for the offspring of some kinds of animals. For other animals there is either an underived word for the young (e.g., tátx ‘spotted fawn’, mú’pe ‘year old fawn’, qè’éyix ‘elk calf’) or the word miyá’c ‘offspring, child’ is used, with the kind of animal in the genitive (e.g., pícpićnim miyá’c ‘cat’s offspring’ or ‘kitten’).

At the lowest end of morphological productivity, there is an unaccented, archaic noun formative nuu (noo in a word with dominant vowels). It appears in quite a few words, many the names for birds or other animals. However, other objects are included, so no semantic definition applies at this point in the evolution of the language. This formative cannot be segmented from the stem to reveal a productive noun. There is no noun wáswas to go with nuu and make waswásno in (140).

(140) a. wàswásno
waswasno
‘chicken’

b. wàswásñóona
waswasnoo-ne
chicken-OBJ
‘chicken (OBJ)’
(141) a. tàamámno
   taamamnoo
   'hummingbird'

   b. tàamámnóonn\_m
      taamamnoo-nm
      hummingbird-\_ERG
      'hummingbird (ERG)'

This formative has well defined phonological properties. In the uninflected forms of
these nouns, nuu has a short vowel, but when the stem is affixed and stress moves to
nuu the vowel is realized as long. It is unlikely that by chance all these words ended in
nuu/noo.

2.3.1.4.2. Noun inflection

I place these suffixes into three categories – case markers, qualifying suffixes, and
bound postpositions. It is not always entirely straightforward which category a suffix
belongs to, and alternative arguments could be presented for reclassifying one or another
of them. The alternative would be to have over twenty different case markers. For
additional information on the case suffixes, including their allomorphic variation, one
should consult Aoki (1970:72-7) and Rude (1985:82-119), who makes inflection and
syntax the focus of his work. Aoki (1994) lists each morpheme alphabetically and
provides additional examples.

The case markers are mostly phonologically light suffixes – C, CC, CV, or CVC
(which is light word finally), with the exception of -\_ayn ‘benefactive’ and -\_kin’ik
‘ablative’. None contains a long vowel, and only the benefactive ever receives main stress.

(85)  

(a) nominative (NOM) (unmarked)  
(b) ergative (ERG) -m/-nm/-nim/-um  
(c) objective (OBJ) -ne  
(d) instrumental (INST) -ki  
(e) benefactive (BEN) -'ayn  
(f) allative (ALL) -k/-pk/-kek  
(g) locative (LOC) -pe  
(h) ablative (ABL) -kin'ik/-pkin'ik/-me  
i vocative (VOC) -e/-e'

The case marker is almost always the last suffix in a word with two exceptions. Case markers may be followed by the emphasis marker, which appears to be a clitic (see §2.4.1.1), and by the suffix -k'e/-k'ey' ‘additionally’, discussed later in this section.

Case suffixes indicate traditionally recognized grammatical relations, and have a primarily syntactic function. In addition, Rude (1985, 1986) argues that nominals with cases (85a-h) interact with verb morphology through antipassive, possessor raising, and raising to object of obliques. (142) provides examples of the full set of case markers, except for the vocatives, with the noun séhey ‘worm’.

(142)  

(a) séhey ‘worm (NOM)’  
(b) sèhéynim -nim ‘worm (ERG)’  
(c) sèhéyne -ne ‘worm (OBJ)’  
(d) sèhéyki -ki ‘with a worm (INST)’  
(e) sèhéy'ayn -'ayn ‘for a worm (BEN)’  
(f) sèhéyx -k ‘towards a worm (ALL)’  
g. sèhéype -pe ‘on/at/in a worm (LOC)’
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h.  se'héykin'ix -kin'ik 'from a worm (ABL')

The senior vocative (SV) -e' (143a) and junior vocative (JV) -e (143b) only occur with
kinship terms.

(143)  a.  tóota'
toot-e'
father-SV 'Dad!'  

b.  'líce'
'líc-e'
mother-SV 'Mom!'

Nez Perce has reciprocal terms for the grandparent-grandchild relationships,\(^{12}\) so the two
different vocatives minimally determine which referent a reciprocal kinship term has.

(144)  a.  qałáca
qalac-e
paternal.male.grand.relation-JV 'Grandson!'/'Granddaughter!'

b.  qałácə'
qalac-e'
paternal.male.grand.relation-SV 'Grandpa!'

The case markers -ne, -ki, -'ayn, -pe and the vocatives undergo practically no
allomorphic variation other than that caused by vowel harmony. The ergative, allative,
and ablative on the other hand, exhibit considerable variation.

When the ergative follows a vowel, the form is -nm (145), following most
consonant final nouns the form is -nim (146).

\(^{12}\) An example of a reciprocal relationship in English is cousin, which is used by both members of the
relationship. For more discussion of Plateau Indian kinship terminology see Hunn 1990.
(145) a. *silúunm*  
  
  *siluu-nm*  
  eye-ERG  
  ‘eye (ERG)’  

b. *hèsúunm*  
  
  *heesuu-nm*  
  eel-ERG  
  ‘eel (ERG)’

(146) a. *qëtqéetnim*  

b. *sìk’ëemnim*  

*qëetqëet-nm*  

duck-ERG  

‘duck (ERG)’  

*sìk’ëem-nm*  

horse-ERG  

‘horse (ERG)’  

I assume that the underlying form is simply -nm, and the completely predictable vowel i is epenthesized when a series of word final Cnm is created by affixation.

Nez Perce commonly allows a single syllabic consonant at the end of a word. Many stems end in CC, but very few end in CCC. When a word ends in a syllabic consonant, the syllabic allows stress to be assigned to the last vowel in the word without violating the pattern of penultimate stress. The word *silúunm* ‘eye (ERG)’ is syllabified as *silúun.m*, with a final syllabic m, and thus the penultimate stress pattern is preserved.

In the cases where a word final cluster longer than CC occurs, the cluster never contains a sonorant unless it is the first consonant in the cluster. The cluster nm is acceptable word finally but not Cnm. Another piece of evidence that the vowel in -nim is epenthesized and not syncopated to derive -nm, is that Nez Perce does not allow syncopation of final short vowels. If syncopation took place in this morpheme, it would be the only such case of syncope in a word final syllable. There is a syncope process, but it only affects medial syllables (see Chapter 4.4.2).
In a few cases, the noun to which the ergative is affixed determines the form of the ergative. With a small set of nouns, the ergative is -um, -im, -em (147), or simply -m (148).

(147) a. wàw’áamam  
   waaw’aam-em  
   head.of.stream-ERG  
   ‘head of stream (ERG)’

  b. ’áayátom  
   ’áayat-um  
   woman-ERG  
   ‘woman (ERG)’

(148) a. nìmìipùum  
   nimìipuu-m  
   Nez.Perce-ERG  
   ‘Nez Perce (ERG)’

  b. ciq’áamqàlm  
   ciq’áamqal-m  
   dog-ERG  
   ‘dog (ERG)’

These nouns most often have human referents, but not always (147a), (148b). Some of this variation is being leveled among today’s speakers, with the -nm replacing the irregular allomorphs.

The allative has three forms -k, -pk, and -kek. In all three cases, word final k spirantizes to x following the general pattern, with the result that these suffixes are realized as -x, -px, and -kex respectively (frication is discussed in Chapter 3.3). The allative is usually -x after a consonant and -px after x.

(149) a. cóqoy  
   ‘smokehole (of tipi)’

  b. cóqóyx  
   coqoy-x  
   smokehole-ALL  
   ‘toward the smokehole’
(150) a. qémyex
    b. qémyèexpx
       qémyex-px
       Kamiah-ALL
       'to Kamiah'

     'Kamiah, Idaho'

As I explained with respect to the ergative above, a word final CC is syllabified as C.C#, allowing main stress to be assigned to the final vowel without violating the prohibition against stress on the ultima (for more on words with this pattern of stress, see Chapter 4.4.1).

The form -pk is also used following s, c, m and vowels, depending on the speaker.

(151) a. sîlu
    b. sîluupx
       sîluu-px
       eye-ALL
       'toward the eye'

     'eye'

The variant form -kex is found with a few lexical items.

(152) a. 'ınıit
    b. 'ınıitkex
       'ınıit-kex
       house-ALL
       'toward the house'

     'house'

(153) a. 'éemti
    b. 'éemtìkex
       'éemti-kex
       outside-ALL
       'towards the outside'

     'outside'

Allomorphic variation shows that the form that the ablative case takes for most nouns is built on the allative -k and -pk. The ablative is -kin’ik after consonants and -pkin’ik after vowels and x.
(154) a. yèhétkìn’ix
    yehet-kin’ik
    neck-ABL
    ‘from the neck’

b. pìlk’úunkìn’ix
    piik’uun-kin’ik
    river-ABL
    ‘from the river’

c. ‘átamòskìn’ix
    ‘átamos-kin’ik
    automobile-ABL
    ‘from the automobile’

(155) a. ‘āmáapkin’ix
    ‘amaa-pkin’ix
    island-ABL
    ‘from the island’

b. ‘èysnìimeéepkin’ix
    ‘eysnimee-pkin’ik
    Mission.Creek-ABL
    ‘from Mission Creek, Idaho’

c. yèqéeepkin’ix
    yeqee-pkin’ik
    Kendrick-ABL
    ‘from Kendrick, Idaho’

For some nouns, the suppletive form -me occurs, which usually combines with the locative -pe. The example in (156b) is an irregularly accented and glottalized form found in a very few instances.\(^{13}\)

(156) a. wàqíima
    waqii-me
    long.ago-ABL
    ‘from long ago’

b. mèksem’é
    meexseem-m’e
    mountain-ABL
    ‘from the mountains’

(157) a. miyàpkaawîtpàma
    miyapkaawit-pe-me
    infant-LOC-ABL
    ‘from infancy’

b. hàatyapàma
    háaty-a-pe-me
    wind-LOC-ABL
    ‘from wind’

\(^{13}\) It appears to contain the noun formative -e discussed above in 2.3.1.4.1.
The case suffix -\textit{me} appears to be related to the human plural suffix -\textit{me}, discussed in the next paragraph.

Qualifying suffixes include -\textit{me} ‘human plural’, -k’e/-k’ey’ ‘also’, -cim ‘only’, and -hinex ‘even’. Nouns inflected with these suffixes can usually take a case suffix in addition.

Nez Perce derives the plurals of many nouns with human referents with the suffix -\textit{me}. The nouns which form a plural with -\textit{me} do not form plurals with initial reduplication ($\S2.3.1.2$).

(158) a. \textit{\textasciitilde{iw\textace}{\textace{eprne}}}

\hspace{2em} ‘wife’

b. \textit{\textasciitilde{iw\textace{epn\textace{eme}}}}

\hspace{2em} ‘\textasciitilde{w\textace{epn\textace{e-me}}}

\hspace{2em} ‘wife-PL

\hspace{2em} ‘wives’

This suffix can also be used with certain nominal adjectives to refer to humans.

(159) a. \textit{yu\textace{c}}

\hspace{2em} ‘a pitiful one’

c. \textit{yu\textace{cme-nm}}

\hspace{2em} pitiful-PL-ERG

\hspace{2em} ‘pitiful ones (ERG)’

Case suffixes follow this plural (159c).

The suffixes -k’e and -k’ey’ mean ‘additionally’ or ‘also’. Only pronouns take the suffix -k’e, which is one of the only suffixes that can follow a case marker (160b). The
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suffix -k'ey' combines almost exclusively with -cim ‘only’, discussed in the next paragraph (161).

(160) a.  'iink'e  b.  'ipnînk'e
    'iin-k'e  'ipî-nim-k'e
1-also  3-ERG-also
‘me too’  ‘it’s also’

Neither suffix is accented. They are used just with a certain narrow set of morphemes.

The suffix -cim means ‘only’. It is unaccented and causes stress shift.

(161) a.  heqs
    ‘pus’

b.  heq'esne
    heqs-ne
    pus-OBJ
    ‘pus (OBJ)’

    pus-only
    ‘only pus’

c.  heq'es-cim
    heqs-cim

(162) a.  picpic
    ‘cat’

b.  picpic-ne
    picpic-ne
    cat-OBJ
    ‘cat (OBJ)’

    cat-only
    ‘only a cat’

c.  picpic-cim
    picpic-cim

This suffix -cim may be used in conjunction with -k'ey'.
(163) a. mîw'ac

   ‘a little while’

c. mîw'âscîm
mîw'as-cîm
little.while-only
‘only a little while’

mîw'âscîm-k'ay'
mîw'as-cîm-k'ey'
little.while-only-also
‘only a little while more’

The suffix -hînex ‘even’ (164) is accented and receives main stress in all of the
examples that I have found. This suffix selects a plural form of the noun if that noun has
one.

(164) a. wâswâsnohînex
wâswasnoo-hînex
chicken-even
‘even the chickens’

b. ha'âtwâyhînex
ha'-âatway-hînex
RED-old.woman-even
‘even the old women’

Nez Perce has a set of bound postpositions, all of which indicate locations or
directions. The suffix -kin'ikaay ‘in the area of’ never receives main stress in spite of
the fact that it is trisyllabic and has a long vowel. It is clearly based on the ablative -
kin'ik, discussed above, which in turn is based on the allative. All three of these
suffixes, the allative, ablative, and the locative ‘area of’ begin with -k following most
consonants. Following vowels and consonants like m they begin with -pk, with the
possible addition of an epenthetic vowel (166b).
(165) a. wèxwéqt  
b. wèxwéqt'kìń'ikaay
weźwéqt-kin'ikaay
frog-area
‘in the area of frogs’

‘frog’

(166) a. sèxnim’  
b. sèxnim'îpkin'ikaayx
seźnim'-pkin’ikaay-x
autumn-area-ALL
‘late in the autumn’

‘autumn’

Although this suffix has a dominant vowel, it does not cause regressive harmonization of
the recessive vowels of the noun stems. Exceptions like this are discussed in Chapter 3.1.

Case can be assigned to a noun that has one of these locatives, as is shown in
(166b) above. This follows from the fact that the locative -kin’ikaay can also act
derivationally to create new lexical entries.

(167) a. 'áaqam  
b. 'aqáamkin’ikaay
'aaqaam-kin’ikaay
above-area
‘area above’, ‘heaven’

‘above’

c. 'aqáamkin’ikaaykìń‘ix
'aaqaamkin’ikaay-kin’ik
heaven-ABL
‘from heaven’

Once the lexical item ‘heaven’ has been created (167b), it can undergo inflectional
suffixation to create the further derived form ‘from heaven’. The following example was
given in a text about fry bread making.

(168) a. k’úsmit’es  
b. k’úsmit’eskin’ikaay
k’úsmit’es-kin’ikaay
frying.pan-side
‘frying pan’

‘frying pan side’
c.  Kè káa tásqín 'ipéex k'úsmít'èskín'ìkàay  hì'étìse  
    REL and grease bread frying.pan.side 3-get.done-INC  
    kàwó' hìteméeeckilikse.  
    hìi-teméeckilik-see  
    then 3-turn-INC  
    'When the fry bread is done on the frying pan side, then she turns it over.'  

Other locative suffixes include -pìpam 'among' (169)-(170), and the unaccented -laykin 'near' and -paay 'nearby'. Additional case markers are not added following these suffixes. The suffix -pìpam is accented and has main stress in every example.  

(169)  
  a.  sàasìaqs  
      'moose'  
  b.  sàasìaqspìpam  
      sàasìaqs-pìpam  
      moose-among  
      'among moose'  

(170)  
  a.  wèxwèqt  
      'frog'  
  b.  wèxwèqtspìpam  
      wèxwèqt-pìpam  
      'among frogs'  

The suffix -laykin 'near' does not attract main stress:  

(171)  
  a.  sík'em  
      'horse'  
  b.  sík'áamlàykin  
      sík'eeem-laykin  
      horse-near  
      'near a horse'  

(172)  
  a.  láaqà  
      'pine'  
  b.  láaqalàykin  
      láaqà-laykin  
      pine-near  
      'near a pine'  
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The bound postposition -paay `near' is never stressed:

(173) a. núkt
    b. nûkûtna
    c. nûkûtpàay
       `meat'
       meat-OBJ
       meat-OBj `near meat'

(174) a. šášaac
    b. šášàasna
    c. šášaacpàay
       `grizzly'
       grizzly-OBJ
       grizzly-OBj `near a grizzly'

Stress assignment to this heavy suffix and the others above can be handled under the same analysis that is used for compound stress given in Chapter 4.3.2. The discussion in that section will address stress assignment and heavy affixoes alongside the discussion of stress assignment with compounded noun stems.

A set of locative adverbials such as qàttát `near' and 'àlláay `below' supplement these locative suffixes. These adverbs are discussed in §2.3.3.

2.3.2. Morphology of the adjective

Some of the morphology of the adjective is the same as that of the noun.

Adjectives undergo plural reduplication, and they also receive case marking in concord with the nouns that they modify, but for the most part, adjectives do not take the derivational affixoes that nouns do.

In a number of American Indian languages, as well as many other languages of the world, no separate category of adjectives exists. In those languages, words expressing
adjectival meanings are all verbs, taking inflection and tense like other members of that
category. In Nez Perce, there are a number of verbs that have adjectival meanings, as will
be shown below (§2.4.2.2), but there is also a separate category of adjectives, which is
truly nonverbal in nature.

There are three evidences of the nonverbal nature of the Nez Perce adjectives.

First, these adjectives are not inflected for agreement, tense, or aspect. Second, predicate
adjectives must appear with a copula. In this way, they are identical to predicate nouns.

(175) a. Kíi háama híiwes himéeq’ís.
      hii-wee-s
      this man 3-be-INCL big
      ‘This man is big.’

b. Kíi háama híiwes sèpehitémênew’ét.
      hii-wee-s
      this man 3-be-INCL teacher
      ‘This man is a teacher.’

In examples like these, the copula takes the agreement and the tense-aspect morphology.

The third indication that adjectives are not verbs is that attributive adjectives agree
in case with the nouns they modify.

(176) Háamànm kùckús nim páakèqa wèwúkyène hìmeq’ísne.
    Háama-nim kuckuc-nim pee-hek-cee-qa wewúkye-ne himeeq’iis-ne
    man-ERG small-ERG 3ON3-see-INCL-REC bull.elk-OBJ big-OBJ
    ‘The little man saw the big bull elk.’
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Adjectives may either precede or follow the noun. In the noun phrase, only the order of
numbers is restricted. Numbers must precede the head noun (syntax of the noun phrase is
further discussed in §2.4.1.1).

The three examples in (177) are monomorphemic adjectives.

(177) a. kùhèt  
   ‘tall, long’

   b. nèxsep  
   ‘foreign’

   c. ’iqaq’in  
   ‘generous’

Although there are a number of other monomorphemic examples, the majority of
adjectives are morphologically complex.

The suffix -’lis/-’lie (‘ADJ’) combines with verb stems and derives the largest set
of adjectives. A second suffix, which is used less often for deriving adjectives from
verbs, is -’eew (‘ADJ2’). This suffix can also be used to derive nouns (§2.3.1.4.1). I have
no examples where it is attached to a bound stem.

Underlyingly, both adjectival suffixes have a long vowel. The long vowels are
realized as such when main stress is assigned to the suffix.

(178) a. sayq’ic
       sayaq-’lic
       value-ADJ ‘beautiful (NOM)’

   b. sayaq’iicki
      sayaq-’lie-ki
      value-ADJ-INST ‘beautiful (INST)’

(179) a. hîl’áay’aw
       hîl’áay-’eew
       be.lazy-ADJ2 ‘lazy (NOM)’

   b. hîl’áay’áawna
      hîl’áay-’eew-ne
      be.lazy-ADJ2-OBJ ‘lazy (OBJ)’

14 An explanation for the unexpected glosses in this example is provided later in this same section under the
discussion of the semantic effects of -’lis/-’lie.
When an unaccented adjective is case marked, stress shifts to the suffix, following the general pattern of penultimate stress discussed above (§2.1.4.).

Whether the suffix -iis/-iiic includes s or c, is an idiosyncratic property of the stem. Verbs fall into either an S-class or C-class as illustrated in (180).

(180) a. ḥipise
     hip-see
eat-INC
     ‘I eat’

     b. ḥekice
     hek-cee
     see-INC
     ‘I see’

The class a verb belongs to is generally unpredictable (verb classes are discussed in §2.3.4.1.1), and whether an adjective derived from a verb will contain an s or a c, is even independent of the verb class.

(181) a. sìséexpítce
     siseexpít-cee
     be.horrified-INC
     ‘I am horrified’

     b. sìsexpít’ic
     siseexpít-iiic
     be.horrified-ADJ
     ‘horrifying’

(182) a. cìiw’ātca
     cìiw’aat-cee
     disagree-INC
     ‘I disagree’

     b. cìw’āt’is
     cìiw’aat-iiis
     disagree-ADJ
     ‘not right’

The examples in (181) and (182) are both C-verbs, but the adjectives derived from them end in both s and c.

The suffix -iis/-iiic is realized as ’s/-c following y.

(183) peeléy’c
     peeley-iiic
     be.lost-ADJ
     ‘hidden’
This allomorph is also found following other vowels (184) and (185).

(184) \textit{ta'c}  \\
\textit{ta-iiic}  \\
\text{good-ADJ} \quad \text{`good'}  \\
(\text{there is no verb root } \text{ta})

(185) \textit{yu'c}  \\
\textit{yu-iiic}  \\
\text{poor-ADJ} \quad \text{`poor, pitiful'}  \\
(\text{there is no verb root } \text{yu})

The suffix \textit{-'eew} does not undergo this change following a vowel (186).

(186) \textit{het'eew}  \\
\textit{heete-'eew}  \\
\text{love-ADJ2} \quad \text{`lovely'}

The two suffixes \textit{-'iis/-iiic} and \textit{-'eew} can have different semantic effects when combined with a verb stem. In (187) with the stem \textit{cikáaw} `fear', the two suffixes are directly contrasted.

(187) a. \textit{cikáaw-cee}  \\
\text{fear-INC} \quad \text{`I fear'}

b. \textit{cikáaw-iis}  \\
\text{fear-ADJ} \quad \text{`fearsome'}

c. \textit{cikáaw-'eew}  \\
\text{fear-ADJ2} \quad \text{`fearful'}

Nez Perce verb roots often have very general meanings. A verb root like \textit{cikáaw} has the basic meaning `to feel fear'. Adjectives formed with \textit{-'iis/-iiic} tend to imply an agentive role on the part of the referent (188a). Adjectives formed with \textit{-'eew} tend to imply that the referent is the theme of the verb (188b).
(188) a. 'àckáawca cíq'áamqálna cíkaw'lisna
            'a-ckaáw-cee cíq'áamqal-ne cíkaw'lis-ne
            3OB-fear-INC dog-OBJ fearsome-OBJ
            'I am afraid of the fearsome dog.'

b. Hìckáawca cíq'áamqálnim cíkaw'áwnim
            híi-ckaáw-cee cíq'áamqal-nm cíkaw'aaw-nm
            3-fear-INC dog-ERG fearsome-ERG
            'The fearful dog is afraid of me.'

I know of no other examples where there are both kinds of derived adjectives from a
single verb stem, but the examples in (189) and (190) illustrate the generalization that
adjectives formed with -'iis/-'iic can imply an agentive or perhaps unergative thematic
role.

(189) a. síséexpítće
            siseexpit-ceed
            be.horrified- INC
            'I am horrified'

b. síséexpít'ic
            siseexpit'-iic
            be.horrified-ADJ
            'horrifying'

(190) a. sàyyícça
            sayaq-cee
            value-INC
            'I like, value'

b. sàyyáq'ic
            sayaq'-iic
            value-ADJ
            'beautiful'

That which is síséexpít'ic inspires horror. That which is sàyyáq'ic inspires one to value it
because it is beautiful. For some adjectives, this generalization is either not useful or
simply wrong.

(191) a. 'ícwéeyse
            'ícwéey-see
            be.cold- INC
            'I am cold'

b. 'ícwéey'ć
            'ícwéey'-iic
            be.cold-ADJ
            'cold'
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(192) a. qà’ánsa
    qa’an-see
    respect-INC
    ‘I respect’

    b. qà’án’ís
    qa’an-’iis
    respect-ADJ
    ‘respectable’

    We might argue that that which is qà’án’ís inspires respect, but to do so begins to
    stretch the assertion on semantics beyond the point of usefulness. Moreover, the
    adjective ’ícwéey’c cold simply describes something that is cold and likewise ciw’áat’ís
    something that is in error. This suffix is also combines with bound roots that do not occur
    independently.

(193) híméeq’ís
    himeeq-’iis
    big-ADJ
    ‘big’
    There is no verb himeeq

(194) ’éelew’ic
    ’éelew-’iic
    easy-ADJ
    ‘easy’
    There is no verb ’éelew

    The observation regarding the semantic nature of the adjective forming suffix
    -’eeew also expresses only a tendency. The example in (195) supports the generalization.

(195) a. héetewise
    heetewi-see
    love-INC
    ‘I love’

    b. heté’ew
    hete-’eeew
    love-ADJ2
    ‘lovely’

    In many cases, however, this suffix’s semantics are indistinguishable from those of
    -’iis-’iic.
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Perhaps at an earlier stage in the development of Nez Perce, the semantic effects of the two suffixes were more well-defined. If there were more minimal semantic pairs like cikaaw’is and cikáaw’aw perhaps the semantics of the two adjective forming suffixes would have remained separate.

The attributive suffix -hiin (discussed in §2.3.1.4.1), derives adjectives as well as nouns from already existing noun stems.

Another important means of adjective derivation is reduplication. The basic stem may be one that only appears in the reduplicated form as we see in (200),(201).
(200) kúc{kuc}
   ‘little’
   (There is no independent stem kuc)

(201) qèesqées
   ‘spotted’
   (There is no independent stem qees)

Alternatively, a verb stem (202) or an adverb (203) may be reduplicated to form an
adjective with no additional affixation.

(202) a. hìtuk’ukìce
   hii-tuk’uki-cee
   3-be.straight-INC
   ‘It is right’
   tìk’uxtík’ux
   ‘straight’

(203) a. pat’óx hikúuse
   hii-kii-see
   smoothly 3-do-INC
   ‘It is becoming smooth’
   pat’xpát’x
   ‘smooth’

In general, reduplicated adjectives refer to shapes, sizes, and colors.

The intensifier -nìx (‘very’) has the effect of creating intensive forms of adjectives
(204), and in some cases adjectives from nouns (205).

(204) a. sàyáq’ic
   sayaq’-iiic
   value -ADJ
   ‘beautiful’
   sàyq’ìsnìx
   sayaq’ic-nìx
   beautiful-ADJ-very
   ‘very beautiful’

(205) a. háama
   hámanìx
   ‘man’
   ‘manly’, ‘brave’

This suffix is accented and always receives main stress.
Pluralization through CV-/Ci- reduplication takes place with both non-derived and derived adjectives.

(206) a. kùhēt  
   ‘long’  
   b. kìkùhēt  
   Ci-kùhēt  
   ‘long (PL)’

(207) a. ñìkáaw’ìs  
   ‘fearsome’  
   b. ñìcìkáaw’ìs  
   Ci-ñìkáaw’ìs  
   ‘fearsome (PL)’

(208) a. héte’ew  
   ‘lovely’  
   b. héhête’ew  
   CV-héte’ew  
   ‘lovely (PL)’

Reduplicated pluralization of an adjective can apply either to both stems (the reduplicant and the reduplicand) (209a) or just to the entire reduplicated stem (209b).

(209) a. kùkúckuc  
   CV-kùckuc  
   ‘little (PL)’  
   b. ñìlkóylìlkòy  
   Ci-ñìlokóy-Ci-ñìlokóy  
   ‘slender’

This same pattern was seen with the nouns above (§2.3.1.2).

2.3.3. Morphology of the adverb

Adverbs are a minor part of the Nez Perce lexicon. A very productive system of derivational prefixes supplies much of the semantic input that might otherwise have been provided by independent adverbs. Adverbs have three significant morphological patterns. First, there is reduplication.
(210)  \text{làmlamát}
    \text{‘quickly’}

Second, there is affixation with the instrumental -\text{ki}.

(211)  a.  \text{tìmmìyun’éeey’}
    \text{‘senseless’}
    b.  \text{tìmmìyun’éeey’ki}
    \text{‘senselessly’}

(212)  \text{ì’yéwki}
    \text{‘slowly’}
    (there is no stem ‘ì’yew)

Affixation with -\text{ki} makes the difference between the adjective and the adverb in (211), but the adverb ‘slowly’ has this suffix affixed to a bound root, which does not otherwise occur.

The third pattern is gemination of the consonant preceding the vowel with primary stress. The (a) examples in (213), (214). are adjectives. What I call “emphatic gemination” derives the adverbs in the (b) examples.

(213)  a.  \text{hi’p’úux}
    \text{‘soft’}
    b.  \text{hìpp’úx}
    \text{‘softly’}

(214)  a.  \text{šálláp}
    \text{‘open’}
    b.  \text{šàlláp}
    \text{‘quickly open’}

Both of the unemphatic stems are accented on the ultima. In emphatic gemination, the initial syllable receives an extra strong secondary stress, and the following consonant is doubled.

Aoki (1994) lists a class of particles with adverbial meanings. Rude (1985:59-60) calls them punctual verbs. These words must be realized with an inflected verb. Usually the verb is \text{kuu} ‘do’. Many of the particles are historically related to verb stems but, it is
not in general the case that bare verbs can function adverbially. These particles are part of a restricted class. Two examples are provided with ‘do’ and one with wíhne ‘leave’.

(215) Yóóh háamanm wéeyux k’úpíp hìkúuye.
    háama-nm wéeyux k’úpíp hii-kuu-ye
that man-erg leg break 3-do-PTV
‘That man broke his leg.’

    pee-kuu-see
this woman quick/touch 3ON3-do-INC
This woman briefly touches it.’

b. Kii ‘áayat lik’íp hìwihnaqa.
    hii-wíhne-qa.
this woman quickly 3-leave-REC
‘This woman left quickly.’

In (215), k’úpíp plus the verb ‘do’ indicates a point action event of breaking. In (216a), lik’íp is combined with transitive ‘do’ (transitivity is indicated by pee- ‘3ON3’ see §2.3.4.2.3.1). The resultant meaning is ‘touch quickly’. (216b) has an intransitive verb combined with lik’íp, and the resultant meaning is ‘leave quickly’. I believe these particles are essentially adverbs based upon their semantics, their lack of inflection, and the fact that they are a restricted class.
2.3.4. Morphology of the verb

The potential complexity of the verb’s morphology is roughly represented in (217). However, no word includes quite all of these morphemes. For example, subject plural agreement occurs in position b. or l. but not both, for example.

(217) The verbal complex:

a. b. c. d. e. f. g. h. i. j. k. l. m. n.

a. Subject/Object person agreement (including reflexive and reciprocal)
b. Subject number agreement (in the perfect, perfective, and irrealis aspects)
c. Object number agreement
d. Distributive
e. Causative
f. Derivational prefixes (zero to several may co-occur), indicating manner, place, or instrument
g. Verb root
h. Directional suffixes
i. Benefactive suffix
j. The suffix -ciimi ‘only’
k. Aspect
l. Subject number agreement (in the incompletive, habitual, and imperative aspects)
m. Orientation (cislocative or translocative)
n. Tense

I assume that each combination of [derivational prefix + root] exists as a separate lexical item. Roots combine with zero to several derivational prefixes creating the basic meaning of the verb stem (in boldface above). A complex verb’s meaning is unpredictable the same way that the meaning of an English compound noun is (e.g., “basketball press” potentially could mean either a defense used in playing the game of basketball or a machine for flattening basketballs). In addition, new verbs created by derivational prefixation in Nez Perce may have unpredictable prosodic and morphological
properties. I discuss the unpredictability of meanings below (§2.3.4.3), and the
unpredictability of prosody in Chapter 4.3.2 and 5.3.3.

For a verb to occur in Nez Perce syntax, it must have at minimum an aspect
suffix. At maximum, it can have a combination of nearly all of the kinds of morphemes
listed in (217). To explicate the Nez Perce verb, I will begin with the morphologically
simplest forms. These will be roots which are unmodified by derivational affixes and
which bear the minimum necessary inflectional morphology. Aspect, number, and tense,
positions (k-n) in (217), together form a suffixal complex. Subject person agreement is
marked with a prefix and is discussed separately under prefixation.

Nez Perce has some systematic distinctions between human and non-human
nouns. For example, it is almost exclusively human nouns that have plurals and there are
separate human and non-human classifier suffixes for quantifiers and numbers. However,
for verb inflection there is no distinction between human/non-human or
animate/inanimate.

2.3.4.1. The inflectional suffix complex

To function independently in syntax, almost all verb stems must have at minimum
an aspect suffix (a complete inventory of aspects is provided in (220) below in
§2.3.4.1.1.). There are fewer than five exceptional verbs that can appear as bare stems.
The regular Nez Perce verb may carry only an aspect suffix, as simple as a single
consonant or vowel, or the verb, in addition to aspect, may mark number, orientation (cislocative or translocative), and tense. Aoki (1970:105-25) and Rude (1985:30-7, 47-62) can be consulted for discussions of aspect and tense.

While the forms of the constituents may change, their basic order almost never does.

(218) (Verb Stem)-[Aspect] + [Subject number] + [Orientation] + [Tense]

The only exception is with the plural imperative, in which case, number follows the directional (see §2.3.4.1.6).

Aspect, number, orientation, and tense markers can often be straightforwardly segmented from each other. However, there is considerable interdependency of forms such that the realization of the set of suffixes is dependent on each member of the group. For example, changes in number marking are dependent upon whether it is followed by an orientation suffix or not. It is also not the case that all logically possible combinations of aspect, tense, and orientation morphemes exist in Nez Perce. For example, while some tenses have both a cislocative and a translocative, others have only a cislocative (see §2.3.4.1.3). For these reasons it is necessary to consider the amalgamation of these inflectional categories as a complex whole. I will refer to this complex as “aspect-tense” rather than the more usual tense-aspect because in Nez Perce aspect is the more important category and because aspect suffixes precede tense suffixes.

Although investigation of the phonological forms of the inflectional complex is my main goal, I provide some description of the functions and meanings of the different parts of the complex.
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2.3.4.1.1. Aspect and verb stem class

Nez Perce verbs belong to one of two different morphological classes. Class determines the form of the aspect marker in all but one of the different kinds of aspect. Verb classes determine the initial consonant of the aspect suffix — whether there will be one and if there is one what it will be. Aoki (1970:81) calls the two classes the S-class and the C-class after the form of the incompletive (‘INC’) aspect suffix: -see for S-class stems and -cee for C-class stems. The examples in (219) illustrate this contrast:

(219) a. hîpîsee
    hîpipi-see
    eat-INC
    ‘I eat’

    b. cîkāawca
        ckaaw-cee
        fear-INC
        ‘I fear’

There are two situations in which a verb’s stem class can be predicted. First, Rude (1994) has observed that when a verb has a diphthong in the final syllable of the stem, then in almost all instances it will belong to the C-stems. The second time when a verb’s class can be predicted is when it ends in a derivational suffix. If a verb has one or more such suffixes, the last one determines the verb’s morphological class. However, the class of a derivational suffix must itself be learned (see §2.3.4.2.3). Otherwise, a verb’s stem class must be learned as part of its idiosyncratic information.

The list in (220) gives the class identifying consonant for the complete set of Nez Perce aspects. The symbol Ø indicates that there is no class consonant for that aspect.
(220) | S-Class | C-Class |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incompletive</td>
<td>-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>-s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Habitual</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrealis</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Habitual</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I include also the active participle.

(221) | S-Class | C-Class |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active participle</td>
<td>-t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The incompletive aspect (INC) marker -see/-cee is used by itself to express a present, ongoing action or one that is about to take place (Rude 1985:54 calls this aspect the progressive).

(222) a. ściłise ʼinitx  
  cikli-cee ʼinit-x  
  return-INC house-ALL  
  ‘I’m returning to the house’
b. hipster  
  hip-see  
  eat-INC  
  ‘I’m eating’

It is less often used to express a generic activity, but as a generic, it has the same meaning as the present habitual. In combination with the recent past tense marker -qa (REC), the incompletive supplies an ongoing or just completed recent past tense.

(223) a. hipsaaqa  
  hip-see-qa  
  eat-INC-REC  
  ‘I was eating’  
  or ‘I eat’
b. cikaaawcaqa  
  ckaaw-cee-qa  
  fear-INC-REC  
  ‘I was afraid’  
  or ‘I did fear’
The aspect marker has an underlying long vowel that is realized with length when it has main stress. The marker receives stress when it is in the penultimate position and there is no accented syllable in the verb. There is no accented vowel in (223a) and so the vowel of the aspect marker receives main stress. In (224b), the verb stem has an accented vowel áa, and so stress is not assigned to the aspect marker, even though it is penultimate, and so the vowel is realized as short. (See discussion of vowel shortening in Chapter 4.2.1.4).

The habitual present (HAB) has the form -teetu in both C-stems and S-stems. This aspect expresses what someone or something typically does.

(224) a. hìptéetu
    hip-teetu
    eat-HAB
    ‘I always eat’

b. cìkáawtató
    ckáaw-teetu
    fear-HAB
    ‘I always get afraid’

The habitual past (HAB.PST) has a form -qaaqa, which differs depending on whether it is attached to a S-stem (-qaaqa) or C-Stem (-nqaaqa or -niqaaqa following a consonant).

(225) a. hìpqáaqa
    hip-qaaqa
    eat-HAB.PST
    ‘I always ate’

b. cìkáawniqàqa
    ckáaw-nqaaqa
    fear-HAB.PST
    ‘I always got afraid’

As with the incompletive aspect, the long vowels are realized only when they are assigned main stress.

The perfect (PRF) aspect gives the sense of a recently completed act. Rude (1985:57) describes it as an act that has “present relevance”. The perfect is realized as -s following S-stems and -n following C-stems.
(226) a. hips
  hip-s
  eat-PRF
  ‘I’ve just eaten’

  b. pèlèéyn
  peélèéy-n
  get.lost-PRF
  ‘I’ve gotten lost’

The perfect can also be used with a desiderative particle (DESID1) to provide a hortatory or a desiderative meaning.

(227) a. kée pèhips
  pe-hip-s
  DESID1 PL-eat-PRF
  ‘Let’s eat!’

The perfective (PTV) has a past, completive denotation, but one which does not imply that the completion of the event is still relevant. Following S-stems it is -e (-ye following vowels), and following C-stems it is -ne.

(228) a. hípe
  hip-e
  eat-PTV
  ‘I ate’

  b. cèkáawna
  ckaaw-ne
  fear-PTV
  ‘I became afraid’

Rude (1985:58) states that the meaning lacks the sense of recent occurrence or present relevance. I have found that native speakers use it as a neutral past. In my experience, it is the most common way of referring to past occurrences and states in daily conversation. It does not specify whether the time was recent or remote, nor does it indicate whether the occurrence is relevant to the present situation. This is in contrast to the recent past and the remote past. The recent past indicates a recent event and implies ongoing action at that time. The remote past indicates events and states that happened a long time ago.
Speakers use the irrealis (IRR) almost exclusively as a future. It is realized as -u’ following an S-stem and -nu’ following a C-stem.

(229) a. hìpu’
    hip-ú’
    eat-IRR
    ‘I will eat’

    b. cìkáawnò’
    ckaaw-nú’
    fear-IRR
    ‘I will be afraid’

Evidence that this is not a future tense but rather an aspectual marker is that it combines with tense to create a past conditional (see §2.3.4.1.5). Rude (1985:60) discusses this aspect and provides examples of irrealis readings in complement clauses.

The irrealis, perfect, and perfective aspects share the characteristic that they have prefixal subject number agreement instead of suffixal number agreement (see §2.3.4.1.2). This may be seen as further evidence that it is a kind of aspect rather than a tense.

Finally, the imperative (IMP) also changes its realization according to the stem to which it is attached (see Rude 1985:63). Following an S-stem, the imperative is -x, -y or zero (230). Following a C-stem, it is realized as -n (-in after a consonant) or zero (231).

(230) a. hìpx
    hip-x
    eat-IMP
    ‘Eat!’

    b. tì’ye-y
ti’ye-y
    laugh-IMP
    ‘Laugh!’

    c. ’áalix’aalik15
    light.fire
    ‘Light a fire!’

(231) a. wáaqín
    waaq-n
    wake-IMP

    b. tìmmíyu
    timmíyu
    consider

15 If the final x in this example came from the imperative, the form would be ’áalikx.
‘Wake up!’  ‘Consider it!’

The most common forms for verbs of these two morphological classes are those like the (a) examples.

As stated above, aspect must always be part of the inflectional complex. The categories number, orientation, and tense must be considered in combination with aspect. In the next section, we consider aspect in combination with number agreement.

2.3.4.1.2. Aspect plus subject number agreement

In Nez Perce, plural subject number agreement is indicated with either a suffix or a prefix, depending on the kind of aspect. Incompletive, habitual, and imperative aspect have suffixal number agreement. Perfect, perfective, and irrealis aspect have prefixal number agreement. Only subject number agreement is encoded by a suffix. Plural objects are indicated by the prefix nées- (see §2.3.4.2.2). Verbs that are not marked for plural subject are neutral with respect to number. They can be used with either singular or plural subjects, although plural subject number agreement is more common with plural subjects and native speakers will give utterances with plural subject number agreement in response to elicitation with English sentences that have plural subjects.
2.3.4.1.1.1. Suffixal subject number agreement

The two sets of examples (232) and (233) contrast the incompletive -see/-cee with plural -síix/-ciix.

(232) a. hípíse
    hip-see
eat-INC
    ‘I eat’

    b. cìkáawca
ckaaw-cee
fear-INC
    ‘I fear’

(233) a. hìpsíix
    hip-síix
eat-INC.PL
    ‘We eat’

    b. cìkáawcìx
ckáaw-cíix
    fear-INC.PL
    ‘We fear’

It is clear from these examples and from many others that -liix indicates plural. At first glance, it would also appear that ee indicates singular. However, it is really the case that these verbs are neutral with respect to number, and that neutral verbs tend to imply singular subjects in contexts where they are contrasted with plural verbs. Rude (1985:36) has observed that Nez Perce allows plural nouns with singular verbs somewhat freely.

(234) tìtm’áayim péexcène
    ti-tim’áay-im pee-hek-cee-ne
    RED-girl-ERG 3on3-see-INC-RMT
    ‘The girls saw him’ (Phinney 1934 147:17)
While the subject titm’áayim ‘girls’ is clearly plural in this example, the verb takes neutral marking with -cee.16

Plural subject marking only occurs with a plural subject. Compare the habitual -teetu with the habitual plural -tee’nix.

(235)  a.  hìptéetu  
        hip-teetu  
        eat-HAB  
        ‘I typically eat’

        b.  cìkáawtìto  
            ckáaw-teetu  
            fear-HAB  
            ‘I typically get afraid’

(236)  a.  hìptée’nix  
        hip-tee’nix  
        eat-HAB.PL  
        ‘We typically eat’

        b.  cìkáawtì’nìx  
            ckáaw-te’nìx  
            fear-HAB.PL  
            ‘We typically get afraid’

The morphological classes are not reflected in the habitual aspect.

The morphological classes are reflected in the habitual past. The neutral has the form -qaaqa with S-stems and -n(a)qaaqa with C-stems. The plural is -a’niqa (-ya’niqa after vowels) with S-stems and -na’niqa with C-stems.

(237)  a.  hìpqáqa  
        hip-qaaqa  
        eat-HAB.PST  
        ‘I typically ate’

        b.  cìkáawnaqáqa  
            ckáaw-naqaaqa  
            fear-HAB.PST  
            ‘I typically got afraid’

16 In conversation with today’s speakers, I have observed that this is much more likely to happen with the remote past than it is with an incomplete verb used to express a present tense, ongoing activity. At present, I have no explanation for this difference between tenses.
(238) a. hipà‘nîqa
   hip-a‘nîqa
   eat-HAB.PL.PST
   ‘We typically ate’

   b. cikaawna‘nîqa
    ckaaw-na‘nîqa
    fear-HAB.PL.PST
    ‘We typically got afraid’

Other tenses and directional suffixes occur with the habitual, as we will see below.

The imperative is the third aspectual class that has suffixal number marking. The plural is marked with -tx with S-stems and for C-stems either -tx or -ntx, when the C-stem ends in a vowel. The neutral imperative with S-stems is shown for comparison marked with -x, -y, and zero in (239).

(239) a. hipx
   hip-x
   eat-IMP
   ‘Eat!’

   b. ti‘yey
    ti’ye-y
    laugh-IMP
    ‘Laugh!’

   c. ‘áalix
    ‘aalik
    light.fire
    ‘Light a fire!’

The following examples are the same S-stem verbs marked with the plural imperative -tx.

(240) a. hipítx
   hip-tx
   eat-IMP
   ‘Eat!’

   b. ti‘yètx
    ti’ye-tx
    laugh-IMP
    ‘Laugh!’

   c. ‘áalikìtx
    ‘aalik-tx
    light.fire-IMP
    ‘Light a fire!’

The C-stems in the following two examples show the neutral imperative marked with either -n (with epenthesis in the first example) or zero.

(241) a. wáaqin
   waaq-n
   wake-IMP
   ‘Wake up!’

   b. timmìyu
    timmìyu
    figure.out
    ‘Figure it out!’
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The same C-stems are shown in (242), the first with -tx and the second with -ntx, where the stem ends in a vowel.

(242) a. wáaqîttx  b. tìmmîyùntx
waaq-n  timmiyu
wake-IMP  figure.out
‘Wake up!’  ‘Figure it out!’

2.3.4.1.1.2. Prefixal subject number agreement

The perfect, perfective, and irrealis all prefix pe- to indicate plural subject agreement. I contrast the incompleteive’s suffixal plural subject agreement in (243) with the perfect’s prefixal subject number agreement in (244).

(243) a. hipsìix  b. cìkáawcìix
hip-sìix  ckáaw-cìix
eat-INC.PL  fear-INC.PL
‘We are eating.’  ‘We are afraid.’

(244) a. pehips  b. pàckáawn
pe-hip-s  pe-ckaaw-n
PL-eat-PRF  PL-fear-PRF
‘We just ate’  ‘We have become afraid.’

The perfective and irrealis aspect also have prefixal plural subject marking. The perfective is illustrated in (245) and the irrealis in (246).

(245) a. pehîpe  b. pàckaawna
pe-hip-e  pe-ckaaw-ne
PL-eat-PTV  PL-fear-PTV
‘We ate’  ‘We became afraid’
Nez Perce includes a cislocative and translocative in many of its inflectional complex forms. Rude (1985:48) calls them “directionals”, but I will use the term “orientation.” Orientation appeals to the notion of a compass, and the cislocative and translocative express opposite poles with respect to the verb’s action in relation to the speaker. In addition, there is a set of derivational suffixes (§2.3.4.3) which in many cases provide directional notions.

The cislocative generally indicates motion or action oriented towards the speaker and the translocative motion or action oriented away. The essential semantics of the cislocative and translocative are easily compared in the verb kuu ‘go’. Here the incompleteive plural cislocative (INC.PL.CIS) is contrasted with the incompleteive plural translocative (INC.PL.TRS). With the cislocative, the meaning is ‘go toward the speaker’ or ‘come’ and with the translocative the meaning is ‘go away from the speaker’ or ‘leave’.

---

17 The deletion of intervocalic h takes place when the syllable for which it is the onset lacks main stress. This deletion rule, with the accompanying changes in vowels, will be discussed in Chapter 3.2.
(247) a. hìkusìínìm
       hìi-kuu-sìinnìm
       3-go-INC.PL.CIS
       ‘They are coming.’

b. hìkusìinki
       hìi-kuu-sìinki
       3-go-INC.PL.TRN
       ‘They are leaving.’

In addition to the basic meanings which relate to movement, there are also more abstract notions that these orientation markers can imply. I will return to the issue of semantics after first considering phonological nature of these markers.

In all aspectual classes but the irrealis, and for both morphological classes of verbs, the cislocative (CIS) is -m following a vowel and -im following a consonant. The verb in (248) is an S-stem in the incompleteive and the one in (249) is a C-stem in the imperative. They are both derived from the same root ke’ey ‘move’, but iyéekey’k includes the stem formative (SF) -k, and all verb stems ending in this stem formative belong to the S-class (see §2.3.4.3) Both the S-stem verb and the C-stem verb have identical cislocatives.

(248) a. iyéekey’kse
        iyée-ke’ey-k-see
        float-move-SF-INC
        ‘I am floating’

b. iyéekey’ksem
        iyée-ke’ey-k-see-m
        float-move-SF-INC-CIS
        ‘I come floating’

(249) a. wìskééyn
        ws-ke’ey-n
        travel-move-IMP
        ‘Take a trip!’

b. wìskééynim
        ws-ke’ey-n-im
        travel-move-IMP-CIS
        ‘Take a trip over this way!’

The irrealis aspect is the only aspectual class in which the form of the cislocative differs. With the irrealis the cislocative is -kum.
(250) a. ’iyéekèy’ku’
   b. ’iyéekèy’kù’kum
   ’iyée-ke’ey-k-u’
   float-move-SF-IRR
   ‘I will float’
   ’iyée-ke’ey-k-u’-kum
   float-move-SF-INC-CIS
   ‘I will come floating’

(251) a. pèwske’éynù’
   b. pèwske’éynù’kum
   pe-ws-ke’ey-nu’
   PL-travel-move-IRR
   ‘You will move you home’
   pe-ws-ke’ey-nu’-kum
   PL-travel-move-IRR-CIS
   ‘You move your home over this way’

The cislocative always follows the aspect marker. With respect to plural subject
marking, the irrealis, the perfect, and the perfective have prefixal subject plural marking,
so in these three aspects, orientation marking and number cannot interact. On the other
hand, the incompleteive, habitual, and imperative mark plural subjects in the inflectional
suffix. Orientation marking interacts with plural marking in the incompleteive and
imperative. There is no habitual plural cislocative.

For the incompleteive, the elements of the suffix occur in the order
aspect-number-cislocative. However, the form of the plural marking is changed to -iin
with the cislocative instead of -iix.

(252) a. ’iyéekèy’ksìx
   b. ’iyéekèy’ksìnm
   ’iyée-ke’ey-k-s-iix
   float-move-SF-INC-PL
   ‘We are floating’
   ’iyée-ke’ey-k-s-iin-m
   float-move-SF-INC-PL-CIS
   ‘We come floating’

In the imperative aspect, the order of plural number and cislocative is reversed. This is
the only time that plural number marking follows orientation marking.
(253) a.  
\[
\text{wìske'\text{è}yt\text{x}}
\]
\[
\text{ws-ke'ey-tx}
\]
\[
\text{travel-move-IMP.PL}
\]
\[
\text{‘Take a trip! (PL)’}
\]

b.  
\[
\text{wìske'\text{è}ynìmtx}
\]
\[
\text{ws-ke'ey-n-im-tx}
\]
\[
\text{travel-move-IMP-CIS-PL}
\]
\[
\text{‘Take a trip over this way! (PL)’}
\]

Plural marking is different in the imperative from the incompletive and habitual. The imperative plural is \text{-tx} rather than \text{-iln} or \text{-ilx}.

There is a cislocative neutral habitual, but no cislocative plural habitual.

(254) a.  
\[
\text{wìske'\text{è}ytètu}
\]
\[
\text{ws-ke'ey-teetu}
\]
\[
\text{travel-move-HAB}
\]
\[
\text{‘I always take a trip’}
\]

b.  
\[
\text{wìske'\text{è}ytètum}
\]
\[
\text{ws-ke'ey-teetu-m}
\]
\[
\text{travel-move-HAB-CIS}
\]
\[
\text{‘I always take a trip over this way’}
\]

As already noted, Nez Perce neutral verbs can be used for plurals, so neutral habitual cislocatives can be used for plural subjects. There are periphrastic means of expressing orientation of the action toward the speaker.

The translocative has the form \text{-ki} (\text{-kik} when followed by a vowel). It appears that this marker is related to the directional case marker \text{-k/-pk}. The translocative only occurs with the incompletive, the perfect, and the perfective (not in the habitual and irrealis aspect, nor with the remote past or the conditional discussed in §§2.3.4.1.4-5). When the translocative (\text{TRN}) is formed with the incompletive, the realization of number in the incompletive is \text{-seen/-ceen} for neutral and \text{-siñ/-ciñ} for plural. Examples with S-stems are provided.
(255)  a.  \( \text{wìleékèy'kse} \)  \
\( \text{wìleée-ke'ey-k-see} \)  \
\( \text{run-move-SF-INC} \)  \
\( \text{‘I am running’} \)

b.  \( \text{wìleékèy'ksènki} \)  \
\( \text{wìleée-ke'ey-k-seen-ki} \)  \
\( \text{run-move-SF-INC-TRN} \)  \
\( \text{‘I am running away’} \)

(256)  a.  \( \text{wìleékèy'ksìx} \)  \
\( \text{wìleée-ke'ey-k-sìx} \)  \
\( \text{run-move-SF-INC-PL} \)  \
\( \text{‘We are running’} \)

b.  \( \text{wìleékèy'ksìnìkì} \)  \
\( \text{wìleée-ke'ey-k-sìin-ki} \)  \
\( \text{run-move-SF-INC-PL-TRN} \)  \
\( \text{‘We are running away’} \)

In the incompleteive recent past tense, the marker \(-qa\) is added after the translocative, while the translocative has the form \(-qa\) or \(-qi\) (PL). Rude (1985:51) attributes this to a form of consonant harmony. Consonant harmony is not a productive process in Nez Perce at this time. The resulting forms are then \(-saaqqa/-caaqqa\) for the incompleteive singular translocative past (INC.TRN.PST) and \(-siinhaa/-ciiqqa\) for the incompleteive plural translocative past (INC.PL.TRN.PST). Examples with an S-stem verb are provided.

(257)  a.  \( \text{wìleékèy'ksànqàqa} \)  \
\( \text{wìleée-ke'ey-k-saanqàqa} \)  \
\( \text{run-move-SF-INC.TRN.PST} \)  \
\( \text{‘I was running away’} \)

b.  \( \text{wìleékèy'ksìnqìqì} \)  \
\( \text{wìleée-ke'ey-k-siìnqìqì} \)  \
\( \text{run-move-SF-INC.PL.TRN.PST} \)  \
\( \text{‘We were running away’} \)

With the perfect and perfective, plurality is marked with a prefix. The basic form of the aspect marker itself is affected for S-stem verbs when the translocative is present. The perfect, without the translocative, is \(-s\) with S-stems and \(-(i)n\) with C-stems. With the translocative, the forms are \(-ki\) and \(-n(i)ki\) (PRF.TRN) for S-stems and C-stems respectively.
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(258) a. qûqûkêy’xki  b. wêhyènki
    ququ-ke’ey-k-ki  wehye-nki
    gallop-move-sf-prf.trs  go-prf.trs
    ‘I just galloped away’  ‘I just went away’

The regular perfect is -(y)e with S-stems and -ne with C-stems, and the perfective
translocative (ptv.trn) is -kîke (259a) and -n(i)kîke respectively (259b).

(259) a. qûqûkêy’xkîke  b. wîyèenkîke
    ququ-ke’ey-k-kîke  wiyyee-hi-nkîke
    gallop-move-sf-ptv.trs  as.one.goes-speak-ptv.trs
    ‘I galloped away’  ‘I spoke as I moved away’

The basic semantics of the cislocative and translocative were compared above
with the verb kuu ‘go’ (247). These orientation markers can have an impact at a more
abstract level, however. In addition to the purely directional reading, Rude (1985: pp.49-
50) observes that the cislocative seems to have an evidential reading in some narratives.
In my own fieldwork I have found the cislocative to serve as a kind of object agreement
for first person objects.

(260) a. hêekîce  b. hêekcêem
    hii-hek-cêe  hii-hek-cêe-m
    3-see-inc  3-see-inc-cis
    ‘It sees.’  ‘It sees me.’

(261) a. ’êe náascikâwca  b. ’êe náascikâwcam
    ’êe nees-ckaaw-cee  ’êe nees-ckaaw-cee-m
    you plob-fear-inc  you plob-fear-inc-cis
    ‘You are afraid of them.’  ‘You are afraid of us.’

Obviously, no movement is involved in the act of seeing or the condition of fearing, but
seeing and fearing are usually oriented towards something. Rude asserts that when the
verb to which the cislocative is attached has an inherent sense of leaving, "the cislocative refers to the source of the motion rather than the goal" (1985:49) (emphasis his).

(270) niwihnam  
    niwihna-m  
    leave-CIS  
    'Leave!'  

(270) can be translated more completely as 'Leave me!'. If the cislocative can act as object agreement for first person objects, that would subsume Rude's observations about "source of the motion". I do not have evidence of the translocative acting in the capacity of an object agreement marker.

2.3.4.1.4. Aspect plus tense

Different time readings are obtained with Nez Perce verbs which are marked only with aspect. The irrealis for example implies the future in main clauses and the conditional in dependent clauses. Likewise, present tense readings normally follow from the unmarked incompletive, habitual, and imperative aspects. Context can change these time readings, however. Coyote stories take place in myth time which is definitely the remote past. Sometimes a narrator will tell them almost entirely in the remote past. Alternatively, a narrator can start out with a statement or two in the remote past, and then shift into the incompletive.
(271) 'icéyéeye koná hikiyéeyiksene
Coyote there going.around (Remote Past)

kál’o’ kíímet ku’skin’ix hinéexexne
just then at.that.time he.saw.them (perfective)

neqéeykex 'isíímet neqéey hitq’élúusix titm’áay’.
across there other.side they.are.swimming (incompletive) girls

‘Coyote was going around (remote past) there. Just then he saw (perfective) them across on the other side. The girls were swimming (incompletive).’
(translation adapted from Aoki and Walker 1989:224)

The first verb, hikiyéeyiksene ‘he was going around’, is in the remote past, and it sets the stage as being myth time. The second verb, hinéexexne ‘he saw them’, is in the perfective and is indefinite about its location in the past. The third verb, hitq’élúusix ‘they are swimming’ introduces something of a historical present. Throughout the rest of the text in question, verbs in the incompletive are interspersed with verbs in the remote past tense and the perfective aspect. The verbs that are only aspectually marked take their time frames from the context created by the verbs marked with remote past.

There are two distinct past tenses in Nez Perce – the recent past with -qa (REC) and the remote past with -ne (RMT). Whenever a Nez Perce verb contains one of these markers, it will be the last element in the word. The recent past suffix -qa occurs with the incompletive and habitual aspects to provide time readings, and it combines with the irrealis to form a conditional (§2.3.4.1.5). The realization of this tense marker is unaffected by the presence of any other morphology. Examples are provided with the
incomplective and the habitual, with the singular and plural incomplective (272), and with the cislocative and translocative (273).

(272)  a.  \textit{hîpsáqa}  \textit{hip-see-qa}  \\
      \textit{see-INC-REC}  \\
      ‘I was seeing’  \\
      or ‘I saw’  \\

       b.  \textit{hîpqáqa}  \textit{hip-qa-a-qa}  \\
      \textit{see-HAB- REC}  \\
      ‘I used to see’

       c.  \textit{hîpsiqa}  \textit{hip-sii-qa}  \\
      \textit{see-INC.PL- REC}  \\
      ‘We were seeing’  \\
      or ‘We saw’

(273)  a.  \textit{hîkosíinmqa}  \textit{hii-kuu-siinm-qa}  \\
      \textit{3-go-INC.PL.CIS-REC}  \\
      ‘They were coming’

       b.  \textit{hikusínqîqa}  \textit{hii-kuu-siinqi-qa}  \\
      \textit{3-go-INC.PL.TRN- REC}  \\
      ‘They were going away’

The form of the translocative is -qi instead of -ki when it precedes the recent past -qa.

The other past tense is indicated by the suffix -ne. It is a ‘remote past’ (RMT). As already shown, both the remote past and recent past are used in myth narratives, and it is not surprising to learn that the remote past is more common in those texts. It might seem at first surprising that when they are contrasted in the following example, the event indicated by the recent past has taken place farther into the past than the event indicated by the remote past.

(274)  \textit{yoč ke hinaac'nisqa péesepèexcène}  \\
      \textit{hii-nées-'nii-see-qa pée-sepée-hek-cee-ne}  \\
      that which 3-PLOB-give-INC- REC 3ON3-CAUS-see-INC-RMT  \\
      ‘that which she gave them they showed her’  \\

      (Phinney 1934 45:6-7)
However, if the recent past of the verb hináac’nisqa ‘she gave them (REC)’ in the
dependent clause takes its time index from the frame of the main clause péesepeexcene
‘they showed her (RMT)’, then the interaction of the tenses makes sense. The line (274)
could be retranslated as, ‘Long ago, they were showing her that which she had just given
them.’ The woman’s act of giving had taken place just a short time before the act of their
showing her the gift.

The remote past tense marker -ne occurs with the incompletive and the habitual
-qaa, and with plural as well as number neutral verbs (275).

(275) a.  hípséene
      hip-see-ne
      see-INC-RMT
      ‘I was seeing’
      or ‘I saw’

b.  hípqáana
    hip-qaa-na
    see-HAB-RMT
    ‘I used to see’

c.  hípsíine
    hipi-siin-ne
    see-INC.PL-RMT
    ‘We were seeing’
    or ‘We saw’

The remote past also occurs with the cislocative.

(276)  híkusíinme
       hii-kuu-siin-m-ne
       3-go-INC.PL-CIS-RMT
       ‘They were coming’

The deletion of a nasal following another nasal, as in (275c) (n-n> n) and (276) (m-n>
m) is a regular sound change in Nez Perce.
Care should be taken not to confuse the perfective with the remote past. The form of the C-stem perfective aspect is -ne also. However, the tense marker -ne occurs with both kind of stems, and it follows other aspect markers. The perfective aspect -ne affixes directly to the verb stem, has prefixal subject agreement, and can be followed only by an orientation marker. The perfective and remote past do not combine.

While there is a habitual cislocative remote past (277), there is no translocative remote past with either the incompletive or the habitual.

(277)  
hi̱koq̌ama  
hii-kuu-qam-ne  
3-go-HAB.CIS-RMT  
‘They used to come’

This stands in contrast to the situation with the recent past -qa, which occurs with both the translocative incompletive and the habitual (see (272) above). We will also see in the next section that the past -qa occurs in the conditional, but the remote past -ne does not.

2.3.4.1.5. The conditional mood

The conditional is used to express potential occurrences and events contrary to fact. One of my consultants says, “They are kind of ‘iffy’ words.” There are two ways of creating conditionals in Nez Perce. In the one case, the conditional mood marker -'aaq̌ is affixed to either a nominalized verb or a verb that has the incompletive aspect. In the
other case, the irrealis -u’ is combined with the recent past -qa. Both conditionals are illustrated in (278) with the verb paay ‘come, arrive’.

(278) a. pàkkáá kìwal’á hìpáyaycàn’áá.
    hìi-pàay-cean’-áá
    sometimes at this time 3-arrive-INC-CND
    ‘Sometimes at this time he could come.’

   b. pàkkáá kìwal’á hìpáayno’qa.
    hìi-pàay-nu’-qa
    sometimes at this time 3-arrive-IRR-REC
    ‘Sometimes at this time he could come.’

Speakers with whom I am working are much less comfortable with the conditional in -’aaá. They understand forms with -’aaá, but they prefer to produce examples like the one in (278b) and (279):

(279) hìpàapó’qa mét’u hìnéesepewítne
    hìi-pe-hìp-’u’-qa hìi-nées-sepée-witne-ne
    3-PL-eat-IRR-REC but 3-PLOB-CAUS-leave-PTV
    ‘They could have eaten but she made them leave.’

This example gives one context within which a conditional can be used; a potential event that did not occur is given along with the reason for its non-occurrence. The question-answer pair in (280) represents another situation in which the conditional is used.

(280) a. míne ’ìwyàaáxno’qa tàxcpólna?
      ’e-wiyéex-nu’-qa tàxcpol-ne
      where 3OB-find-IRR-REC beaver-OBJ
      ‘Where might you find beaver?’
b. **kùuslaykin**
   kùús-laykin
   water-near.by
   ‘Nearby the water.’

Beavers are potentially found in or around the water, but you cannot be certain you will
find one if you go looking there.

The conditional suffix -'aa$x (CND) affixes to two kinds of stems – a verb in the
incompletive aspect or a verb nominalized with the active participle (NM) (−t with S-stems
and -n with C-stems).

(281) a. **hìpit’a$x**
    hìi-hip-t−'aa$x
    3-eat-NM-CND
    ‘he could eat’

b. **hìpáayn’a$x**
    hìi-páay-n−'aa$x
    3- arrive-NM-CND
    ‘he could have arrived’

In Nez Perce, bare nominalizations lack person agreement (see §2.3.4.6), but the
conditional -'aa$x reverbalizes the construction and in these examples the verbs have
third person agreement.

Alternatively, the conditional -'aa$x takes a verb stem in the incompletive aspect
to form an incompletive or progressive conditional.

(282) a. **hìpsáaan’a$x**
    hìi-hip-seen−'aa$x
    3-eat-INC-CND
    ‘he could have been eating’

b. **hìpáaycán’a$x**
    hìi-páay-ceen−'aa$x
    3- arrive-INC-CND
    ‘he could have been arriving’
Plurals forms are possible for conditionals formed with -’aax. The conditional which is based on the nominative has prefixal plural agreement (only S-stem examples are provided) (283a).

(283)  

a. hìpàapít’aax  
   hìi-pe-hip-t-aax  
   3-PL-eat-NM-CND  
   ‘they could eat’

b. hìipsín’aax  
   hìi-hipi-siin-’aax  
   3-eat-INC-PL-CND  
   ‘they could have been eating’

The -’aax conditional formed with the incompletive has the suffixal plural expected of that aspect (b).

The other conditional combines the irrealis aspect -u’ with the recent past -qa.

(284)  

a. hìlipò’qa  
   hìi-hip-u’-qa  
   3-eat-IRR-REC  
   ‘he could eat’

b. hipáayno’qa  
   hìi-páay-nu’-qa  
   3-arrive-IRR-REC  
   ‘he could arrive’

These examples illustrate the forms with both S-stems and C-stems. The plural of this kind of conditional has prefixal plural agreement, which follows from the fact that the irrealis aspect takes prefixal plural subject agreement (285).

(285)  

a. hìpàapó’qa  
   hìi-pe-hipi-u’-qa  
   3-PL-eat-IRR-REC  
   ‘they could eat’

b. hipàpáayno’qa  
   hìi-pa-páay-nu’-qa  
   3-PL-arrive-IRR-REC  
   ‘they could arrive’
The conditional cislocative occurs only with the past and not with the suffix -aað.

(286)  

hipacoláhnanò'kòmqa  
hii-pe-cu-léhne-nu'-kum-qa  
3-PL-single.file-move.down-IRR-CIS-REC  
'they could have come downward single file'

Because the past conditional is based upon irrealis aspect, plural subject agreement is prefixal.

2.3.4.1.6. The complete inflectional complex

I have described each aspect of the inflectional suffix complex – aspect, number, orientation, tense, and the conditional. I will now place them in parallel.

First, there are the three aspects that have prefixal number agreement – the perfect, the perfective, and the irrealis. The perfect and perfective aspect do not combine with tense markers. The irrealis combines with the past to create the conditional, which also has prefixal number agreement, and is included here. In addition, I list the nominalizer. For C-stems, the nominalizer is -n, which follows the pattern of most of the other aspect markers, and the nominalizer also selects prefixal agreement when the conditional is formed with -'aað.
(287) | S-stem | C-stem |
---|---|---|
Perfect | -s | -(i)n |
Perfective | -(e)y | -ne |
Irrealis | -(y)u’ | -nu’ |
Past conditional | -(y)o’qa | -no’qa |
Nominative | -t | -(i)n |

The forms of the aspects with the cislocative are in (288).

(288) | S-stem | C-stem |
---|---|---|
Perfect | -(i)m | -nim |
Perfective | -(i)me | -nime |
Irrealis | -(y)u’kum | -nu’kum |
Past Conditional | -(y)o’komqa | -no’komqa |

Only the perfect and perfective have translocative forms.

(289) | S-stem | C-stem |
---|---|---|
Perfect | -ki | -n(i)ki |
Perfective | -kike | -n(i)kike |

The forms of the directional paradigms suggest that the perfect and perfective are related historically.

The neutral forms of the imperative, incompletive, and habitual present are in (290).

(290) | S-stem | C-stem |
---|---|---|
Imperative | -Ø, -y, -x | -Ø, -(i)n |
Incompletive | -see | -cee |
Habitual Present | -teetu | -teetu |

Both the incompletive and habitual aspects combine with tense markers. The basic form of the incompletive does not change, but there are several different forms for the habitual.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(291)</th>
<th>S-stem</th>
<th>C-stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incompletive Present</td>
<td>-see</td>
<td>-cee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompletive Past</td>
<td>-saaqa</td>
<td>-caaqqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompletive Remote</td>
<td>-seene</td>
<td>-ceene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Present</td>
<td>-teetu</td>
<td>-teetu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Past</td>
<td>-qaaqa</td>
<td>-n(a)qaaqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Remote</td>
<td>-qaana</td>
<td>-n(a)qaana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Perfect</td>
<td>-x</td>
<td>-nx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural forms are in (291). Although the plural imperative does not have the vowel i, which is included in all of the other plurals, the x is found in several other plurals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(292)</th>
<th>S-stem</th>
<th>C-stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incompletive Present</td>
<td>-siix</td>
<td>-ciix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompletive Past</td>
<td>-siiqa</td>
<td>-ciiqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompletive Remote</td>
<td>-siine</td>
<td>-ciine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Present</td>
<td>-te’niix</td>
<td>-te’niix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Past</td>
<td>-(y)a’niiqqa</td>
<td>-na’niiqqa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Remote</td>
<td>-(y)e’niixne</td>
<td>-ne’niixne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitual Perfect</td>
<td>-(y)e’niix</td>
<td>-ne’niix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>-(i)tx</td>
<td>-n(i)tx</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cislocative forms are in (293). The incompletive has plural cislocatives and for the present and past tenses. The habitual past and perfect lack a cislocative.
(293) \[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{S-stem} & \text{C-stem} \\
\text{Incmp. Present} & -\text{seem} \\
\text{Incmp. Present plural} & -\text{siinem} \\
\text{Incmp. Past} & -\text{saamqa} \\
\text{Incmp. Past plural} & -\text{siinmqa} \\
\text{Incmp. Remote} & -\text{seeme} \\
\text{Habitual Present} & -\text{teetum} \\
\text{Habitual Remote} & -\text{qaama} \\
\text{Imperative} & -(i)m \\
\text{Imperative plural} & -(i)mtx \\
\end{array}\]

Translocative forms are in (294), where again we see that the incompletive has a plural in the present and past, and no plural translocative in the remote.

(294) \[\begin{array}{ll}
\text{S-stem} & \text{C-stem} \\
\text{Incompletive Present} & -\text{seenki} \\
\text{Incompletive Present plural} & -\text{siinki} \\
\text{Incompletive Past} & -\text{saanqaqa} \\
\text{Incompletive Past plural} & -\text{siinqiqa} \\
\text{Incompletive Remote} & -\text{seeme} \\
\end{array}\]

The habitual lacks a translocative. These forms have long vowels underlyingly, and follow the general pattern described in §2.1.4 in which length is realized just in case the vowel has main stress.

Although there is differentiation in the morphemic “slots” of aspect, number, directional, and tense, the presence of one category can affect the realization of the rest of the complex in ways that cannot be attributed to any regular sound change. Hence, they must be seen together as a complex whole. From this point on, I will no longer segment the suffixal aspect-number-orientation-tense morphology.
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2.3.4.1.7. An irregular verb

The verb wéhye is irregular in that it does not require inflection in the
incompletive neutral present. It has regular inflection in other aspectual forms.

(295) a. híwéhye  
      hii-wéhye  
      3-go  
      ‘he is going’

b. híwéhyenù’  
   hii-wéhye-nù’  
   3-go-IRR  
   ‘he will go’

It also inflects regularly in the plural incompletive. wéhye is the only such verb that I
know of.

(296) híwéhyeciìx  
    hii-wéhye-eciìx  
    3-go-INC.PL  
    ‘they are going’

2.3.4.2. Prefixal inflection

Prefixal inflection involves much less suppletion than is found in suffixal
inflection. With one exception, we can treat the different categories of prefixal inflection
separately without considering them as part of a morphologically interdependent
complex.

The basic scheme of inflectional prefixes is in (297), although, depending on the
number and person of the arguments, there may not be any inflectional prefix at all.
(297) \begin{align*}
\text{[SUB/OBJ.PERS.- [PLURAL SUBJ.- [PLURAL OBJ.- [DISTRIBUT.- [CAUSATIVE- [\ldots]]]]]]}
\end{align*}

All inflectional prefixes are outside of the causative, which is the derivational prefix closest to the stem (I present derivation of verb stems in \S2.3.4.3). I will begin by addressing plural subject and plural object agreement. They are both quite simple, and they provide background for understanding of person agreement.

2.3.4.2.1. Subject number agreement

Prefixal subject number agreement, realized with perfect, perfective, and irrealis aspect, has already been discussed above in \S 2.3.4.1.1.2, so a brief summary here will suffice. Suffixal agreement with incomplete aspect in (298) contrasts with prefixal agreement, seen in (299) with the perfective.

\begin{align*}
\text{(298) a.} & \quad \text{kùuse} \\
& \quad \text{kùu-see} \\
& \quad \text{go-INC} \\
& \quad \text{‘I am going’} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{kùsìix} \\
& \quad \text{kùu-sìix} \\
& \quad \text{go-INC.PL} \\
& \quad \text{‘We are going’}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
\text{(299) a.} & \quad \text{kúye} \\
& \quad \text{kuu-ye} \\
& \quad \text{go-PTV} \\
& \quad \text{‘I went’} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{pèkúye} \\
& \quad \text{pe-kuu-ye} \\
& \quad \text{PL-go-PTV} \\
& \quad \text{‘We went’}
\end{align*}

Instead of the plural suffixal morpheme -\text{iix}/-\text{iin}, the plural subject is indicated with the prefix pe-.
2.3.4.2.2. Object number agreement

Verbs indicate the number of neither a singular subject nor a singular object, but they do indicate the plurality of a direct object with the prefix nees-. This holds across all the different kinds of aspect. In (300) we have an example of the plural object prefix with incompletive aspect that takes sufffixal subject number agreement. In (301), we have the perfective with prefixal number agreement, illustrating the fact that object plural agreement comes inside of subject plural agreement.

(300) neêshekcîx 'îmené
     nées-hek-čîx 'îmé-ne
     PLOB-see-INC.PL you-OBJ
     'We see you (pl).'

(301) pëñëeshèxne 'îmené
     pe-nëes-hek-ne 'îmé-ne
     PL-PLOB-see-PTV you-OBJ
     'We saw you (pl).'

Although the different kinds of aspect split with respect to marking plural subjects with a prefix or a suffix, all kinds of aspect have the same kind of plural object agreement. Descriptions in Aoki (1994) (1970:108) and Rude (1985:38-9) may also be consulted.

The examples in (302)-(303) show that nees- is purely number agreement and not person agreement. The verbs remain unchanged, and the pronouns indicate the personhood of the object.
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(302) **néeshèkcix** núune
    **nées-hek-cíix** nuun-né
    PLOB-see-INC.PL we-OBJ
    'You (pl) see us.'

(303) **néeshèkcix** ḱimené
    **nées-hek-cíix** ḱimé-ne
    PLOB-see-INC.PL they-OBJ
    'You (pl) see them.'

When the plural object agreement marker affixes to a stem beginning with a glottal stop, the glottal merges with the prefix final s to form a glottalized affricate c'.

(304) **néec'inpse**
    **nées-'np-see**
    PLOB-take-INC
    'I take you (pl)'

2.3.4.2.3. **Person agreement**

When it occurs, person agreement, including reciprocal and reflexive marking, is always the leftmost prefix in the word. With reflexives, agreement encodes number and first, second, and third person. Otherwise, there is no inflection for first and second person, although verbs agree with the plural number of such arguments. I briefly re-

illustrate this here:

(305) a. **pekúuye** 'éetx
    pe-kuu-ye 'ee-tx
    PL-go-PF you-PL
    'You went.'

b. **pa'talxño’**
    **pe-talq-nú’**
    PL-stop-IRR
    'We will stop you.'
For third person arguments, there is person agreement as well as plural agreement, both for subjects and other arguments.

2.3.4.2.3.1. Agreement with third person arguments

For third person, there are two prefixes: hii- indicates third person subject argument, and 'e- indicates a third person non-subject argument, often a direct object.

The prefix hii- (glossed simply as "3") is illustrated here for singular and plural subjects.

(306) a. hii-wes ciq’áamqal
   hii-wee-s ciq’áamqal
   3-be-INC dog
   ‘He/she/it is a dog.’

b. hikusííx
   hii-kuu-siíx
   3-go-INC.PL
   ‘They are going.’

c. hípekuúye
   hii-pe-kuu-ye
   3-PL-go-PTV
   ‘They went.’

d. hítàtánó’
   hii-talq-nu’
   3-warn-IRR
   ‘she/he will warn me.’

The non-third person object argument in (d) is unmarked and inferred from the context.

In only the third neutral perfect form of ‘be’, seen in (a), does the third person subject agreement prefix have a long vowel.\(^{18}\) This is also the only form in the language in which the prefix has main stress. This pattern is entirely consistent with other

---

\(^{18}\) There are other examples where hi- appears to have a long vowel in the surface form, but these examples are formed when hi- precedes a verb stem beginning with h. In cases like this, if the initial syllable of the verb stem lacks main stress, then the intervocalic h is lost, and the vowels coalesce to form a long hii that lacks main stress.
morphemes that have underlying long vowels that are long only when realized with main stress. I conclude that hi- is underlyingly hii-.

The prefix *e- (3OB) marks not only objects but other non-subject arguments as well. Aoki (1994) and Rude (1985:32-3) have taken differing approaches to this prefix. Rude claims that this prefix marks a first or second person transitive subject with a third person object. Aoki's position is that *e- indicates agreement with non-subject third person arguments. This first set of examples is consistent with both Aoki's position and Rude's.

(307) a. ˈeekɪce ˈsɪkˈeemne  
   e-hek-cee ˈsɪkˈeem-ne  
   3OB-see-INC horse-OBJ  
   'I see the horse.'

b. ˈepeˈexnuˈ ˈsɪkˈeemne  
   e-pe-hek-nuˈ ˈsɪkˈeem-ne  
   3OB-PL-see-IRR horse-OBJ  
   'We will see the horse.'

Another kind of example involves third person possession and presents a challenge for Rude's analysis.

Possession in Nez Perce is indicated with a noun or an optional pronoun in the ergative case and the copula wee 'be'. For first and second person possession, the verb has no agreement marking and it agrees with the possessor in number (308a).

(308) a. ˈnuunim wiˈsiʃx ˈpi̱.pic  
       nuun-nm wee-si̱x ˈpi̱.pic  
       we-ERG be-INC.PL cat  
       'We have a cat.'

b. ˈiim-nm wee-s haˈama  
   iim-nm wee-s haˈama  
   you-ERG be-INC  
   man  
   'You have a man/husband.'

19 In the incompletive neutral the verb wee has an irregular aspect marker -s instead of -se. The incompletive plural is regular: -si̱x.
In differentiating between equational and possessive constructions, the possessive pronouns can play a determining role, as the contrasting examples in (309) illustrate.

Using the wrong pronouns could lead to confusion.

(309) a. ˈiːin wēes pícpic  
I be-INC cat  
‘I am a cat.’  

b. ˈiːim wēes hāama  
you be-INC man  
‘You are a man/husband.’

If the speaker wished to indicate possession of a cat or a husband, he would need to use the ergative form of the pronoun:

(310) a. ˈiːinin wēes pícpic  
I-ERG be-INC cat  
‘I have a cat.’  

b. ˈiːim wēes hāama  
you be-INC man  
‘You have a man/husband.’

As already stated, the pronouns are optional. In most cases, context and common sense will make it clear that the intended reading of (311) is the first one.

(311)  
wee-s pícpic  
be-INC cat  
‘I have a cat.’  

If the speaker were a cast member of a certain Broadway musical, he or she could use a pronoun ˈiːiin ‘I’ to make clear that the second reading was intended, as in (310a).

In contrast with first and second person constructions, third person possessives have person marking. For equationals, the copula has the standard third person prefix hii-. However for possessives, the copula has the prefix ’e-. The examples in (312) contrast these two constructions.
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(312) a. ʼippi hliwes háama b. ʼipnım ʼúus háama
       hii-wce-s       3 3-be-INC man
       'He is a man.' 3-ERG 3OB-be-INC man
       'She has a man/husband.'

In addition to the copula in possessive clauses, regular verbs in other types of clauses will
have 'e- instead of hii- when the subject of the clause is a noun that has a possessor.

(313) a. ʻaatim ʼiláatwîsa b. cáanim ʻáatim ʻáwʼláatwîsa
       lâatwi-see       caanim ʻáatim ʻe-ʼláatwi-see
       arm tired-INC    John-ERG arm 3OB-tired-INC
       '(My) arm is tired.' 'John's arm is tired.'

(314) a. hiiwîhne ne ʼiwéepne b. ʼèwîhne ne ʼiwéepne
       hii-wîhne-ne     ʼèwîhne-ne
       3-leave-PTV wife 3OB-leave-PTV wife
       'The wife left.' 'His wife left'

Even if no third person possessor is overt in the clause (314b), the presence of 'e-
implies possession. There is no first or second person argument in these examples and these
sentences are not transitive. These facts argue against Rude's position that 'e- is a marker
for first and second person transitives.

I will assume that intransitive clauses with 'e- have undergone possessor raising,
making the genitive the subject of the sentence. This analysis correctly predicts that
copulas agree in number with the possessor rather than the object of possession.

(315) a. núuním wísiix náaqc pícpc
       nuun-nm wee-síix
       we-ERG be-INC.PL one cat
       'We have one cat.'
b. línim wées pāxačat pícip
lín-nm wee-s
I-ERG be-INC five cat
'I have five cats.'

I suggest that the possessed third person noun is still in some sense an argument of the verb. The prefix 'e- then indicates the presence of a third person non-subject argument.

The prefix 'e- is realized as 'ew- when it precedes a glottal stop in many verbs.

(316) ıtúuwécet 'ew'niise kòña
'ıtúu-wécet 'ew-'nii-see
what-reason 3OB-put-INC there
'Why are you putting it there?'

This is an irregular sound change. Whether it obtains can be affected even by the aspect of the verb as seen in (317).

(317) a. ıtúw'nipe  b. ıtú'nipiš
'ète-np-e  'ète-np-see
3OB-take-PTV  3OB-take-INC
'I took it'  'I am taking it'

The cases of possessor raising which have been discussed are intransitive. If they had involved both a third person subject and a third person object, the verbs would have been inflected with the marker pée- (third person acting on third person or '3ON3'). The portmanteau prefix pée- occurs only with transitive verbs.

(318) a. pátalšnö'
  pée-talq-nú'
3ON3-stop-IRR
'He will stop him.'

b. pátalqćiix
  pée-talq-ciiix
3ON3-stop-INC.PL
'They are stopping him.'
pée- is not to be confused with plural subject pe-, which has a short vowel and almost never occurs with main stress. Rude (1985:37) reports that these two morphemes may occur together, and provides the example in (319). Rude's example shows that when they do occur together, person agreement pée- precedes subject number agreement pe-.

(319) péepe'wíye
  pée-pe'-wii-e
  3ON3-PL-shoot-PTV
  'They shot him.'

However, the speakers with whom I am working are not comfortable with these two prefixes in series. (320a) is unacceptable to them. Instead, they produce the example in (320b).

(320) a. ?* páapatálñno'
    pée-pe-talq-nú'
    3ON3-PL-stop-IRR
    'They will stop him.'

They prefer to have the verb neutral with respect to number rather than have both pée- and pe- together in the verb.

While the prefix pée- co-occurs with both kinds of subject plural agreement affixes (the suffix -ii and the prefix pe-), it does not co-occur with the plural object agreement marker nees- (*peenees... ). When the subject and object are both third person and the object is plural, hii- is realized with nees- instead of pée-.
(321) hìnāāstāţñò
hií-née-s-telq-nú
3-PLOB-stop-IRR
'He will stop them.'

In contrast to péé-, the prefix 'e- does co-occur with nees-.

(322) 'ènéeshèkce
'è-née-s-hek-cee
3OB-PLOB-see-INC
'I see them'

2.3.4.2.3.2. Reflexive and reciprocal agreement

In addition to the agreement prefixes indicating regular arguments, there are
several verbal agreement prefixes that mark reflexives and reciprocals (see Aoki
agreement prefixes are given in (323).

(323) 'inée- 'myself' nemée- 'ourselves'
'imée- 'yourself' 'imemée- 'yourselves'
'ipnéé- 'himself' 'imemée- 'themselves'

The plural reflexive prefixes occur with plural number agreement.

(324) a. 'inée-hèkce
'inée-hek-cee
1sg.refl-see-inc
'I see myself.'

b. nemée-hék-cíx
nemée-hek-cíx
1pl.refl-see-inc.pl
'we see ourselves.'

c. 'imeméhínewisíx
'imemée-hínëwii-síx
2/3pl.refl-try-inc.pl
'You/they are trying.'
The plural subject prefix pe- does not co-occur with the reflexive prefixes.

\[(325) \quad \text{nêmêëhêtnù' (nemêëpehexnu')}\]
\[\text{nemêê-hek-nú'}\]
\[\text{I PL.REFL-see-IRR}\]
\[\text{‘We will see ourselves.’}\]

The same pattern is seen with the reciprocal pîi-. It takes suffixal plural subject agreement, but like the reflexives, it does not co-occur with the plural subject agreement prefix pe-.

\[(326) \quad a. \quad \text{pîihëksix}\]
\[\text{pîi-hek-sîix}\]
\[\text{RECP-see-INC.PL}\]
\[\text{‘We see each other.’}\]

\[b. \quad \text{pîihëxne}\]
\[\text{pîi-hek-ne}\]
\[\text{RECP-see-PTV}\]
\[\text{‘We saw each other.’}\]

2.3.4.2.4. Distributive

The distributive wîî- is found with other agreement morphology, including prefixal subject number agreement, and is found inside of them, closest to the stem (see also Aoki (1970:90) (1994) and Rude (1985:42) for previous treatments). In (327), it provides a distributive reading for the object of the transitive verb hek ‘see’.

\[(327) \quad a. \quad \text{hîwîihêksix}\]
\[\text{hîi-where-hek-sîix}\]
\[\text{3-DIST-see-INC.PL}\]
\[\text{‘They see each one.’}\]

\[b. \quad \text{hîpewîihêxne}\]
\[\text{hîi-pe-wîi-hek-ne}\]
\[\text{3-PL-DIST-see-PTV}\]
\[\text{‘They saw each one.’}\]

The examples in (328) show that this prefix provides a distributive reading for intransitive subjects.
(328) a.  
hiwipäycìx
hiì-wíi-páay-ciìx
3-DIST-arrive-INC.PL
‘They arrived one by one.’

b.  
wíipäycìx
wíi-páay-ciìx
DIST-arrive-INC.PL
‘We arrived one by one’

The distributive does not apply to the subjects of transitive verbs. In the following example, the meaning is that each child has matches that are being taken away. It does not imply that each of us takes his turn removing matches from the children.

(329)  
'ènéeswìi-wëtkúyk'sìx
túhuc mìamáy'asna
'e-nées-wìi-wetkúyk-sìx
mìamáy'ac-ne
3OB-PLOB-DIST-take.away-INC.PL matches children-OBJ
‘We are taking away matches from each of the children.’

Without wíi-, the sentence could mean that there was a group of children with matches that we take away from them. A generalization can be made about the Nez Perce distributive by saying that it refers to whichever argument of the verb is the theme.

2.3.4.3. Verb stem derivation

Aoki (1970:84) provided the first description and classification of Nez Perce verb derivation (Rude 1985 concentrates on inflection and syntax). Derivation of verb stems is an important area of Nez Perce lexical expansion. The greatest source of complexity is produced by a large set of derivational prefixes and derivational suffixes. One such prefix and two suffixes are included in the following example, a single verb which communicates a rather complex meaning.
(330)  hìqqukèy'kt'i'péecwitètu
     hìi-qqu-key'k-t-'i'péec-wii-teetu
     3-gallop-move-NOM-DESID-VRBL-HAB
     ‘He always wants to gallop.’

The root key'k ‘move’ is very neutral in meaning. The derivational prefix qqu-
indicates the verb’s activity involves galloping. This creates the stem qqukey'k ‘to
move by galloping’. The desiderative suffix -'i'péec indicates that the action is something
that is desired. The verb has been nominalized with the active participle -t because the
desiderative is actually a noun suffix. The suffix -wii verbalizes the stem
qqukey'kt'ipeec. The resulting verb takes aspect-tense inflection and person agreement
morphology. We have the complete meaning ‘He always wants to gallop’ (what one
might say of a horse that has a lot of spirit).

I will now describe in detail the derivational aspects of the verb, beginning with
verb roots. The roots tend to have neutral meanings, which are given further specification
with the addition of derivational prefixes. The vast majority of verb stems contain at least
one derivational prefix in addition to the root. Together they provide the verb’s basic
meaning. (331) illustrates these components of the stem. The derivational prefix position
can contain more than one such affix.

(331)  

The discussion will continue with the derivational directional suffixes, the causative, and
deverbal morphology.
2.3.4.1. Verb roots

There is a rough correspondence between the simplicity of a verb root's phonological nature and its semantic denotation, in that simpler roots tend to have simpler meanings. Phonological characteristics of verb roots include stem type (C-stem or S-stem), the potential for insertion of epenthetic vowels, the inclusion of a stem formative, and accent.

A verb root in Nez Perce can have a very general meaning. When such a root occurs without the addition of derivational morphology, context determines which meaning is intended. A classic example of this kind of root is the verb kuu ‘do, go’. In (332), it is purely the syntax that determines which meaning is appropriate (kuu will be glossed as ‘do’).

(332) a. mänáá kúuse kuu-se
     what do-INCl
     ‘What are you doing?’

b. mípx kúuse
   mi-px kuu-se
   where-to do-INCl
   ‘Where are you going?’

Here, kuu appears with only aspect/tense morphology. The syntax determines which meaning of the verb is intended.

The root kuu also occurs with derivational prefixes and suffixes that give the resulting stem a more specific meaning.
(333) a. **hiwyéekusìx**  
   **hii-wyée-kuu-sìix**  
   3-successively-go-{INC.PL}  
   ‘they move a little at a time’  

b. **kùtet’esìix**  
   **kuu-tet’ee-sìix**  
   go-about.to-{INC.PL}  
   ‘we are about to go’

Derivational prefixes provide information about manner, location, direction, and instrumentality. The prefix **wyee-** ‘successively’ (333a) and the inceptive reading **-tet’ee** (333b) are examples. I will return below to the discussion of derivation with prefixes (§2.3.4.2) and suffixes (§2.3.4.3).

The examples in (334) show that there exist nearly all the potential forms of one and two syllable roots, factoring in vowel length contrasts, plus many trisyllabic roots. Some of these roots may have at one time been the products of compounding or some other process of derivation, but none of those shown here are presently analyzable in this way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>hi</td>
<td>‘to say’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVV</td>
<td>kuu</td>
<td>‘to do, go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>’np</td>
<td>‘to take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>’ac</td>
<td>‘to enter’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVC</td>
<td>huup</td>
<td>‘to fall’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCC</td>
<td>qìck</td>
<td>‘to grab, catch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCC</td>
<td>ciìlp</td>
<td>‘to encircle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCVV</td>
<td>haniì</td>
<td>‘to make’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCV</td>
<td>tiim’e</td>
<td>‘to write’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVCVV</td>
<td>suulii</td>
<td>‘to bend’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| CVVCVC | pa'am | 'to lose flavor' |
| CVCVVC | teqiik | 'to descend' |
| CVVCVC | saal'ay | 'to be fat, soft' |
| CVVCVVC | ceepeew | 'to pick lice' |
| CVCVCC | ceyeyp | 'to itch' |
| CVCCV | lahsa | 'to go up' |
| CVCCVV | c'illii | 'to fall down dead' |
| CVVCCV | cuukwe | 'to know' |
| CVCCVC | cickup | 'to be alarmed' |
| CVCCVV | cicwaay | 'to be surprised' |
| CVVCVV | suk'ullii | 'to starve' |
| CVVVCC | luquuke | 'to be freezing' |
| CVVVVC | capiiiti | 'to make insulting gesture' |
| CVVCVVC | hayaytam | 'to make a war cry' |

Additional trisyllabic root types exist, but I am unaware of non-compound roots with four or more syllables.

In addition to the examples in (334) which are fully syllabified, there are many roots which include unsyllabified consonants (335).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CCVV</td>
<td>'nii</td>
<td>'to give'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCVVC</td>
<td>ckaaw</td>
<td>'to fear'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>'np</td>
<td>'to take'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCCVV</td>
<td>cklii</td>
<td>'to return'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCVVCVV</td>
<td>tmaanii</td>
<td>'to pick berries'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCVCV</td>
<td>cceqe</td>
<td>'to be fascinated by'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When these roots are inflected, the vowels of the attached morphology may syllabify the consonants in the root. This is seen in (336a) for the CCC example 'to take'. The root is
realized without vowels because the prefix’s vowel and the suffix’s vowel sufficiently syllabify the root’s consonants.

(336) a. pée'npù'
     pée-'np-u'
     3ON3-give-IRR
     ‘He will give it.’

b. 'lnīpx
   'np-x
   take-IMP
   ‘Take!’

In (336b), the vowel i is epenthesized in two places. The epentheses of i in this word is entirely predictable.

The monosyllabic verb roots tend to have the most abstract definitions. The more phonologically complex a root is, the more likely it will have a more specific sense, although there are trisyllabic roots with quite general denotations. In some languages, a root’s phonological form is highly restricted. For example, it is well known that Arabic roots are typically tri-consonantal. If Nez Perce has restrictions on verb root form it extends only to the level of a restriction against roots of more than three syllables and a near proscription against light roots. hi ‘to speak’ and i ‘to lie down’ are the only CV (short vowel) roots. By contrast, there are many roots that consist of a single heavy syllable: CVVC, CVV, or CVC (CVC is heavy unless it is word final (§2.1.3).

There is a wide variety of roots with greater weights and complexities.

Reduplicated roots are not particularly plentiful. All the examples that I have found are represented in (337). Some of them involve only initial CV reduplication.

While it is perhaps not surprising that many of the reduplicated roots denote sounds, it is by no means the case that all verbs for sounds involve reduplication.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV.CV</td>
<td>qeqeewi</td>
<td>‘to be drunk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>qoqoop</td>
<td>‘to eat dreaming’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>teet’e</td>
<td>‘to stretch’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wiwi</td>
<td>‘to fall’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC.CVC</td>
<td>cílcíl</td>
<td>‘to trot’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cewcèw</td>
<td>‘to whisper’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kiwikíw</td>
<td>‘to tap, pound’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>paspas</td>
<td>‘to make ripples’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>paspasíl</td>
<td>‘to be rancid’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>q’unq’ul</td>
<td>‘to become dark’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>teḵteqet</td>
<td>‘to worry’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wiḵwiq</td>
<td>‘to argue, dissent’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVVC.CVC</td>
<td>muumúñíl</td>
<td>‘to bubble, sizzle’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVCV.CVCV</td>
<td>wiy’uwíy’u</td>
<td>‘to be puzzled’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘óox’óoxa</td>
<td>‘to cough’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In some languages, reduplicated roots indicate repeated or distributive actions. Except for a few examples such as cílcíl ‘trot’, there is no such correlation in Nez Perce.

Stem class is an important phonological trait that must be learned with each root.

As described above in the discussion of aspectual inflection (§2.3.4.1.1), stems belong either to the S-class (338) or C-class (339).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(338) S-class stem</th>
<th>Incompletive</th>
<th>Perfective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hip ‘to eat’</td>
<td>hípíse</td>
<td>hípe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hanii ‘to make’</td>
<td>háníísa</td>
<td>hánííya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. wéece ‘to dance’</td>
<td>wéecèse</td>
<td>wéecèye</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(339) | **C-class stem** | **Incomplete** | **Perfective** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hek ‘to see’</td>
<td>hèkice</td>
<td>héxne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. paay ‘to arrive’</td>
<td>paayce</td>
<td>paayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. tím’e ‘to write’</td>
<td>tím’èce</td>
<td>tím’ène</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are a few bound roots which Aoki (1994) lists as being without a basic stem class. These roots are never found without derivational prefixes. Since stem class can change under prefixal derivation, it is impossible to tell reliably which stem class these bound roots belong to. Aside from such cases, stem class is readily identifiable and learnable, since all aspects except the habitual reflect stem class.

Rude (1994), in a partial list of verb root patterns, observes that roots which end in a diphthong all belong to the C-class. He describes the C- and S- classes as roots that "end in n and those that do not".20 This hypothesis successfully captures the observation that a large set of the aspect-tense markers begin with n for the C-class stems (see §2.3.4.1.1). Instead of the underlying forms of the C-stems represented in (339) for hek ‘to see’, paay ‘to arrive’, and tím’e ‘to write’, following Rude’s suggestion we would have “n-final stems”: hekn, paayn, tim’en. In support of this view, there are a few roots that clearly do end in n (e.g., qa’an ‘to respect’ and qa’ánc ‘I respect’), and these roots are C-stems. However, there are difficult challenges for the view that says that all C-class stems end in n.
First of all, this approach implies the existence of a rule that converts a series of 
ns to c. One of the primary advantages of proposing that the C-stems end underlyingly in 
n is that it would obviate the need for the two sets of imperfective suffixes. There would 
be just the one set beginning with s. In the case of the C-stems, the c of this suffix series 
would be produced from a combination of ns, as represented in this hypothetical 
example:  \textit{hekîn-se} \rightarrow \textit{hekîce}. Although the change of s to c following n does not 
seem unnatural cross-linguistically, and while the sequence ns is extremely rare in Nez 
Perce, I have found no actual examples where an alternation of s \rightarrow c / n _n is 
observable. There are, in fact, at lease two counter-examples (340).

(340) a. \textit{qînsqîns}  b. \textit{qa'ansîmay} 
\textit{qa'an-sîmay} \textit{respect-one.without} 
\textit{wirey'} 
\textit{'ingrate'}

Neither the form *\textit{qicqîc} or *\textit{qa'acîmay} is produced, and these forms would be expected 
if there were a productive ns/c alternation.

A second problem with Rude's suggestion is that n would have to delete upon the 
suffixation of the present habitual -\textit{teetu} to the C-class stems. C-stems are identical to 
S-stems in the present habitual.

\textsuperscript{20} Rude's unpublished list was never meant to be a definitive description of Nez Perce verb roots. I 
mention it here because it illustrates an interesting hypothesis about the nature of these verb roots.
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(341) **C-Stem**
   a. 'êekíce
      'e-hek-cee
      3OB-see-INC
      ‘I see it’
   b. 'êektéetu
      'e-hek-teetu
      3OB-see-HAB
      ‘I always look at it’

(342) **S-Stem**
   a. 'êepíse
      'e-hip-cee
      3OB-eat-INC
      ‘I eat it’
   b. 'êeptéetu
      'e-hip-teetu
      3OB-eat-HAB
      ‘I always eat it’

If there were an **n** that did not delete, we would expect *'eexntéetu* for (341b).

However, deletion of **n** before **t** is another unestablished alternation for Nez Perce.

While there does seem to be some inter-speaker variation allowing the deletion of **n**
before a stop or **l**, as we see in (343), this deletion is not regular at all across speakers,
whereas the C-class/ S-class morphology is completely regular.

(343) a. patápa or patánpa
      patan-pe patan-pe
      brush-LOC brush-LOC
      ‘in the brush’
   b. patálaykin or patánlaykin
      patan-laykin patan-laykin
      brush-near brush-near
      ‘near the brush’

There following examples of an **nt** sequence do not involve loss of the **n** at all (344).

(344) a. sàq’ântáayx
      saq’an-táayx
      crown.of.head-white.mark
      ‘bald eagle’
   b. 'imntásx
      ‘imn-tasx
      knee-fat
      ‘knee fat’
Thus the evidence for deletion of n before t is quite poor.

A third problem for Rude’s suggestion arises from the few C-Stems that unequivocally do end in n. These stems retain this consonant under affixation with both the incompletive and habitual aspect markers.

(345)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qà’ância</td>
<td>qà’ántàto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qa’án-cee</td>
<td>qa’án-teetu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>respect-INC</td>
<td>respect-HAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I respect’</td>
<td>‘I always respect’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is in contrast to other C-class stems.

a. | b. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>’éékîce</td>
<td>’éektéetu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’e-hek-cee</td>
<td>’e-hek-teetu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3OB-see-INC</td>
<td>3OB-see-HAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I see it’</td>
<td>‘I always look at it’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we suppose that roots such as qa’an end in nn, this creates the problem of arguing for the existence of root final geminate n’s. Non-derived geminates appear otherwise not to exist, and there are certainly no other examples of stem final geminates other than this example of proposed nn.

Evidence that diachronically the C-stems developed from verb roots that ended in n is seen in the fact that all stems that actually end in n belong to the C-stem class.

Another fact in favor of this diachronic analysis of C-stems is the fact that n is the characteristic consonant of so many of the types of aspect for C-stems. However, at this point in the language’s development, Nez Perce verb stem’s are better analyzed as
belonging to two essentially arbitrary classes. The C-stem class happens to take a set of aspectual markers that begin either in c, in n, or in Ø.

This analysis is reminiscent of Maori verbs, which end in vowels in their uninflected forms and take passive suffixes that begin in different consonants. When considered by themselves, examples such as awhi / awhitia ‘embrace’ and hopu / hopukia ‘catch’ motivate a rule of word final consonant deletion along with affixation of passive -ia. However, Hale (1973) argues that while a Proto-Polynesian rule of final consonant deletion did exist, Maori has reanalyzed the situation by placing the verbs in different classes that take different suffixes beginning with the different consonants.

In addition to the C/S stem contrast, there are other characteristics of roots which have their origins in fossilized morphology. One such example is the set of roots that begin with what appears to have been a prefix ’i- or simply ’- with epenthesis of the i.

(346)  ’pew’i  ‘to look for’
       ’nii  ‘to give’
       ’nik  ‘to put back, putting down’
       ’sep  ‘to pack on back’
       ’yaq  ‘to find’
       ’np  ‘to take’

This may have once been a derivational prefix, perhaps in some way related to movement or to transitivity. Evidence that the vowel i is epenthetic is seen when a prefix is added to these roots.
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(347) a.  'ínikíse
   'nik-see
   3-put.back-INC
   'I am putting down'

b.  hi'nikíse
    hii-'nik-see
    3-put.back-INC
    'he is putting down'

(348) a.  'ínpíse
   'np-see
   take-INC
   'I am taking '

b.  péé'npiše
    péé-'np-see
    3ON3-take-INC
    'She's taking it'

Initial consonant clusters are never allowed in Nez Perce; epenthesis always breaks them up.

An additional kind of epenthesis exists which regularly affects verb roots, but in this case it is not primarily motivated by the need to break up a consonant cluster. The real motivation is to form a better locus for main stress. This kind of epenthesis takes place with unaccented verb roots in the incompletive singular present. When these verbs are inflected with the incompletive singular present, they epenthize short i between the stem and the aspect suffix. Because it is so regular and because the Incompletive singular present is the form most often used in citation, it can appear as if unaccented verbs actually end in short i. Aoki (1994) lists these roots in his dictionary with a final short i (for example hipí 'to eat'). However, upon broader consideration, the epenthetic nature of these vowels becomes clear.

Unaccented roots allow stress to shift rightwards to the following aspect-tense suffix. When unaccented verbs are inflected in the incompletive, short i appears at the end of the stem, as in (349)-(350).
(349)  a.  hìpíse
     hip-see
     eat-INC
     ‘I eat’

   b.  hìpsáaqa
     hip-saaqa
     eat-INC.REC
     ‘I recently was eating’

(350)  a.  hèkíce
     hek-cee
     see-INC
     ‘I see’

   b.  hàkcááqa
     hek-cáaqa
     see-INC.REC
     ‘I recently was eating.’

When stress is assigned to the aspect-tense suffix, the epenthetic i does not occur (349b),

(350b).  The fact that epenthesis does not occur with other CV aspect suffixes such as the

C-stem perfective -ne, shows that this instance of epenthesis is morphologically

controlled:

(351)  a.  hèkíce
     hek-cee
     see-INC
     ‘I see’

   b.  héxne
     hek-ne
     see-PRF
     ‘I saw’

   c.  hàkcáaqa
     hek-cáaqa
     see-INC.REC
     ‘I was seeing’

If epenthesis were not morphologically controlled, the form *hekiñe would be expected

(351b).

The link to stress is made more plain when we consider accented stems. An

accented verb stem does not allow stress shift and correspondingly epenthesis is never

found.

(352)  a.  qa`ánca
     qa`án-cee
     respect-INC
     ‘I respect’

   b.  qa`áncaqà
     qa`án-caaqa
     respect-INC.REC
     ‘I recently respected’
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In the accented verb k'úsmi, short i is part of the verb's underlying representation. Thus it does not alternate in the different inflections. k'úsmi 'fry' (352) can be compared with hip 'eat' (349) and hek 'see' (351).

(353)  a. k'úsmí-se  b. k'ósmisàqa
    k'úsmi-see    k'úsmi-saaqa
  fry-INC    fry-INC.REC
  'I am frying'    'I was frying'

In an accented verb like 'fry', a stem final short i will be invariable, if one exists.

The examples in (354)-(355) further illustrate these contrasts. First for C-stem verbs, there is the unaccented hek 'see' compared to the accented root heyéeq 'be hungry'.

(354)  a. hèkíce  b. hàkcáaqqa  c. hèxne
    hek-cee        hek-caaqqa        hek-ne
  see-INC        see-INC.REC        see-PTV
  'I see'        'I was seeing'    'I saw'

(355)  a. heyéeqce  b. hàyáaqcaqa  c. heyéeqne
    heyéeq-cee    heyéeq-caaqqa    heyéeq-ne
  be.hungry-INC  be.hungry-INC.REC  be.hungry-PTV
  'I am hungry'  'I was getting hungry'  'I got hungry'

The stem final short i does not appear in any of the three aspect-tense inflections of the accented verb, and only in the incompletive present of the unaccented verb. We see the same contrast between unaccented (356) and accented (357) S-stems.
The fact that this stem final short vowel exists only in one kind of form argues strongly that it is epenthetic. Only verbs with stress shift have this alternation.

With the C-stems, it is the case that all unaccented stems end in a consonant and undergo epenthesis.

**Unaccented C-stems:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hek</td>
<td>'see'</td>
<td>hèk’ce</td>
<td>'I see'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu’p</td>
<td>'mow grass'</td>
<td>tu’p’ce</td>
<td>'I mow grass'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>list’eq</td>
<td>'be stuck'</td>
<td>list’eq’ce</td>
<td>'I’m stuck'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The status of the verb hi ‘to say’ is unclear. Since it acts like any other C-class stem, this implies that the underlying form of this verb is merely h. This would be the only root in the language consisting of a single consonant. There are inflections of this verb that lack any phonological remnant of the root.

**peece**

pee-h-cee
3ON3-say-INC
‘he is telling him’

---

21 The verb téemek means ‘to roast underground’, as is done with camas bulbs.
A C-stem ending in long ii or any other vowel is always an accented stem.

(360) **Accented C-stems ending in ii or another long vowel:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>C-stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ciklíi</td>
<td>‘return’</td>
<td>ciklíce</td>
<td>‘I return’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuq’úulii</td>
<td>‘turn around’</td>
<td>cuq’úulice</td>
<td>‘I turn around’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timnóó</td>
<td>‘go berrying’</td>
<td>timnóoce</td>
<td>‘I go berrying’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiqée</td>
<td>‘be spread out’</td>
<td>tiqéece</td>
<td>‘Mine is spread’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not all C-stems ending in a consonant are unaccented, however (361).

(361) **Accented C-stems ending in a consonant:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>C-stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c’iiq</td>
<td>‘talk’</td>
<td>c’iiqce</td>
<td>‘I talk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke’teem</td>
<td>‘be hurt’</td>
<td>ke’teemce</td>
<td>‘I am hurt’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p’éq</td>
<td>‘be noon’</td>
<td>p’éqce</td>
<td>‘I arrived at noon’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tilláap</td>
<td>‘be lonesome’</td>
<td>tilláapce</td>
<td>‘I am lonesome’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among S-stems, the picture is a bit more complex. I provide a range of unaccented roots in (362).

(362) **Unaccented S-stems ending in a vowel:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S-stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>S-stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kuu</td>
<td>‘do’</td>
<td>kúuse</td>
<td>‘I go’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kósaaqa</td>
<td>‘I was going’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wic’ee</td>
<td>‘become’</td>
<td>wic’éese</td>
<td>‘I become’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wic’asáaqá</td>
<td>‘I was becoming’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ya’saa</td>
<td>‘spill’</td>
<td>ya’sásaa</td>
<td>‘I spill’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ya’sasáaqá</td>
<td>‘I was spilling’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laq’ii</td>
<td>‘ripen’</td>
<td>laq’iise</td>
<td>‘it ripens’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hiláq’isáaqá</td>
<td>‘it was ripening’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hinimii</td>
<td>‘thunder’</td>
<td>hinimíise</td>
<td>‘it thunders’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hinimisáaqá</td>
<td>‘it was thundering’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(363) **Unaccented S-stems ending in a consonant:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hip</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
<td>hipíse</td>
<td>‘I eat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>hipsáaqá</td>
<td>‘I was eating’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>’np</td>
<td>‘take’</td>
<td>’inpiése</td>
<td>‘I take’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>’inpsáaqá</td>
<td>‘I was taking’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temik</td>
<td>‘bury’</td>
<td>temikíse</td>
<td>‘I bury’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>tëmiksáaqá</td>
<td>‘I was burying’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Few unaccented S-stems end in vowels (363), but those that do fail to undergo epenthesis of short i. The great majority of unaccented S-stems end in a consonant.

Among accented S-stems, there are some ending in long vowels and some ending in short i. Accented C-stems may end in a long vowel, but never in a short vowel of any kind.

(364) **Accented S-stems ending in a vowel:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>watóó</td>
<td>‘wade’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cilúú</td>
<td>‘boil’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>siisi</td>
<td>‘make gravy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>heetewi</td>
<td>‘love’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wéwkuni</td>
<td>‘meet’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final short i in these verbs never receives stress.
(365) a. **sisísé**  
**sisí-see**  
make.gravy-INC  
'I am making gravy'  

b. **sisísáqa**  
**sisí-saaqa**  
mk.gravy-INC.REC  
'I was making gravy'  

c. **sísíye**  
**sísí-e**  
mk.gravy-PTV  
'I made gravy'

(See also the examples of k'úsni ‘fry’ in (353) above.)

Verb roots can be compounded just as nouns can be. This kind of derivation plays a minor role in Nez Perce. By far, the greater part of verb vocabulary building is accomplished through affixation of derivational prefixes and suffixes. Two examples of root compounds are given in (366), (367).

(366) a. **pèhu̱xelekliísix**  
**pée-hu̱xele-liklii-sii̱x**  
3ON3-stand-go.around-INC.PL  
'we stand around something'  

b. **hu̱xećíx**  
**hu̱xe-ciíx**  
stand-INC.PL  
'we are standing'  

c. **ìkliíce**  
**lklii-cee**  
go.around-INC  
'I go around'

(367) a. **hàhátyà’lasàca**  
**hii-háatyà-’lese-cee**  
3-blow-make.noise-INC  
'the wind is making noise'  

b. **hàhátyàca**  
**hii-háatyà-cee**  
3-blow-INC  
'it is windy'  

c. **’ìléesèce**  
**’léese-cee**  
make.noise-INC  
'I am making noise'

---

22 The verb sísí literally means to make sís ‘mush, gravy, thick stew’

23 When underlying ꜱ is separated from a following stressed vowel by ꜱ, then the vowel that is realized is a copy of the stressed vowel.
Rarely, a verb is compounded with a noun. One example is given in (368). Even in this case, compounding is not productive.

(368) a.  hìyuúmtemèkse
        hìyuúm-tëemek-see
        bear-roast-INC
        ‘I am roasting bear meat’

b.  hìyuúm

    ‘bear’

c.  tëemèkse
    tëemek-see
    roast-INC
    ‘I roast’

The word used for ‘bear’ here is almost never used as a free form in syntax. There are almost no other nouns that can be similarly compounded, so it cannot be claimed that Nez Perce has noun incorporation.

2.3.4.2. Derivational prefixes

Aoki (1970:84-6) lists over one hundred of what he calls adverbial prefixes. Some are highly productive and can be used with practically any existing root or stem to form a new stem. Others have become quite archaic, and occur in only a very few forms. This is the most important aspect of verb stem derivation.

Semantically, these prefixes express notions of manner and instrument, as well as other meanings such as time and situation.

(369) a.  'psqí-
        ‘bipedally’

b.  cepée-
    ‘by pressure’

c.  cuú-
    ‘with pointed instrument’

d.  tukéep-
    ‘by hand’, ‘involving the hand’
e. tulée- ‘by foot’, ‘involving the foot’
f. teew- ‘at night’, ‘from sleepiness’
g. tew- ‘involving snow or ice’

Prefixes like tukéep- can be used to indicate that the hand is used to do the action or only that the hand is somehow affected or involved. I will simply use the term “derivational prefix” to refer to this set of affixes.

Although they are semantically diverse, these derivational prefixes share certain characteristics. Morphologically, they come inside of the causative and adjacent to the verb root. They also have similar characteristics of prosody.

(370)

When these prefixes combine with a verb stem, the semantics of the resulting word is unpredictable in the same way that the meanings of compounds are unpredictable in English. I argue that it is necessary to list each derived verb stem in the lexicon.

Derivational prefixes are an important feature of the related Sahaptin language as well. Since the members of this class of affixes are too numerous to describe individually, I will set forth their most important features here.

Most Nez Perce verb roots have at least several derived stems that have been formed by adding one or more derivational prefixes. There are some roots that do not occur without at least one derivational prefix or another. For example, sitk ‘to wind around, tie, lace’, only occurs in combination with one or more derivational prefixes. In
combination with those prefixes, several different specific meanings are produced, all related to the concept of ‘tying’ or ‘winding around’. Consider the example in (371).

(371)  peetemesîtke
       peetemee-sitk-e
       3ON3- by.throwing-wind.around-PTV
       ‘he lassoed it’

The derivational prefix temée- ‘by throwing’ combines with sitk to produce the stem teméesitk ‘to lasso’. In (372), the derivational prefix suuyee- ‘by pushing’ combines with sitk to produce the stem suuyesitk ‘tighten’ as of a cinch with a buckle.

(372)  suuyesîtkse
       suuyee-sitk-see
       by.pushing-wind.around-INC
       ‘I tighten’

An additional example is the deverbal noun in (373), derived with the prefix tulée- ‘foot’ and the deverbal instrumental suffix (VINST).

(373)  tōlāasîtkó’s
       tulee-sitk-o’s
       foot-wind.around-VINST
       ‘stirrup’

The result of the derivation is the noun ‘stirrup’, something that winds around or encircles the foot.

There are some roots that do not have any forms that exist in combination with a derivational prefix, and there are some roots which have only one or two such derived
forms. The root heetewi ‘to like, love, admire’, has no derivational prefixes listed with it in Aoki 1994; the root sk’eey’k ‘to scout, reconnoiter, look around’ has just one.

(374)  

 èheetewise  
'e-heetewi-see  
3OB-love-INC  
'I love her'

(375)  

 a. sìk’éey’kse  b. wèyèsk’éey’kse  
sk’eey’k-see  weye-sk’eey’k-se  
scout-INC  in.passing-scout-INC  
'I scout'  'I scout as I pass along'

Given the great productivity of the derivational prefixation system, these roots might have been expected to have produced more derived forms, but the degree of derivational productivity is ultimately unpredictable. In general, the more neutral a root’s core meaning, the more forms that are found to be derived from it. There are a number of roots with extremely general meanings such as liik ‘to move’, leht ‘to be out or move out’, and ke’ey ‘to move’, and these roots each have scores of daughter forms.

2.3.4.2.1. Semantic effects of prefixation

Manner, place, and instrumental meanings are conveyed by derivational prefixes. Note how the manner of breaking is given in the examples in (376).

(376)  

 a. k’úupce  b. tûléek’úupce  
k’úup-cee  tulée-k’úup-cee  
break-INC  with.foot.break-INC  
'I break'  'I kick and break (a stick)'
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c.  wàtk’òopsa
   wat-k’úup-see
   step.on-break-INC
   ‘I step on and break’

In these examples, the meaning follows rather straightforwardly from the constituent parts.

The semantic results of combining roots and derivational prefixes does not always follow directly from the morphological components. The meaning of a new form is ultimately unpredictable in the same way that the meaning of a compound in English is unpredictable. In the compound nude painter, the meaning could be ‘one who paints nudes’ or ‘one who paints in the nude’. In the following examples, compare the prefixes cuu- ‘with a pointed object’ and tqe- ‘quick’, as they are combined with the roots talq ‘stop’ (378) and pn’ii ‘emerge, come out of’ (377).

(377)  
(a)  pìn’iise
   pn’ii-see
   emerge-INC
   ‘I come out (of the forest)’

(b)  cuúpn’iise
    cuú-pn’ii-see
    with.pointed.inst-emerge-INC
    ‘I push through’
    (as of the lacing pins of a tipi)

(c)  hìtqèpn’iise
    hii-tqe-pn’ii-see
    3-quick-emerge-INC
    ‘they emerge quickly’

(378)  
(a)  tàlqìca
    talq-cee
    stop-INC
    ‘I stop’

(b)  cóotalqsa
    cuú-talq-see
    with.pointedINST-stop-INC
    ‘I stop with a pole’
c. \textit{tæqatálqsa}  
\textit{tqe-talq-see}  
quickly-stop-INC  
'I make a quick stop' or 'I quickly lose strength as I go'  

While the meaning of each derived stem is clearly related to the meanings of the root and the prefix, it is by no means straightforward what that meaning must be. We can imagine other possible meanings for the derived forms. While the meaning of (377c) is what might be expected, the definition of (377b) might have been instead 'I hold in place with a needle'. There are two different meanings for (378c).  

A new stem produced through derivational prefixation can be further modified with an additional derivational prefix.  

(379) a. \textit{timii-pn'ise}  
\textit{timii-pn'ii-see}  
with.heart-emerge-INC  
'I remember'  

b. \textit{wiyêetmîp'n'ise}  
\textit{wiyêe-timî-pn'ii-see}  
as.one.goes-with.heart-emerge-INC  
'I think as I go along'  

In (a), we have the idea of something emerging from one's heart or mind resulting in the meaning 'remember', and in (b) we have the verb describing this activity of remembering as one is going along. Each derivational prefix modifies the meaning of the stem to which it attaches, whether that stem is a monomorphic root or a complex product of root plus one or more derivational suffixes. The constituency of (379b) is that in (380a) rather than (380b).  

(380) a.  
[ Derivational [ Derivational + Root ] ]  

b.  
[ [Derivational + Derivational] + Root ]  
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This is expected if each product of an Derivational + Stem combination is a distinct lexical item.

There are fossilized combinations of [Derivational + Derivational] that have idiosyncratic phonology and semantics and together modify a stem. One example is cúuye-. The loss of p in this environment is completely irregular, and the combination functions as a whole.

(381) cúuye ‘do quickly/do by hand’ < céep ‘by hand’ + weye ‘quickly’

(382) 'ècúuyek'ílkse p'ísksne
   'e-cúuye-k'ílk-cee p'ísks-ne
   3OB-quick.hand-block-INC door-OBJ
   ‘I am shutting the door’

I know of no examples where there is a pair of derivational prefixes that appear to productively combine to modify the meaning of a stem.

Although there are many stems containing two derivational prefixes, only a few contain three.

(383) tèmènkè'cepéhnèce
temée-nkèe-'céep-léhn-cee
place-by.pulling-load-move.down-INC
‘I am lowering you’

I am unaware of any verbs with four or more derivational prefixes, although I know of no reasons other than practical ones for a limitation of the number of derivational prefixes that could be concatenated.
2.3.4.2.2.  Phonological effects of prefixation

When concatenation of derivational prefix and root creates a new stem, the phonological character of the new stem can be different from the old stem in unpredictable ways. Phonological changes can include changes in stem class, syncope, and accent.

A newly derived verb usually has the same class as the stem it was derived from.

\[(\text{384})\]
\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{a. } & \text{páayca} & \text{b. } & \text{tàqapáayca} & \text{c. } & \text{tàawpayca} \\
\text{paay-cee} & \text{tqe-páay-cee} & \text{tée-w-paay-cee} \\
\text{arrive-INC} & \text{quickly-arrive-INC} & \text{at.night-arrive-INC} \\
\text{‘I am arriving’} & \text{‘I am arriving briefly’} & \text{‘I arrive at night’}
\end{array}
\]

However, this is not always the case. C-stems occasionally produce S-stems. In both (385) and (386), the verbs derived from a C-stem root are S-stems.

\[(\text{385})\]
\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{a. } & \text{òin’kíce} & \text{b. } & \text{’iliwòtn’kse} & \text{c. } & \text{téextì’n’kse} \\
\text{tin’uk-cee} & \text{’iliw-tin’uk-cee} & \text{teex-tin’uk-see} \\
\text{die-INC} & \text{fire-die-INC} & \text{freeze-die-INC} \\
\text{‘I am dieing’} & \text{‘I am starving’} & \text{‘I am freezing’}
\end{array}
\]

\[(\text{386})\]
\[
\begin{array}{lll}
\text{a. } & \text{tàqíca} & \text{b. } & \text{mistálqsa} & \text{c. } & \text{silímtálqsa} \\
\text{talq-cee} & \text{mis-talq-see} & \text{silim-talq-see} \\
\text{stop-INC} & \text{hear-stop-INC} & \text{look-stop-INC} \\
\text{‘I stop’} & \text{‘I listen’} & \text{‘I stare’}
\end{array}
\]

In (386), C-stem talq ‘stop’ has only S-stem derived forms. Unexpectedly, there seem to be no clear cases where an S-stem root in combination with an derivational prefix has produced a C-stem verb. The S-class is less morphologically complex and so perhaps it is the unmarked case.
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It has already been seen that stem class determines the shape of much of the aspect-tense morphology. Since stem class is unpredictable, it must be listed in the lexicon. It has been shown that for each combination of [ Derivational + Stem ], both the meaning and the stem class are essentially unpredictable. These facts imply that each derived stem is as a separate item in the lexicon.

I have no good examples of derivational prefixes with dominant vowels. All truly productive prefixes are like the following which have recessive vowels.

(387) tqe- 'quickly'
    nkée- 'by pulling'
    qqú- 'by galloping'
    'psqí- 'on foot'

Aoki (1994) lists some derivational prefixes with dominant vowels, but they are found in only a very few forms. There are no examples that I know of which cause regular vowel harmony alternations. If this is correct, Nez Perce has no prefixes whatsoever that have dominant vowels. Nez Perce may in fact be moving towards a system where only roots cause vowel harmony. For additional discussion see Chapter 3.1.

Accentual alternations are one of the more salient changes brought about through derivational prefixation. Metrically, there are two kinds of prefixes – accented and unaccented. With prefixes, an accented syllable may have a vowel that is either long or short underlingly, but syllables that are unaccented never have vowels that are underlingly long. This generalization does not hold for verb roots or for nouns.

Examples of unaccented prefixes include tqe- ‘quick’ and wat ‘step on, wade’.
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(388) a. tàlgíca
talq-cee
stop-INC
‘I stop’

b. tàqatalqsa
teqe-talq-see
quick-stop-INC
‘I run and lose strength’

(389) a. k’úupce
k’úup-cee
break-INC
‘I break’

b. wàtk’óopsa
wat-k’úup-see
by.stepping-break-INC
‘I step on and break’

Stress remains on the stem rather than moving to the prefix in these examples.

Examples of accented derivational prefixes with a long vowel are cúú- ‘with a pointed instrument’ and tulée ‘with a foot’. Stress moves to the prefix in these cases.

(390) a. tàlgíca
talq-cee
stop-INC
‘I stop’

b. cóotalqsa
cúu-talq-see
with.pointed.inst-stop-INC
‘I stop with a pole’

(391) a. k’uupce
k’úup-cee
break-INC
‘I break’

b. túléek’uupce
tulée-k’úup-cee
with.foot-break-INC
‘I kick and break (a stick)’

Accented prefixes with short vowels include ’lìw ‘by fire’ and ’psqì ‘bipedally’. In the following examples, the unaccented derivational prefixes tqe- ‘quick’ (392a) and wat-
‘step, wade’ (393a) are contrasted with the accented short vowel prefixes.

(392) a. t̀qeké’éykse
tqe-ke’ey-k-see
quick-move-SF-INC
‘I move quickly’

b. hì’lìwke’éykse
híi-líw-ke’ey-k-see
3-by.fire-move-SF-INC
‘The fire is moving’ (e.g., in grass)
c. ‘ipsqîkè’ykse
   ‘psqî-ke’ey-k-see
   bipedally-move-SF-INC
   ‘I walk’ 24

(393) a. wàtwáayiksa
     wat-weeyik-see
     by-stepping-cross-INC
     ‘I wade across’

b. ‘ipsqîweyìlkse
   ‘psqî-wéeyik-see
   bipedally-cross-INC
   ‘I cross on foot’

A full explanation of the behavior of accent in Nez Perce is an important part of the
discussion of the stress system provided in Chapter 4.3.3.

A large number of derivational prefixes begin with consonant clusters that are
broken up by epenthesis when they are word initial. Epenthesized forms are commonly
observed in verbs with first and second person subjects which are uninflected for person.

By contrast, the third person verb affix hii- obviates the need for epenthesis by
syllabifying the initial consonant.

(394)  Non-initial form   Word initial form with epenthesis

a.     hi-’psqî-
       ‘ipsqî-
       ‘on foot’

b.     hi-nkée-
       nikée-
       ‘pull, by pulling’

c.     hi-tqe-
       teqe-
       ‘quickly’

d.     hi-qqú-
       quqú-
       ‘gallop, while galloping’

Epenthesized vowels are either i (394a,b) or a copy of the following vowel (393c,d).

24 This is the appropriate verb for human walking and contrasts with verbs for four-footed walkers and for crawlers.
A number of derivational prefixes consist of simply a consonant cluster, which is interrupted by an epenthetic vowel when the derivational prefix is word initial.

(395) Non-initial form    Word initial form
a.  hi-ws-        wis-        ‘camp’
b.  hi-s-         ’is-         ‘with knife’
c.  hi-tx-        tux-         ‘in mud’

In these cases, it is the vowel i (most often) or u that is epenthized rather a copy of the first vowel of the stem. There is no way to predict which vowel will be epenthized, so this must be learned for each morpheme.

Most of the instances of the short vowels i, e, and u in the initial syllable position of derivational prefixes are epenthetic, but there are exceptions:

(396) Non-initial form    Word initial form
a.  hitemee-       temee-       ‘place’
b.  hitil-         til-         ‘in war’
c.  hitulee-       tulée-       ‘with the foot’

Since these vowels do not alternate, they do not constitute cases of epenthesis.

2.3.4.3. Derivational suffixes

In contrast to the number of adverbial prefixes, which considerably exceeds 100, there is less than a quarter of that number of derivational suffixes. Nevertheless, these suffixes are an important factor in verb stem formation and have interesting
characteristics of their own. They are frequently found along with derivational prefixes, and like the prefixes, more than one suffix can be attached to the same verb stem. They can be found in alphabetical order in Aoki (1994). Rude (1986) discusses them in relation to their syntactic impact upon grammatical relations.

Semantically, derivational suffixes denote a narrower range of meanings than those covered by the derivational prefixes. Derivational suffixes may add an argument or change the status of existing arguments, making an indirect object or an oblique into a direct object. The suffixes are heavily weighted in terms of movement and direction. They have meanings such as ‘away from’, ‘as object passes by’, ‘following’, ‘towards’, ‘goes away from’, ‘as object approaches’. There are also more abstract meanings such as ‘on behalf of’ and ‘obstructively’. Almost all of these suffixes can be seen as having some basic directional or movement meaning. The suffix -uu, for example has the meaning ‘toward’ and also the meaning ‘on behalf of’. I will suggest that this class of morphemes originated as verbs of motion, and that they were compounded with other verb roots, gradually losing their independent status.

Phonologically, directional suffixes have several interesting characteristics. A suffix’s form often depends upon the morphological class of the stem to which it is attached. The directional suffix in turn determines the stem class of the resulting verb. These suffixes also attract stress through the regular rightward principles of the Nez Perce metrical system and through accent. Underlying long vowels are realized with length depending upon whether they have main stress or not. I will describe these characteristics.
more fully and then give a set of example suffixes, along with the more salient phonological characteristics.

The members of this class of suffixes share some morphological, phonological, and semantic attributes. They choose the morphological class of the newly formed verb stem; vowel initial suffixes all affix ın following C-verbs; they have meanings that often have a directional basis. The members of this class that change argument structure by adding an argument or changing which nominal is the direct object are very much like applicatives found in Bantu languages like Chi-Mwiini (Kisseberth and Abasheikh 1977) and Chi-Chewa (Bresnan and Mchombo 1987). However, there are those suffixes that do not change argument structure, so it would not be correct to use the term applicative for all of them.

When a verb contains one or more of the derivational suffixes, its class is determined by the rightmost one, regardless of what class the root belongs to. Included in this generalization is the stem formative -k (SF), which converts stems to the S-class. It cannot be predicted which stems or roots take the stem formative. However, the native speaker knows that if a stem ends in -k, the verb must be an S-stem. For example, in (397) the verb root ke’ey has the very neutral meaning of ‘move’ and is a C-stem. It takes a wide range of adverbial prefixes to show the kind, place, and purpose of the movement. The combination of the derivational prefix wısı- ‘camp’ and ke’ey produces the stem wiskе’ey ‘go camping’ which does not select the stem formative. The resulting
stem is a C-stem (397a). The combination of the derivational prefix wiséé- ‘stand’ and ke’ey takes the stem formative, and the result is an S-stem (397b).

(397) a. wíske’éycé  b. wiséekè’ykse
  wis-ke’ey-cee  wisé-ke’ey-k-see
  camp-move-INC  stand-move-SF-INC
  ‘I go camping’  ‘I stand up’

The fundamental directional nature of the adverbial suffixes provides a clue to the origin of the stem formative. The allative case marker is -k (realized as -x word finally), and was discussed under the subject of noun morphology above (§2.3.1.4.2). The translocative which indicates movement away from the speaker also has a -k in its different forms (see §2.3.4.1.3). Originally, there may have been a single directional suffix -k, and in some stems, it may have indicated or emphasized the directionality of movement in an activity. The meaning of the verb wisééke’eyk in (397b) is ‘stand up’ (i.e., ‘to move into a standing position from a sitting one’) not simply ‘be in a standing position’. The formative now -k is essentially a fossilized element in these stems, and it is not required in all verbs of movement.

In many cases, the class of the stem often determines in part the shape of an adverbial suffix. The form of the suffix is always simplest when attached to an S-stem; this will be the citation form. When attached to a C-class stem, adverbial suffixes often begin with n. This follows the pattern of the aspect-tense morphology of C-stems (§2.3.4.1.1).
The shape of an adverbial suffix can also be affected when the stem ends in a vowel. While no verb root and no prefix (adverbial or otherwise) begins with a vowel, several suffixes do. In Nez Perce, vowel hiatus is prohibited. Adjacent identical vowels form a single long vowel. With C-stems n is inserted, so hiatus does not obtain. With S-stems, the glide y is inserted. Several instances of these changes are given with the examples below. For additional discussion of hiatus, see Chapter 3.2.

Many of the Nez Perce derivational suffixes have underlying long vowels. Many are accented, but not all. This is in contrast to the derivational prefixes which have long vowels only in accented syllables. With the derivational suffixes, the long vowels usually receive main stress, and so they are usually realized with length. Two factors conspire to create this pattern. First, in Nez Perce, syllables with accent attract stress. Second, Nez Perce tries to assign stress as far to the right as possible. If there is an accented syllable in a suffix, it will win out over accented syllables to the right (see Chapter 4.3.3 for additional explanation).

There are cases where a long vowel in a derivational suffix does not receive main stress. If the suffix is unaccented and there is an accented syllable elsewhere in the word, then the suffix will lose the competition for main stress and its long vowel will be short. Also, if there are two accented suffixes, the rightmost one which is not word final receives main stress. Consequently, the vowel in the losing syllable will be realized as short. Several examples of adverbial suffixes are now provided for comparison.
The suffix -aat (-naat following a C-stem) is glossed ‘as object passes by’ by Aoki (1994), and it is unaccented. This suffix indicates that the action is done to the object as the object is in motion going by. With a transitive verb, it does not change the argument structure. It specifies the conditions under which the direct object is affected.

(398) a. 'e'pt'éese
    'e'-pt'ee-see
    3OB-hit-INC
    'I hit it'

    b. 'a'pt'áatse
    'e'-pt'ee-aat-see
    3OB-hit-as.passes-INC
    'I hit it as it passes.'

With an intransitive verb, this suffix adds an argument. In (399b), the direct object is third person, and so the verb is marked with pée- (‘3ON3').

(399) a. hiwehí-ciix
    hií-wehí-ciix
    3-bark-INC.PL
    ‘they are barking’

    b. páawáhnáatsíix
    pée-wehi-naat-k-síix
    3ON3-bark-as.passes-SF-INC.PL
    ‘They are barking at it as it goes by’

This suffix is followed by the stem formative -k, creating an S-class stem.

The suffix -áapii (-náapii after a C-class stem) has the meaning ‘away from’ or ‘in an obstructive manner’ (glossed ‘away’). This suffix has both an accented long vowel áa and an unaccented long vowel ii. What is special about the long vowel ii is that it never has main stress and yet is always realized as long (Nez Perce has a small number of these remarkable vowels, and they will be discussed in Chapter 4.2.3).

(400) a. k'óomay-cee
    k'óomay-cee
    sick-INC
    ‘I am sick’

    b. 'ak'ómyáapíiksa
    'e-k'ómyay-náapii-k-see
    3OB-sick-away-SF-INC
    ‘I being sick am kept away from her’
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(401) c.  
k'ómaynáapiiksa  
k'óomay-náapii-k-see  
sick-away-SF-INC  
'I, being sick, am kept away (e.g., from work)'

The suffix -áapii adds an argument in (400b). Nez Perce verbs are readily
detransitivized, and the more abstract the object, the more likely this is to happen (401c).

No morphology is added to detransitivize a verb; intransitive marking is simply
substituted for transitive morphology.

For a transitive verb, the suffix -áapii modifies the manner in which the action is
taken, and it also changes the identity of the object. As discussed previously (§2.2.1),
direct objects are marked with -ne in Nez Perce. By contrast, there is no marking for a
syntactic indirect object. If a sentence has an indirect object, then the indirect object is
normally marked as the direct object and the semantic direct object is left unmarked or is
marked with another case like the instrumental. Nez Perce is strongly disposed towards
making human indirect objects and human obliques into syntactic direct objects. Changes
of grammatical relations and related morphological alternations are discussed from a
Relational Grammar perspective by Rude (1986).

A derivational suffix is usually involved when a shift in argument structure takes
place involving an object and another argument such as a semantic indirect object or
oblique. We see this in (402) where -áapii is suffixed in the second example.
(402) a.  'è'npíse  nukúne
       'e-'np-see  nukt-ne
       3OB-take-INC  meat-OBJ
       'I take the meat.'

       b.  'à'npáapiiksa  nukt  tóonìna
           'e-'np-áapii-k-see  tooni-ne
           3OBJ-take-away-SF-INC  meat  Tony-OBJ
           'I grab away the meat from Tony'\(^{25}\)

In the first example, nukt 'the meat' is the grammatical object. In the second example, where -áapii has been suffixed to the verb root, the person who was bereft of the meat, is the grammatical object. The suffix -áapii is always followed by the stem formative -k, and so verbs derived with it are S-stems.

The suffix -etwik (-netwik after a C-stem) indicates that the action is taken from behind an object that is in motion away or following the object. It does not change the argument structure.

(403) a.  'è'npíse
       'e-'np-see
       3OB-take-INC
       'I take it.'

       b.  'è'npétwíkce
           'e-'np-etwik-cee
           3OB-take-follow-INC
           'I inherit it' or 'I overtake it'

(404) a.  'ètimmíiyuce
       'e-timmiyu-cee
       3OB-consider-INC
       'I am consider it'

       b.  'ètimmíiyunètwíkce
           'e-timmiyu-netwik-cee
           3OB-consider-follow-INC
           'I consider it as it goes away'

\(^{25}\) One consultant says that this is what you might say when you get the last piece of meat on the table, which Tony wanted.
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The final k of -etwik cannot be segmented separately as the stem formative -k or it would violate the generalization that the stem formative always converts verb stems to the S-class. The suffix -etwik creates C-class stems.

The suffix -qaw (-naqaw after a C-stem) may be glossed 'straight through' or 'in passing'.

(405) a. 'è'npìse
  'e-'np-see
  3OB-take-INC
  'I take it'

b. 'à'npqáwca
  'e-'np-qaw-cee
  3OB-take-in.passing-INC
  'I take it in passing'

C-class stems are formed by this unaccented suffix.

The suffix -tee indicates that the subject goes away or goes in motion to perform the action. The form of this suffix is invariable with respect to the stem class that it attaches to, and it does not affect argument structure.

(406) a. 'è'npìse
  'e-'np-see
  3OB-take-INC
  'I take it'

b. 'è'nptéece
  'e-'np-tee-cee
  3OBJ-take-go.away-INC
  'I go get it'

(407) a. tàlapóosaca
  talapóosa-cee
  worship-INC
  'I am worshipping'

b. tàlapóosatàca
  talapóosa-tee-cee
  worship-go.away-INC
  'I’m going to worship' or 'I’m going to church/onkhouse'

Some modern speakers translate the English 'go' future by using this suffix. C-class stems are formed by this unaccented suffix.
The unaccented suffix -tooq indicates that the subject returns back to some original location. It can also be used to emphasize the meaning of a verb that already includes the idea of returning. In (409b) this suffix implies that the returning is to home.

(408) a.  'è'npísè  
  'e-'np-see  
  3OB-take-INC  
  'I take it'  

b.  'à'npťóoqsa  
  'e-'np-tooq-see  
  3OB-take-back-INC  
  'I take it back'

(409) a.  cklíiccè  
  cklíi-see  
  return-INC  
  'I am returning'  

b.  cklíítòqsa  
  cklíi-tooq-see  
  return-back-INC  
  'I returning back (home)'

This suffix’s form does not change according to the stem to which it is attached, but its long vowel is not accented, and thus it has a short vowel in (b), because the verb root cklíi is accented. S-class stems are formed with -tooq.

The accented suffix -úu (- núu after a C-class stem) has the two meanings ‘toward’ and ‘on behalf of’. This suffix changes the argument structures of verbs. It makes transitivize intransitive verbs and changes the kind of object for transitive verbs, making a goal the direct object. The verb root weeyik ‘to cross’ in (410a) is very general in meaning, indicating that the subject goes across either a river or valley.

(410) a.  hiweeyikse  
  hii-weeyik-see  
  3-cross-INC  
  'he is crossing'  

b.  pèweyikuuse  
  pée-weeyik-úu-see  
  3ON3-cross-toward-INC  
  'he is crossing toward her'
With -uu, the verb weeyik becomes transitive; the individual being ‘crossed-towards’ is the object. We know this because the usually intransitive verb weeyik is transitivity marked with péé- ‘3ON3’. If there is a group of people being crossed towards, the verb has plural object agreement (411).

(411) pëneswëyikúuse
péé-nées-weeyik-ũu-see
3ON3-PLOB-cross-toward-INC
‘he is crossing toward them’

With a transitive verb, the suffix -ũu changes which nominal is the direct object.

(412) a. ’è’npiše nàco’õxna b. ’è’npuúuse naco’ô
‘e-’np-see naco’ô-ne 3OB-take-INC fish-OBJ ‘e-’np-úu-see naco’ô
‘I take the salmon’ 3OB-take-toward-INC salmon ‘I take the salmon on his behalf’

The salmon is the grammatical subject in (412a) and is marked with the object case suffix -ne. In (412b), where the verb stem has the suffix, -ũu the grammatical subject is the person for whom I am taking the salmon.

The suffix -úukini (-núukini after a C-stem) signifies that the event takes place ‘as the object approaches’. It appears to be historically related to the suffix -úu ‘towards’, although the kini portion of this suffix is not segmentable. The verb ’np ‘take’ plus -uuukini produces the meaning ‘receive’ (413b).
(413) a. 'è'npíse
    'e-'np-see
    3OB-take-INC
    'I take it'

   b. 'è'npúukínise
    'e-'np-úukini-see
    3OB-take-approaching-INC
    'I receive it'

(414) a. 'àmc'iiyísá
    'e-mc'ii-see
    3OB-hear-INC
    'I hear it'

   b. 'àmc'iyyóoklnísa
    'e-mc'ii-úukini-see
    3OB-hear-approaching-INC
    'I hear it approaching'

(414b) is what you would say if you heard a train as it came towards you. This suffix does not change the argument structure of the verb.

The suffix -lamq ‘do again’ produces a C-class stem. It is perhaps the member of this class of suffixes that is the least directional in meaning. Only in an exceedingly abstract sense as in ‘go back again’ or ‘return’ could it be construed to have a directional sense.

(415) a. hánílámqsa
    hanii-lamq-see
    make-do.again-INC
    ‘I make it over’

   b. 'ínplámqsa
    'np-lamq-see
    take-do.again-INC
    ‘I repeat (an act)’

This suffix can also act as a verb root. When it does, it takes a derivational prefix.

(416) a. tàqálámqsa
    tqe-lamq-see
    quick-do.again-INC
    ‘I get sick again’

   b. wálámqca
    we-lamq-cee
    words-do.again-INC
    ‘I am repeating (what I said)’

In these cases, it will be either a C-stem or an S-stem depending upon the adverbial prefix. The morpheme -lamq does not occur unless it is affixed with a verb root or a derivational prefix.
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The fact that -lamq can be a stem points to a likely origin of this class of affixes. They appear to have been originally independent verbs of motion that were then compounded with other verb roots to generate a complex concept of activity while in motion. ‘Think’ plus ‘move-away’ becomes ‘think-as-you-go’ (i.e., while you are riding your horse or driving your car). Eventually, these compounded motion verbs could have become a class of suffixes. The fact that these suffixes define the stem class for the entire word follows from this explanation, because each such suffix would originally have been an independent verb with a stem class of its own.

The benefactive -ee’y does not have a directional meaning. Nevertheless, this suffix fits in with the other derivational affixes in its phonological behavior and in its morphological position in the verb. It is also consistent with the derivational suffixes in that it changes a verb’s argument structure. Nez Perce has a benefactive suffix -'áyn (%2.2.1 and §2.3.1.4.2) that can be used for benefactives. However, sentences with human indirect objects almost never use this case marker. Instead, the verb has the benefactive suffix, and the human indirect object is realized as a grammatical direct object with the objective case -ne. The semantic direct object is realized without case marking.

The benefactive suffix -ee’y is unaccented and is preceded by n in the C-stems and by y in the S-stems ending in a vowel.
(417) a. 'èhitéemece tím'esne
    'e-hitéeme-cee tím'es-ne
    3OB-read-INC book-OBJ
    'I'm reading the book'

    b. 'èhitéemenèye'se síiselne tím'es
       'e-hitéeme-neey' - see síisel-ne
       3OB-read-BNF-INC Cecil-OBJ book
       'I'm reading Cecil the book'

(418) a. 'àaníisa 'inìitne
    'e-hànii-see 'inìit-ne
    3OB-make-INC house-OBJ
    'I'm making the house'

    b. 'àaniyáay'sa mársìna 'inìit
       'e-hànii-eéy' - see marsi-ne
       3OB-make-BNF-INC Marcie-OBJ house
       'I'm making Marcie the house'

With the perfective and future aspect, the form becomes -e'ny.

(419) a. hàniya'nyó'
       hànii-e'ny-u'
       make-BNF-IRR
       'I will make for her'

    b. hàniyáay'sa
       hànii-eéy' - see
       make-BNF-INC
       'I make for him'

The verb can be realized without transitive agreement morphology when it has undergone
optional antipassivization. This explains why the examples in (419) lack 'e-.

Detransitivization is discussed below in §2.3.4.6.
2.3.4.4. The causative

The causative is relatively straightforward (see also descriptions in Aoki 1970:90-3 and Rude 1985:43-4). Either sepee- (420) ‘singular object of causation’ or seep- (421) ‘plural object of causation’ affix to the verb stem composed of the verb root and any adverbial prefixes. 26

(420) a. 'eq’uyimse tewliktne b. 'esepeeq’uyimse tewlikt
     'e-q’uyim-see tewlikt-ne
     3OB-climb-INC tree
     ‘I am climbing the tree’
     3OB-CAUS-climb-INC tree
     ‘I make him climb a tree’

(421) a. titwatiyó’ b. 'anassapitiwatiyó’
     titwatií-ú’
     tell.story-IRR
     ‘I will tell a story’
     3OB-PLOB-CAUS.PL-tell.story-IRR
     ‘I will make them tell a story.’

The plural causative seep- seems to have fallen into disuse among speakers now living.

They use the singular sepee- is for both singular and plural causees.

With respect to transitivity, the causee is a direct object. The verb agrees with the causee which has objective case. However, if the original object is also expressed in the sentence, it will also have object case. In (422), the complex NP síisel kaa mársina is inflected with object case -ne on the last nominal in the phrase. The verb twílk

‘accompany’ has plural object agreement because the object NP is plural.

26 There are two derivational prefixes cepee- and ceep- ‘to do by pressure’ which are clearly historically related to the causative. These prefixes are not found in productive formation of causatives.
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In (423), plural agreement remains because the causee is plural. The original object is singular. However, both the original object and the causee are object marked. Speakers prefer to have the causee NP precede the verb.

In the third example, it is the causee that is singular and the original object, the object of the action of accompanying, that is plural. The verb lacks plural object agreement.

The prefix 'e- in these sentences indicates a third person non-subject argument. In transitive clauses (see §2.3.4.2.3.1), this affix is used only when the subject is first or second person. If the subject were third person, the agreement prefix would be hii- or pee-. This shows that in both cases the grammatical subject is first person.

The scope of causation is over the entire stem formed by the root plus adverbal prefixes and adverbal suffixes.

(425) Inflection -[CAUSATIVE - [ Derivational ...[ROOT] ...Derivational ] ]- Inflection - Stem -
In the following examples, longer and longer verb stems are presented over which the causative has taken scope.

(426) a. wéeyìkse
    wéeyik-see
cross-INC
‘I am crossing’

b. ’èsepúuyìkse sik’éemne
    ’e-sepée-wéeyik-see sik’em-ne
3OB-CAUS-cross-INC horse-OBJ
‘I am making the horse cross’

c. hiqqúwèyìkse sik’em
    hii-qqú-wéeyik-see
3-gallop-cross-INC
‘The horse is galloping across’

d. ’èsepéeqwèyìkse sik’éemne
    ’e-sepée-qqú-wéeyik-see sik’éemne
3OB-CAUS-gallop-cross-INC horse-OBJ
‘I’m making the horse gallop across’

e. ’àsapáaqwàyiktòqsa sik’éemne
    ’e-sepée-qqú-wéeyik-toq-see sik’éemne
3OB-CAUS-gallop-cross-back-INC horse-OBJ
‘I’m making the horse gallop back across’

f. ’àsapáqqwàyiktòqòosa síiselne sik’em
    ’e-sepée-qqú-wéeyik-toq-úu-see síisel-ne
3OB-CAUS-gallop-cross-back-toward-INC Cecil-OBJ horse
‘I’m making the horse gallop back across toward Cecil’

In the last example, there is one derivational prefix and two derivational suffixes inside the scope of causation. The sense is that I am making the horse return across the creek.
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galloping in the direction of Cecil, it having previously gone over the creek. The final
derivational suffix -uí determines that Ccic, the goal, is the grammatical direct object.

2.3.4.5. ‘Only’

The suffix -ciimi ‘only’ comes after derivational suffixes including the stem
formative -k and just before the aspect-tense inflectional complex.

(427) Inflection – [-Stem-] –ciimi –Inflection

This affix is very productive and creates S-stems:

(428) a. hàanîisa kîwkiwil’ec
    hii-hanîi-see
    3-make-INC drum
    ‘he makes drums’

b. hàanîicîmisa kîwkiwil’ec
    hii-hanîi-ciimi-see
    3-make-only-INC drum
    ‘he only makes drums’

The examples in (429) show a derivational suffix (discussed above in §2.3.4.3) preceding
-ciimi.
(429) a.  'àmc’iyóókìnisa  
'b-mc’ii-úukini-see 
3OB-hear-as.approaches-INC
'I hear it approaching'

b.  'àmc’iyóókìnìcìmisà 
'b-mc’ii-úukini-cìmi-see 
3OB-hear-as.approaches-only-INC
'I only hear it approaching'  

In (429), the root me’ii ‘hear’ precedes the directional suffix -úukini ‘as object approaches’, which precedes the suffix -cìmi.

The underlying long vowel in -cìmi is realized when it receives main stress.

(430) hììpɛ’icìmi 
’hil-hip-ciimi-see 
3-eat-only-INC
‘he only eats’

This suffix is clearly related to the noun suffix -cìim ‘only’ discussed in §2.3.1.4.2 (e.g., in the noun ciq’áamqacìim ‘only dogs’).

2.3.4.6. Deverbalization

In certain cases, a bare verb stem can function in syntax as a nominal, which includes being suffixed with a case marker. In most instances, Nez Perce verbs undergo deverbalization through a number of deverbalizing suffixes, ranging from the single consonants -t/-n of the active participle to disyllabic examples. Most of this morphology

27 A consultant explains that this is what you would say if the train were approaching and were so loud that the train was all you could hear.
produces nouns or adjectival deverbals, but at least one deverbal suffix derives an
adverbial. Additionally, reduplication of verb roots produces adjectives.

The suffixes that have already been discussed under the sections on nouns and
adjectives will only be briefly cited here with references to the places in this sketch that
provide a more extensive discussion. Aoki (1970:65-71) lists the various deverbal
suffixes and their allomorphs, and Rude (1985:63-6) discusses the active participle, the
attributive suffix, and the suffix -'eeic.

In several cases, the verb’s stem class determines the form of the deverbalizing
suffix. If the deverbalizing suffix begins with a vowel when it is affixed to an S-stem verb, then it will begin with an n when affixed to a C-stem verb. This follows the pattern
of the aspect morphology described in §2.3.4.1.1. One suffix begins either with s or c,
depending on which kind of stem it is attached to, and the active participle is either t or n.

Nominalizations formed with the basic active participle (‘NM’) have -t suffixed to
S-stems and -n suffixed to C-stems (see §2.3.4.1.1). Some very basic words formed with
the active participle seem to have lost the active sense of the verb.

(431)  a.  hipt
       hip-t
       eat-NM
       ‘food’

b.  tàmáalwit
    tamáalwi-t
    lead-NM
    ‘law, commandment’

Other words formed with these affixes are given gerundial or infinitival glosses by native
speakers. There is no separate means of producing an infinitive in Nez Perce.
(432) a. cìlúukt
cìlúu-k-t
boil-SF-NM ‘boiling, to boil’

b. ̂sèpēketìn’kt
sepē-kée-tìn’u-k-t
CAUS-tooth-die-SF-NM ‘poisoning, to poison’

c. kē’nípt
kee’-np-t
tooth-hold-NM ‘biting, to bite’

Some of these nominalizations include the stem formative -k (432a,b)

Epenthesis of i takes place when -n is affixed following oral stops such as k (433b,c).

(433) a. pāyyn
paay-n
arrive-NM ‘arriving, to arrive’

b. tìn’úkin
tìn’u-k-n
die-SF-NM ‘dying, to die’

(434) a. tìwìíkin
tìwìík-n
follow-NM ‘following, to follow’

b. hiwìwñ
hiwìw-n
cut-NM ‘cutting, to cut’

This epenthesis is not found with affixation of -t (contrast (433b) with (434b)).

Examples where there is a short i preceding the t of the nominalizer are cases in which the vowel is an unvarying part of the verb stem.

A noun formed with the active participle has the syntactic nature of other nouns.

It can function as a subject, object, or oblique, and it can take case markers in doing so.
(435) a. tūqit    ĥiîwes    qëpsî’s    ’iinitpe
tūqí-t    hii-wee-s    ’iinit-pe
smoke.tobacco-NM 3-be-INC no.good house-LOC
‘Smoking is no good in the house’

b. tūqìtki     hìtalapóosatàn’ix
tūqì-t-kì      hìtalapóosa-taan’ix
smoke.tobacco-NM-INF 3-worship-HAB.PL
‘They worship with smoking’

(436) tèqècickùptne    ’àmác’is
teq-çickup-t-ne     ’e-mac’i-s
quick-be.alarmed-NM-OBJ 3ob-hear-PRF
‘I have just heard of a sudden alarm.’

The active participle can take a complement as seen in (437) and (438).

(437) kònma’ì    tūqit    këleméetki    ĥiîwes
tūqí-t    keleemeet-ki    hii-wee-s
in.that.manner smoke.tobacco-NM peace.pipe-INF 3-be-INC
‘Smoking the peacepipe is in that manner.’

(438) c’liqin    nimipùutìmtki    wët’u    ĥiîwes    ’éelewi’c
c’liq-n    nimipuutìmtki    wët’u    hii-wee-s    ’éelewi’c
speak-NM Nez.Perce-speach-INF not 3-be-INC easy
‘Speaking Nez Perce is not easy.’

Stems formed with the active participle are the basis for some other nominalizing
morphology, including the desiderative nominalization -’ipeec discussed in §2.3.4.7.
below, and some of the other nominative suffixes discussed in this section. Additionally,
the conditional suffix -’aax attaches to a stem formed with the active participle to create
one kind of conditional verb (see §2.3.4.1.5).
(439) néecmi's sík'em wàt'áax
      sík’eem wee-t'-áax
I.wish horse be-NM-CND
'I wish I had a horse.'

The particle néecmi's is uninflected and indicates that the first person subject has a desire. It selects a conditional verb phrase complement.

A bare verb stem can function in syntax as a nominal for some speakers. This depends upon the speaker and the verb. The verb láwyala ‘gaff fish’ functions as a nominal in the following example from Aoki (1970:78):

(440) 'ewsíne 'iméem láwyala
     'e-wee-siíne 'iméé-m
     3OB-be-INC.PL.RMT they-ERG gaff.fish
'they had their gaff fishing'

This example was recorded in 1960 from an elder who is no longer living. There are a number of other such examples of bare verb stems which function as nominatives in narratives that he produced. For current speakers with whom I am working, the verb láwyala requires a suffix to be nominalized in a similar situation. The sentence in (441) was ungrammatical without the word final-t of láwyalat.

(441) mıne wées 'ìmim láwyàlat
      wee-s 'iim-nm láwyala-t
where be-INC you-ERG gaff.fish-NM
'Where is your gaff fishing?'
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The elder who produced (442) also had the verb *tukelîik* ‘hunt’ used as a nominal, and current speakers were happy with the following example where the verb *tukelîik* ‘hunt’ functions as a noun without suffixation.

(442) 
\[
\text{cå'ya } \text{tukelîix } '\text{alatam}'\text{åalpa} \\
\text{'alatam}'\text{åal-pe}
\]
none  hunt  February-LOC
‘There is no hunting in February.’

In the following examples, the bare stem is suffixed with only the instrumental case marker -ki. These examples were produced by current speakers.

(443) 
\[
\text{a. } \text{hìc'ëiqèix } \text{tukelîixki} \\
\text{hìi-c'ëiq-ciìix } \text{tukelîix-ki}
\text{3-speak-INC.PL hunt-INST}
\text{‘They are talking about hunting’}
\]

\[
\text{b. } \text{tìmmìiyùce } \text{weeke'ëyxki} \\
\text{tìmmìiyu-cee } \text{weeke'ëyk-ki}
\text{consider-INC fly-INC}
\text{‘I am thinking about flying’}
\]

Rude (1985:64) observes that it is vowel final verbs that are nominalized without the use of the typical morphology. However, it is more accurate to day that this depends upon the speaker and upon the verb.

I have already described the attributive suffix -hiin above under noun derivation (§2.3.1.4.1) and under adjective morphology (§2.3.2). This suffix with its allomorph -l'n are used to form the passive participle. The form -hiin mostly occurs with nouns to form attributives, but sometimes it occurs with verbs.
(444) a. we'nikin
   we-'nik-hiin
   with.words-put-ATRB
   'called'28

b. yoʃ hiweke piʃpəyp we'nikin
   that was peace.pipe called
   'That was called a peace pipe'

The allomorph -i'n only occurs with verbs.

(445) a. mịyá'c hiwes k'óoməni'n
    hii-wee-s k'óomay-ni'n
    child 3-be-INC hurt-ATRB
    'The child is hurt.'

b. ləpataat k'úsmi'n weēwləqse
    k'úsmi-i'n weēwluq-see
    potato fry-ATRB want-INC
    'I want fried potatoes.'

This allomorph is -ni'n following a C-stem verb.

(446)

a. k'úsmìsa
   k'úsmi-see
   fry-INC
   'I fry'

b. k'úsmìi'n
   k'úsmi-i'n
   fry-ATRB
   'fried'

c. k'úsmìi'sne
   k'úsmi-i's-ne
   fry-ATRB-OBJ
   'fried (OBJ)'

(447)

a. k'óoməyca
   k'óomay-cee
   hurt-INC
   'I am hurt'

b. k'óoməyni'n
   k'óomay-ni'n
   hurt-NM-ATRB
   'hurt'

c. k'óoməyni'sna
   k'óomay-ni's-ne
   hurt-NM-ATRB-OBJ
   'hurt (OBJ)'

28 'put with words' = 'call' or 'name'
Both forms of the suffix undergo the same irregular sound change of n to s under affixation (446c)-(447c), (448b).

(448) a. 'àalahìin  
    'aalaa-hìin  
    fire-ATRB  
    'train'

  b. 'àalahìisna  
    'aalaa-hìin-ne  
    fire-ATRB-OBJ  
    'train (OBJ)'

It is not possible to predict which verbs will take -i'n and which -hiin, although the former allomorph is much more common.

There are two other deverbal morphemes that create adjectives: -'eew and -'iis/-'iic. The adjective forming deverbal suffix -'eew indicates something that is characterized by that action.

(449) a. hënìm'ew  
    henım-'eew  
    unwilling-ADJ2  
    'lazy person'

  b. hip'ew  
    hip-'eeew  
    eat-ADJ2  
    'edible cottonwood fungus'

The adjectival formative -'iis/-'iic has a similar denotation.

(450) a. haamtí-'iic  
    be.fast-ADJ  
    'fast'

  b. lamamét-'iic  
    be.restless-ADJ  
    'bothersome'

I have previously described both of these unaccented suffixes and their interaction with the verb stem’s semantics under adjective derivation in §2.3.2.
Complete reduplication of the verb root is used to form several different adjectival forms. For each reduplicated adjective in (451a), (452a), there are forms where the unreduplicated stem is used as a verb root (451b), (452b).

(451)  a.  cimúuxcimùx
        b.  hi'lec-múuk-see
            'black'

(452)  a.  títé-títé
        b.  'etkúuptíté-kse  'ipéé-xne
            'flat'
            3OB-by.hand-flatten-SF-INC  bread-OBJ
            'I flatten out the bread by hand'

For further discussion of reduplicative noun derivation see §2.3.1.2, and for reduplicative adjective derivation see §2.3.2.

The affix -slimay/-climay is unusual in that the form siméy is a verb itself:

siméyse 'I fail'. However, when affixed to a verb, it produces an adjective indicating the inability to perform the action of the verb.

(453)  a.  mic'isímay
        mic'i-símay
        hear-unable
        'unhearing'

        b.  mísámsímay
            miseem-símay
            lie-unable
            'truthful'

        c.  làmàmtecímay
            lamamt-ciimay
            bother-unable
            'unbotherable'

The stem class of the verb determines the form of the suffix. (453a,b) are S-class stems, but (453c) is a C-class stem.
Additional evidence that these forms truly involve deverbalization is seen in the fact that the verbalizer -wii is used to create verbs from these forms.

(454) wèpsiméywise
      weep-siímey-wii-see
      by-hand-unable-VRBL-INC
      'I am unsure of what I do'

I provide additional examples with -wii in §2.3.4.7.

Nez Perce makes use of several deverbal suffixes to form specific classes of nouns such as locations, instruments, and agents. They have considerable allomorphic variation. In some cases, the position of main stress is the determining factor.

The deverbal suffix -ees indicates 'place of action' ('PLC'). There is a common irregular form -nwees with i epenthized either before or after the n.

(455) a. wéeyìkse
      weeyík-see
      cross-INC
      'I am crossing'

(456) a. páayca
      páay-cee
      arrive-INC
      'I am arriving'

(457) a. wàp’áyksa
      we-p’áy-k-see
      with_stick_drain-SF-INC
      'I launder'

b. wèyìkées
   weeyík-ées
   cross-PLC
   'crossing place, ford'

b. páayniwàas
   páay-nwees
   arrive-NM-PLC
   'arriving place' 29

b. wàp’áyknàwàas
   we-p’áy-k-nwees
   with_stick_drain-SF-PLC
   'laundry'

29 This is the name of the Nez Perce Tribe’s multipurpose meeting facility in Lapwai, Idaho.
Although -ees has a long vowel, it usually does not receive main stress (456) - (457).

Exceptions such as (455) must be learned. However, whether the suffix receives stress or not, vowel length is retained. This is in contrast to the usual pattern in which underlying long vowels are not realized with length when they lack main stress.

The suffix -'es is an instrumental ("INS1"), and indicates an object for performing an action. It is affixed to an active nominalized base, glottalizing the -t-/n (458)-(459).

(458) a. wíxxi'likéécèse
   wíxxi'-likeèce-see
   buttocks-be.upon-INC
   'I am sitting'

   b. wíxxi'likéécèt'ës
      wíxxi'-likeèce-t-'ëes
      buttocks-be.upon-NM-INS1
      'chair' (i.e., 'butt-upon-thing')

(459) a. tìim'èce
   tìim'e-cee
   write-INC
   'I write'

   b. tìim'èn'ës
      tìim'e-n-'ëes
      write-NM-INS1
      'pen, pencil, chalk'

Additional examples of this suffix are provided above under the discussion of noun derivation (§2.3.1.4.1).

Rude (1994) has described a set of diminutive sound changes for Nez Perce, including n to l and s to c. When we apply these changes to the deverbal instrumental when it is suffixed to the n of the nominalizer we get the form l'ec from n'es. Several words have this diminutive form.

(460) a. kìwkwìwìl'ìec
   kìwkwìwi-l'-ìec
   drum-NM-INS1
   'hand drum'

   b. cìxcìkìl'ìec
      cìxcìkì-l'-ìec
      sound-NM-INS1
      'grasshopper species'
The hand drum is an object for making the “kiw-kiw” sound. The grasshopper species identified makes the sound “cix-cix” when it flies.

The glottalization of -'es can be realized in the coda of the syllable rather than as the onset. The result is the allomorph -é’s ('-é’e with diminutive alternation of s to c).

(461) a. wàtiká’s  
    watiik-é’s  
    step-INS1  
    ‘sole of the foot’

b. cilimyošpá’c  
    cilim-yošp-é’c  
    eye-?INS1  
    ‘eyelash’

The allomorph -'es is never stressed, while the allomorph -e’s has both stressed and unstressed forms.

(462) a. 'ıšak’iškəsa  
    'isak’iškə’s  
    ‘I cut’

b. 'ıšak’iškə’s  
    'isak’iškə’s  
    ‘I cut’

While it is not entirely possible to predict when a word will have one of the two different allomorphs, the location of stress appears to be a factor. The allomorph -'es/-'ec never occurs in words where there is regular shifting stress. It occurs only with words that have accented, non-shifting stress. This is seen in the examples in (463) and (464), where stress does not shift.

---

30 The form cilim is used in several words as a diminutive for śitu ‘eye.’ The rest of the form yošp is found nowhere else in the language that I have found.
(463) a. wɪsɪl’likéecét’es
    wɪsɪ’-likéecet-t’es
    buttocks-be.upon-NM-INS1
    ‘chair’
    b. wɪsɪl’likéecet’èspe
    wɪsɪs’-likéecet’es-pe
    chair-LOC
    ‘on the chair’

(464) a. tɪim’èn’es
    tɪim’e-n’-es
    write-NM-INS1
    ‘pen, pencil, chalk’
    b. tɪim’en’èski
    tɪim’en’es-ki
    pencil-INST
    ‘with a pencil’

By contrast, stress can be located on the derivational suffix -e’s. When this occurs, stress

  can continue to shift rightwards when the derived noun is inflected with a case suffix.

(465) a. wàtiká’s
    watiik-e’s
    step-INS1
    ‘sole of the foot’
    b. wàtika’áspa
    watiika’s-pe
    sole-LOC
    ‘on the sole of the foot’

(466) a. cɪɪmyoখpá’c
    ciilim-yoখp-e’c
    eye-?-INS1
    ‘eyelash’
    b. cɪɪmyoখpá’ácpa
    ciilimyoখpa’c-pe
    eyelash-LOC
    ‘on the eyelash’

The historically related instrumental suffix -u’s (‘INS2’) has the same

  glottalization pattern and corresponding stress pattern as the -e’s allomorph of -’es.

(467) a. càpaka’npo’ıs
    cepee-kee’np-u’s
    pressure-bite-take-INS2
    ‘scissors’
    b. càpaka’npo’òski
    capaka’npo’s-ki
    scissors-INST
    ‘with scissors’

(468) a. wɪsɪlipó’s
    wɪslip-u’ıs
    shovel.snow-INS2
    ‘snow shovel’
    b. wɪsɪlpo’òski
    wɪslipo’s-ki
    snowshovel-INST
    ‘with a snow shovel’
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As was shown in §2.1.4 above, a final consonant cluster prevents a word final syllable from violating the constraint against word final stress. The configuration VCC# found in -é’s and in -ú’s succeeds in getting stress very close to the end of the word without it being truly word final. When a case suffix is added to the noun formed with -é’s or -ú’s, then stress can shift farther to the right onto an epenthetic copy of the derivational suffix’s vowel: -e’téspe and -u’úske. I return to this pattern of stress shift with epenthetic vowels in Chapters 5.4.1.

The deverbal affix -e’sk (-eesx word finally through spirantization of k) attaches to the nominalizer -t/-n and indicates ‘before (the action)’. As Aoki (1994) observes, this suffix appears to combine, at least diachronically, -es and the directional -k. The result is an essentially a time adverbial.

(469) a.  hìpt’éesx
        hipt-t’eesk
        eat-NM-before
        ‘before eating’

        b.  tin’xn’éesx
            tin’u-k-n’eesk
            die-SF-NM-before
            ‘before dying’

The nominalizing consonant is glottalized by the suffix.

The agentive suffix -éet (‘AGNT1’) frequently has main stress. It does not affix to the nominalizer. Instead it follows the pattern of much of the aspect marking morphology: -n on C-stems and no consonant with S-stems. Even though this suffix begins with ', it behaves like a vowel initial suffix in that with S-stems that are vowel final, a back glide is inserted.
(470) a. tambə̂nyˈaat
tamtaay-ˈet
tell.news-NM-AGNT1
‘preacher’
b. wə̈pə̂yatawˈaat
wepée-yataw-ˈet
hand-help-AGNT1
‘helper’

This suffix typically causes the glottalization of a preceding consonant, but there is a variant form where glottalization is lacking.

(471) a. piˈimnéet
piˈim-n-ˈet
grow-NM-AGNT1
‘youth’
b. siyekeet
siyek-ˈet
observe-AGNT1
‘scout’

There is no apparent explanation for why glottalization remains in one form rather than another, but there seems to be a slight historical trend towards loss of glottalization.

The derivational affix -eˈii (‘DVB.INST’) forms nouns and function words, and was discussed in §2.3.1.4.1. With nouns, the sense has to do with an instrument or object involved in some activity. All of my examples are suffixed to verbs of movement.

(472) a. ˈipnəwlekeˈykeˈi
ˈipnee-wlee-keˈy-k-eˈii
itself-four.leg-move-SF- DVB.INST
car (NOM)
b. ˈipnəwlekeˈykeˈii-ki
ˈipnewlekeˈykeˈii-ki
car-INST
car (INST)

(473) a. ˈwokeˈykeˈi
wee-keˈy-k-eˈii
fly-move-SF- DVB.INST
airplane (NOM)
b. ˈwokeˈykeˈii-pe
weekeˈykeˈii-pei
airplane-LOC
airplane (LOC)

(474) a. ˈsepquləkeˈi
seepqule-k-eˈii
roll-SF- DVB.INST
‘hubbard squash (NOM)’
b. ˈsepquləkeˈii-ne
seepqulekeˈii-ne
hubbard.squash-OBJ
‘hubbard squash (OBJ)’
The first two nouns are self-explanatory. The Nez Perce word for automobile, an object that goes by itself, contains the verb root \texttt{wleeke'yt}. This verb is specifically for locomotion performed by a quadruped, which a car certainly is, although its legs are a bit unconventional. A plane, of course, is something that moves by flying. The third example involves a word which indicates movement by rolling. My consultants explain that since a hubbard squash is round, it can roll along.

An additional derivational suffix is \texttt{-tekey} ("INS3"). This unaccented suffix forms names for objects related to carrying out a verb’s action.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
(475) & a. \textit{\texttt{isáaptakay}} & b. \textit{\texttt{tuléetetkey}} \\
& \textit{\texttt{isáap-tekey}} & \textit{\texttt{tulée-tekey}} \\
& carry.on.back-INS3 & with.walking-INS3 \\
& ‘parfleche’, ‘Indian trunk’ & ‘carpet, rug’ \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Aoki (1994) observes that these objects are particularly associated with a surface involved with the action. The \textit{\texttt{isáaptakay}} ‘parfleche’, for example, is a piece of rawhide that is first laid flat and loaded with materials. It is then folded around the load and tied with thongs.

2.3.4.7.\hspace{1em} Desiderative

The desiderative suffix \texttt{-'ipeec} takes as its base a verb nominalized with \texttt{-t/-n} and creates from it a new noun. The desiderative glottalizes the consonants \texttt{-t/-n}. The noun
indicates a subject that is characterized by desire to perform the action of the nominalized
verb.

(476) a. \begin{tabular}{l}
hiπíse \\
hípt’ipec \\
hip-see \\
hípt-t-ipeec \\
eat-INC \\
eat-NM-DESID \\
‘I eat’ \\
‘snacker’
\end{tabular} \hspace{1cm} b. \begin{tabular}{l}
hiπíse \\
hípt’ipec \\
hípt-t-ipeec \\
eat-INC \\
eat-NM-DESID \\
‘I eat’ \\
‘snacker’
\end{tabular}

(477) a. \begin{tabular}{l}
híclicile \\
híiclicil-cée \\
3-trot-INC \\
‘the horse trots’
\end{tabular} \hspace{1cm} b. \begin{tabular}{l}
íclicln’ipec \\
cílcil-n-ipeec \\
trot-NM-DESID \\
‘trotter’
\end{tabular}

A verb may in turn be formed from the derived noun with the verbalizer -wii. The
desiderative verb indicates for the subject the desire to perform the original verb’s
activity. (478) is the verbalization of (476b) and (479) the verbalization of (477b). This
is the usual means of stating one’s desire to engage in an activity.

(478) a. \begin{tabular}{l}
hípt’ipeecwise \\
hípt-t-ipeec-wii-see \\
eat-NM-DESID-VRBL-INC \\
‘I want to eat’
\end{tabular} \hspace{1cm} b. \begin{tabular}{l}
híiclicln’ipeecwise \\
híiclicil-n-ipeec-wii-see \\
3-trot-INC \\
‘the horse wants to trot’
\end{tabular}

The verbalizer -wii forms S-stem verbs.

The desiderative has an important effect upon the stress profile of the derived
noun and verb. In desiderative nouns, stress is assigned to the derivational suffix. In the
uninflected form, it is assigned to the penultimate syllable. If the noun undergoes case
marking (479b), then stress shifts to the vowel ee, which is then realized as long.

(479) a.  hìpt’ìpec
   hip-t-’ìpeec
   eat-NM-DESID
   ‘snacker (NOM)’

b.  hìpt’ìpéesnim
   hip-t-’ìpeec-nm
   eat-NM-DESID-ERG
   ‘snacker (ERG)’

2.3.5. Morphology of function words

By function words, I mean wh-pronouns, relativizers, demonstratives, and a
number of items loosely classified as “particles”. The latter category includes the
question marker weet; negations such as néecu ‘never’, wéet’u ‘no’, wéec’u ‘quit’;
and conditionals such as pay’s ‘maybe’. Many of these different kinds of function
words participate in a system of suffixes that agree with the subject or object or both.

It is impossible to provide a complete discussion of all of the function words and
particles in all of their aspects in this sketch. I will simply provide a description of the
most salient features, particularly in those areas where they touch on the phonology.

2.3.5.1. Derivation of function words

Human classifiers exist both for the numerals, quantifiers, certain wh-pronouns,
and the demonstratives. Consider the following sets of the numbers ‘one’ through ‘ten’.
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(480)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>non-human</th>
<th>human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'one'</td>
<td>náaqc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two'</td>
<td>lèpít</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'three'</td>
<td>mìtàát</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'four'</td>
<td>pìlèpt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'five'</td>
<td>pàaxat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'six'</td>
<td>'òylaaqc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'seven'</td>
<td>'ùynéept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'eight'</td>
<td>'òymátat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'nine'</td>
<td>k'úyc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'ten'</td>
<td>púutìmt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same word is used for 'one' in both classes with current speakers. For the numbers 'two' on up to 'ten', the non-human classifier is -t. The basic human classifier is we.

When this is suffixed to a stem ending in a, the series awa → oo. (For more discussion of this regular sound change, see Chapter 3.2.) This same classifier occurs in quantifiers such as 'many', 'few', and 'every':

(481)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ˈileni</td>
<td>ˈilɛlìwe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'many'</td>
<td>'ileni-we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>many-HUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'many (people)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(482)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>miil'ac</td>
<td>miil'acwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a few'</td>
<td>miil'ac-we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>few-HUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'a few (people)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(483)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ˈoykala</td>
<td>ˈoylalòo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'every'</td>
<td>'oykala-we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>every-HUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'everyone'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For the numbers ‘two’, ‘three’, and ‘four’, the human classifier is -u’. This is realized as -w following a vowel in ‘three’. Human numbers and classifiers are used with animals in the traditional oral narratives when the animals are acting as humans. Some modern day speakers also have a tendency to use human numbers in reference to animals and the non-human numbers in reference to inanimate objects. Perhaps for these individuals the crucial factor in the classifier system is animacy.

The human classifier also occurs with interrogative pronouns.

(484) non-human | human
---|---
‘how many’ | mác | mácwa
‘all’ | la’ám’ | la’ámwa

Demonstratives use a different classifier, -me, which indicates human plural (‘HUM.PL’).

Demonstratives with singular human referents lack this suffix.

(485) non-human/human singular | human plural
---|---
‘this’ | kíí | kííme
‘that’ | yoğ | yoğme

Human plural -me is also found with the interrogative *isíi ‘who’ and some plural human nouns.

(486) singular | plural
---|---
‘who’ | *isíi | *isíime
‘friend’ | láwtiwàa | láwtiwàama
‘relative’ | himiyu | hymyúume
Some nouns with human referents do not have plural forms, and others form the plural with initial CV- reduplication (see §2.3.1.2).

Examples of human and non-human numbers and classifiers are contrasted in the following clauses.

(487) a. yòk mìtåat sik’em hìpåaycìx mìiw’ìcìpa
    mitå-t hìi-påay-ciìx mìiw’ûcìpe
    that three-CLS horse 3-come-INC.PL short.time-LOC
    ‘those three horses are arriving in a short time’

b. yòk’má mìtåaw’ làwtiwàama hìpåaycìx mìiw’ìcìpa
    yòk-me mìtåa-w’ làwtiwàa-me hìi-påay-ciìx mìiw’ûcìpe
    that-HUM three-HUM friend-PL 3-arrive-INC.PL short.time-LOC
    ‘those three friends are arriving in a short time’

The verb in each example is identical. The human/non-human contrast is codified only in the noun phrase. It is also more likely that a set of animals or a set of inanimate objects will be referred to with a verb that is neutral for plurality that a set of humans would be.

The affix -e’ìì, which has been described under the category of deverbal morphology in §2.3.4.6, provides a manner denotation when used to derive function words (488)-(489).

(488) a. mìnàmá
    mana-aa-me
    what how-from
    ‘what, how’

b. mìnìma’ì
    manaama-e’ìì
    how-DVB.INST
    ‘in what way/manner’

(489) a. kònma’ì
    kon-me
    that from
    ‘those, that way’

b. kònma’ì
    konma-e’ìì
    that way-DVB.INST
    ‘in that manner’
Additional affixation is possible with the stem (489b), as seen in (490).

(490)  
\begin{align*}
& \text{kòmna'liclòm'ò} \\
& \text{konmá-e'ii-cim'-u} \\
& \text{that.way-manner-only-EMPH} \\
& \text{‘only in that manner’}
\end{align*}

This example includes the noun suffix -clòm ‘only’ plus the emphatic -u’. This example again illustrates the previously discussed unusual behavior of the affix -e’ii, namely that it has an accented vowel that is long just in case it is not word final.

The emphatic -u is important in its use with the demonstratives.

(491)  
\begin{align*}
a. & \text{kìi’u} & b. & \text{kiimu’} \\
& \text{kìi-e’u} & & \text{kiim-e’u} \\
& \text{this-EMPH} & & \text{this-HUM.PL-EMPH} \\
& \text{‘this very one’} & & \text{‘these very (people)’}
\end{align*}

c. \text{ki’nu’}  \\
\text{kìne-e’u}  \\
\text{here-EMPH}  \\
\text{‘right here’}

This emphatic may be a clitic. It is one of the only elements that follows the case suffixes.

(492)  
\begin{align*}
& \text{kònìm’ò} \\
& \text{ko-nm-e’u} \\
& \text{that-ERG-EMPH} \\
& \text{‘that very person (GEN)’}
\end{align*}

The emphatic appears in several other demonstrative forms presented immediately below.

Nez Perce has two basic demonstratives – kìi ‘this/here/proximate’ and ko- ‘that/there/distant’. From these two root forms many others are derived (there are more
than 40 different derived forms for each basic stem). While the root kii ‘this’ functions as an independent word, there is no such independent word ko or koo. Its status as an independent demonstrative in the paradigm is taken by the suppletive form yôx ‘that’.

(493) a. kii háama
   ‘this man’
   b. yôx háama
   ‘that man’

The demonstrative yôx is the base stem for only a few other forms.

(494) a. yôq’o
   yôx-’u
   that-EMPH
   ‘that very one’
   b. yôx’cìim’o
   yôx-’cìim-’u
   that-only-EMPH
   ‘the only one’

yôx exists in near complementary distribution with demonstratives formed from ko, which is the root of the majority of derived distal demonstratives.

(495) a. kònò’
   koná-’u’
   there-EMPH
   ‘right there’
   b. kòn’mó’
   koná-m’á-’u’
   there-from-EMPH
   ‘right from there’

   c. kònìm’ò
   ko-nm-’u
   that-ERG-EMPH
   ‘that very person (GEN)’
   d. kònìm’ò
   ko-mayník-’u
   that-place-very-EMPH
   ‘that very direction’

When -’u is affixed, a preceding vowel is deleted, and the emphatic is realized as -o'. If the emphatic is affixed to a consonant final stem, the consonant is glottalized.

The directional, -éepii ‘in the direction of’, is phonologically nearly identical to the derivational verb suffix -áapii ‘away from, obstructively’ discussed in §2.3.4.3. The
only significant difference is the fact that the verbal affix has dominant vowels. Examples with -éepíi are given in (496).

(496) a. mìnéepíi
    mine-éepíi
    where-direction
    ‘which way’

    b. kìnëéepíi
    kíne-éepíi
    here-direction
    ‘this way’

c. kònápi
    koná-éepíi
    that-direction
    ‘that way’

Clearly, the two directional suffixes are related. (496c) is interesting from the perspective of stress and vowel length. It is formed on the root of the distal demonstrative kó, which has a special stress pattern in which stress is assigned to the very last syllable of the word. konápi shows the same pattern as does the suffix -e’íi, discussed in §2.3.4.6. and again earlier in this section. In this pattern, an underlyingly long accented vowel is realized as short when it is word final.

The suffix -tíite means ‘same’. It combines with demonstratives and pronouns.

(497) a. kítiitíte
    kii-tíite
    this-same
    ‘this same one’

    b. kíw’alátíita
    kiiw’alá-tíite
    this.time-same
    ‘at this same time’

c. kònìmàmtííta
    konmáam-tíite
    those-same
    ‘those same ones’

    d. kùs-tíite
    ku’ús-tíite
    like.this-same
    ‘in the same way’
(498) a. ʔiptítíte
   ʔipi-tíitíte
   3-same
   'same person'

   b. ʔpnìmtítíte
       ʔipi-nm-tíite
       3-ERG-same
       'same person (ERG)'

This suffix is also placed after the case suffixes (498b), like the emphatic -u' (see example (495) above in this section).

The affix -wáyl indicates a certain distance or length.

(499) a. mìwáyl
       mi-wáyl
       how-distance
       'how far'

   b. kíwáyl
       kíi-wayl
       this-distance
       'this far'

This affix only occurs in these two forms that I know of. Several other derivational affixes exist which have a very restricted range in the vocabulary.

The suffix weceen or weceet 'because of, reason' forms several function words.

(500) a. ʔitúuwècet
       ʔitúu-weceet
       what-reason
       'what reason, why'

   b. mànámawàcat
       manáma-weceet
       why-reason
       'what reason, why'\(^{31}\)

   c. kínuuwècet
       kíne-weceet
       this-reason
       'this reason'

   b. konwacáan
       koná-weceen
       that-reason
       'that reason'

\(^{31}\) There are other ways of asking 'why' than the two found here. The choice of which is used appears to be at least partly dialectal.
2.3.5.2. Inflection of function words

Inflection of function words happens on two levels – that of the noun phrase and that of the clause. In the noun phrase, the case system applies to nouns, pronouns, demonstratives, and wh-pronouns. At the level of the clause, particles and conjunctions show agreement with the subject and sometimes the object. In addition, there are enclitics which attach to these particles following the agreement morphology.

2.3.5.2.1. Noun phrase level inflection

The Nez Perce noun phrase has case concord, such that modifiers of a head noun bear the same case as the head (see §2.3.2). Genitive modifiers are marked with the ergative case and so do not participate in concord. Numbers and other quantifiers optionally participate in concord, depending on the speaker. Case concord extends to demonstratives and to pronouns. In the following chart, the demonstratives kii (proximate) and ko-/kon- (distal) are presented with several different case inflections (the independent word ‘that’ yoȟ is not inflected for case).
\[(501)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Nominative</th>
<th>Plural Nominative</th>
<th>Instrumental</th>
<th>Ablative</th>
<th>Allative</th>
<th>Ergative</th>
<th>Plural Ergative</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Plural Objective</th>
<th>Benefactive</th>
<th>Plural Benefactive</th>
<th>Locative</th>
<th>Plural Locative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(kíl)</td>
<td>(kíl)</td>
<td>(kíl)</td>
<td>(kíkí)</td>
<td>(kínx)</td>
<td>(kípx)</td>
<td>(kínm)</td>
<td>(kínm)</td>
<td>(kínye)</td>
<td>(kínye)</td>
<td>(kín'yayn)</td>
<td>(kínm'ayn)</td>
<td>(kíne)</td>
<td>(kíne)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>('this'</td>
<td></td>
<td>(kíme)</td>
<td>(konkí)</td>
<td>(koníx)</td>
<td>(konápx)</td>
<td>(konim)</td>
<td>(konim)</td>
<td>(konyá)</td>
<td>(konmaná)</td>
<td>(kon'yáyn)</td>
<td>(kon'yáyn)</td>
<td>(koná)</td>
<td>(koná)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>('that'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The human plural marker \(-me\) follows the case suffix in the locative and precedes the objective and the benefactive case suffixes. I have not been able to elicit instrumental, ablative, and allative plurals. Demonstratives with those case markers are used to refer to objects and locations. Rather than refer to human beings with these cases, Nez Perce clauses typically makes those nominals into direct objects. In such clauses, the verb stem has a derivational suffix (see §2.3.4.3 and Rude 1986).

The stress patterns of the demonstratives are polar opposites. \(kíl\) is accented and so stress does not shift except in the plural locative. \(ko\)- assigns stress word finally, and
this is even the case with the suppletive nominative yókí, yókíma. Absolute word final stress is a hallmark of a subset of function words addressed in Chapter 4.3.2.2. There is no way to predict which function words will belong to this set.

Most of the pronouns inflect for case, but there are three exceptions. The pronoun kíiyé ‘we (inclusive)’ is uninflected and so are ‘ée ‘you (sg)’ and ‘éetx ‘you (pl)’. These pronouns can function as ergative subjects, as subjects in intransitive clauses, and as direct objects, and they are typically used for emphasis and clarification. They do not function as genitives. I illustrate the three types of uses with the second person plural pronoun in (502).

(502) a. ’éetx  picpic-ne  ‘éekcíix
    you.pl cat-obj  3ob-see-inc.pl
    ‘You see the cat.’

b. ’éetx  picpic-nim  hii-nees-hek-cee
    you.pl cat-erg  3-plob-see-inc
    ‘The cat sees you.’

c. ’éetx  heyéeq-cíix
    you.pl be.hungry-inc.pl
    ‘You are hungry’

Since there is no subject person marking of Nez Perce verbs for first and second person, a pronoun sometimes is needed to dispel ambiguity. For example (502a), without the pronoun ’éetx could also read ‘We see the cat’.
The rest of the pronouns, including interrogative pronouns, do inflect for case.

Examples of \( \text{itúu} \) ‘what’ and \( \text{iiin} \) ‘I, me’ are given (503). The latter only occurs with a subset of case suffixes.

\[
\text{(503)}
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{Object} & \text{itúu} \\
\text{Ergative} & \text{itúune} \\
\text{Instrumental} & \text{itúunm} \\
\text{Locative} & \text{itúuki} \\
\text{Allative} & \text{itúupe} \\
\text{} & \text{itúupx} \\
\end{array}
\]

Aoki (1994) provides extensive exemplification of these pronouns and others.

2.3.5.2.1. Clause level morphology

At the level of the clause, there are two important areas of morphology involving function words. There is the inflection of a certain subset of function words with agreement pronominals and there are clitics.

2.3.5.2.1.2. Inflection

The inflection of function words, including conditional particles, conjunctions, and negative particles is interesting in itself in that it is not particularly common among languages. Agreement is found with such particles such as \( \text{páy’s met} \) ‘no wonder’, \( \text{itúune} \) ‘what (OBJ)’, \( \text{ke} \) the relative marker, and \( \text{weet} \) the yes/no question particle.
Some Nez Perce function words show agreement with the subject, object, or both the subject and the object of their clause. Agreement is in the form of suffixes. The function word agreement suffixes have only slight similarity with the agreement morphology found in the verbal system. Nez Perce function word agreement displays considerable variation. First, some function words show agreement and others do not, even though they have remarkably similar semantics and syntax. The table in (504) compares a small subset of such words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agreeing</th>
<th>Non-Agreeing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pay's met</td>
<td>'no wonder'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'ku'</td>
<td>'perhaps'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'éene</td>
<td>'lest/may, might'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'wéet'u</td>
<td>'no, not'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neécu'</td>
<td>'not, never'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'áa</td>
<td>'and'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'îitúu</td>
<td>'what'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'iisii</td>
<td>'who'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'îisii' 'who'

All of these words appear clause initially.

The second area of variation is found in the fact that among particles with agreement, they differ as to the range of arguments that a given function word will agree with. When a particle agrees with an argument, it may be with the subject or the object or both, depending upon the function word. The agreement paradigm of the yes/no question particle weet (505) is compared with that of the content question word 'îitúu 'what'

(506).
(505)  
\[ \text{weit} \]  
\[ \text{weitex} \]  
\[ \text{weitèm} \]  
\[ \text{weitèmex} \]  
\[ \text{weitépèmex} \]  
3rd person
1st exclusive plural or singular, subject or object
1st inclusive subject or object
1st subject/2nd singular object
1st subject/2nd plural object

(506)  
\[ \text{îtúune} \]  
\[ \text{îtúunèx} \]  
\[ \text{îtúunèenm} \]  
‘what (OBJ)’
‘what (OBJ)/1st singular subject’
‘what (OBJ)1st plural subject’

The yes/no particle agrees with the full range of possible arguments while ‘itúu’ agrees only with first person subjects.

There are some constant principles within the range of variation. First, there is never agreement with third person arguments (the opposite of the agreement facts with verbs). Second, when there is agreement, there is always agreement with first person arguments (either subjects or objects or both). Third, the same set of suffixes is used for agreement among the different function words. Fourth, all of these function words share the syntactic characteristic of appearing clause initially.

Nez Perce function word agreement is reminiscent of second position clitics. I speculate that the explanation for the dichotomy between particles that agree and those that do not has to do with when the different function words entered the language. Those that agree are perhaps the older words that existed during that period in the language in which second person clitics became agreement suffixes. The non-agreeing words would have entered the language after this period.
The agreement facts of Nez Perce suggest that at one time Nez Perce had a set of clause initial or second position clitics that were ordered [second person] - [first person] - [third person] - Verb. The third person agreement clitics would have attached to the verb and the first and second person ones, which might have been optional, attached to clause initial elements.

(507) X=2=1=3 Verb → X-2-1 3-Verb

(where "=" indicates cliticization and "-" indicates affixation)

This would account for the complementary distribution of the agreement morphology — third person only on the verbs in prefixal form and first and second only on particles in suffixal form. The fact that there are second person pronouns which do not inflect for case might follow if they were originally clitics, since clitics are not expected to inflect for case. At this time in the development of Nez Perce, these second person pronouns are syntactically free.

The discussion will continue with an in-depth consideration of one function word with its agreement forms provided in syntactic context. I will then describe the regular aspects of function word agreement before reconsidering variation in the system.

The examples in (508) are of agreement with the yes/no particle wee. This particle inflects for the subject and in some cases the subject and object. Here, the subject is first person.

(508) a. \textit{wéêtêex hîpó’qa tîm’áanîit?}
\textit{wéête-ex hip-o’qa} 
\textit{ques-1 eat-CND apples}
'May I eat the apples?'
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b. wéétèex pàapó’qa tìm’áanit?
wéete-ex pe-hip-o’qa
QUES-1 PL-eat-CND apple
‘May we (exclusive) eat the apples?’

c. wéetèenm pàapó’qa tìm’áanit?
wéete-enm pe-hip-o’qa
QUES-1 INCL PL-eat-CND apple
‘Shall we (inclusive) eat the apples?’

Nez Perce clauses are often made intransitive simply by the replacement of transitive morphology for intransitive morphology, as seen in (508), where the object tìm’áanit ‘apple’ is uninflected with the object case. Rude (1985:159) classifies this kind of clause as an antipassive construction. It is more likely to be used when the object is undefined or non-specific. Tense also plays a role, with future actions more likely to be intransitive than ones that have been completed (for further discussion of transitivity see §2.4.2.4).

Agreement with the question particle wéet is also found in clauses such as the following.

(509) a. wéétèex kiyó’qa qémyèxp? 
wéete-ex kuu-o’qa qémyex-px
QUES-1 go-CND Kamiah-ALL
‘May I go to Kamiah?’

b. wéetèenm pèkyó’qa qémyèxp? 
wéete-enm pe-kuu-o’qa qémyex-px
QUES-1 INCL PL-go-CND Kamiah-ALL
‘Shall we (inclusive) go to Kamiah?’

Both inclusive (always plural) and exclusive first person forms exist. First person singular and first person plural exclusive have identical forms.
The forms weëtex and weëtenm can be used for first person objects as well as subjects.

(510) a. weëteex  hi'npqâwnò'qom
weete-ex  'np-qaw-nú'
QUES-1  take-in.passing-CND.CIS
'May he take me on his way?'

b. weëteenm  hènàac'ìnpqâwnò'qom
weete-nm  hii-nées-'np-qaw-nó'qom
QUES-1INCL  3-PLOB-take-in.passing-CND.CIS
'Will we take us on his way?'

Second person forms only exist for transitive clauses where the object is second person, and the subject is first person.

(511) a. weëtemex  sàpàapò'qa  cèpéepyùxtin'
weete-m-ex  sepeè-hip-o'qa
QUES-2-1  CAUS-eat-CND  pie
'Can I make you eat some pie?'

b. weëtepèmex  nàasapàapò'qa  cèpéepyùxtin'
weete-pe-m-ex  nées-sepeè-hip-o'qa
QUES-PL-2-1  PLOB-CAUS-eat-CND  pie
'Can I make you (pl) eat some pie?'

The marker -pe indicates whether the second person subject is plural or not. This suffix is phonologically identical to the plural subject agreement pe- found on verbs in the irrealis, perfect, and perfective aspects (see §2.3.4.2.1).

Finally, there is a range of clauses that are used with the uninflected form of the particle, including all clauses with second person subjects (512) and third person subjects
acting upon either second or third person objects (513). Recall that there is agreement
with a first person argument, whether or not it is a subject or object.

(512) a. weet  hipú’  tím’áanit
       weet  hip-ú’
       QUES  eat-IRR  apple
       ‘Will you (singular) eat an apple?’

       b. weet  péepú’  tím’áanit
           weet  pe-hip-ú’
           QUES  PL-eat-IRR  apple
           ‘Will you (plural) eat the apple?’

(513) a. weet  péepù’  tím’áanit
       péé-hip-ú’
       QUES  3ON3-eat-IRR  apple
       ‘Will he/she eat the apple?

       b. weet  péepcèx  tím’áanit
           péé-hip-élíx
           QUES  3ON3-eat-INC.PL  apple
           ‘Are they eating the apples?’

A summary of the five forms of weet is provided here.

(514) weet  (default)
       wéeteex  1st exclusive plural or singular, subject or object
       wéetenm  1st inclusive subject or object
       wétemex  1st subject/2nd singular object
       wétepemex  1st subject/2nd plural object

The main features of function word agreement are summarized as follows:

1) There is no agreement with third person arguments;

2) There is always agreement with first person arguments in the paradigm, even if
   it is not the case that every form agrees with first person in some way;
3) Particles with agreement are in clause initial position;

4) There is a regular inventory of agreement suffixes.

These aspects will be illustrated with the relative marker ke, the interrogative pronouns 'itúu 'what' and 'isíi 'who', and the conditional pay's met 'no wonder'.

Aoki (1994) describes ke as the relative particle. ke combines with other elements to produce wh-words, including demonstratives and pronouns. In most cases, when ke combines with other words to produce a wh-word, there is no subject/object agreement. However, when the relative particle combines with the conjunction kaa ‘and’, producing the meaning ‘when’ or ‘while’, the resulting function word shows a wide range of agreement.

Main stress for the ke káa construction is on the conjunction káa. The relative particle ke may or may not undergo vowel harmony by the dominant vowel a of the conjunction. Whether or not vowel harmony obtains depends on the speaker. Subject/object agreement attaches to ke, which is followed by the cliticized conjunction.

(515) ke-AGR=kaa

I assume that these words combine in a process of cliticization because of the optional application of vowel harmony, because kaa takes word stress for the entire construction, and because the agreement morphology attaches to the first element ke.

The full agreement paradigm is shown in (516).
(516) konta or këkaa ‘when/while he or they’
këxkaa ‘when I’
konta këmekkaa ‘when I/we (subject)/you (singular) object’
këmkkaa ‘when you (singular)’
këpëmkkaa ‘when you (plural)’
kenmkkaa ‘when he (subject)/ us (object)’
and ‘when we (subject)/him(object)’
këpëmkkaa ‘when I/we (subject)/you (plural)(object)’

When we compare the paradigm for weet (514) with that of ke kaa (516), we see that
the relativizer has two agreement forms that the question particle lacks. weet lacks
agreement for second person which is exclusive of first person. An example of second
person plural subject agreement is given in (517):

(517) yo:xi q’áamqal  comunità nukúne péeppe
        comunità nukt-ne péep-hip-e
that dog deer-erg meat-obj 3on3-eat-PTV

‘That dog ate the deer meat

këpëm kaa ciklitique  comunità itamyanwaaskin’ix
ke-pea cikli-toq-sine  comunità itamyanwaas-kin’ix
rel-pl-2 and return-back-rem.pl town-abl
while you were coming back from town.’

Function words have different agreement paradigms, and it is impossible to predict what
kind of paradigm a function word will have or even if it will have an agreement paradigm
at all (see (504) above).

When a function word has agreement, it selects from the basic set of agreement
markers are represented here.
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(518) -ex/-eex first person exclusive or singular
-nm first person inclusive or plural
-pe second person plural
-m second person argument

As seen with weet and with ke kaa, there is no agreement for third person. The full
order of suffixes in the last example in (519) is glossed here.

(519) kèpemèxkáa
ke-pe-m-ex=kaa
REL-PL-2-1=and
‘when I/we (subject)/ you (plural)(object)’

There is no first inclusive first person form to go with a second person object for the
relative particle ke.

The clause initial nature of the agreement morphology is seen in the following
example:

(520) kèpèm káa pèkyú’ ʼitàmyáanwàax
ke-pe-m=káa pe-kuu-ú’ ʼitàmyáanwaas-x
REL-PL-2=and PL-go-IRR town-ALL

pay’s peepú’ nukúne káa ʼipéexne
pe-hip-ú’ nukt-ne ʼipéex-ne
maybe PL-eat-IRR meat-OBJ and bread-OBJ

‘When you (PL) go to town, maybe you will eat meat and bread.’

Clause initial position is the common location for the agreeing function words, including
the relative particle ke káa (516) and the question marker weet (514). Some function
words can appear anywhere in syntax, but they only show agreement when clause initial.
Two such examples are the interrogative pronouns ʼìtúu ‘what’ and ʼísíi ‘who’. These
interrogatives can be found anywhere in the clause, but when they are clause initial and have the direct object case suffix -ne, they may also agree with a first person subject.

They do not agree when they are subjects and are unmarked with -ne.

(521) ˈɪtúune ‘what (OBJ)’
ˈɪtúunɛex ‘what (OBJ)/first person singular’
ˈɪtúunɛenm ‘what (OBJ)/first person plural’

(522) ˈisiine ‘who (OBJ)’
ˈisiinɛex ‘who (OBJ)/person singular’
ˈisiinɛenm ‘who (OBJ)/person plural’

The examples in (523) show these function words in context.

(523)  

a. ˈɪtúunɛenm ‘eepsɪix
ˈɪtúu-ne-enm ‘e-hip-sɪix
what-OBJ-1PL 3OB-eat-INC.PL
‘What are we eating?’

b. ˈisiinɛenm ‘eekcɪix
ˈisii-ne-enm ‘e-hek-cɪix
who-OBJ-1PL 3OB-eat-INC.PL
‘Who are we seeing?’

These interrogatives do not have agreement with second person subjects.

(524)  

*ˈɪtúunepeɛm ‘eepsɪix
ˈɪtúu-ne-pe-m ‘e-hip-sɪix
what-OBJ-PL-2 3OB-eat-INC.PL

Had this example been grammatical, it would have been expected to have read, ‘What are you (PL) going to eat?’ The wh-word ˈɪtúune ‘what (OBJ)’ only agrees with first person
subjects. Specification of a second person subject must be made periphrastically, as in
the following sentence:

(525) ʼitúune ʼéetx ʼeepsíix?
ʼitúu-ne ʼe-hip-síix
what-OBJ you.PL 3OB-eat-INC.PL
'What are you (PL) going to eat?'

The pronoun ʼéetx specifies a second person subject or object argument, and in (525)
that argument must be the subject.

The following tables summarize the agreement properties of several function
words for comparison.

(526) weet third person
weetex first person exclusive plural or singular, subject or object
weetenm first person inclusive subject or object
weetemex first person subject/second person singular object
weetepemex first person subject/second person plural object

(527) kàkàa or kèkàa 'when/while he or they'
kàkkàa kèkkàa 'when I'
kàmàkàa kèmèkkàa 'when I/we (subject)/you (singular) object'
kàmkàa kèmkàa 'when you (singular)'
kàpàmkàa kèpèmkàa 'when you (plural)'
kànmkàa kènìmkàa 'when he (subject)/us (object)'
and 'when we (subject)/him(object)'
kàpàmàkàa kèpèmèkkàa 'when I/we (subject)/you (plural)(object)'

(528) a. ʼitúune
ʼitúuneex
ʼitúunèenm
'what (OBJ)' 'what (OBJ)/first person singular subject' 'what (OBJ)first person plural subject'
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b. ‘isìíne ‘who (OBJ)’
   ‘isìínéex ‘who (OBJ)/first person singular subject’
   ‘isìíneemì ‘who (OBJ)/first person plural subject’

The two wh-pronouns given in (528) may be left uninflected or can be inflected with other case markers as shown in (529).

(529) a. ‘ituú ‘what’
   ‘ituüm ‘what (ERG)’
   ‘ituuki ‘what (INST)’

b. ‘isìí ‘who’
   ‘isìínì ‘who (ERG)’

However, the pronouns take agreement morphology only when they are inflected for object case, and they are clause initial.

The wide range of agreement forms of ke kaa (527) contrasts with the narrow range of forms of the interrogative pronouns ‘ituú and ‘isìí (528). Other examples of function words exist, but these will be adequate as an overview of the agreement system. Aoki (1994) is the best source of additional examples of function words and their agreement systems.

2.3.5.2.1.2. Clitics

In some of the function word complexes listed above, vowel harmony takes place optionally. This is significant in that harmony is almost always mandatory within phonological words. The particle ke, discussed in the previous section, is one such
example. It is phonologically light, and as might be expected, it forms a metrical constituent with the word following it. Combinations with the conjunction kaa have main stress on the conjunction.

(530) a. kàkáa or kèkáa
   ke=kaa
   REL=and
   ‘when he’
   b. kàxkáa or kèxkáa
   ke-ex=kaa
   REL-1=and
   ‘when I’

When the relativizer combines with other words, it may or may not undergo vowel harmony.

(531) a. kè kòníix or kà kòníix
   ko-níix
   REL that-very
   ‘from that very place which’

b. kè maláham or kà maláham
   mala-hem
   REL how.many-times
   ‘whenever’

c. kè mìnma’í or kà mìnma’í
   REL what way
   ‘whichever way’

The relativizer ke also combines with demonstratives, regular pronouns and interrogative pronouns.

(532) a. kè yóx
   REL that
   ‘that which’
   b. kè ’ipí
   REL he/she
   ‘whoever’
The meaning of the elements of the clitic complex can be idiomatic. The combination of *ke káa* has the denotation ‘when, while’. The clausal negative *wéet’u* plus a content interrogative pronoun provides “nothing, nobody, not at all” sense, as seen in (533).

(533)  

a. *wéet’u *ítúu  
   not what
   ‘nothing’

b. *wéet’u* màanáa  
   not what.how
   ‘not at all’

In some cases adjacency is not required; nevertheless, the two words in the combination are linked.

(534)  

*wéet’u* kíi háama  *ítúu* hìwéewlùqse  
   hii-wéewluq-se
   not this man what 3-want-INC
   ‘This man doesn’t want anything.’

Optional cliticization applies with reduced forms of the copula – wées. The reduced form can have stress or be stressless, reducing to wée or we.

(535)  

a. *íisií*nm wée háanit  
   *íisií-nm* wee
   who-ERG be make-NM
   ‘Who is your maker?’

b. *íisií*nm [wæ] háanit

---

32 This example is the first question from the Westminster Catechism translated into Nez Perce.
In (b), the copula is stressless and its vowel is realized as schwa. Pronunciation of the final m of the interrogative pronoun transitions immediately into the following glide.

Exceptions to vowel harmony sometimes occur with the benefactive suffix -'ayn (as discussed in §2.3.1.4.1, this suffix can function derivationally as well as a case suffix).

The suffix -'ayn does not always condition harmonization, as seen in (536a).

(536) a. cuutim'ayn
    cuutim-'ayn
    bull-BEN
    ‘ring for a bull’s nose’

   b. to'ynóo'ayn
    tu'uynuu-'ayn
    tail-BEN
    ‘crupper’

One possible reason for this lack of harmony is that it is difficult to tell the difference between the stressless short diphthong ay, with the dominant vowel a, and the stressless, short diphthong ey, with the recessive vowel e (for additional discussion of vowel harmony and when it obtains, see Chapter 3.1). An alternative reason could be that the benefactive is actually a clitic and it attaches more loosely affixed to stems.

2.4. Syntax: The nature of clause and noun phrase

Two important characteristics of Nez Perce syntax are extremely free word order and zero pronominalization. When we consider additionally that Nez Perce has person
agreement on verbs only for third person, it follows that ambiguous utterances such as (537) will be generated.

(537)  hèkíce
       hek-cee
       see-INC
‘I see you.’ or ‘You see me.’

Like other such languages, Nez Perce has a number of ways to track arguments through the clause and to disambiguate reference when necessary. Certainly, it is only infrequently the case that the meanings of sentences like (537) are actually ambiguous to the hearer. The overall context of the utterance makes it clear what is meant.

Some of the means of disambiguation include optionally realized pronouns and a comprehensive case system, which has been illustrated already. Unambiguous clauses containing the verb in (537) are found in (538).

(538) a.  hèkíce  'iin  'imené
        hek-cee  'iin  'ime-ne
        see-INC  I   you-OBJ
       ‘I see you.’

        hèkíce  'iine  'iim
        hek-cee  'iin-ne  'iim
        see-INC  I-OBJ  you
       ‘You see me.’

Note that word order plays no role in disambiguation. Any order of the words in (538) is acceptable. It is the optional use of the pronouns with case marking that makes the meaning clear.

The sentences in (539) are actually somewhat unnatural. Sentences without pronouns are more common than those with them, and when pronouns are used, it is more likely that just the one that is necessary will be found.
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(539) a. hèkíce 'tìmené   b. hèkíce 'tìne
   hek-cee 'tìme-ne           hek-cee 'tìn-ne
    see-INC  you-OBJ          see-INC  I-OBJ
    'I see you.'               'You see me.'

The second person pronoun 'ee ('eetx for second person plural) may be substituted for a
second person subject 'iim or object 'tìmené pronoun.

(540) a. hèkíce 'ee
    hek-cee
    see-INC you
    'I see you.'

Although this pronoun does not accept case inflection, it is more commonly used than the
other second person pronoun which takes case inflection. The pronoun in (540) would
normally have focus intonation.

In this section, I give an overview of some additional aspects of Nez Perce syntax,
begning with the range of word order possibilities in §2.4.1. The discussion shifts to
the range of clause types §2.4.2.

2.4.1. Free word order

Word order within the noun phrase is quite free, with one important restriction:
numbers must precede the head noun. Noun phrases have case concord with
demonstratives and adjectives. Alternatively, some speakers may inflect a number with
case and leave the head noun bare. Word order in the clause is also extremely free.
Certain particles, such as those encountered above with subject-object agreement, must be clause initial. Otherwise there are very few restrictions.

2.4.1.1. The Noun Phrase

The most inflexible word order constraint in the Nez Perce noun phrase is the requirement that a number precedes the head noun. Aside from that, practically any word order is allowable, although there are preferences.

(541) a. páaxat ñàyxayx hímeeq’ís pícpic
      five white big cat
      ‘five big white cats’

b. páaxat pícpic ñàyxayx hímeeq’ís
c. páaxat ñàyxayx pícpic hímeeq’ís
d. páaxat hímeeq’ís ñàyxayx pícpic
f. ñàyxayx páaxat hímeeq’ís pícpic
g. ñàyxayx páaxat pícpic hímeeq’ís
h. ñàyxayx hímeeq’ís páaxat pícpic
i. hímeeq’ís páaxat ñàyxayx pícpic
j. hímeeq’ís ñàyxayx páaxat pícpic
k. hímeeq’ís páaxat pícpic ñàyxayx

All of the examples in (541) are grammatical, but pícpic cannot be at the beginning of the phrase, because this would put the head noun before the number.

(542) * pícpic páaxat

Adjectives seem to be a bit more natural following the noun for some speakers (543a), but the pre-head position is also used frequently (543b).
(543) a. Kíi 'áayat sàyáq'íc hìkúuse pìlk'úunx
    sayaq'íc hìi-kuu-see pìlk'úun-x
    this woman beautiful 3-go-INC river-ALL
    'This beautiful woman is going to the stream.'

b. Kíi sayaq'íc 'áayat hìkúuse pìlk'úunx
    sayaq'íc hìi-kuu-see pìlk'úun-x
    this beautiful woman 3-go-INC river-ALL
    'This beautiful woman is going to the stream.'

Some younger speakers may have come to prefer the pre-head position as a result of influence from English.

In actual speech, demonstratives usually precede the head noun, and regularly come at the very beginning of the noun phrase. However, other orders are possible.

(544) a. kíi hìméeq'ís pìcpic hìq'uyímtètu tèwlikítpe
    hìi-q'uyím-teetu tewlikt-pe
    this big cat 3-climb-HAB tree-LOC
    'This big cat climbs trees.'

b. hìméeq'ís pìcpic kíi hìq'uyímtètu tèwlikítpe
    hìi-q'uyím-teetu tewlikt-pe
    big cat this 3-climb-HAB tree-LOC
    'This big cat climbs trees.'

c. hìméeq'ís kíi pìcpic hìqi'uyímtèty tèwlikítpe
    hìi-q'uyím-teetu tewlikt-pe
    big this cat 3-climb-HAB tree-LOC
    'This big cat climbs trees.'

Although Nez Perce has great freedom of word order, there are typical orders in which constituents are almost always found. Genitives almost always precede the head noun, but they can also follow.
(545) a. mársìnm wálc 'úus
    mársi-nm 'e-wee-s
    Marcie-ERG knife 3OB-be-INC
    'It's Marcie's knife.'

b. wálc mársìnm 'úus
    mársi-nm 'e-wee-s
    knife Marcie-ERG 3OB-be-INC
    'It's Marcie's knife'

Quantifiers normally precede and also follow.

(546) a. lâ'ám' wálc hìlwes 'îlp'îlp
    hìi-wee-s
    all knife 3-be-INC red
    'All the knives are red'

b. wálc lâ'ám' hìlwes 'îlp'îlp
    hìi-wee-s
    knife all 3-be-INC red
    'All the knives are red'

2.4.1.2. The Clause

The clause is also characterized by extremely free word order. For the examples

in (547), any of the orders of the three constituents of subject, verb and object is

permissible.

(547) a. 'áayàtom páaqn'ìsaqa qèqìne.
    'áayat-um pee-qn'ìi-see-qa qeqit-ne
    woman-ERG 3ON3-dig-INC-PST qeqit-OBJ
    'The woman was digging the qeqit (an edible root).'

b. 'áayàtom qèqìne páaqn'ìsaqa.
c. páaqn'isaqa 'ąayątom qeqiine.
d. páaqn'isaqa qeqiine 'ąayątom.
e. qeqiine páaqn'isaqa 'ąayątom.
f. qeqiine 'ąayątom páaqn'isaqa.

Obliques share in this freedom as well, as has been shown in the brief sketch of syntax above in § 2.2.1.

2.4.2. Types of clauses and morphological interaction

2.4.2.1. Equationals

Equational clauses like those in (548) include a form of the verb wee 'be' or wc'ee 'become'. Agreement is with third person subjects, which are uninflected for case, as are predicate nominals and predicate adjectives.

(548) a. 'ıtúu kii hiiwes
       hii-wee-s
       what this 3-be-INC
       'What is this?'

   b. yóx hiiwes yáaka'
       yoq hii-wee-s
       that 3-be-INC black.bear
       'That is a black bear.'

Zero pronominalization is common.

(549) a. kuhét wc'eeyu'
        wc'ee-u'
        long become-IRL
        'I will become tall.'

   b. tàmtàyn'áat hìwc'eeeye
       tamtaayn'-aat hii-wc'ee-e
       news-AGENT 3- become-PTV
       'She became a preacher.'

The context of the discourse usually makes disambiguation unnecessary.

Verbs agree in number with the subject as do predicate nominals and adjectives, when there is a plural form of the noun or adjective.
(550) a. ˈimé mìmyóókát hìwsílix.

        mi-mìmyóókát hìi-wee-sííx
they RED-chief 3-be-INC.PL

'They are chiefs.'

b. ˈlin weet’u wées mìmyóókát.

        wee-s
I not be-INC chief

'I am not a chief.'

Possession constitutes a special case of the use of wee 'be' and we’ee 'become', which involves possessor raising, as discussed in §2.3.4.2.3.1. and summarized as follows: 1) The possessor is indicated with a genitive noun or pronoun marked with the ergative case; 2) The copula agrees with the possessor in number; 3) If the possessor is first or second person, then the copula is unmarked for person. If the possessor is third person, the copula is marked with 'e-.

In the examples in (551), the verb wee has no person agreement, consistent with a first or second person subject, even though it appears at first that the subjects of these clauses are third person.

(551) a. ˈlinim wées pícpic.

        'iin-nm wee-s
I-ERG be-INC cat

'I have a cat.'

b. yóqo’ wées ˈlinim pícpic.

        yoq-u’ wee-s 'iin-nm
that-EMPH be-INC I-ERG cat

'That is my cat.'
If it is assumed that the raised possessor is the subject, the lack of person agreement is explained.

Moving to third person possession, the agreement prefix 'e- ‘third person non-subject argument’ occurs rather than hii- ‘third person intransitive subject’ or pée- ‘third person subject acting on third person object.’

(552) a. ū'pńím ū'ús pičpic.
     ū'pńí-nim ū'e-weep-s
     3-ERG 3OB-be-INC cat
     ‘She has a cat.’

     b. yóqo ū’ús ū'pńím pičpic.
     yóq-u ū'e-weep-ś ū'pńí-nim
     that-EMPH 3OB-be-INC 3-ERG cat
     ‘That is her cat.’

In all of the examples (551),(552), the object of possession is the same noun phrase – pičpic.

2.4.2.2. Intransitives

Many intransitive verbs have meanings that are essentially adjectival in nature

(553).

(553) a. ū'łaatwi'sa
     ū'łaatwi-seé
     be.tired-INC
     ‘I am tired’

     b. péeleyce
     péeley-cee
     be.crazy-INC
     ‘I am crazy’
Others have such meanings as ‘sleep’ and ‘laugh’.

(554)  a.  hìpnìmsè             b.  hìtiy’eclìx
  hìi-pnìm-see             hìi-tìï’e-clìx
  3-sleep-INC             3-laugh-INC.PL
  ‘she is sleeping’       ‘they are laughing’

No person marking is present for first and second person constructions (555a), while third person is indicated with hìi- (555b).

(555)  a.  kùusè  qémyèxpìx.
  kuu-see  qémyex-px
  go-INC  Kamiah-ALL
  ‘I/you are going to Kamiah.’

  b.  hìkùusè  háama  qémyèxpìx.
      hìi-kuu-see  qémyex-px
      3-go-INC  man  Kamiah-ALL
      ‘The man is going to Kamiah.’

A modification of person agreement indicates possessor raising. In (556) the verb kóomayca ‘hurt’ has a third person subject which in turn has a first person genitive possessor. The verb lacks the prefix hìi-.

(556)  ‘ìnim  hùusus  k’óomàyca
       ‘ìin-nm  k’óomay-cee
       I-ERG  head  hurt-INC
       ‘My head hurts.’

Sentences with and without possession are compared in (557).

(557)  a.  (‘ìnim)  pìepic  k’óomàyca
       (‘ìin-nm)  k’óomay-cee
       I-ERG  cat  hurt-INC
       ‘My cat is sick.’
b. picpic hik'óomayca
   hii-k'óomay-cee
cat 3-hurt-INC
'The cat is sick.'

In (b), picpic is not possessed, and thus in this example the verb prefixes hii-.

Possessor raising is most consistently applied when the possessed noun is non-human. Third person agreement is present on the verb in both examples in (558), even though the subject lawtiwa in the second example has a first person possessor.

(558) a. hikúuse háama qémyèpx.
   hii-kuu-see qémyex-px
3-go-INC man Kamiiah-ALL
'The man is going to Kamiiah.'

   b. hikúuse 'iinnim lawtiwàa qémyèpx.
   hii-kuu-see 'iín-nm qémyex-px
3-go-INC I-ERG friend Kamiiah-ALL
'My friend is going to Kamiiah.'

The examples in (559) show that possessor raising is possible when the possessed noun is human.

(559) a. hiwihnéne 'iwéepne  b.  'ewihnéne 'iwéepne
   hii-wihne-ne  'e-wihne-ne
3-leave-PTV wife  3OB-leave-PTV wife
'The wife left.'  'His wife left'

Possessor raising appears to be obligatory when the possessed noun is non-human and optional when human.
2.4.2.3. **Simple transitives**

As was mentioned in §2.2.1, Nez Perce has a tripartite case system that marks transitive subjects, intransitive subjects, and direct objects all differently. The ergative and objective are again illustrated in the following examples:

(560)\(^{33}\) a. \(\text{pìcìpcìnm } \text{làqàsna } \text{pìécìcìpeqìckse}\)
\(\text{picpic-nm } \text{laaqaac-ne } \text{pee-cepeqìck-see}\)
\(\text{cat-ERG } \text{mouse-OBJ } \text{3ON3-catch-INC}\)
\(\text{The cat is catching the mouse.}\)

b. \(\text{pìcìpcìnm } \text{làqàsna } \text{hìnèescìpeqìck-sìx}\)
\(\text{picpic-nm } \text{laaqaac-ne } \text{hìi-nèes-cepeqìck-sìx}\)
\(\text{cat-ERG } \text{mouse-OBJ } \text{3-PLOB-catch-INC.PL}\)
\(\text{The cats are catching the mice.}\)

In (b), a plural subject is indicated with -sìx and a plural object with nèes-. Detransitivization is an important phenomenon in Nez Perce syntax. Intransitive morphology is found with transitive verbs in two kinds of situations. One is akin to possessor raising described in the previous section. The other is a kind of antipassive. Rude (1986) has discussed both phenomena.

In the first case, transitive verbs are realized as intransitive when the direct object is possessed by the subject.

(561) a. \(\text{ìëekìce } \text{pìcìpcìne}\)
\(\text{ìe-hek-cee } \text{picpic-ne}\)
\(\text{3OB-catch-INC } \text{cat-OBJ}\)
\(\text{I see the cat.}\)

---

\(^{33}\) Example (560a) can also mean 'He is catching the cat's mouse' and (560b) can mean 'They are catching the cat's mice.'
b.  hékice piepic
    hek-cee piepic
    see-INC cat
    'I see my cat.'

The only difference between the two examples is that the first has transitive morphology.

In the second example, the verb lacks the transitive marker 'e- and the object lacks the objective case marker -ne. The intransitive example has the interpretation that the piepic 'cat' is possessed by the subject. This kind of example resembles the possessor raising found with equationals and other intransitives discussed in the two previous sections.

With those intransitives, possessor raising affected the subject agreement morphology, with the verb agreeing with the possessor. In (561), it is the object agreement morphology that is affected.

The second situation in which verbs are detransitivized is no less difficult to characterize. Many clauses are simply intransitive without there being any implication of possession. Both examples in (562) are grammatical, but the first one is more natural.

(562) a.  'îpi hìqnumise qeqïit
        'îpi hì-qnum-see qeqïit
        she 3-dig-INC edible.root
        'She is digging qeqïit.'

b.  'îpnum pëeqnumise qeqïine
    'îpnum pëe-qnum-see qeqïit-ne
    she-ERG 3ON3-dig-INC edible.root-OBJ
    'She is digging the qeqïit.'

The glosses are only approximate. Intransitive sentences like (562a) seem to be related to the indefiniteness or generic nature of an activity. Mass nouns are more likely to be the
objects of verbs that are morphologically intransitive than count nouns. What can be said with confidence is that object case marking for the object nominal and transitive morphology on the verb are inextricably linked. Either they appear together or neither appears.

Although I believe that definiteness of the object and transitivity are linked, there are sentences that I believe would be rendered as definite in English but are intransitive in Nez Perce. The following examples were given the same gloss by a group of elders. When they were asked what the difference was between them, one explained that in (563a) the speaker was actually looking at what someone was eating but didn’t know what it was.

(563) a. ʼitúune ʼeepsíix
       ʼituu-ne ʼe-hip-síix
       what-OBJ 3OB-eat-INC.PL
       ‘What are you eating?’

b. ʼitúu hip-síix
    hip-síix
    what  eat-INC.PL
    ‘What are you eating?’

The meaning of the verb and the tense also play a role, at least indirectly. The verb hek ‘see’ is almost always used transitively, all other things being equal, and the verb weewluq ‘want’ is usually used intransitively. The perfective aspect is more often associated with transitive than is the irrealis aspect.

A link to definiteness or focus can be found in these factors. Perhaps, when one comments on an object one sees, that thing is more likely to be a definite, specific object
than a generic item one wants. Something that will be acted on or experienced in the future may be less known, less specific than something that has already been acted on or experienced. It is unclear what the best notion is to characterize these phenomena, and more work needs to be done to clarify this the dependencies of transitivity in Nez Perce.

2.4.2.4. Bitransitives

In simple bitransitive clauses with 'nîi 'give', the goal is the grammatical direct object, whereas the semantic patient noun phrase has no case marking.

(564) a. kîí pîcpic ỳîpîne verty'w'nîise.
   'ipi-ne 'e-'nîi-see
   this cat he-OBJ 3-give-INC
   'I'm giving him this cat.'

b. kîí pîcpic ỳée ỳînîise.
   'nîi-see
   this cat you give-INC
   'I'm giving you this cat.'

In the second example, the verb lacks transitive morphology because the second person goal is the grammatical direct object.

These forms are likely to contain the cislocative when the speaker is the receiver of the object. The following comes from a simple Nez Perce prayer of thanks:

(565) kîí hîpt ỳée néece'nîsem cilaakt'âyn
   nées-'nîi-seem cilaakt-'âyn
   this food you PLOB-give-INC.CIS body-BEN
   '...this food you gave us for the body...'
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2.4.2.5. **Negation**

Nez Perce has several negation words, including \( \text{wéet'u} \) 'no, not' and \( \text{wéec'u} \) 'stop, quit'. The negation \( \text{wéet'u} \) combines with wh-pronouns to render meanings like 'nobody', 'nothing', and 'no way'. Both negation words here appear to include the emphatic suffix -\( \text{u}^* \), at least historically.

The normal syntactic position of negation words is either clause initial or just preceding the thing they negate.

(566) a. \( \text{wéet'u kiyú' waṭliṣx} \)

\( \text{kuu-ú'} \)
not go-IRR tomorrow
'I won't go tomorrow.'

b. \( \text{háama wéec'u híčepélihnikše} \)

\( \text{híi-cepélihnik-see} \)
man quit 3-work-INC
'The man is quitting work.'

By combining \( \text{wéet'u} \) with wh-pronouns, comprehensive negations are formed.

(567) a. \( \text{'eekícce wéet'u ɨtúune} \)

\( \text{'e-hek-cée} \)
see-INC not what-OBJ
'I see nothing.'

b. \( \text{kú'nu wéet'u ɨsii hàaniša ɨśáaptàkay} \)

\( \text{híi-haniš-see} \)
don't know not who 3-make-INC parfleche
'I don't know anyone who makes parfleches.'
The negative function word *ku'nu* 'I don't know' in (567b) is uninflected and applies only to first person.
Chapter 3  Segmental phonology

Although this dissertation focuses much of its attention on metrical stress, there are many other sound alternations of note in Nez Perce. In this chapter, I will discuss three such topics: vowel harmony, vowel hiatus, and fricativization.

3.1  Vowel Harmony

Nez Perce vowel harmony was a hot topic for generative phonologists in the 1960's and 70's. It is somewhat unique among harmony systems, and it provides a challenge for analysis in that there is no single feature, such as [+Back] or [+Round], to which a spreading harmony can be attributed. In my analysis, I will suggest that Nez Perce simply has two different three-vowel systems in its lexicon. A word with its inflections must choose between one of the systems.

The inventory of vowels from 2.1.1.2. is repeated here (from Aoki 1970:10).

(1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short</th>
<th>Long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>æ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Minimal sets showing contrasts for between the vowels and for vowel length, see Chapter 2.1.1.2.
When Nez Perce is considered as a five vowel system, it is somewhat unusual in
that it has æ (written e) instead of e (hereafter, I will write æ as e; for more on Nez Perce
orthographical conventions, see Chapter 2.1.5). The five vowel system can be described
with just the features High, Front, Round, and Low. I assume that except for ± High, the
features are privative.

(2) **Vowels characterized by features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>[+High, +Front]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>[+Low, +Front]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>[+Low]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>[-High, +Round]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>[+High, +Round]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) **Vowel features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+High]</td>
<td>i, u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-High]</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+Front]</td>
<td>i, e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+Round]</td>
<td>u, o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+Low]</td>
<td>a, e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) **Nez Perce five vowel system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[+Front]</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+High]</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[-High]</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[+Low]</td>
<td>e, a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is worth noting at this point that no tongue root feature is needed to describe this
system. This issue will arise in the analysis because tongue root features have been
proposed as a means of capturing the vowel harmony phenomena.
Aoki (1966b) provided the first comprehensive study of Nez Perce vowel harmony. The data then attracted considerable attention in the 1960's (Aoki 1966, Zimmer 1967, Chomsky and Halle 1968, Jacobsen 1968, Kiparsky 1968, Rigsby and Silverstein 1969) and 1970's (Zwicky 1970, Hall and Hall 1977, Silverstein 1979). It is an unusual kind of vowel harmony because it lacks any specific features that can be claimed to spread from one vowel to another.

Nez Perce morphemes either contain vowels from the "dominant" Set A or the "recessive" Set B (5). If a morpheme with a dominant vowel or vowels is concatenated with a morpheme or stem that has recessive vowels, all vowels in the resulting word will be of the dominant set.

(5) Set A (dominant)       a. i
                            o
                            a

Set B (recessive)       b. i    u
                            e

The recessive-dominant correspondences are represented in (6).

(6) e → a,   u → o

It is interesting that both sets contain the high front vowel i. There are morphemes that only have the vowel i and are dominant (e.g., ck'iil 'to destroy'), and others with only i that are recessive (e.g., siis 'soup'). However, there is no acoustic difference between i in a recessive word and i in a dominant word. This is an indication
that dominance and recessiveness are attributes of the morpheme rather than of the vowel. This would help to explain why i does not participate in vowel harmony. If the high front vowel can have a harmonizing feature, it would be odd that there is no difference in the vowel’s pronunciation when it has that feature and when it does not. The following near minimal pair illustrates the contrast between two bound stems, both of which have i but only one of which is dominant:

(7)  a. /ˈίic/  'ίice’  neˈίic
    (recessive)    ‘mom (VOC)’     ‘my mother’

    b. /ˈίic/  'ίica’  naˈcίic
    (dominant)    ‘paternal aunt (VOC)’    ‘my paternal aunt’

There is at least one stem which was probably vowelless diachronically and was also dominant. The morpheme meˈc’/maɭ’ may have been without underlying vowels: meɭ’.

For dominance to be a feature of the morpheme rather than the vowel suggests that harmony is not linked to features. What vowels have are features, and what morphemes have are vowels.

Vowel harmony is both progressive and regressive. First, consider an example of regressive harmony in (8).

(8)  a. weeyik-se  weeyik-see  weeyik-sene
    weeyik-se  weeyik-see  weeyik-sene
    cross-INC    cross-RMT
    ‘I am going across’    ‘I went across long ago’
The verb stem \textit{weeyik} and the tense/aspect markers -\textit{see} ‘incompletive’ and -\textit{ne} ‘remote past’ all have vowels from the recessive set. When the ‘past’ -\textit{qa}, which contains the dominant vowel \textit{a}, is suffixed, each vowels changes to its corresponding dominant member.

The two compound nouns in (9) illustrate progressive harmony.

\begin{tabular}{ll}
(9) & a. & \textit{mac’yoos\textataay} \\
     &   & \textit{mac’ayoo-setey} \\
     & ear-hair & ‘ear hair’
\end{tabular}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
     & b. & \textit{haam\textatnnon} \\
     &   & \textit{haama-tn\textuun} \\
     & man-divorcee & ‘divorced man’
\end{tabular}

In the first case, ‘ear hair’ is composed of the stems \textit{mac’ayoo} ‘ear’ and \textit{setey} ‘hair’.

When concatenated, the dominant stem \textit{mac’ayoo} causes the vowels of the following recessive stem \textit{setey} to change to dominant vowels. The same process is seen in the case of divorced man, where the noun \textit{haama} with dominant vowels causes the recessive vowels of \textit{tinuun} ‘divorcee’ to change.

I find that for current speakers vowel harmony is primarily conditioned by stems. There are no prefixes that currently trigger hamony, and there is scant evidence that there were dominant prefixes in recent times. There are clearly no inflectional prefixes that are
dominant. It is possible that there were some verb derivational prefixes at one time which were dominant, but there are no productive dominant derivational prefixes at this time.

There are a few derivational suffixes that have dominant vowels. However, the only inflectional suffix that conditions harmony is -qa, which by itself indicates the recent past and in combination with the irrealis -o'qa indicates the conditional mood.

This suffix conditions harmony in verb stems in the following examples:

(10) a. kúuse
    kuu-see
    go-INC
    'I am going'

    b. kosáaqa
    kuu-see-qa
    go-INC-REC
    'I just went'

(11) a. 'ecilúuse
    'e-cilúu-see
    3OB-boil-INC
    'I am boiling it'

    b. 'acilóoyo'qa
    'e-cilúu-o'qa
    3-boil-CND
    'I could have boiled it'

However, vowel harmony does not occur in the following examples.

(12) a. 'enméekunise
    'e-nméekuni-see
    3OB-see.approaching-INC
    'I see him approaching'

    b. 'enméekuniseqa
    'e-nméekuni-see-qa
    3OB-see.approaching-INC-REC
    'I recently saw him approaching'

(13) a. hisepínewise
    hii-sepiñewi-see
    3-measure-INC
    'he is measuring'

    b. hisepínewiseqa
    hii-sepiñewi-see-qa
    3-measure-INC-REC
    'he recently measured'

Both of the (b) examples have the recent past, but harmonization does not obtain.
By contrast, when the verb stem has dominant vowels, harmony does occur:

(14) a.  'imamáasàpakàyksix
       'imemée-sepée-kayk-síix
       2/3PL.REFL-CAUS-clean-INC.PL
       'they clean themselves'

b.  'ànáaslàwyalàca
    'e-nees-láwyalà-cee
    3OB-PLOB-gaff-INC
    'I am gaffing them'

In these two examples, the prefixes with recessive vowels become dominant when affixed to a stem that is dominant. I believe that the reason that harmony is primarily triggered by stems is that stems have their own paradigms of forms with inflection. The stems choose either the dominant set of vowels or the recessive set, and the inflectional morphology must have the same inventory of three vowels as the stem. I will make this proposal more explicit below.

Both Hall and Hall (1977) and Crook (1994) have proposed interpreting Nez Perce vowel harmony in terms of tongue root harmonization. In such an approach, the recessive vowels would be [-Retracted Tongue Root] and the dominant vowels would be [+Retracted Tongue Root] or alternatively, [+Advanced Tongue Root] and [-Advanced Tongue Root] respectively. The tongue root feature would be seen as spreading to the other vowels in a word. In the following example, the verb root wéeyík ‘cross’ and the incompletive -see would be [-RTR] or unspecified. The remote past -qa would be [+RTR] and would spread its features to the rest of the word as in (15).

(15)  a.  [-RTR] [-RTR]
        |   |
    wéeyík-see  \   /
    cross-INC   \  /
        'I am crossing'
b. [+RTR]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{wéeyik-see-qa} & \rightarrow \text{wáayiksàqa} \\
\text{cross-INC-REM} & \\
\end{array}
\]

'I went across recently'

To my knowledge, no one has done the kind of laboratory investigation necessary to confirm whether the tongue root systematically changes position in these words in a way consistent with tongue root harmony. There are several good reasons to believe that tongue root features do not lead in the right direction.

The first problem with the tongue root feature approach to Nez Perce vowel harmony is that this kind of harmony does not affect the high front vowel /i/. As I have stated above, this vowel is acoustically identical in both the dominant and recessive sets.

By contrast, Nez Perce vowel harmony does affect the low vowel /æ, a/. This is the opposite of the pattern found with tongue root harmonies commonly found in West Africa, which typically affect non-low vowels. The following set of vowels illustrates [+ATR] (16a) and [-ATR] (16b) vowels in Okpe (Pulleyblank 1986).

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{a. i} & \text{u} & \text{b. i} & \text{u} \\
\text{e} & \text{o} & \text{æ} & \text{e} \\
\text{a} & \text{a} & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Nez Perce has vowel allophones which correspond closely to those Pulleyblank has documented for Okpe, but Nez Perce vowel allophony is conditioned by syllable closure and the presence or lack of stress. The Nez Perce vowel allophones could have been readily adapted to a tongue root harmony system, if that was the kind of harmony system that Nez Perce had, but this has not occurred.
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A second problem is that the kind of shifts in vowels that we do see in Nez Perce are not those expected to be conditioned by movement in the tongue root. If the operant vowel feature were [Retracted Tongue Root] we would expect perhaps an a/â alternation for the low vowel. We would not expect an a/æ alternation from [±RTR]. If the feature were [±Advanced Tongue Root], perhaps the a/æ alternation would follow, but then we would not expect the vowel u to become o when [-ATR]. One would need to posit a system where both [ATR] and [RTR] were present in order to get the o/u pair and the a/e pair to emerge naturally.

Perhaps a more important problem is that Nez Perce Vowel Harmony almost certainly did not arise from a tongue root alternation. Instead, it developed from an umlaut system in Proto-Penutian, described by Silverstein (1979) among others. Rude (1994) describes how this umlaut system is correlated with sound symbolic alternations such as the diminutive. Diminutives received the dominant vowels and the regular words had recessive vowels, although these alternations are no longer productive. In the near minimal pair in (7), ‘paternal aunt’ with dominant vowels becomes essentially ‘little mother’.

One further problem with a feature spreading approach is that it predicts a system that is more productive and widespread than we see in the Nez Perce case. If there were a single feature that could characterize this phenomenon, we would expect to find other Nez Perce-like vowel harmony systems. The fact is, there are very few if any additional
systems. Nez Perce vowel harmony is an almost unique form of vowel harmony, while feature spreading harmonies are found in many parts of the world. Nez Perce vowel harmony seems to be somewhat fragile. While speakers can still produce very complex words, they are mostly losing the harmony system. Current speakers sound the same or nearly the same as those taped in the 1960's. Assuming that pronunciation of vowels is essentially the same now as it was then, if these vowels have salient tongue root features, why should people lose harmony? The features are there; spreading of features is non-arbitrary. Vowel harmony ought to remain robust.

I suggest that different morphemes in Nez Perce simply have different vowel inventories - both of which contain /i/:

(17) Three-vowel system #1
(recessive)

[+Round] [+High] i u
[-High] [+Low] e

Three-vowel system #2
(dominant)

[+Round] [+High] i
[-High] [+Low] o

This would be consistent with the tendency of Nez Perce toward stem induced harmony, since presumably stems are more likely to have lexical entries than are bound morphemes, especially inflectional ones.

I am claiming that in essence Nez Perce vowel harmony consists of harmonizing the morphemes of a word to the stem’s phonemic inventory. If a speaker simply learns words in paradigms, then he isn’t really doing vowel harmony. He is learning words with their inflections, and the form of the inflections for each stem that he learns are those.
vowels which belong to the vowel inventory of the stem. This means that if you haven’t learned a word in the recent past, or you haven’t used it for a very long time, then when a linguist asks you to say it, you simply attach the recent past suffix to it and produce it, without creating a new lexical item that has the vowel inventory of the recent past (i.e., the dominant vowel inventory). For a speaker to produce a word that has undergone harmony, he must hear it from another speaker, and in a situation where the language is heard less and less, the population is forgetting what the recent past tense forms of words are.

I suggest that for the tense suffix -qa, the only inflectional suffix that is dominant, speakers had a robust paradigm of recent past forms for verbs, but these forms are being lost now since even elders often speak with each other in English. The harmonizing alternations that still obtain such as kúuse, kósáaq and ècìlúuse, ècilóosaqa (see (10)-(11) above) are just those for the most common words like ‘go’ and ‘boil’.

Otherwise, speakers use components with both systems in the same word (see (12)-(13) above). Actually, this has happened for a long time with certain suffixes that Aoki (1979) observes do not always harmonize.

(18) a. cúutim’áyn
    cúutim-’áyn
bull-BEN
‘for a bull’,
‘ring for a bull’s nose’

    b. piik’úunlìaykin
      piik’úun-laykin
river-near.by
‘nearby the river’

Some important questions remain for this explanation of vowel harmony. One is why should one system dominant? In my explanation, either system is dominant in the
sense that it is the vowel inventory of the stem that determines the nature of the inflected word. However, it is also the case that the dominant set of vowels has more information than the other set. It requires [-High] to characterize it in addition to [+High] and [+Front]. Both systems have to have i, because the high front vowel is the default epenthetic vowel.

In addition, in a three vowel system that includes the feature [-High], the vowel most likely to be [-High] is o rather than e (i.e., the system i, o, a is better than either e, u, a or e, o, a).
3.2. **Vocalic hiatus**

An additional area of interest found among Nez Perce vowels is found under conditions of hiatus. These conditions occur word initially and word finally when inflectional and derivational morphology is added to verb stems. Three kinds of hiatus conditions occur. Aoki (1970) describes these structures in (19b,c).

(19)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Morphological structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. $V_1V_2$</td>
<td>$V_1-V_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ewe, awa</td>
<td>e-we, a-wa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. $V_1hV_2$</td>
<td>$V_1-hV_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The configuration in (19a) is the one normally considered as hiatus. I have classified the other two environments along with first one because these configurations involve deletion of the intervocalic glide and formation of a long vowel. A series of $V_yV$ behaves like other series of V-Consonant-V, and indeed it is $y$ that is epenthesized to resolve many cases of hiatus in environment (19a).

The following table shows how hiatus is resolved, with the alternation being blocked in (19b,c) by the presence of main stress on the second syllable.
(20) Hiatus and hiatus-like conditions in Nez Perce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Blocking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inflectional hiatus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1 V_2$</td>
<td>$y$-Epenthesis</td>
<td>$V_1 y V_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Derivational hiatus</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$iV_2$, $iiV_2$</td>
<td>Glide formation</td>
<td>$y V_2/iy V_2$, $iy V_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$-iin’</td>
<td>Glide formation</td>
<td>iin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_i iin’$</td>
<td>’-Metathesis</td>
<td>$V_i’iin$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$-eey’, $o$-eeey’</td>
<td>’-Metathesis</td>
<td>$u$’ey, $o$’ay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uu, oo</td>
<td>y-Epenthesis</td>
<td>$uu$, $oo$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$eV_2$, $aV_2$</td>
<td>Coalescence</td>
<td>$V_2$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hiatus-like conditions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ewe, awa</td>
<td>Coalescence</td>
<td>uu, oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1 hV_2$</td>
<td>Coalescence</td>
<td>$V$:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1. Standard hiatus: Inflection and derivation

In Nez Perce, standard hiatus occurs when a vowel initial suffix is concatenated with a verb stem that ends in a vowel. It never obtains stem initially because there are no stems that do not begin with a consonant. It is necessary to distinguish between derivational and inflectional hiatus. Resolution of hiatus caused by inflectional morphology is completely straightforward; the glide $y$ is epenthized in every case.

When hiatus is due to derivational concatenation, its resolution depends upon the vowels...
involved, on the location of main stress, and upon whether the suffix includes a
glottalized consonant or not. Hiatus may be resolved through glide formation, through
glottal metathesis, or through coalescence. I will first address the inflectional cases
before describing derivational forms.

When hiatus is created through inflectional morphology, its resolution is always
made through epenthesis of y. The hiatus conditions described here are generated through
affixation of the aspect-tense markers, the perfective -e and the irrealis -ú', as well as the
conditional mood -o’qa. Following a C-stem verb, these suffixes have the form -ne, -
nú', and -no’qa, following the regular pattern of C-stems (for more on stem types see
Chapter 2.3.4.1.1), so examples will be drawn only from S-stem verbs.

The glide y is epenthized or formed whether or not the vowels are identical. I
will first provide examples where V₁ = V₂ and then where V₁ ≠ V₂.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{uu / oo} & \rightarrow \text{uyu / oyo} \\
(21) & \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a.} & \text{cilúuse} \\
& \text{cilúu-see} \\
& \text{boil-INC} \\
& \text{‘I am boiling (something)’} \\
\text{b.} & \text{cilúuyu'} \\
& \text{cilúu-ú'} \\
& \text{boil-IRR} \\
& \text{‘I will boil (something)’}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(22) & \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a.} & \text{wàtóosa} \\
& \text{watóo-see} \\
& \text{wade-INC} \\
& \text{‘I am wading’} \\
\text{b.} & \text{wàtóoyò’qa} \\
& \text{watóo-o’qa} \\
& \text{wade-CND} \\
& \text{‘I might have waded’}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]
(23)  a.  wìc'éese
     wc'ee-see
     become-INC
     'I become'

     b.  wìc'éeye
         wc'ee-e
         become-PTV
         'I became, I was born'

(24)  a.  'àsàpaláhsasa
       'e-sapaláhsa-see
       3OB-put.up-INC
       'I am setting it up' (a tipi)

     b.  'àsàpaláhsaya
         'e-sapaláhsa-e
         3OB-put.up-PTV
         'I set it up'

There are no clear cases of inflection generated hiatus where both vowels are i. There are
many cases of this kind of hiatus that are generated by derivational morphology. I will
present those cases with the derivational examples below.

The glide y is epenthesized when V₁ ≠ V₂, as the following examples illustrate.

(25)  a.  hìtqelúuse
       hii-tqelúu-see
       3-swim-INC
       'he is swimming'

     b.  hìtqelúuye
         hii-tqelúu-e
         3-swim-PTV
         'he swam'

(26)  a.  hiwatóosa
       hii-watóo-see
       3-wade-INC
       'he is wading'

     b.  hiwatóoya
         hii-watóó-e
         3-wade-PTV
         'he waded'

(27)  a.  qìn'íise
       qn’ii-see
       dig.roots-INC
       'I am digging roots'

     b.  qìn'íiye
         qn’ii-e
         dig.roots-PTV
         'I dug roots'
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(28) a. hànîisa  
    haniî-se  
    make-INC  
    'I am making'  
  b.  hànîiyâ  
      haniî-e  
      make-PTV  
      'I made'

\[i_u / i_o \rightarrow i_y / i_o\]

(29) a. 'lnîise  
      'nii-se  
      give-INC  
      'I am giving'  
  b.  'lnîiyû'  
      'nîi-ú'  
      give-IRR  
      'I will give'

(30) a. hànîisa  
      haniî-se  
      make-INC  
      'I am making'  
  b.  hànîiyô'  
      haniî-ú'  
      make-IRR  
      'I will make'

If \(V_1\) is short \(i\), then this high, front vowel becomes only a glide as long as this does not create a CC onset (complex onsets are not allowed in Nez Perce; syllable structure is discussed in Chapter 2.1.3). In (31b), resolution of hiatus of \(i_u\) is made by glide formation. The deletion of the vowel \(i\) is blocked in (31a), where this would create a CC onset.

\[iV_2 \rightarrow i_yV_2 \rightarrow yV_2\]

(31) a.  kîyû'  
      ki-ú'  
      go-IRR  
      'I will go' 
  b.  hîkyû'  
      hii-ki-ú'  
      3-go-IRR  
      'he will go'

(32) a.  'èheetewîse  
      'e-heetewi-see  
      3OB-love-INC  
      'I love her'  
  b.  'èheetewyû'  
      'e-heetewi-ú'  
      3OB-love-IRR  
      'I will love her'
When $V_1$ is long $ii$, this vowel will survive if it has main stress or secondary stress (34a), but if this position is stressless $i$ can reduce entirely to $y$ (34b).

\[ \text{ii}V_2 \rightarrow \text{iy}V_2 \]

(33)  
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{'eséepn'ise} & \text{b. } & \text{'eséepn'uye} \\
& \text{'e-séepn'i-see} & & \text{'e-séepn'ii-e} \\
& 3OB\text{-ask.question-INC} & & 3OB\text{-ask.question-PTV} \\
& \text{‘I am asking him a question’} & & \text{‘I will ask him a question’}
\end{align*}

\[ \text{ii}V_2 \rightarrow \text{iy}V_2 \rightarrow \text{y}V_2 \]

(34)  
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{'e'wíiye} & \text{b. } & \text{pi'èwye} \\
& \text{'e -'wi-e} & & \text{pi'ì-'wi-e} \\
& 3OB\text{-shoot-PTV} & & \text{RECIP -shoot-TV} \\
& \text{‘I shot it’} & & \text{‘we shot at each other’}
\end{align*}

There is some interspeaker variation on the reduction of $i$ to $y$ in these contexts.

Hiatus is also formed through derivational affixation. There are several vowel initial derivational affixes which augment the Nez Perce verb lexicon (for more on derivational affixes, see Chapter 2.3.4.3). These include -aat ‘as object passes by’, -eeyik ‘move about’, -uukini ‘as object approaches subject’, and -úu ‘toward (human) object’. There is also the ‘benefactive’ derivational suffix, which has a different morphological shape depending on the verb’s aspect. If the verb is in the perfective, perfect, or irrealis aspect, the suffix’s form is underlyingly -e’ny, and in the other aspects it is -eey’. There is in addition the deverbal attributive suffix -iin’ (for discussion of deverbals see Chapter 2.3.4.6). Resolution of hiatus is affected by the presence of glottalization on the suffix in these last two cases.
With derivational morphology, hiatus is treated much the same. The glide y always forms when the stem ends in i. This also happens with the stem to which the attributive -iin’ attaches ends in i.

\[ iV_2, iiV_2 \quad \text{Glide formation} \quad yV_2/iyV_2, iyV_2 \]

\[ i-iin' \quad \text{Glide formation} \quad yiin' \]

However, when the stem ends in a vowel other than i, and the suffix is the attributive, then the suffix’s glottalization is metathesized to form a glottal stop onset rather than forming a glide.

\[ V_1iin' \quad \text{'-Metathesis} \quad V_1'iin \]

With round vowels, glottalization is also metathesized to create an onset instead of epenthesizing y when the benefactive suffix is affixed.

\[ u-eey', o-eey' \quad \text{'-Metathesis} \quad u'ey, o'ay \]

When there is no glottalized sonorant in the suffix, then y is epenthesized when the stem ends in a round vowel.

\[ uV_2, oV_2 \quad y\text{-Epenthes} \quad uyV_2, oyV_2 \]

When the stem ends in a low vowel and is followed either by a round vowel or another low vowel, then the result is coalescence rather than epenthesis. The resulting long vowel has the identity of \( V_2 \), the vowel of the suffix.
eV₂, aV₂ Coalescence V₂:

Some speakers insert a glide in these cases rather than producing a form with coalescence. I will now provide the data that illustrate these observations.

When the stem ends in the high front vowel, a glide is always formed. In (36), the verb sìïwi ‘to spread’ (butter or jam) affixes the benefactive, forming a glide before the suffix’s low vowel. In the second example set, the verb hinmii ‘neigh’ affixes -úu ‘toward (human) object’, forming a long vowel before the following oo.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
iV₂ & \rightarrow \text{iyV₂} \\
(36) & \begin{array}{ll}
a. & \text{sìïwi-see} \\
   & \text{spread-INC} \\
   & \text{‘I am spreading’ (something)} \\
b. & \text{‘esìïwiy’se} \\
   & \text{‘e-sìïwi-éey’-see} \\
   & \text{3OB-spread-BNF-INC} \\
   & \text{‘I am spreading it for him’}
\end{array} \\
(37) & \begin{array}{ll}
a. & \text{hìïnëmìïa} \\
   & \text{hii-hinmii-see} \\
   & \text{3-neigh-INC} \\
   & \text{‘it neighs’} \\
b. & \text{pàanmiyóosa} \\
   & \text{pëë-hinmii-uu-see} \\
   & \text{3ON3-neigh-toward-INC} \\
   & \text{‘it neighs at him’}
\end{array} \\
(38) & \begin{array}{ll}
a. & \text{hànìïa} \\
   & \text{hanii-see} \\
   & \text{make-INC} \\
   & \text{‘I am making’} \\
b. & \text{hàniyéey’se} \\
   & \text{hanii-eey’-see} \\
   & \text{make-BNF-INC} \\
   & \text{‘I make for him’}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

Glide formation also obtains when both vowels in hiatus are i. If V₁ is long i and lacks main stress, then depending on the stem, resolution of hiatus may involve the high vowel becoming only a glide.
(39)  a. 'è'wiise  
     'e-'wiise-see  
     3OB-shoot-INC  
     'I am shooting it'  
   b.  'èwyiin  
     'wii-îin  
     shoot-ATRB  
     'shot'  

(40)  a. hanîïsa  
     hanii-see  
     make-INC  
     'I am making'  
   b. hanîïyiin’  
     hanii-in’  
     make-ATRB  
     'made'  

When Nez Perce sonorants are glottalized, glottalization is realized before the sonorant’s closure or approximation. When the attributive suffix attaches to a stem that does not end in i, the suffix’s glottalization is realized as glottal stop in onset position for the suffix.

V₁-iin’  \( \rightarrow \)  V₁-'iin

(41)  a. cilúuse  
     cilúu-see  
     boil-INC  
     'I am boiling' (something)  
   b. cilúuy’n  
     cilúù-iin’  
     boil-ATRB  
     'boiled'  

(42)  a. yâšsáasa  
     yâšsaa-see  
     irrigate-INC  
     'I am irrigating'  
   b. yâšsá'îin  
     yâšsaa-iin’  
     irrigate-ATRB  
     'irrigated'  

This same kind of glottal metathesis is found when the benefactive suffixes to a stem ending in a round vowel.
\[ u\text{-}eey'/o\text{-}eey' \rightarrow u\text{'ey}/o\text{'ay} \]

(43) a. cluu’èyse  
    cluu-eey’-see  
    boil-BFN-INC  
    ‘I am boiling for him’

b. watoo’åyse  
    watoo-eey’-see  
    wade-BFN-INC  
    ‘I am wading for him’

When the suffix lacks a glottalized sonorant, \( y \) is epenthesized following a round vowel.

This obtains when \( V_2 \) is either a low vowel or round.

\[ uu, oo \rightarrow uyu, oyo \]

(44) a. pèqtèuyúuse  
    pèe-tqelúu-úu-see  
    3-swim-toward-INC  
    ‘he is swimming toward him’

b. wàtoyóosa  
    watoo-úu-see  
    wade-toward-INC  
    ‘I am wading toward’ (someone)

However, when \( V_1 \) is a low vowel, it usually coalesces with the following vowel.

\[ eu, ao \rightarrow uu, oo \]

(45) a. tìy’esè  
    tìy’e-see  
    laugh-INC  
    ‘I laugh’

b. ’ètiy’úuse  
    ’e-tiy’e-úu-see  
    3OB-laugh-toward-INC  
    ‘I laugh at him’

(46) a. hìicasa  
    hìca-see  
    climb-INC  
    ‘I am climbing’

b. hìco’sa  
    hìca-ú’-see  
    climb-in.direction.of-INC  
    ‘I climb up in that direction’

(47) a. ’è’pt’éese  
    ’e-’pt’ée-see  
    3OB-strike-INC  
    ‘I strike it’

b. ’è’pt’úukinìsem  
    ’e-’pt’ée-úukini-see-m  
    3OB-strike-as.approaches-INC-CIS  
    ‘I strike it as it comes at me’
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(48) a. 'è'pt'éese 'e-'pt'ée-see
3OB-strike-INC ‘I strike it’

b. 'è'pt'éeyse 'e-'pt'ée-eey'-see
3OB-strike-BNF-INC ‘I strike it for him’

(49) a. ttóolása ttóola-see
forget-INC ‘I forget’

b. 'àttóoláy'sa 'e-ttóola-eey'-see
3OB-forget-BNF-INC ‘I forget his’

I also have examples where a glide is formed instead of the vowels coalescing.

(50) a. péetèn'wese pée-ten'wee-see
3ON3-speak.to-INC ‘he is speaking to her’

b. péetèn'weyey'se pée-ten‘wee-eey'-see
3ON3-speak.to-BNF-INC ‘he is speaking to her for him’

I believe that lack of fully productive coalescence may be more common with speaker’s who are relatively younger.

3.2.2. Intervocalic w and coalescence

The sequences ewe/awa coalesce to uu/oo, unless coalescence is blocked by stress or the stem. In coalescence, a round vowel is produced. Whether the vowel is [±High] is determined by vowel harmony.

(51) ewe → uu awa → oo
Coalescence only occurs when \( V_1 = V_2 \), and \( V \) is [+Low]. Coalescence is blocked in most stems when the second syllable has primary stress. It is also blocked lexically in a few stems.

In the examples in (52)-(54), the sequence ewe coalesces to uu.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ewe} & \rightarrow \text{uu} \\
(52) & \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a.} & \text{hiwepéecese} \\
\text{b.} & \text{'uupéecese} \\
\text{hii-wepéecese-see} & \text{'e-wepéecese-see} \\
3\text{-touch-INC} & 3\text{OB-touch-INC} \\
'he touches' & 'I touch it'
\end{array} \\
(53) & \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a.} & \text{wèyeceéese} \\
\text{b.} & \text{hìpuuyéceéese} \\
weyeceee-see & \text{hii-pe-veyecee-see} \\
\text{dance-INC} & 3\text{-PL-dance-INC} \\
'I m dancing' & 'they danced'
\end{array} \\
(54) & \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a.} & \text{hiwéetkuy'kse} \\
\text{b.} & \text{pùutkuy'kse} \\
\text{hii-wéetkuy'k-see} & \text{pée-wéetkuy'k-see} \\
3\text{-take.away-INC} & 3\text{ON3-take.away-INC} \\
'he is taking away' & 'he is taking it away'
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

In each case, primary stress is either assigned to a vowel other than the one formed by coalescence or it would have been assigned to the accented vowel preceding the w that coalesces. In examples (55)-(56), the series awa coalesces to oo.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{awa} & \rightarrow \text{oo} \\
(55) & \begin{array}{ll}
\text{a.} & \text{hiwatóoyò'} \\
\text{b.} & \text{pòotóoyò'} \\
\text{hii-watóo-ú'} & \text{pe-watóo-ú'} \\
3\text{-wade-IRR} & \text{PL-wade-IRR} \\
'he will wade' & 'we will wade'
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]
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(56) a. póopciy’awca
    pée-wéep-ciy’aw-cee
    3ON3-hand-strike-INC
    ‘he is beating him’

b. ’óopeciy’awca
    ’e-wéep-ciy’aw-cee
    3OB-hand-strike-INC
    ‘I am beating him’

c. píiwàpciy’awca
    píi-wéep-ciy’aw-cee
    RECIP-hand-strike-INC
    ‘we are beating each other’

With the complex stem wéep-ciy’aw ‘beat’ (56), coalescence takes place regardless of
where main stress is assigned. In (56a), the accented prefix would be assigned main
stress and in (56b) it is the prefix wéep- ‘hand’ (example (56c) is included to show that
this stem does not begin with oo). Stems like ‘beat’, which always undergo coalescence,
are exceptional. It is more common to find that coalescence is blocked if main stress is
assigned to the second syllable, the one that has w as its onset.

(57) a. hìpawáaxna
    hii-pe-wáaq-ne
    3-PL-wake-PTV
    ‘They woke up.’

b. ’asapóóxna
    ’e-sepée-wáaq-ne
    3OB-CAUS-wake-PTV
    ‘I awoke him’

(58) a. hìpewééylke
    hii-pe-wéeyik-e
    3-PL-cross-PTV
    ‘they crossed over’

b. hìstúuylke
    hii-sté-wéeyik-e
    3-with.eyes-cross-PTV
    ‘he looked across’

In the example sets (57)-(58), coalescence is blocked if stress is assigned to the vowel
following the w. Coalescence obtains if stress would have been assigned to the vowel
preceding the glide.
The root wéeyik allows coalescence depending upon the position of main stress and depending upon which derivational prefix is involved. In (59), I have given an example where wéeyik allows coalescence with the derivational prefix sté ‘with the eyes’. In both of the following examples it is blocked with the prefixes túule- ‘with the foot’ and wúule- ‘riding’.

(59) a.  tüuleweyikutuuse  
    tüule-weeyik-uu-see  
    with.foot-cross-toward-INC  
    ‘I cross towards on foot’  

   b.  wúuleweyiksee  
    wúule-weeyik-see  
    riding-cross-INC  
    ‘I ride across’

A few stems such as ‘want’ never undergo coalescence.

(60) a.  wéewluqse  
    wéewluq-see  
    want-INC  
    ‘I want’  

   b.  péeeweluqse  
    pée-wéewluq-see  
    3ON3-want-INC  
    ‘he wants it’

3.2.3. Intervocalic h and coalescence

The third kind of hiatus involves intervocalic h, and is resolved by deletion of h and the formation of a single long vowel. The long vowel is syllabified with the preceding consonant as the onset. I do not perceive these vowels as being double articulated. Deletion of h is blocked if main stress is located on the second syllable, the one which has h as onset. This is seen in (61a).
When there is primary stress on the second syllable, deletion of h and coalescence is blocked. When primary stress would be assigned to the syllable preceding the h, coalescence obtains. In the following example set (64), coalescence is blocked when primary stress is assigned to the stem vowel following h (64a,c). The accented irrealis suffix attracts stress to the ultima in (64b), allowing coalescence. In (64d), the accented prefix attracts primary stress to the syllable preceding the h, and again coalescence occurs.
(64)  

a. \( \text{hìpehìpe} \) 
    \text{hìi-pe-hip-e} 
    3-PL-eat-PTV 
    ‘they ate’ 

b. \( \text{hìpeèpú’} \) 
    \text{hìi-pe-hip-ú’} 
    3-PL-eat-IRR 
    ‘they will eat’ 

c. \( \text{pèhìpe} \) 
    \text{pe-hip-e} 
    PL-eat-PTV 
    ‘we ate’ 

d. \( \text{pèepe} \) 
    \text{pèe-hip-e} 
    3ON3- eat-PTV 
    ‘he ate it’ 

The same pattern is seen in the following example set where the stem vowel is e.

(65)  

a. \( \text{hìpehéxne} \) 
    \text{hìi-pe-hek-ne} 
    3-PL-see-PTV 
    ‘they saw’ 

b. \( \text{hìpèexnu’} \) 
    \text{hìi-pe-hek-nú’} 
    3-PL-see-IRR 
    ‘they will see’ 

c. \( \text{pèhéxne} \) 
    \text{pe-hek-ne} 
    PL-see-PTV 
    ‘we saw’ 

d. \( \text{péexne} \) 
    \text{pèe-hek-ne} 
    3ON3-see-PTV 
    ‘he saw it’ 

A further example is given in (66) where main stress blocks coalescence.

(66)  

a. \( \text{hìhiće} \) 
    \text{hìi-hi-cee} 
    3-say-INC 
    ‘he says’ 

b. \( \text{péće} \) 
    \text{pèe-hi-cee} 
    3ON3-say-INC 
    ‘he is telling him’ 

3.2.4. Analysis of hiatus

Instead, he takes the approach of Prince and Smolensky (1993) and Kirchner (1993), where features are added and subtracted. He holds that there is likely no need to have specific constraints to deal with the epen thesis and deletion of C and V themselves, since segments are just sets of features. If one gets rid of all of the features, then the segment will be gone.

I find that with respect to the Nez Perce data that Casali's approach is correct in arguing for the need to have constraints that govern the insertion and deletion of features. However, I also find that there is a need to specifically treat the insertion and deletion of C and V nodes. I will argue in this section that in Nez Perce the insertion and deletion of C and V nodes is "cheap", the constraints Dep-C/V and Max-C/V being ranked low. I also find that spreading features to adjacent positions is ranked low. However, insertion of features or deletion of features is "expensive"; the constraints that govern these changes to the input are highly ranked. Adding or removing information in terms of features is less preferred.

The Nez Perce strategy for resolving hiatus is first to provide an onset for a syllable. This is required by the constraint ONSET (Prince and Smolensky 1993) which is violated when a syllable lacks an onset. This constraint is undominated in Nez Perce. This language never allows syllables without onsets, and ONSET prevents the heterosyllabification of adjacent vowels; a configuration such as V_V cannot be allowed. Some onset must be created, or the vowels must be tautosyllabified.

Tautosyllabification of adjacent vowels cannot include glide formation for V₁ if this would result in a complex onset. The constraint *COMPLEX ONSET (Prince and
Smolensky 1993) is also undominated and as such it prevents configurations like \textit{CyV} and \textit{CwV} where these would form an onset. Thus Nez Perce must either epenthesize, delete, or make do with what it has in the underlying representation to prevent the violation of \textsc{Onset} and \textsc{Complex Onset}.

Optimality Theory predicts that a language will take the least expensive strategy available to it to prevent a violation of a highly ranked constraint. The following table represents violations in terms of their expense from highest to lowest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Changes</th>
<th>Constraint violated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coalescence</td>
<td>Blend segments</td>
<td>\textsc{Uniformity}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-Epenthesis</td>
<td>Add C and [+High]</td>
<td>\textsc{Dep(+High)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'E'-Epenthesis</td>
<td>Add C and spread</td>
<td>\textsc{Dep-C, Linearity}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide Formation, I-Deletion</td>
<td>Add C, spread, and delete V</td>
<td>\textsc{Dep-C, Share(F)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glide formation</td>
<td>Add C and spread</td>
<td>\textsc{Dep-C, Spread(F)}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each case but the most expensive, a consonant node is inserted, violating \textsc{Dep-C}.

Where it is possible to spread features rather than insert them, then this is done. When there are no appropriate feature to spread, then one must be inserted. When insertion is not possible, then the constraint \textsc{Uniformity} must be violated and the vowels undergo coalescence. \textsc{Uniformity} is proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1995) to prevent the formation of blended segements (Casali uses the analogous constraint \textsc{Segment Integrity}). Beginning with the cheapest strategy, I will provide the crucial examples from the data.
Glide Formation: If the stem ends in i, a glide is formed.

(68) a. 'esíwiyé'y'se 
     'e-síwi-éy'-see 
     3OB-spread-BNF-INC
     'I am spreading it for him'

b. hàńîiyin' 
   háníi-in' 
   make-ATRB
   'made'

If the high front vowel lacks stress and it can be deleted without violating COMPLEX ONSET, then i becomes just a glide.

(69) 'éwyílin 
     'wii-ín 
     shoot-ATRB
     'shot'

Since Optimality takes a purely representational approach, it is not possible to have spreading per se. Instead I suggest that features are shared between the high vowel i and a following consonant node that is inserted to serve as a coda in these contexts.

(70) i C
    / [+High]

Sharing of a feature is preferable to insertion of one.

The analysis requires additional constraints to make it fully coherent. In addition to Dep-C, ONSET, and *COMPLEX ONSET, there must be constraints which prevent the unnecessary sharing of features and the presence of empty C nodes. I will simply define SHARE (F) and *EMPTY-C, respectively for these tasks.

(71) SHARE (F) "Features are not shared between segments"

(72) *EMPTY-C: "Do not allow a C node to be unfilled"
In the following tableau, the results of these constraints are seen. Candidate (a) wins because it does not violate ONSET (candidate d), it does not have an empty consonant node (candidate d), or insert a feature (candidate c). This tableaux shows that *EMPTY-C and INSERT(F) must be ranked more highly than Dep-C and SHARE(F).

(73)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'e-siwi-ey'-'see</th>
<th>ONSET</th>
<th>*EMPTY-C</th>
<th>INSERT(F)</th>
<th>Share (+High)</th>
<th>Dep-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 'esiwiye'yse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 'esiwi.ey'ye</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 'esiwi.itey'ye</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. 'esiwi.Cey'ye</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the least expensive solution to hiatus.

Glottal metathesis: When the feature [+High] cannot be spread, then if the feature [+Constricted Glottus] is present on a sonorant in the suffix, glottalization is reordered to the empty consonant position.

(74) a. čišu'eyse
      cilúu-ey’-see
      boil-BNF-INC
      ‘I am boiling for him’

b. wàtòò-àysa
   watóó-ey’-see
   wade-BNF-INC
   ‘I am wading for him’

(75)  C    N
    \        
    [+Constricted Glottus]

Unnecessary metathesis of glottal features will be controlled with the constraint in (76), from McCarthy and Prince (1995).

(76) Linearity: Features must be assigned to the same position on the output as in the input.
The examples in (75) show that Spread(\(+\)High) must be ranked above Linearity.

In both of these examples, [+High] could have been spread to the left, but instead

glottalization is reordered to the onset position.

\[(75)\]

\hspace{1cm} a. \text{cilúuy'\text{\textquoteright}n} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{cilúu-in'} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{boil-ATRB} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{\textquoteleft boiled\textquoteright} \\

\hspace{1cm} b. \text{ya\textsuperscript{a}sa'\text{\textquoteright}iin} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{ya\textsuperscript{a}sa-a-in'} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{irrigate-ATRB} \\
\hspace{1cm} \text{\textquoteleft irrigated\textquoteright} \\

In (75a), glottalization is realized as constriction that occurs before the sonorant: [u'yn].

Thus, this example has the same behavior as (75b). The ranking is illustrated in (76)

\[(76)\] \text{SHARE(\(+\)High) } \Rightarrow \text{LINEARITY (\(+\)Spread Glottus)}

The following tableau shows the role and rankings of these constraints.

\[(77)\]

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{/ya\textsuperscript{a}sa-a-in' /} & \text{ONSET} & \text{Share (\(+\)High)} & \text{Linearity (\(+\)Spr. Glt.)} & \text{Dep-C} \\
\hline
\text{\textasteriskcentered a. ya\textsuperscript{a}sa'\text{\textquoteright}iin} & & * & * \\
\text{\textasteriskcentered b. ya\textsuperscript{a}saay\text{\textquoteright}iin'} & & *! & * \\
\text{\textasteriskcentered c. ya\textsuperscript{a}sa.\text{\textquoteright}iin'} & & *! & \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Candidate (a) is better than candidate (b) because it violates the lower ranked Linearity constraint rather than Share(+High). Candidate (c) looses because it violates ONSET.

If the underlying representation does not have a feature that can be shared, then

one must be inserted. Nez Perce inserts the feature [+High].

\[(78)\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{a. } \text{pètqèlu\text{\textquoteright}yúose} & \quad \text{b. } \text{wàtòyóosa} \\
\text{pèe-tqèlè-u-úu-see} & \quad \text{wàtòo-úú-see} \\
\text{3-swim-toward-INC} & \quad \text{wade-toward-INC} \\
\text{\textquoteleft he is swimming toward him\textquoteright} & \quad \text{\textquoteleft I am wading toward\textquoteright } \text{(someone)}
\end{align*}\]
(79) \[ C \]

\[ [+\text{High}] \]

This strategy is analogous to the previous ones in that a C node is inserted, but the insertion of a feature [+High] is what makes this strategy different. Obviously, since Nez Perce does not utilize the insertion of \( w \) to resolve hiatus, the sharing of [+Round] must be prevented:

\text{SHARE}(+\text{Round}): “The feature [+Round] is not shared between segments”

Nez Perce does not form round back glides in any of its phonological alternations. In the following tableaux, the best candidate has the feature [+High] inserted, violating \text{Dep}(+\text{High}), define in (80).

\text{Dep}(+\text{High}): “When [+High] is in the output, it must be in the UR”

(80) \text{SHARE}(+\text{Round}) \Rightarrow \text{Dep}(+\text{High}):

There is no less expensive way to resolve hiatus since the alternatives require either violation of \text{ONSET} or of sharing the feature [+Round] to form the glide \( w \).

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{/watóo-o' /} & \text{ONSET} & \text{Share (+Round)} & \text{DEP (+HIGH)} & \text{Dep-C} \\
\hline
\text{a. watóoyo' } & & & * & * \\
\text{b. watóo.o' } & & *! & & \\
\text{c. watóowo' } & & *! & & * \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

In the last case, we find some words that undergo coalescence. In these cases, the vowels are either identical (82) or they have a round vowel following a low vowel (83).
(82) a. titóolása  
    ttóola-see  
    forget-INC  
    ‘I forget’

b. 'àttóolày’sa 
    'e-ttóola-eey’-see 
    30B-forget-BNF-INC 
    ‘I forget his’

(83) a. tìy’ese 
    tìy’e-see 
    laugh-INC 
    ‘I laugh’

b. 'ètiy’úuse 
    'e-tìy’e-úu-see 
    30B-laugh-toward-INC 
    ‘I laugh at him’

These cases involve a violation of the constraint UNIFORMITY (84). The constraint Max(round) is required (85), and must outrank UNIFORMITY so that in epenthesis, [+Round] is not lost.

(84) UNIFORMITY: “Do not blend segments”

(85) Max(Round): “If [Round] is in the input, it must be in the output”

(86) Max(Round) » UNIFORMITY

The following tableau shows that Max(Round) outranks UNIFORMITY. Otherwise, candidate (b) would win.

(87)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'e-tìy'e-úu-see</th>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Max (Round)</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY</th>
<th>Dep-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 'ètiy’úuse</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 'ètiy’èese</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 'ètiy’e.uuse</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These examples require the lexical specification that insertion of a glide be prohibited.

The examples where a sequence of ewe/awa becomes uu/oo, are like the previous example in that [Round] is preserved when the sequence coalesces.
(58)  a. hìpewéeyìke
     hìi-pe-wéeyik-e
     3-PL-cross-PTV
     ‘they crossed over’
   b. hìstúuyìke
     hìì-sté-wéeyik-e
     3-with.eyes-cross-PTV
     ‘he looked across’

The constraint in (88) requires coalescence, and outranks UNIFORMITY.

(88)  *ewe/awa

(89)  *ewe/awa » UNIFORMITY

Together, these constraints require that the sequence be reduced to a long vowel, but one that maintains the feature [Round]. Candidate (a) does this by violating UNIFORMITY.

(90)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hìì-sté-wéeyik-e</th>
<th>*ewe awa</th>
<th>Max (Round)</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hìstúuyìke</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hìstéeyìke</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. histéweyìke</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (b) violates Max(Round), and so it loosens. Candidate (c) violates *ewe/awa.

The fact stress usually blocks coalescence can be represented by UNIFORMITY UNDER STRESS:

(91)  UNIFORMITY UNDER STRESS: “Do not blend segments in syllables with main stress”

This constraint must outrank *ewe/awa:

(92)  UNIFORMITY UNDER STRESS (UUS) » *ewe/awa.

As the following tableau shows, being the onset of a stressed syllable allows the UUS to prevent the we from coalescing.
(93)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hi-pe-weeylêk-ê</th>
<th>UUS</th>
<th>*ewe awa</th>
<th>Max (Round)</th>
<th>UNIFORMITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hîpewêeyîke</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hîpuuyîke</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.  *Fricativization*

Aoki (1970) describes a process of fricativization in which the back stops k, q fricativize to x, ŋ respectively, both before a sonorant consonant and word finally. The affricate c, which takes the position of a stop in the consonant inventory /p t c k q ?/, becomes s only before a sonorant consonant. In SPE notation, these alternations can be described as follows:

(94) a.  k, q $\rightarrow$ x, ŋ / ___ [+ Consonantal, + Sonorant], #  

b.  c $\rightarrow$ s / ___ [+ Consonantal, + Sonorant]

In both cases, the feature [-Continuant] is replaced by its opposite value. The following examples illustrate the alternations for the back stops:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>$\rightarrow$</th>
<th>x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(95) a.</td>
<td>tîn’úkin</td>
<td>b.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tn’uk-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>die-NM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘dieing, death’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(96) a.</td>
<td>tasiipx</td>
<td>b.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tasiippk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cow.elk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘cow elk’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>q</th>
<th>$\rightarrow$</th>
<th>ŋ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(97) a.</td>
<td>yoq’o’</td>
<td>b.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yoq-u’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>that-EMPH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘that very one’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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c. yoŋ
   yoq
   ‘that’

(98) a. tásq̪iin
    tasq-hiin
    fat-ATRB
    ‘fatty’

b. tásáŋne
   tasq-ne
   fat-OBJ
   ‘fat (OBJ)’

c. tasx
   tasq
   ‘fat’

Additional examples:

(99) a. čiːqce
    ‘I am speaking’

    čiːŋne
    ‘I spoke’

b. tóosx
    ‘high, superior’

    watóosk̪sa
    ‘I praise, speak highly’

The contrasting behavior of the affricate is seen in the following examples. In the word’s
uninflected form, word final c does not undergo lenition, but it does so preceding a
sonorant consonant.

c → s

(100)

a. yú’č
   yu’c
   poor
   ‘poor one’

b. yú’sme
   yu’c-me
   poor-HUM.PL
   ‘poor people’

 c. yu’ck̪i
    yu’c-ki
    poor-INST
    ‘poor one (INST)’
(101)
a. pálľc
   pálľc
   snowshoe.rabbit
   ‘snowshoe rabbit’
b. pálľsnim
   pálľc-nm
   snowshoe.rabbit-ERG
   ‘snowshoe rabbit (ERG)’
c. pálľcki
   pálľc-ki
   snowshoe.rabbit-INST
   ‘snowshoe rb. (INST)’

Additional examples:

(102)
a. mu’pc  mu’pisne  mu’picpe  ‘yearling fawn (NOM)/(OBJ)/(LOC)’
b. qócqcóc  qócqcósna  qócqcócpe  ‘meadow lark (NOM)/(OBJ)/(LOC)’
c. múq’uc  múq’úsne  múq’úcpe  ‘sucker fish (NOM)/(OBJ)/(LOC)’

The contrast between the back stops and c in word final position can be captured fairly straightforwardly. The alternation in pre-sonorant position is more difficult to capture, perhaps. In order to distinguish between stops that undergo these changes and those that do not, I suggest that all stops other than c, k, and q all share the feature [+Fortis]. This will capture the more forceful nature of not only p and t, but also the ejectives c’, k’, and q’ which do not undergo fricativization like their non-ejective counterparts. Fricativization is a kind of lenition which affects only the non-Fortis [-Continuant] consonants.

I propose the following constraint in (103), and I follow Kirchner (1998) in employing the preserve feature constraint in (104).

(103)  * [-Fortis, -Continuant]#

(104)  Preserve(-Continuant)

The two constraints must have the ranking in (105), where preserving the continuancy feature of the non-fortis stops ranks below that of fricativization.
(105) * [-Fortis, -Continuant]# Preserve(-Continuant)

We can now consider the outworking of these constraints for an example with a word final q: **tasⱭ /tasq/ ‘fat’, tasqɨɨn /tasq-ɨɨn/ ‘fatty’**. Since q is non-fortis, it must undergo lenition word finally. Although fricativization causes a violation of Preserve(-Continuant), this cost is made worthwhile by the fact that a violation of the more highly ranked constraint is avoided.

(106)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/tasq/</th>
<th>* [-Fortis, -Continuant]#</th>
<th>Preserve(-Continuant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tasⱭ</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tasq</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next tableau, we see that when the non-fortis stop is not word final, it will not violate the constraint * [-Fortis, -Continuant]# (103). The cost of undergoing lenition in candidate (b) is not recovered. The winner is candidate (a), the one that lacks fricativization.

(107)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/tasq-ɨɨn/</th>
<th>* [-Fortis, -Continuant]#</th>
<th>Preserve(-Continuant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tasqɨɨn</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tasⱭɨɨn</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we consider the nature of an affricate, we can see why c does not undergo lenition word finally. Affricates are both [+Continuant] and [-Continuant], and importantly, they are [-Continuant] on the right side, adjacent to the right edge of the word.
When word final c is evaluated, it does not violate * [-Fortis, -Continuant]#. In the following tableau, the candidate where c has not undergone lenition is the better one, since there is no recovery of the cost of violating Preserve(-Continuant).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>* [-Fortis, -Continuant]#</th>
<th>Preserve(-Continuant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. muq'uc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. muq'us</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The better candidate has not undergone lenition, as it is unnecessary for múq'uc 'sucker fish' c to satisfy the constraint (I am grateful to Pamela Munro for her observation on fricative nature of c in contrast to k,q which gave rise to this analysis).

Let us consider the cases where all three of the non-fortis consonants undergo lenition. These alternations can be interpreted as spreading of the feature [+Continuant]. A non-Optimality analysis might represent the alternation as in (110).

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{a.} & C & C \\
\text{[-Fortis]} & [+Sonorant] & \\
\text{[-Continuant]} & [+Continuant] \\
\text{b.} & C & C \\
\text{[-Fortis]} & [+Sonorant] & \\
\text{[-Continuant]} & [+Continuant] & [+Sonorant] \\
\end{array}
\]

In Optimality Theoretic terms, we must consider as marked the representation where a non-fortis consonant does not share the continuacy feature of a following sonorant:
(111) * C C
      [-Fortis] [+Sonorant]
      |        |
      [-Continuant] [+Continuant

For convenience of reference, I will refer to the configuration in (111) as "*CN", because in contrast to word final fricativization, this kind of lenition affects c. It is necessary to claim that even though c has the feature [+Continuant], the fact that it also has [-Continuant] still violates the constraint *CN. This claim is consistent with the fact that within the consonant inventory of Nez Perce, c takes the place of a fricated stop; its primary characteristic in the inventory is [-Continuant].

When múq'uc 'sucker fish' undergoes affixation with the object case suffix -ne, lenition is required to produce - múq'úsne:

(112)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/muq'uc-ne/</th>
<th>*CN</th>
<th>Preserve(-Continuant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. muq'úsne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. muq'úce</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is not required when múq'uc undergoes affixation with the instrumental suffix -ki, since *CN is not violated.

(113)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/muq'uc-ki/</th>
<th>*CN</th>
<th>Preserve(-Continuant)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. muq'úcki</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. muq'úski</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The same analysis applies to the non-ejective back stops.
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4. The Nez Perce stress system

This chapter presents a description and analysis of the Nez Perce stress system. The data provided in this chapter have their basis in the phonetic indicators such as pitch height, pitch contour, amplitude, duration contrasts, and vowel allophony. The focus of this chapter is to present the various patterns of stress in Nez Perce and to provide an explanation for them. Data sets illustrating the patterns of the stress system will be given, followed by analysis in Optimality Theoretic terms.

I have two primary goals for this chapter. One is to provide a relatively comprehensive description of the Nez Perce stress system to serve as a reference. The other is to apply Optimality Theory to the problem of dealing with such a wide scope of data in one language.

Section 4.1. provides a discussion of syllable weight and the minimal word. Section 4.2. presents the core of the stress system, including the pattern of penultimate stress and stress induced vowel shortening. This section also describes the most important exceptions to basic penultimate stress, including accent, long vowels that are an exception to shortening, and a set of words that embody a reversal of the ranking of the constraints Edgemost Right and Non-Finality. Section 4.3. discusses and analyzes patterns of secondary stress. Section 4.4. describes and analyzes a pattern of epenthesis and a pattern of syncope, both of which are motivated by stress. Section 4.5. gives a description and analysis of the interaction of morphology and stress, including a constraint that causes
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stress to be assigned to the stem, compound nouns, verb morphology, and multiple
accent.

In this chapter, it will be my policy to mark primary stress with an acute accent´
and secondary stress with a grave accent`. I will mark both primary and secondary
stressed in surface forms, but in certain tableaux, where the only concern is primary
stress, I will only mark primary stress.

4.1. Introduction

4.1.1. Rhythmic stress

Hayes states that in his view "the central claim [of metrical stress theory] is that
stress is the linguistic manifestation of rhythmic structure, and that the special
phonological properties of stress can be explicated on this basis" (1995:1). In many
languages, including both Nez Perce and English, some syllables in a word will be
spoken with greater strength or emphasis than others. In the following English examples,
the syllables indicated with accent marks have greater strength than those without the
marks:

(1)   a.  rígmarôle
      b.  manifestation
      c.  additional
      d.  parachute

The acute accent indicates the syllable with the greatest relative strength, the grave
accents indicate syllables with relatively less strength. In the following Nez Perce
examples, we find the same pattern where some syllables are quite weak, others are strong, and just one is the strongest:

(2)  
  a. peenmekúnisènè  ‘he saw her as she was approaching’
  b. tokapala.hsay  ‘raise your hand’
  c. càpatìca  ‘I move lengthwise’
  d. wèxweqètne  ‘frog (OBJ)’

Strength can be manifested in several ways. In Nez Perce, pitch height, degree of amplitude, duration of the nucleus, duration of the coda (when the nucleus is a short vowel), and choice of vowel allophone all indicate stress. In Nez Perce words, there is only one syllable with primary or main stress. For syllables with primary stress, Nez Perce has a set of typical pitch contours, in which the pitch rises to a peak (on short vowels) or to a plateau (on long vowels). It appears that Nez Perce assigns a high tone to the syllable with primary stress, but this high tone is only part of indicating the highest level of stress. Syllables with main stress also share the stress cues of other stressed syllables.

Relative strengths and weaknesses of syllables can be represented as grid columns in the following metrical grid for peenmekúnisènè ‘he saw her as she was approaching’

(a):

(3)  
  1 3 2 Ø 3 Ø
  x
  x  x
  x  x  x
  x  x  x  x
  x  x  x  x  x
  peenmekúnisènè
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The initial syllable has primary stress, as indicated by the height of the grid and the number "1". There is one syllable with "2" stress, two syllables with "3" stress, and two unstressed syllables "Ø". The primary stressed syllable péen is the strongest beat. It has the highest pitch, a characteristic plateaued pitch contour, and the greatest amplitude. The syllable with 2-stress ku is the second loudest syllable, and one with relatively high pitch. Its short vowel is slightly lengthened. The syllable me has the epsilon allophone of e: [me]. This allophone is only found in syllables with primary or secondary stress. It contrasts with the schwa allophone of e found in the last syllable [na]. The low vowel e is realized as schwa only when it is in a stressless syllable. The syllables ne and ni in (3), both have very low amplitude and pitch.

An important question that I will seek to answer in this chapter is what is it that gives rise to the profile of strong and weak syllables? A framework of binary feet could be posited, as in Hayes' (1995) pre-Optimality framework, with each foot indicating a syllable that has a strong beat. Alternatively, the pattern of strong and weak syllables could arise from a set of constraints that evaluate the relative importance of strengthening one syllable or another, depending upon the context. In this chapter, I will argue that it is possible to account for all or almost all of the Nez Perce stress phenomena simply in terms of constraints without reference to feet.

I will also show that in more than one case it is necessary to break a constraint into a family of constraints. This will be done with the Weight to Stress Principle (see
§4.3.1). This will allow the grammar to account for quite a range of stress phenomena, both primary and secondary. In other cases, it is necessary to reverse the rankings of constraints. Although a grammar where such ranking were impossible would be more constrained, I will provide very good evidence that it must be allowed in several cases (see §4.2.2.2., §4.5.2., and §4.5.3.). It is an assumption of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) that constraint rankings are essentially arbitrary. Assuming that this is correct, then the alternative rankings that Nez Perce displays follow from the theory, and the data patterns follow from the alternative rankings.

4.1.2. Syllable weight and the minimal word

In Chapter 2.1.3, I gave brief arguments based on epenthesis and stress phenomena that Nez Perce has only a simplex onset and a simplex coda, with one exception (the sequence ʃs/ʃc). (In §4.4.1, I will provide the full set of data with their analysis, to show how epenthesis breaks up syllable final CC and CCC clusters.) In Chapter 2.1.4, I provided evidence the three weights of syllables. These three weights are represented in (4), along with the primary observation motivating that classification.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Super-heavy:} & \text{CVV, CVVC} & \text{Always receive at least secondary stress} \\
\text{Heavy:} & \text{CVC} & \text{Receive secondary stress unless word final} \\
\text{Light:} & \text{CV} & \text{Receive alternating secondary stress}
\end{array}
\]

Super-heavy syllables are always stressed in every position, although they do not necessarily receive primary stress. CVC syllables always receive at least secondary stress...
unless they are word final. Nez Perce tries to prevent word final stress of any kind, although there are some exceptional cases that I will describe.

As I develop this chapter, I will explain the motivation behind these observations in terms of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993, McCarthy and Prince 1993). For example, I will argue that the difference between super-heavy syllables and CVC syllables is that satisfying the Weight to Stress Principle for a super-heavy syllable is more important than for a CVC syllable. These data will provide evidence that the standard Weight to Stress Principle (Prince 1991, McCarthy and Prince 1993) can be broken up into a family of constraints that apply to syllables of different weights with different levels of stress (see §4.2.1 and §4.3.1). Since CV syllables do not show the effect of Weight to Stress, they can be stressless even when not word final.

The minimal word demonstrates an exception to the rule of light final CVC. Final CVC is stressed and heavy when it is the only syllable in the word.

\[(5)\]
\[
a. \quad \text{tin} \quad \begin{array}{c}
(x) \\
\text{\underline{\_}}
\end{array} \quad \text{\textprime{chin'}}
\]
\[
b. \quad \text{sis} \quad \begin{array}{c}
(x) \\
\text{\underline{\_}}
\end{array} \quad \text{\textprime{navel'}}
\]

This can be understood to satisfy the requirement that each word must have at least word stress, and that this requirement is more important than the one which says that there must not be main stress on the final syllable. When CVC is the only phonological content, it
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cannot then be stressless. In Nez Perce, there are a number of content words of size CVC. This would appear to be the size of the minimal word.\(^1\)

\[(6)\]

\begin{align*}
\ a. & \textbf{hím' } & \text{‘mouth’} \\
\ b. & \textbf{sís } & \text{‘navel’} \\
\ c. & \textbf{tíít } & \text{‘tooth’} \\
\ d. & \textbf{mám } & \text{‘nephew’} \\
\ e. & \textbf{pis } & \text{‘drizzle’} \\
\ f. & \textbf{tíín } & \text{‘chin’} \\
\end{align*}

There are CV verb stems such as the verb \textbf{hi} ‘say’, but they never appear in use without morphology that makes them at least CVC. There is also the relativizer \textbf{ke}, although an argument can be made that it cliticizes to the following word.

Nez Perce assigns either primary or secondary stress to all initial syllables, even when they are in clash with a following stressed syllable. It is not unexpected that heavy and super-heavy syllables would have stress when word initial, so I will provide examples that show a CV syllable is also stressed when word initial. This occurs even when CV is not followed by a stressless syllable. Several words have an initial CV syllable that is accented.

\[(7)\]

\begin{align*}
\ a. & \textbf{ṣáxáac } & \text{‘grizzly bear’} \\
\ b. & \textbf{hímlii\text{ïn} } & \text{‘wolf’} \\
\end{align*}

\(^1\) CVC words are not particularly common (I am aware of around 20 or so), but they are otherwise unremarkable.
A number of other examples can be supplied. Accent is a lexical indication that a
syllable has primary stress and plays an important role in Nez Perce prosody. I will make
my claims about accent explicit in Optimality Theoretic terms in §4.2.1.3.

When not assigned main stress, initial CV syllables receive secondary stress, even
when they are in clash with a following stressed syllable.

(8) a. cèmíťtx ‘huckleberries’
b. hîpèkyú‘ ‘they will go’
c. teméeyenwèes ‘mud bath’

I argue in §4.3.2.3. that these effects are caused by the constraint Edgemost Left, which
requires that there be secondary stress on the initial syllable.

I have found that it is probably unnecessary to posit the existence of feet to
account for the Nez Perce stress phenomena. The only strings where there is any real
support for binary feet are in series of two light syllables between stressed heavy
syllables:

(9) a. wàpàiyàtaw’át ‘helper’
b. ‘îmîítkùn’ikàay ‘inside’
c. nìkéewsèlikù ‘I hold by pulling’

In §4.3.2.3., I provide an analysis that accounts for the alternations without the use of the
moraic trochee.
4.2. *Basic principles of primary stress assignment*

The most basic stress pattern in Nez Perce is that of assigning primary stress to the penult. When a word is uninflected, main stress is placed on the next to last syllable of the stem, and when the word is suffixed, stress “shifts” to the right to stay on the penult.

(10)  

| a. | pískis       | b. | pískísne      |
|    | pískis       |    | pískís-ne     |
|    | ‘door’       |    | door-OBJ      |

The interaction of two constraints is responsible for this pattern. The highly ranked constraint Non-Finality (McCarthy and Prince 1993) requires that stress not be on the last syllable of the word. The lower ranked directionality constraint Edgemost Right is violated when stress is not on the last syllable of the word. Satisfaction of the second constraint is of lower priority than satisfaction of the first, so stress cannot go on the last syllable of the word. However, in order to violate the Edgemost Right constraint (Prince and Smolensky 1993) as little as possible, primary stress is placed as close to the end of the word as it can be without being on the final syllable. A large proportion of Nez Perce words exhibit this pattern of stress.

Vowel length interacts with stress in important ways. Syllable weight in general and vowel length in particular do not determine which syllable will have primary stress in Nez Perce. It is the location of main stress that determines whether a syllable may have a
long vowel or not. If there is no underlying vowel length, there will be no length on the surface.

(11) a. pīskis b. pīskísne
    piskis piskis-ne
door-OBJ door (OBJ)

    ‘door’

If a syllable has an underlying long vowel and it has main stress, then the vowel will be realized as long. If on the other hand, a given underlying long vowel is not in the syllable that receives primary stress, then that long vowel will be realized as short.

(12) a. weéptes b. weéptéesne
    weeptes weeptees-ne
eagle-OBJ eagle (OBJ)

    ‘eagle’

This pattern of long vowel shortening is very common in Nez Perce.

I detail the two fundamental patterns of primary stress in §4.2.1. Penultimate stress is discussed in §4.2.1.1, and vowel shortening in §4.2.1.2. After each of these patterns is described, I provide a formal analysis in terms of Optimality Theory in §4.2.1.3. The words that have the basic patterns constitute the vast majority of the Nez Perce vocabulary. However, there are certain sets of words in Nez Perce with stress behavior that violates the observations just given.

Three sets of words with exceptional behavior are addressed in §4.2.2. There are words with lexically assigned main stress or accent, and these words do not undergo stress shift. Stress always stays on the same syllable. These words are addressed in §4.2.2.1. There are a few words that have stress assigned always to the very last syllable.
in the word. I describe these words in §4.2.2.2. Finally, there are some long vowels that do not reduce when they lack main stress. I describe these cases in §4.2.2.3.

The exceptional forms are only a small proportion of the vocabulary, but they are important because they provide strong evidence of the presence of constraints and of the potential for them to be reranked. In §4.2.3., I bring together the regular forms and the exceptional forms and show how they can be brought together under the same analysis.

Other stress phenomena are addressed in later portions of this chapter. Secondary stress is taken up in §4.3, words with epenthesis and syncope are discussed in §4.4, and the interaction of stress and morphology are addressed in §4.5.

4.2.1. Regular primary stress assignment

4.2.1.1. Penultimate stress pattern

The pervasive pattern of Nez Perce penultimate stress reveals the interaction of two important constraints. The constraint of Non-Finality requires that stress not be on the final syllable. The constraint of Edgemost Right is violated when stress is not located at the right edge of the word. Because in Nez Perce Non-Finality is the more important or highly ranked of the two, stress is not assigned to the final syllable. However, Nez Perce tries to satisfy Edgemost Right as much as it can without violating Non-Finality. When primary stress is placed on the penult, the resulting form does not violate Non-Finality and Edgemost Right is violated to the least degree possible. Edgemost Right is a gradient constraint that is violated in greater measure as primary stress is located farther away
from the right edge of the word. I will formally define the constraints and make the
analysis explicit with tableaux in §4.2.1.3. The data paradigms are illustrated here.

Nez Perce has an extensive system of case inflections (see Chapter 2.3.1.4). I
repeat a subset of them here.

(13)  a. nominative (NOM) (unmarked)
      b. ergative (ERG) -nm/-nim
      c. objective (OBJ) -ne
      d. instrumental (INST) -ki
      e. allative (ALL) -k/-pk/-kek
      f. locative (LOC) -pe

When a case suffix or some other suffix is added to a noun which has regular stress,
primary stress “shifts” to the right. Consider the examples in (14)-(16). I discuss the
variations in vowel length in the next section (§ 5.2.1.2), but at this point note that vowel
length plays no role in determining where stress is located in these forms. Only syllable
position is relevant.

(14)  a. písakis ‘door ’
      b. písikísne ‘door (OBJ)’
      c. písíski ‘door (INST)’
      d. písískinim ‘door (ERG)’
      e. písísx ‘door (ALL)’

(15)  a. sílu ‘eye’
      b. sílúune ‘eye (OBJ)’
      c. sílúuki ‘eye (INST)’
      d. sílúunm ‘eye (ERG)’

(16)  a. weéptes ‘eagle’
      b. weéptéesne ‘eagle (OBJ)’
      c. weéptéeski ‘eagle (INST)’
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d.  \text{wèptéesnim} \quad \text{‘eagle (ERG)’}

In (14a), the underlying form of the noun stem is /piskís/; in (15a) it is /siluu/; in (16a) it is /weeptees/. Whether a vowel is underlying long or not has no effect upon whether the syllable receives main stress. In a word with regular stress assignment, a syllable receives main stress if it is penultimate.

Two examples in the data above at first appear to go against my claim that stress is penultimate - (14e) and (15d). In Chapter 2.1.3, I have argued that examples such as these must be syllabified as in (17), with a final syllabic consonant.

(17) \begin{align*}
\text{pìskís.x} & \quad \text{‘door (ALL)’} \\
\text{silúun.m} & \quad \text{‘eye (ERG)’}
\end{align*}

If the final consonant were not syllabic in these cases, we would expect stress to be as in

(18) \begin{align*}
*\text{silunm} \\
*\text{pìskisx}
\end{align*}

Many other words also have this pattern where a final cluster prevents a violation of the prohibition against word final stress. A discussion of these cases along with epenthesis is given in §4.3.1.

I provide additional examples of nouns with shifting penultimate stress in (19)-(23). Note that the assignment of stress is not determined by whether a syllable has an underlying long vowel. In the set in (19), there are no underlying long vowels.

(19) \begin{align*}
a. \quad \text{céhen} & \quad \text{céhénne} \quad \text{‘dewlap (NOM)/(OBJ)’} \\
b. \quad \text{císnim} & \quad \text{císnímki} \quad \text{‘thornberry (NOM)/(INST)’} \\
c. \quad \text{k’álk’al} & \quad \text{k’álk’álnim} \quad \text{‘stinkbug (NOM)/(ERG)’}
\end{align*}
d.  tűuy      lîulyep  ‘filth (NOM)/(LOC)’

In the following set, the last syllable in the noun stem has an underlying long vowel.

(20) a.  cålcálo  cålcalóona  ‘minnow (NOM)/(OBJ)’
    b.  hayáyno  hayaynóoki  ‘thigh (NOM)/(INST)’
    c.  k’áplac  k’ápláacnim  ‘warclub (NOM)/(ERG)’
    d.  pâp’a  pàp’áapa  ‘spring of water (NOM)/(LOC)’

In the following set, there are two underlying long vowels. Either one is realized with length depending upon whether its syllable is penultimate.

(21) a.  cèexcem  cèxcéemnne  ‘groundhog (NOM)/(OBJ)’
    b.  héesis  hèsíiski  ‘roof (NOM)/(INST)’
    c.  k’úsusis  k’úsísísnim  ‘mudfish (NOM)/(ERG)’
    d.  peqiyeëx  peqiyyéeëpxe  ‘stepchild (NOM)/(LOC)’

In a corpus of 533 nouns that I have collected, 364 have this pattern of penultimate stress (the other nouns have fixed lexical stress). It is a pattern that a child would be exposed to very early.

The same pattern of penultimate stress is seen in adjectives (22) and function words (23) when they are affixed with case suffixes.

(22) a.  hîméeq’ís  hîmeq’ísísne  ‘big (NOM)/(OBJ)’
    b.  wáy’at  wáy’átákax  ‘distant (NOM)/(ALL)’
    c.  c’élc’él  c’élc’èlne  ‘awkward (NOM)/(OBJ)’
    d.  nêxsep  nêxseępne  ‘different (NOM)/(OBJ)’

Affixation of adjectives usually takes place because of case concord (see Chapter 2.3.2.).

Most function words do not usually receive case suffixes, but there are exceptions:
(23)  a.  mine  mìneepx  ‘where’/‘to where’
      b.  kine  kìneepx  ‘here’/‘to here’

In these examples, suffixation of the allative case -x/-px causes stress to shift. The word
final consonant is independently syllabified (e.g., mìneep.x ‘to where’), with the result
that stress is still penultimate, even though it is on the last vowel of the word.

The same pattern of penultimate stress is seen when tense and aspect suffixes are
added to verbal stems (24).

(24)  a.  hàniisa  hànii-seek
      hànii-see  make-INC
      ‘I am making’
      b.  hànísááqa  hànii-seeQA
          make-REC
          ‘I was making’

      c.  hànìina  hànii-ne
          make-PTV
          ‘I made’

(25)  a.  càpatica  capat-cee
      capat-see  move.lengthwise-INC
      ‘I move lengthwise’
      b.  càpcááqa  capat-seeQA
          move.lengthwise-REC
          ‘I was moving lengthwise’

      c.  capátina  capat-ne
          move.lengthwise-PTV
          ‘I moved lengthwise’

Thus the pattern of penultimate stress is clear established in the Nez Perce vocabulary.

---

2 For example, to move down the aisle of a church or along a log.
There is an additional constraint that is involved with main stress assignment – Stress the Stem. This constraint is violated when primary stress is not on the stem, and it is highly ranked for nouns but not for verbs. In nouns, it prevents stress from moving farther to the right than the last syllable of the stem, even if the suffix is two or more syllables in length.

(26)  
   a.  písksís  
   b.  písksísne  
   c.  písksískín’íkàay  
   d.  písksísłáykin  
   e.  písksískín’ix  

‘door’  
‘door (OBJ)’  
‘next to the door’  
‘near the door’  
‘from the door’

This constraint and its effects will be set aside until §4.5, which covers morphology and stress assignment.

4.2.1.2. Vowel shortening

Long vowel shortening is very common in Nez Perce. The phenomenon can be summarized in the following three points:

(27)  The occurrence of underlying vowel length is essentially unpredictable.

(28)  Underlying vowel length has no effect on where main stress will be realized.

(29)  Vowels are realized as long only when they have main stress, not secondary stress.

Out of a total of 533 nouns in my corpus, 364 (68%) have shifting, penultimate primary stress. The 364 nouns with the regular stress pattern fall into three sets: words with no underlying long vowels, words with two underlying long vowels in the last two syllables,
and words with only one underlying long vowel. In the last category, words with only
one underlying long vowel, the long vowel only occurs in the final syllable of the stem. I
will return to this observation below.

The simplest set of cases are the nouns which have no underlying long vowels.

There are dozens of nouns that have this pattern.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>téhes</td>
<td>téhésne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/tæhæs/</td>
<td>/tæhæs-næ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>cóqoy</td>
<td>cóqóyna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/coqoy/</td>
<td>/coqoy-næ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>pískis</td>
<td>pískíski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/pískis/</td>
<td>/pískis-ki/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>k’álk’al</td>
<td>k’álk’álnim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/k’álk’al/</td>
<td>/k’álk’al-nim/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>páhap</td>
<td>pàhápna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>’iskit</td>
<td>’iskítpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>císnim</td>
<td>císnimki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h.</td>
<td>pípícic</td>
<td>pípícipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td>qócqcoc</td>
<td>qócqcócna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j.</td>
<td>q’ósq’os</td>
<td>q’ósq’ósksi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next set, only the stem’s last syllable has a vowel which is underlyingly long.

Again, there are dozens of nouns that have this pattern, so only a small portion are
represented here.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(31)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>sílu</td>
<td>sîluupe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/síluu/</td>
<td>/síluu-px/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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b. sık’em sik’émnim ‘horse (NOM)/(ERG)’
   /sık’æm/ /sık’æ:m-nim/

c. tátlo tátléona ‘ground squirrel (NOM)/(OBJ)’
   /tatlot/ /tatlot-næ/

d. qém’es qem’éeski ‘camas (NOM)/(INST)’
   /qæm’æs/ /qæm’æs-ki/

e. píke pikéene ‘mother (NOM)/(OBJ)’

f. tílel tilelpe ‘cliff (NOM)/(LOC)’

g. piswe písweéki ‘stone (NOM)/(INST)’

h. mácqoy màcqóoynim ‘chipmunk (NOM)/(ERG)’

i. wàxp’ál’as wàxp’al’áasna ‘Adam’s apple (NOM)/(OBJ)’

Examples of nouns with two underlying long vowels are seen in (32). This class is the largest in the corpus of 364 nouns with penultimate stress.

(32)  
a. táamsas tàmsáasna ‘wild rose (NOM)/(OBJ)’
   /tá:msas/ /tá:msáas-næ/

b. weéptes weptéeski ‘eagle (NOM)/(INST)’
   /wæ:ptæs/ /wæ:ptæs-ki/

c. tééptep tééptéepnim ‘butterfly (NOM)/(OBJ)’
   /tæ:ptæ:p/ /tæ:ptæ:p-nim/

d. sáaqsa’x sàqsa’xnim ‘osprey (NOM)/(OBJ)’
   /sa:qsa:q/³ /sa:qsa:q-nim/

e. ’áala ’ááapa ‘fire (NOM)/(LOC)’

f. héeeyey heyéeyne ‘steelhead (NOM)/(OBJ)’

³ A discussion of frication of stops is found in Chapter 3.3, but briefly k,q → x,x / _ [sonorant], # and c → s / _ #. 
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g. cilyex  cilyéexki  ‘house fly (NOM)/(INST)’
h. coq’áaşan  coq’aşáaŋki  ‘slits (NOM)/(INST)’
i. taq’iisam  taq’iisáampa  ‘shore (NOM)/(LOC)’
j. wiispol  wiispoolna  ‘buckskin (NOM)/(OBJ)’

All three sets of nouns have examples that have one of the following syllable patterns in their final two syllables: CVCVC and CVCCVC (where V can be long or short). The patterns are exemplified in (33) and (34).

(33) CVCVC, CVCCVC, CVVVCVC (there is no CVVCVC)

a. téhes  tehésne  ‘ice (NOM)/(OBJ)’
 /tæhæs/  /tæhæs-æ/  
b. sik’em  sīk’éemnim  ‘horse (NOM)/(ERG)’
 /sik’æm/  /sik’æm-nm/  
c. coq’áaşan  coq’aşáaŋki  ‘slits (NOM)/(INST)’
 /coq’arçan/  /coq’arçan-ki/  

(34) CVCCVC, CVCCVVC, CVVCCVVC (there is no CVVCVC)

a. pískis  pískiski  ‘door (NOM)/(INST)’
 /pískis/  /pískis-ki/  
b. mácqoy  mācqóoynim  ‘chipmunk (NOM)/(ERG)’
 /macqoy/  /macqoy-nm/  
c. wéepxes  weéptéeski  ‘eagle (NOM)/(INST)’
 /wæiptæs/  /wæiptæs-ki/  

Only the second and third sets of nouns have examples with the following syllable patterns: CVCV and CVCCV. The patterns are exemplified in (35) and (36).
(35) \textbf{CVCCV, CVVCVV} (there is no CVCV, CVVCV)

a. \(\text{silu} \quad \text{silúupe} \quad \text{‘eye (NOM)/(LOC)’}
\text{/siluu/} \quad \text{/siluu-px/}

b. \(\text{táala} \quad \text{’aláapa} \quad \text{‘fire (NOM)/(LOC)’}
\text{//álaa/} \quad \text{//álaa-pek/}

(36) \textbf{CVCCVV, CVVCCV} (there is no CVCCV, CVVCCV)

a. \(\text{tátlo} \quad \text{tátloona} \quad \text{‘ground squirrel (NOM)/(OBJ)’}
\text{/tatlo/} \quad \text{/tatlo-nə/}

b. \(\text{núsnu} \quad \text{nusnuupe} \quad \text{‘nose (NOM)/(LOC)’}
\text{/núsnu/} \quad \text{/núsnu-pek/}

In summary, words with regular shifting stress end in underlying CVC, CVV, and CVVC, but there are none that end in underlying CV (i.e., where V is underlingly short). Words can end in underlying CV, as in the following examples, but they never have shifting stress:

(37) a. \(\text{qáya} \quad \text{qáyana} \quad \text{‘hawk (NOM)/(OBJ)’}
\text{/qaya/} \quad \text{/qaya-ne/}

b. \(\text{láqa} \quad \text{láqaña} \quad \text{‘pine (NOM)/(OBJ)’}
\text{/láqa/} \quad \text{/láqa-ne/}

In addition, when a word has shifting stress and when it has an underlying long vowel in the first syllable it always has an underlying long vowel in the second syllable. For example, there is no word with the alternation \text{*weéptes} / \text{*weéptésne} (cf., (16a)). There is no other evidence at all in Nez Perce that underlingly short vowels become long
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when they have main stress, so I attribute this asymmetry as well as the previous one to
the lexicon. For example, there probably were at one time words with shifting stress that
had CV syllables, but these have changed to CVV. I am presently working on a
diachronic analysis of these lexical asymmetries with comparative data from Sahaptin.

4.2.1.3. Formalization

In an Optimality analysis, a number of potential surface forms are generated from
a lexical input. The candidate surface forms are evaluated with respect to their violation
of the constraints. The constraints are ranked in importance. A single violation of a
higher ranked constraint is worse than any number of violations of lower ranked
constraints. However, if two forms tie with respect to violations of a higher ranked
constraint, then it goes to a consideration of the next lower ranked constraint. Violations
are also counted. If two potential outputs are tied with respect to a higher ranked
constraint, then the output with the fewest violations of a lower ranked constraint wins.

Nez Perce penultimate stress can be readily adapted to an OT analysis by taking
advantage of the constraints Non-Finality (McCarthy and Prince 1993) and Edgemost
Right (Prince and Smolensky 1993).

(38) Non-Finality: "The final syllable must not have primary stress"
(39) Edgemost Right: "Primary stress must be at the right edge of the word"

Edgemost Right is satisfied if primary stress is placed on the last syllable, and violated if
it is not located there. However, Edgemost Right is a gradient constraint. Every syllable
that separates the stressed syllable from the right edge constitutes a violation of Edgemost Right. If stress is on the penult, there is one violation of Edgemost Right, and if stress is on the antepenult, there are two violations of this constraint. We see the gradient nature of Edgemost Right violations in the following tableau:

(40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pískísne</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pískísne</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pískísné</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only the third candidate in (40) fully satisfies Edgemost Right, but the second candidate is better than the first one because it only violates this constraint once rather than twice.

In the following discussion, I deal exclusively with main stress, but in §4.2.3 and §4.3., I will show that Non-Finality also plays a role in the assignment of secondary stress. An additional version of Edgemost Right will also be seen to affect the assignment of secondary stress. An additional Non-Finality constraint will also be needed to rule out cases of secondary stress on final syllables. I will demonstrate this immediately below.

In Nez Perce, these two constraints have the following ranking:

(41) Non-Finality » Edgemost Right

These constraints can now be applied to the problem of accounting for the typical penultimate stress alternation in (42). The results are seen in the tableaux in (43) and (44).
(42) a. piskis ‘door’
b. piskisne ‘door (OBJ)’

(43)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/piskis/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. piskis</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. piskis</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(44)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/piskisne/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. piskisne</td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. piskisne</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. piskisné</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (43), the output that has stress on the initial syllable (candidate (a)) wins because it does not violate the more highly ranked constraint Non-Finality. The exclamation point indicates the relevant violation. In the second tableau (44), there are two potential outputs that do not violate Non-Finality. With respect to the more highly ranked constraint, the candidates (a) and (b) are tied. It is candidate (b) piskisne that wins because it only once violates the lower constraint Edgemost Right, and the other example violates the constraint twice because stress is two syllables from the right edge. It is the second violation of this gradient constraint that makes the decision, so an exclamation mark is placed to its right. This pair of constraints with the ranking in (41) account for primary stress assignment for a very large set of Nez Perce words. In §4.2.2.2., I will describe a small set of words for which the ranking in (41) is exactly reversed.
In Nez Perce, as is the case in many other languages, a word may have only one syllable with primary stress. Kager (1999) has proposed the constraint of Culminativity to account for this:

(45) **Culminativity:** “In every prosodic domain there is one and only one grid column that is higher than all other grid columns”

Culminativity is undominated by other constraints, so Nez Perce words do not have more than one syllable with main stress. In the following tableaux, candidate (d) with two main stresses is ruled out.

(46)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/pískísne/</th>
<th>Culminativity</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. pískísne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. pískísne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. pískísné</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. pískísne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Culminativity will be found to have important work to do in words that are reduplicated (see §4.3.3).

The second important pattern of regular stress assignment in Nez Perce is the shortening of long vowels that lack primary stress. Again, there is a pair of two relevant constraints. The first is the Weight to Stress Principle and the second one involves faithfulness to underlying vowel length: Ident (Vowel Length).

---

4 I know of no systematic counter-examples in Nez Perce, although speakers will sometimes produce two very strong stresses in a very long verb. Usually this happens when they seem to be uncertain just how to say the word. More work needs to be done to explore this phenomenon.
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McCarthy and Prince (1993) incorporated Prince's (1991) Weight to Stress Principle (WSP) into a constraint that says "a heavy syllable is stressed" (p.154), referring to stress in general: When a heavy syllable is not stressed, the WSP constraint is violated. I have reinterpreted the WSP as a family of constraints in which a different one is violated according to the weight of the heavy syllable that is realized without main stress or without some stress. The overall WSP effects can be summarized by the statement that the heavier the syllable is and the less stress that it has, then the worse the violation is. Thus, a completely stressless super-heavy syllable is a worse violation than a super-heavy syllable with secondary stress. To make this concrete, I define the WSP family of constraints in (47).

(47) \[ \begin{align*}
\text{WSP}_1 & \text{ "A CVC syllable has main stress."} \\
\text{WSP}_2 & \text{ "A CVC syllable has some stress."} \\
\text{WSP}_3 & \text{ "A super-heavy syllable has main stress."} \\
\text{WSP}_4 & \text{ "A super-heavy syllable has some stress."}
\end{align*} \]

These constraints have the following ranking in Nez Perce:

(48) \[ \text{WSP}_4 \gg \text{WSP}_3 \gg \text{WSP}_2 \gg \text{WSP}_1 \]

An important benefit of the constraint hierarchy is that it allows us to show why super-heavy syllables receive primary stress in word final position while CVC syllables do not. The constraint Non-Finality applies only to primary stress, while WSP$_4$ and WSP$_2$ apply to secondary stress. However, if we define Non-Finality Secondary, as in (49), we can readily demonstrate the difference between the two kinds of heavy syllables.
(49) **Non-Finality Secondary:** “The final syllable must not have secondary stress”

Having multiple WSP constraints allows Non-Finality Secondary to outrank WSP₂ without outranking WSP₄.

(50) WSP₄ » Non-Finality Secondary » WSP₂

The ranking in (50) means that if a super-heavy syllable occurs word finally, then it must receive at least secondary stress, but a CVC syllable must be stressless. We see this in the following examples:

(51) a. ṭáxaac ‘grizzly bear’
    b. mɪmqas ‘orange’

Both nouns are accented on the initial syllable, so main stress must be assigned to that position. The difference is with the ultimas. The first example has secondary stress on the super-heavy ultima, and the second word has a stressless ultima. The tableau in (52) shows why ṭáxaac has secondary stress on its final syllable.

(52)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ṭáxaac/</th>
<th>WSP₄</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ṭáxaac</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ṭáxaac</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though candidate (a) violates Non-Finality Secondary with secondary stress on the ultima this is preferable to candidate (b), which has violated the higher ranking WSP₄.

---

5 ṭáxaac is one of a small set of words that have a non-shortening long vowel; see discussion below in §4.2.2.3.
For the word *mimqas* ‘orange’, the constraint WSP$_4$ does not apply; the word does not have a super-heavy syllable. Instead, WSP$_2$ applies, and this constraint is outranked by Non-Finality. The following tableau shows why *mimqas* must have a stressless ultima:

(53) \[ \text{WSP}_4 \, \text{»} \, \text{Non-Finality} \, \text{»} \, \text{WSP}_2 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/mimqas/</th>
<th>WSP$_4$</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>WSP$_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. mimqas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. mimqas</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (a) violates WSP$_2$, but this is better than violating Non-Finality. Thus, candidate (b) is ruled out. In the discussion of secondary stress §§4.3.1-2, I will provide additional examples that show the ranking in (53) is necessary.

Constraint hierarchies like the one in (53) imply arbitrariness of ranking, suggesting that there could be a language where WSP$_1$ outranks WSP$_4$. I am not familiar with data from either Nez Perce or another language that would support such a ranking, so perhaps this is not an entirely felicitous means of expressing the WSP. The WSP could also be redefined as a gradient constraint, but to do so and to indicate all the levels of violations would be quite challenging in terms of exposition. A more important problem is that a gradient expression of the WSP would prevent the ranking of Non-Finality between different WSP constraints as shown in (53).

The family of WSP constraints could be made to include additional scales of weight such as the weight differences between CVV and CVVC. It could also be
expanded to include different levels of secondary stress. However, describing the Nez Perce stress system will not require such a degree of elaboration.

What is relevant to Nez Perce long vowel shortening, WSP₃: "A super-heavy syllable has main stress." In Nez Perce, CVV and CVVC are super-heavy. This WSP constraint outranks a faithfulness constraint that requires that vowel length in the underlying representation correspond with vowel length in the surface form.

Faithfulness constraints require that information that is in the underlying representation be retained in the output. Following McCarthy and Prince (1995), I define the faithfulness constraint in (54).

(54) Ident (V-Length): A long vowel in the input must have a corresponding long vowel in the output

This constraint remains agnostic with respect to the existence of the mora, but it can easily be translated into moraic terms (e.g., Max(μ) "all vowel morae in the input must occur in the output"). The importance of Ident (V-Length) is that it prevents unmotivated shortening of long vowels.

WSP₃ and Ident (V-Length) must have the following ranking for the majority of words in Nez Perce:

(55) WSP₃ » Ident (V-Length)

In the majority of Nez Perce words, if a syllable with an underlying long vowel does not receive primary stress, then the vowel must be realized as short.

The outworking of these two constraints and their ranking is considered in the stress pair wééptes/wèptéesne 'eagle (NOM)/(OBJ)'. In the following tableaux, only the
rankings WSP₂ « Ident (V-Length) and Non-Finality « Edgemost Right are implied. No ranking is implied between the WSP and Non-Finality or between the WSP and Edgemost Right, although it will be shown in §4.2.3. that both of these constraints outrank WSP₂. The dotted line between Edgemost Right and WSP₂ indicates that no ranking is implied.

(56)  WSP₂ « Ident (V-Length); Non-Finality « Edgemost Right

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/weepthes/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
<th>Ident (V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. weepthes</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. weepthes</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. weepthes</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. weepthes</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. weptes</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (56), there are three candidates that have the penultimate stress required by the interaction of Non-Finality and Edgemost Right. Candidate (c) violates Non-Finality, and so it loses. Candidate (b) loses, because it has violated WSP₂. The long vowel in the ultima lacks primary stress, and by definition of WSP₂ this is a violation. It is the failure of this candidate to win that specifically shows the importance of WSP₂. Candidate (d) violates both Non-Finality and Ident (V-Length). This leaves candidates (a) and (e). The fact that (a) wins over (e) shows the importance of Ident (V-Length). Without Ident(V-Length), underlying vowel length need not be expressed. Candidate (a) violates Ident(V-Length) once, but candidate (e) violates the constraint twice. It is the second violation that causes candidate (e) to lose to candidate (a).
In the tableaux for the inflected form of ‘eagle’ wepteesne, it is the antepenult that must not be faithful to underlying vowel length. Again, no ranking is implied beyond those already established.

(57)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/weeptees-ne/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>WSP3</th>
<th>Ident (V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. weep'tesne</td>
<td><em>!</em></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. weep'teesne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>!*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. wepteesne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. wept'esne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. wept'esne</td>
<td><em>!</em></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. wept'esne</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this set of candidates, it is (c) that wins. It has stress on the penult due to Non-Finality and Edgemost Right. It does not violate WSP3, and it only violates Ident (V-Length) once. Candidate (c) ties with candidates (a-d) on violations of WSP3, so no argument for ranking of WSP3 and Ident (V-Length) can be made based upon this tableau. The candidates (b,d) also have penultimate stress, but in the case of (b) there is a violation of WSP3 which is ranked over Ident (V-Length), and in (d) there has been an unnecessary case of vowel shortening. It is important to note that secondary stress does not allow a syllable to retain vowel length. The form of ‘eagle (aBJ)’ is weptéesne, with secondary stress on the antepenult, which clearly contains a short vowel.

The same principles are demonstrated for the verb forms hàníisa ‘I am making’ and hànísáaqaa ‘I was making’ in (24a) and (24b). The first tableau illustrates the
ranking of WSP₃ over Ident (V-Length), because it is by preserving vowel length that candidate (a) is superior to candidate (d).

(58)  \[ WSP₃ \gg Ident (V-Length) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hanii- see/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>WSP₃</th>
<th>Ident (V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. haniisa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hanisa</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. haniisáa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. hanisa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In tableau (59), the same ranking is illustrated between candidates (c) and (e).

(59)  \[ WSP₃ \gg Ident (V-Length) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hanii-seeqa/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>WSP₃</th>
<th>Ident (V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. haniisáqa</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hanísaqa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. haniisáqa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. hanisaqá</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. haniisáqa</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Long vowels are allowed just in case they are located in a syllable with main stress, which in these examples is the penult – the syllable closest to the right edge without being word final.

In the next section, I will describe three kinds of lexical exceptions to the principles just described. These exceptions are important because even as they violate the generalizations which have been set out, they do so in systematic ways, implying either the existence of additional constraints or the reranking of constraints already defined.
4.2.2. Lexical exceptions

Of the 533 nouns in the corpus, 364 have regular stress. That means that there are 169 which do not have regular stress – a considerable part of the lexicon. Most of these words that lack regular stress assignment have lexically assigned accent. In addition, there is a very small set of function words that show that for them the constraint Edgemost Right is more highly ranked than Non-Finality. There is also a small number of words that have long vowels which do not shorten when they lack primary stress.

4.2.2.1. Accent

Stress is prominence at an abstract level of representation that is assigned to a syllable. The result of this prominence is that a syllable becomes a rhythmically strong beat. The syllable with primary stress is the most prominent one in the word and thus the strongest beat. All other things being equal, the constraints of Non-Finality and Edgemost Right conspire to make the penult the most prominent syllable and the strongest beat. Accent is a means of indicating in the lexicon which syllable is the most prominent, and the constraint that requires that an accented syllable be the strongest one outranks both Non-Finality and Edgemost Right. I will make these claims explicit in §4.2.3.

If a syllable has accent, and if it is the only accented syllable in the word, then that syllable receives primary stress (in §4.5 I address the way that Nez Perce chooses between
words with more than one accent). The position of the syllable is irrelevant, as is seen in the following three accented words:

(60)  a. tuyé  tuyéne  ‘blue grouse (NOM)/(OBJ)’
      b. wíwíce’  wíwíce’ki  ‘log (NOM)/(INST)’
      c. ’álok’at  ’álok’átpa  ‘bighorn ram (NOM)/(LOC)’

When a syllable is accented, main stress remains on that syllable and does not shift. Whether the syllable is the ultima, penult, antepenult, or some other position farther from the right edge does not matter.

There is no perceptible difference between syllables that have prominence because they are accented and syllables that have prominence because they have received it by the stress algorithm described in §4.2.1. In (61)-(62), I compare syllables which have the strongest beat assigned by accent with syllables that have the strongest beat assigned by the primary stress algorithm.

(61)  a. háama  háamâna  ‘man (NOM)/(OBJ)’
      b. héesu  hèsúune  ‘eel (NOM)/(OBJ)’

(62)  a. mímqas  mímqáspa  ‘orange (NOM)/(LOC)’
      b. hímtúš  hímtúúšpe  ‘whiskers (NOM)/(LOC)’

Those examples with accent, the (a) examples, are perceived the same as the parallel examples which have regular stress assignment.

It is important to note that in this chapter an accute accent mark á appears over a vowel in an underlying representation to indicate that that vowel’s syllable is listed in the lexicon as accented. Acute accents will also continue to be used to indicate main stress in
surface representations. Not all accented syllables receive primary stress in the surface form, because some words have more than one accented syllable, and there can only be one syllable in each word with the primary stress - the highest column in the word's metrical grid (see earlier discussion of Culminativity).

In contrast to the shifting patterns of stress in regular nouns, in those examples that have accent, stress does not shift. When suffixes are added to these words, stress stays put. The ultima (63), penult (64), and antepenult (65), may be all accented.

(63)  
  a.  `iinit  `iinitne  "house (NOM)/(OBJ)"
  b.  qaasi'  qaasi'pe  "bumblebee (NOM)/(LOC)"
  c.  kàpóo  kàpóoki  "coat (NOM)/(INST)"
  d.  `isk'ììl'  `isk'ììl'ne  "pica (NOM)/(OBJ)"

(64)  
  a.  haama  haamànìm  "man (NOM)/(ERG)"
  b.  xaàmac  xaàmacpa  "grizzly bear (NOM)/(LOC)"
  c.  wìlùupup  wìlùupùpe  "January (NOM)/(LOC)"
  d.  wìwìce'  wìwìce'ne  "log (NOM)/(OBJ)"

(65)  
  a.  hiisèmtùks  hiisèmtùksnim  "sun (NOM)/(ERG)"
  b.  'álok'at  'álok'atki  "bighorn sheep (NOM)/(INST)"
  c.  qòsalat  qòsalàtna  "buck goat (NOM)/(OBJ)"
  d.  sìmiinèkem  sìmiinèkèmpe  "Lewiston, ID (NOM)/(LOC)"

Morphologically simplex nouns of greater than three syllables are practically absent, so no examples of accented pre-antepenultimate stem syllables are shown. The accented ultimas in (63) show that the constraint which requires an accented syllable to have main stress outranks Non-Finality, and the accented antepenults in (65) show that assigning main stress to an accented syllable is more important than violating the constraint Edgemoest Right. This will be made explicit in §4.2.3.
Accented syllables may have either short or underlyingly long vowels, with one exception. It is very unusual to find short vowels in accented ultimas. (66a) may be the only example. Otherwise, there is only a general tendency for accented vowels to be underlyingly long.

(66) **Accented short vowels**

a. qàasi'  
   qàasi'pe  'bumblebee (NOM)/(LOC)'

b. xáxáac  
   xáxáacpa  'grizzly bear (NOM)/(LOC)'

c. wiwice'  
   wiwice'ne  'log (NOM)/(OBJ)'

d. 'álok'at  
   'álok'âtki  'bighorn sheep (NOM)/(INST)'

e. qósalat  
   qósalâtna  'buck goat (NOM)/(OBJ)'

(67) **Accented long vowels**

a. 'iníit  
   'iníitne  'house (NOM)/(OBJ)'

b. kàpóó  
   kàpóoki  'coat (NOM)/(INST)'

c. 'isk'îil'  
   'isk'îil'ne  'pica (NOM)/(OBJ)'

a. háama  
   háamàki  'man (NOM)/(INST)'

b. qèqéey'et  
   qèqéey'etpe  'in-law (NOM)/(LOC)'

c. wilúuppup  
   wilúuppûpppe  'January (NOM)/(LOC)'

a. hísèmtúks  
   hísèmtúksnim  'sun (NOM)/(GEN)'

b. çiyítítit  
   çiyítítîtnê  'killdeer (NOM)/(OBJ)'

c. sîmûnèkem  
   sîmûnèkêmpê  'Lewiston, ID (NOM)/(LOC)'

Since the vowel in an accented syllable gets main stress, if it is long underlyingly, then it is realized as long.

It is essentially impossible to predict when a word will have accent. There are some tendencies that can be noted, but they are only tendencies. Proper names tend to be accented, especially place names. Many animal names are accented and so are a number
of borrowed words. Many verb roots also have lexical accent. When this is the case, stress cannot shift to the tense/affix suffixes or to other suffixes. In (68), the accented root k'ílì ‘be unable to pass’ is seen and in (69) the accented root k’óómay ‘be sick’ is given.

(68)  a. k’ílì-ce
      k’ílì-cée
      be.unable.pass-INC
      ‘I am unable to pass’

       b. hik’ílìcaqa
          hii-k’ílì-cée-qa
          3-be.unable.pass-INC-REC
          ‘He was unable to pass’

(69)  a. k’óómayca
      k’óómay-cée
      be.sick-INC
      ‘I am sick’

       b. k’óómaytoqsa
          k’óómay-toq-see
          be.sick-back-INC
          ‘My pain comes back’

If these verbs had regular stress, the results would have been the following:

(70)  a. k’ílì-ce

       b. *hik’ílìcaqa

(71)  a. *k’omáyca

       b. *k’omaytòqsa

(For more discussion of exceptional words, see Crook (1995)).

There are a number of bound morphemes that have accent. When an accented affix is added to a stem, it attracts primary stress to itself. With adjectives, the effects of affixation with an accented suffix are seen with the intensive suffix -nìx in (72)-(73).

(72)  a. himéeq’ís
       ‘big (NOM)’

       b. himeq’ísne
       ‘big (OBJ)’

       c. himeq’ísnìx
       ‘very big’

(73)  a. lammat’ic
       ‘bothersome (NOM)’

       b. lammat’ìiski
       ‘bothersome (INST)’
c. lammat'insíx  'extremely bothersome'

(74) c. way'at  'distant (NOM)'
b. way'áatkax  'distant (ALL)'
c. way'átníx  'very distant'

See also Chapter 2.3.2 for more discussion of this suffix.

Within the range of verbal morphology, there are many accented morphemes.

One example is the prefix pee- ‘third person acting on third person’ (3ON3).

(75) a. hekiice
    hek-cee
    see-INC
    ‘I see’

b. hakca'aqaa
    hek-ceeqa
    see-REC.PST
    ‘I recently saw’

c. pákcaqaa
    pée-hek-ceeqa
    3ON3-see-REC.PST
    ‘he recently saw him’

The alternations in (75a,b) show that the verb ‘see’ has regular stress. In (75c), the accented prefix pée- has been added. Main stress is assigned to pée- rather than being assigned to the penultimate syllable as it is in (75a,b). Stress is attracted to this prefix because of accent and not because the prefix has a long vowel. It will be shown in §4.2.2.3. that long vowels do not attract primary stress away from syllables that receive stress because of accent or because they are penultimate.

The question arises as to what will happen when an accented affix is attached to a stem that is itself accented. When there is more than one accented syllable in a word, Nez
Perce chooses one of the syllables to be the most prominent. This is described in §4.5.3, where I explain the interaction of stress, accent, and morphology.

4.2.2.2. **Edgemost Right and Non-Finality - a different ranking**

In the discussion of accent, it was shown that an accented ultima could receive main stress, even though this is otherwise an unpreferred position for stress. There is a very small set of function words that have stress on the ultima for a different reason. With these words, the priority of the constraint Edgemost Right is greater than that of the constraint of Non-Finality. Because Edgemost Right outranks Non-Finality for this class of words, main stress is always on the last syllable of the word. This stress pattern can be seen in the following three forms of ‘that’:

(76)  
\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. koná} \\
&\quad \text{ko-ne} \\
&\quad \text{that-OBJ} \quad \text{‘there’} \\
&\text{b. kònmá} \\
&\quad \text{kon-me} \\
&\quad \text{that-PL} \quad \text{‘those ones’} \\
&\text{c. kònamá} \\
&\quad \text{kon-ne-me} \\
&\quad \text{that-OBJ-PL} \quad \text{‘those ones’}
\end{align*}
\]

A different pattern of shifting stress emerges, one where primary stress moves as far to the right as possible. These effects are not created by accent, because the morphemes -ne
‘objective case’ and -me ‘plural human’ are not stressed in any other class of words (for more on these two suffixes, see Chapter 2.3.1.4 and 2.3.5.1).

The contrast between regular, penultimate stress and absolute final stress is illustrated in the following sets of examples. In the first two sets (77), (78), bisyllabic stems are contrasted with and without case inflection. With words that have regular stress (the (a) examples), main stress never shifts onto the case suffix. In fact, case suffixes are normally entirely stressless.

(77)  a.  písakis  
      písiskis  
      ‘door’ 
      písiskis-ne  
      ‘door (OBJ)’ 

     b.  kalá  
      kalá  
      ‘a certain amount’ 
      kalá-ne  
      ‘a certain amount (OBJ)’ 

(78)  a.  tatłoo  
      tatlóona  
      ‘ground squirrel’ 
      tatloo-ne  
      ‘ground squirrel (OBJ)’ 

     b.  yoḵma  
      yoḵma  
      ‘those (people)’ 
      yoḵma-na  
      ‘those (people) (OBJ)’

In words with regular stress, Non-Finality is ranked above Edgemost Right. This keeps stress from being assigned to the last syllable of the word. When a word has Edgemost Right ranked above Non-Finality, as seen in the (b) examples here, it causes main stress to be located on the ultima of the uninflected stem and to move onto any case suffix that is added to the stem.
In a third set, I contrast single syllable stems. With a single syllable noun that has regular stress, main stress is assigned to the stem, whether or not it is inflected with a light case suffix. With the pronoun 'iim ‘you (SG)’, stress shifts onto the case suffix when the pronoun is inflected.

(79)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Inflected</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th></th>
<th>Inflected</th>
<th>Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>sîis</td>
<td>sîisnim</td>
<td></td>
<td>sîis-nm</td>
<td>'stew (ERG)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘stew’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| b. | 'iim      | 'imîm  |   | 'imîm     | 'you (ERG)'
|    | 'îim      | 'îim-m |   |           |      |
|    | ‘you’     |        |   |           |      |

This pronoun has the irregular form -m for the ergative (see Chapter 2.3.1.4). Insertion of the epenthetic short i is discussed in Chapter 3.4.2.

There is no way to predict which function words will have absolute final stress, and I have identified only six words with this unusual characteristic. My examples are either pronouns or demonstratives (there are no examples of nouns or verbs with this stress pattern). The six words are given in the following table, with each example uninflected, inflected with the ergative case, and inflected with the objective case.

(80)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Inflected</th>
<th>Inflected</th>
<th>Inflected</th>
<th>Inflected</th>
<th>Inflected</th>
<th>Inflected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>'îpî</td>
<td>'îpnîm</td>
<td>'îpnê</td>
<td>'he/she/it'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'îpnîm</td>
<td>'îmnê</td>
<td>'you (SG)'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| b. | 'îim       | 'îimîm    | 'îmnê     | 'you (PL)/they'
|    |            | 'îmîm     | 'îmnê     |            |
| c. | 'îmê       | 'îmêêm    | 'îmûunê   |            |
|    |            | 'îmêêm    | 'îmûunê   |            |
| d. | kalá       | kalânîm   | kâlaná    | 'certain amount'
|    |            | kâlaná    |           |            |
| e. | (ko)       | konîm     | koná      | 'that'
|    |            | koná      |           |            |
| f. | yoñmá      | yoñmâam   | yoñmaná   | 'those (people)'
|    |            | yoñmaná   |           |            |
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There is no uninflected form ko ‘that’. The position of the uninflected form in the paradigm of the distal demonstrative is taken by the suppletive form yoƙ (see Chapter 2.3.5.2). When derived with the human plural classifier me the form yòƙmá ‘those (people)’ has absolute final stress, as seen in (80f). What the set of unusual function words lacks in numbers, its few members surely make up in frequency of use in the language.

It is interesting to observe that in two situations, stress helps to enhance a contrast between a pair of parallel words: 'iim ‘you’ versus 'iin ‘I’ and ko ‘that’ versus kii ‘this’.

The second person singular 'iim has absolute final stress (81). This stress pattern constrasts with that of the first person singular 'iin, which has accent and so always has stress on the initial syllable (82).

(81) a. 'iim
   ‘you’

   b. ‘imené
      ‘iim-ne
      ‘you (OBJ)’

   c. ‘imín
      ‘iim-nm
      ‘you (ERG)’

   d. ‘imìmpé
      ‘iim-nm-pe
      you-ERG-LOC
      ‘at yours’

(82) a. ‘iin
   ‘I’

   b. ‘iine
      ‘iin-ne
      ‘me (OBJ)’

   c. ‘iinin
      ‘iin-nm
      ‘I (ERG)’

   d. ‘iininpé
      ‘iin-nim-pe
      I-ERG-LOC
      ‘at mine’
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Other than in the stress pattern, second person singular and first person singular differ only in the coda consonant – **m** versus **n**.

Similar parallel paradigms exist between **kii** ‘this’ and **ko** ‘that’. Again, a stress contrast helps to enhance the phonological difference between two words that are syntactically equivalent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>‘this’</th>
<th>‘that’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental</td>
<td><strong>kînki</strong></td>
<td><strong>kônki</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ablative</td>
<td><strong>kînix</strong></td>
<td><strong>konîix</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergative</td>
<td><strong>kînm</strong></td>
<td><strong>konîm</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural genitive</td>
<td><strong>kînmem</strong></td>
<td><strong>kôn mâ</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct object</td>
<td><strong>kînye</strong></td>
<td><strong>kônýá</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural direct object</td>
<td><strong>kînmène</strong></td>
<td><strong>kônmaná</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefactive</td>
<td><strong>kîn’yâyn</strong></td>
<td><strong>kôn’yâyn</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural benefactive</td>
<td><strong>kînma’yâyn</strong></td>
<td><strong>kônma’yâyn</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stem of the proximate demonstrative is accented, so words in its paradigm have stress on the initial syllable. Because the distal demonstrative has the constraint Edgemost Right ranked above Non-Finality, stress is always on the last syllable.

This small set of words with an unusual stress pattern is significant because it helps to illustrate the role of constraints and the fact that ranking is essentially arbitrary. Reranking can create a striking contrast between one form and another. These words also demonstrate that constraints can be differently ranked in the same language for different classes of words, and that the classes can be rather arbitrary themselves.
4.2.2.3. **Long vowels that do not shorten**

It has been clearly established in §§4.2.1.2.-3. that in Nez Perce long vowels shorten when they do not receive primary stress. I have claimed that the Weight to Stress Principle (specifically WSP\textsubscript{3}) is violated when a syllable with a long vowel is without primary stress, and that Nez Perce shortens those long vowels so there will not be a violation of that constraint. Although this is the case in the overwhelming majority of lexical items, there are a number of nouns, verbs, and bound morphemes that have long vowels which do not shorten when they are realized without main stress.

These non-shortening long vowels are significant for at least three reasons. They provide a phonetic contrast between long vowels with main stress and long vowels without main stress. They show conclusively that the Weight to Stress Principle is not ranked high enough in the constraint hierarchy to compel the assignment of main stress to a long vowel. They demonstrate another instance where constraints must be reranked.

Like the function words that have absolute final stress, long vowels that do not shorten are uncommon, although there are quite a few more examples of words with non-shortening longe vowels than there are words with the stress pattern discussed in the previous section. The items in (84) compose all the examples of nouns with non-shortening long vowels that are potentially morphologically simplex:

(84)  

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>tà tà àc</td>
<td>tà tà àc pa</td>
<td>‘grizzly bear (NOM)/(LOC)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>hímí nà</td>
<td>hímí sna</td>
<td>‘wolf (NOM)/(OBJ)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>tàmám mo</td>
<td>tàmám nóa ona</td>
<td>‘hummingbird (NOM)/(OBJ)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>tàmís quy</td>
<td>tàmís quy yki</td>
<td>‘tree sap (NOM)/(INST)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>‘ù uyìkem</td>
<td>‘ù uyìké émpe</td>
<td>‘shale (NOM)/(LOC)’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
f.  c'iti'ee  c'iti'ene  'weasel (NOM)/(OBJ)'
g.  pitpi'uu  pitpi'uupe  'calf of leg (NOM)/(LOC)'
h.  mola'a  mola'ana  'mule (NOM)/(OBJ)'
i.  yaqamoo  yaqamoopa  'Yakima, WA (NOM)/(LOC)'
j.  kuucpu'u  kuucpu'une  'mink (NOM)/(OBJ)'
k.  taaqm'aa't  taaqm'aa'tki  'hat (NOM)/(INST)'
l.  waaXloo  waaXloopa  'fleshy part of upper arm (NOM)/(LOC)'

While (84h) and (84i) are obviously borrowings, none of the other nouns are that I know of. Some or most of these noun stems may have at one time been morphologically analyzable, but the only ones now that I know of are possibly (b) and (j):

(85)  a.  himin 'wolf'  < him 'mouth' + hiin 'attributive'
b.  kuucpu'u 'mink'  < kuus 'water' + puu 'person'

However, whenever I have discussed the etymologies of these examples with native speakers, they have been completely unimpressed. I do not believe that the internal structure of these words is in general accessible to speakers, at least not at a conscious level.

Non-shortening long vowels occur in several reduplicated adjective stems, most of which are color words. There is also one noun that fits the adjective pattern. Note that it is the long vowel in the initial syllable, the one that lacks primary stress that is exceptional.

(86)  a.  yosyoos  yosyoosna  'blue (NOM)/(OBJ)'
b.  puuxpuux  puuxpuuxne  'gray (NOM)/(OBJ)'
c.  quesquees  quesqueesne  'mottled (NOM)/(OBJ)'
d.  paaXpaax  paaXpaaxna  'brown (NOM)/(OBJ)'
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e.  t`àatt`åñì  t`àatt`åñìna  ‘thimble berry (NOM)/(OBJ)’

Several other examples can be supplied from the color vocabulary, all with stem final accent.

Several examples of verb stems with non-shortening long vowels are provided in (87). The stem is given followed by the verb inflected in the incompletive neutral aspect (for more on verb inflection, see Chapter 2.3.3). The non-shortening long vowel is the one without main stress. This list comprises a considerable proportion of the total set of such verb stems.

(87)  a.  c`àpi`ti  c`àpi`tiisa  ‘I make an offensive gesture’
b.  c`àawiwa  c`àawiwaasa  ‘I decorate with shells’
c.  ceepee wi  ceepee wise  ‘I pick lice’
d.  cuq`üulii  cuq`üullícë  ‘I circle around’
e.  lok`óolií  lok`óoliíca  ‘I lie curled up’
f.  peeleey  peeleeyce  ‘I am getting lost’
g.  tmaanìi  tìmaanìisa  ‘I pick berries’

Perhaps at one time all of these stems were transparently analyzable morphologically, but none of them are now.

Non-shortening long vowels occur in a number of cases in bound morphemes. One example is the verb derivational suffix -áapiik (-náapiik following a C-stem verb) ‘in an obstructive way’ (see Chapter 2.3.4.3 for additional discussion of derivation verb suffixes).

(88)  a.  k`òm`àynáapiìksa
k`òomay-náapiik-see
be.sick.-stem-obstructive-INC
‘I am sick, and as a result, I could not do certain things’
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b. \(\text{piq’ilàwnáapiiksìx}\)
\(\text{plí-q’ílaw-náapiik-síx}\)
\text{RECIP-turn.head-stem- obstructive -INC}\n‘They turn away from each other’

Among noun stem building morphemes there are the derivational suffixes -\text{puu} and -\text{pel’uu}, both of which form words that refer to groups of people (see Chapter 2.3.1.4.1).

(89) a. \(\text{nìmípùu}\)
\(\text{nimii-puu}\)
real-person
‘Nez Perce (person)’

b. \(\text{nìmípùuítìmt}\)
\(\text{nimipuu-tímt}\)
\text{Nez.Perce- speech}\n‘Nez Perce language’

(90) a. \(\text{páaps}\)

b. \(\text{páapspal’òo}\)
\(\text{paaps-pel’uu}\)
‘red fir’

A few additional examples exist for both nouns and verbs.

Some morphemes ride the fence. In some cases, they have accent and in others they lack accent completely and have non-shortening long vowels. One example is the attributive suffix -\text{hiin}, which is either accented or has a non-shortening long vowel (see also Chapter 2.3.2 and 2.3.4.6).

(91) a. \(\text{tàlohiin}\)
\(\text{taaloohiin}\)
testes-ATRB
‘stud horse’

b. \(\text{’alahhiin}\)
\(\text{’aalaa-hiin}\)
fire-ATRB
‘steam locomotive’

c. \(\text{kùusìin}\)
\(\text{kuus-hiin}\)
water-ATRB
‘dewy’
(92)  a. **háamììn**  
    **haama-hiìn**  
    man-ATRB  
    ‘married woman’

  b. **mìya’ačlin**  
    **miya’c-hiìn**  
    child-ATRB  
    ‘person with child’

c. **‘Ilée̱pqetlin**  
    **‘Iléepqet-hiìn**  
    shoe-ATRB  
    ‘shod’

Another example of a morpheme that can be either accented (93) or have a non-shortening long vowel (94) is the location/place name formant -ees/-wees (see also Chapter 2.3.4.6).

(93)  a. **‘èlwées**  
    **‘èlwéespe**  
    ‘winter lodge (NOM)/(LOC)’

  b. **wèyikées**  
    **wèyikéespe**  
    ‘crossing place (NOM)/(LOC)’

  c. **tèw’yènikeès**  
    **tèw’yènikeèspe**  
    ‘settlement (NOM)/(LOC)’

(94)  a. **pàayniwàas**  
    **pàayniwàaspa**  
    ‘Arrival-place (NOM)/(LOC)’

  b. **wêeyèeès**  
    **wêeyèeèspe**  
    ‘dance floor (NOM)/(LOC)’

  c. **‘èlwítëëes**  
    **‘èlwítëëespe**  
    ‘girls’ quarters (NOM)/(LOC)’

  e. **tèmèe̱yènweès**  
    **tèmèe̱yènweèspe**  
    ‘sweat bath (NOM)/(LOC)’

  f. **tèemèëes**  
    **tèemèëespe**  
    ‘camas oven (NOM)/(LOC)’

The noun ‘table’ belongs to one set for some speakers and to the other set for others.

(95)  a. **hìpinweès**  
    **hìpinweèspe**  
    ‘table (NOM)/(LOC)’

  b. **hìplìnweès**  
    **hìplìnweèspe**

It is important to recognize that secondary stress cannot be expected to save the long vowels in the words and morphemes I have just described, because secondary stress does not do so for other long vowels in Nez Perce:

(96)  a. **wééptes**  
    **wéptëesne**  
    ‘eagle (NOM)/(OBJ)’
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b. tèykùumkum tèykùmkùumpe ‘icicle (NOM)/(LOC)’
c. mêексsem mêëssëemne ‘mountain (NOM)/(OBJ)’
d. núusnu nùsnùune ‘nose (NOM)/(OBJ)’

Words with non-shortening long vowels are made even more interesting by the fact that a number of them have both a long vowel that shortens and one that does not. In the word for the Nez Perce people, nìmíipùu, the penultimate long vowel, which has stress in the nominative form, loses stress when the accented derivational suffix -tím\textsuperscript{t} ‘speech’ is added to create the word for Nez Perce Language (97).\textsuperscript{6}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{(97)}
\begin{enumerate}
\item a. nìmíipùu
\item b. nìmíipùutím\textsuperscript{t}
\end{enumerate}
\begin{enumerate}
\item nìmíipuu ‘Nez Perce People’
\item nìmíipùutím\textsuperscript{t} ‘Nez Perce Language’
\end{enumerate}
\end{itemize}

In the underlying forms, the non-shortening long vowel is underlined. The accented vowel in the stem nìmíipùu undergoes reduction when it loses main stress to the accented derivational suffix, but the long vowel in puu does not shorten.

The three nouns in (98) exhibit reduction of a regular long vowel following a non-shortening long vowel. The regular long vowel receives stress through the regular algorithm.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{(98)}
\begin{enumerate}
\item a. tàamámno tàamàmnóona ‘hummingbird (NOM)/(OBJ)’
\item b. teémísquuy teémísquuy-ki ‘tree sap (NOM)/(INST)’
\end{enumerate}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{6} An explanation for how the winner is determined between two accented morphemes is provided in subsection 5.5.3.1.
c. 'ùuyïikem   'ùuyïkkeempe  'shale (NOM)/(LOC)
    'ùuyïiikem   'ùuyïikem-pe

Except for the unusual behavior of the long vowels, these nouns are metrically unremarkable.

The same set of patterns is seen in verbs. In (99), the verb stem lk'òolii ‘wrap up, curl up’ is found. The first long vowel oo is accented and the second long vowel ii is non-shortening.

(99) a. hilk'òoliica
    hii-lk'òolii-cee
    3-curl-INC
    'he lies curled up'

b. capáalk'ollyksa
    cepée-lk'óolii-see
    PRESS-curl-INC
    'I am coiling it up.'

Under regular inflection (99a), the accented long vowel receives stress and remains long. With the affixation of the accented derivational prefix cepée- ‘do by pressing’, stress shifts away from the accented long vowel of the stem (99b). This vowel shortens, but the non-shortening long vowel remains unchanged. The same behavior is seen for the verb tmaanii ‘pick berries’

(100) a. tmaaníiisa
    tmaanii-see
    pick.berries-INC
    'I am picking berries.'

b. hipatmaanísáana
    hii-pe-tmaanii-see-ne
    3-PL-pick.berries-INC-RMT
    'They were picking berries.'

In the first example, both long vowels are long. However, when the regular long vowel loses stress in (100b), it shortens. This has no effect upon the non-shortening long vowel aa.
These unusual vowels are important for at least four reasons. First, they provide a clear phonetic contrast between long vowels with main stress, and short vowels with primary, secondary and zero stress. A long vowel with primary stress has much higher amplitude, higher pitch, and greater length than a long vowel that does not shorten, which has secondary stress. However, the non-shortening long vowel is still much longer than a short vowel, even one with primary stress.

The second reason that these special long vowels are important is that they clearly show that a long vowel in and of itself does not attract main stress. WSP$_3$ is clearly violated in examples like (101)-(103).

(101) a. tàamámno
    taamamnoo
    tàamàmnóona
    taamamnnoo-ne
    ‘hummingbird (NOM)/(OBJ)’

(102) b. tèemísquuy
    teemisquuy
    tèemísquuyki
    teemisquuy-ki
    ‘tree sap (NOM)/(INST)’

(103) c. ’ùuyìikem
    ’ùuyiikeem
    ’ùuyìikéempe
    ’ùuyiikeem-pæ
    ‘shale (NOM)/(LOC)’

Edgemost Right must outrank WSP$_3$ because it forces stress closer to the right, away from the long vowels.

The third reason that these special vowels are important is that they show that the constraint WSP$_4$ outranks Non-Finality. That constraint says that a super-heavy syllable must have secondary stress. In §4.3.2., I will show that while word final CVC is stressless word final CVVC and CVV always have at least secondary stress.
The fourth reason that words with long vowels that do not shorten are important is that they argue for an additional instance of reranking of constraints in the lexicon.

4.2.3. Analysis of regular and irregular forms

In §4.2.1.3., it the following constraints were established with ranking shown:

(104) Non-Finality » Edgemost Right

The tableaux in (43) and (44), repeated here, were seen to produce the forms in (105)

(105) a. pískis
    b. pískísně

(43)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/pískis/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pískis</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pískís</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(44)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/pískísně/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pískísně</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pískísne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pískísné</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, for the function words described in §4.2.2.2., this ranking would chose the incorrect candidate *konmána in (106).

(106) (Incorrect result)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/konmana/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>konmána</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>konmaná</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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For this small set of words, the opposite ranking of these two constraints must hold:

(107)  Edgemost Right » Non-Finality

This produces the correct results, as seen in (108), where the first candidate loses because it violates Edgemost Right.

(108)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/konmana/</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kònmána</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≪ kòmnáa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second candidate violates Non-Finality, but this is preferable because for this word Edgemost Right is ranked above Non-Finality.

A second kind of lexical exception are the vowels which do not shorten when they lack main stress. For a subset of these words, where neither long vowel reduces, reranking the Weight to Stress Principle (WSP₁) and faithfulness to vowel length Ident(V-Length) will achieve the correct results (109).

(109)  a.  yòosyoos  yòosyoosna ‘blue (NOM)/(OBJ)’
       b.  pùuxpúux  pùuxpúuxne ‘gray (NOM)/(OBJ)’
       c.  qèesqèes  qèesqèesne ‘mottled (NOM)/(OBJ)’
       d.  pàaxpàax  pàaxpàaxna ‘brown (NOM)/(OBJ)’

(110)  Ident(V-Length) » WSP₃

(111)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/puuxpuux/</th>
<th>Ident(V-Length)</th>
<th>WSP₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≪ a. puuxpuux</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. puuxpuux</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Because faithfulness to vowel length is more important than the WSP for this example, candidate (a) wins.

For these examples, it is not possible to get the correct stress placement simply by reversing the ranking of Edgemost Right and Non-Finality, as is the case with the set of function words described in §4.2.2.2. above. If these two constraints were simply reranked we would expect forms like *puuxpuuxné ‘gray (OBJ)’ (compare with (109b)). Stress is assigned by accent in these words. The analysis of accent will be taken up at the end of this section.

It is not the case that all reduplicated forms have the reverse ranking of the WSP$_3$ and faithfulness to vowel length. Most reduplicated forms allow long vowels to shorten when they lack main stress:

(112) a. hòq’hóq’
     hooq’hooq’
     ‘pig’

b. lèxléeqs
   leeqleeqs
   ‘weeds’

c. lixliiks
   liikliiks
   ‘fish scale’

These examples would have the standard ranking: WSP$_3$ » Ident(V-Length).

For other words with long vowels that do not shorten, the reranking solution does not work very well. That is because these words contain both kinds of underlying long vowels – those that shorten and those that do not shorten.

(113) a. tàamámno
       taamamnoo
       hummingbird

b. tàamàmnóona
   taamamnoo-ne
   hummingbird-OBJ
Each of these stems contains a vowel that remains long when it lacks main stress and a vowel that is realized with its underlying length only when it has main stress. To make reranking work, it must be done for individual syllables. I believe that adding this kind of power to the theory should be resisted, although it might be reasonable to allow it for cases of bound morphology.

An alternative approach is to exploit observations made in Chapter 3.2.2 about vowel hiatus. In that chapter it was shown that the loss of an intervocalic \( w \) or \( h \) creates a long vowel that does not shorten even when it lacks main stress:
(118) a. hanlișa
    hanii-see
    make-INC
    'I am making'

b. hai̯aniñisa
    hi̯i-hanii-see
    3-make-INC
    'he is making'

The long vowels in the initial syllables of both (b) examples lack main stress, yet they do not shorten, and this is the same pattern seen in the morphologically simplex examples of non-shortening long vowels. The same constraint that preserves hiatus in the morphologically complex examples can be used here.

(119) **Preserve Hiatus:**  "Preserve vowel hiatus"

This constraint must be ranked above the WSP₃. The WSP₃ forces vowels to shorten, but it cannot be allowed to shorten vowels in hiatus.

(120) **Preserve Hiatus >> WSP₃**

Preserve Hiatus is unranked with respect to Non-Finality and Edgemost Right.

In the underlying representation, I will use an h as a notational device to represent hiatus. To make the analysis explicit, I include the constraint from Chapter 3.2.2. which causes deletion of intervocalic h. This constraint outranks WSP₃.

(121) *VhV

(122) *VhV >> WSP₃

The interaction of these constraints produces the correct output in (123) for təamámnɔo /tahamamnɔo/ ‘hummingbird’ (I have not included Non-Finality because it is unnecessary to consider candidates with word final stress).
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(123)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/tahamamnoo/</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>*VhV</th>
<th>Preserve Hiatus</th>
<th>WSP₃</th>
<th>Ident(V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. taamámno</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. taamámnoo</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. tamámnoo</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. tahamámno</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (a) wins because although it violates WSP₃ it does not violate Preserve Hiatus or the constraint against intervocalic h. The word final long vowel is shortened, but that vowel is not one of the long vowels created by underlying hiatus. Candidate (b) preserves even the word final vowel, but it loses because the WSP₃ outranks Ident (V-Length). Candidate (c) loses because it violates Preserve Hiatus, which outranks the WSP₃. Candidate (d) loses because it violates the constraint against intervocalic h. It is important that the constraint against intervocalic h outranks the WSP₃, because otherwise candidate (a) would lose to candidate (d).

As I mentioned previously, examples like tàamámno/tàamàmnóona ‘hummingbird’ show that the WSP₃ is ranked lower than Edgemost Right. These examples have regular penultimate stress even though there is a long vowel which is not penultimate. If the ranking were as in (124), stress would be on the long vowel: *táamamno. This is shown in (125).

(124) WSP₃ » Edgemost Right
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(125) (Incorrect output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/taamamnno/</th>
<th>WSP₃</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Ident (V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. táamamno</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. taamánno</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranking the WSP₃ above Edgemost Right would cause stress to be assigned to the syllable with the long vowel that does not shorten (both candidates have one violation of Ident (V-Length) because of the loss of underlying vowel length in the last syllable).

The correct ranking is shown in (126) and illustrated in (127).

(126) Edgemost Right » WSP₃

(127)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/taamamnno/</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>WSP₃</th>
<th>Ident(V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. táamamno</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. taamánno</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because Edgemost Right is ranked above the WSP₃, main stress is assigned closer to the end of the word that the syllable with the long vowel that does not shorten.

The last kind of lexical exceptionality to be formalized is accent. Quite a large number of words exhibit the non-shifting stress pattern caused by accent, including some of the words with long vowels that do not shorten. The question arises as to what exactly is accent? In Nez Perce, a pitch peak or pitch plateau is the most consistent indicator of main stress, and accented syllables usually have main stress. It is well known that cross-linguistically that tones may be attached to syllables in the lexicon. Therefore, it is
tempting to say that accent consists simply of specifying in the lexicon that a syllable has a high vowel attached to it. It might then be argued that the high tone attracts the other indicators of stress which have been discussed for Nez Perce.

There are problems with such a view, however. Words have secondary stress as well as primary stress in Nez Perce, and although syllables with secondary stress almost never show the pitch peaks that syllables with primary stress have, they do have the other characteristics of stress in gradient measure. If the secondary stressed syllables do not have high tones, and it appears that they do not in any consistent way, then there is no reason to posit that syllables with primary stress require a high tone to attract stress.

Another problem with positing that accent consists of a lexical high tone is found when there is more than one accented syllable in the same word. Only one of the accented syllables comes out on top with primary stress, but that does not mean the other accented syllables lose out entirely. Accented syllables that do not receive primary stress normally receive secondary stress (words with multiple accents are treated in §4.3. and §4.5).

The grid in (3), repeated here, illustrates the fact that stress has different levels. Primary or “1” stress receives a high tone, as well as the other indicators of stress. Syllables with secondary stress receive differing degrees of the amplitude, duration, pitch height, and vowel reduction (or non-reduction), depending on the level of stress.
The constraint which forces stress to be assigned to accented syllables appears to be gradient in nature, but vowels either have a high tone or they do not. To relate the gradient nature of accent directly to the binary nature of tone seems fundamentally unnatural.

Instead, it is more straightforward to simply relate accent directly to grid height. This is done in the following constraint: 7

(128) **Correspondence to Relative Prominence (CRP):**

"An accented syllable has the highest grid column in the prosodic word."

This constraint is also evaluated gradiently. When an accented syllable is demoted from having the highest grid column (i.e., Primary stress), it need not be reduced to the lowest (i.e., stresslessness). Nez Perce shows that even partial satisfaction of the CRP is better than none. In the example (129a), there is just one accented syllable, and it receives the highest grid column, satisfying the constraint Correspondence to Relative Prominence.

---

7 I am particularly grateful to Donca Steriade for suggesting this alternative to the constraint “Faithfulness to Accent” that I had employed in an earlier analysis.
(129) a.  
  
  x 
  x  
  x  
  hipsíix  
  hip-síix  
  eat-INC.PL  
  ‘we eat’  
  
  b.  
  x  
  x  x  
  x  x  
  x  x  
  wéeyíksíix  
  wéeyik-síix  
  cross-INC.PL  
  ‘we cross’  

In the second example (129b), there are two accented syllables. Since only one syllable can have the highest grid column, one of the accents must be demoted. The first syllable is chosen to have the highest column, because it is not word final (for complete discussion of cases of multiple accents, see §4.3.3). However, the second accent does not become stressless. It still receives secondary stress.

We can represent violations of the CRP as one star for each grid column that is higher than the accented syllable. In (129a), there would be no violations of the CRP, as we see in (130), which also illustrates the ranking of CRP » Non-Finality.

(130) CRP » Non-Finality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hip-síix</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hipsíix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hipsíix</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (a) wins because it does not violate the CRP.

When there are two accented syllables, they cannot both have the highest grid level. In (129b), there must be some violation of the CRP, but the question is how many violations and for which syllable? The following tableau shows that when the final syllable of wéeyíksíix is stressless it is worse than when it has secondary stress.

The tableau shows that the CRP outranks Non-Finality, because candidate (a) is better
than candidate (c). "wéeyíksìix" is better than *wéeyíksìix, because the former does not violate Non-Finality (candidates (a) and (b) are tied with respect to Non-Finality).

(131)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wéeyík-síix</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. wéeyíksìix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. wéeyíksìix</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. wéeyíksìix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To make the analysis entirely explicit, we should show that Non-Finality Secondary is violated.

(49) Non-Finality Secondary: "The final syllable must not have secondary stress"

The tableau in (132) shows that Non-Finality outranks Non-Finality Secondary.

(132) Non-Finality » Non-Finality Secondary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wéeyík-síix</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. wéeyíksìix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. wéeyíksìix</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. wéeyíksìix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (a) only violates the lower ranked Non-Finality Secondary while candidate (c) violates the higher ranked Non-Finality. If the ranking were not as it is expressed here, then *wéeyíksìix would either be equal to or better than wéeyíksìix is better than. I will return to matters of secondary stress, accent, and constraints in §4.3 and §4.5.2-3.

Correspondence to Relative Prominence (CRP) is highly ranked. It is ranked above the WSP₃, because it causes stress to be assigned to syllables that have short vowels even when there are other syllables with long vowels (133). CRP also causes
stress to be assigned to syllables that are word final (134) and antepenultimate (135), as well as in other positions (136), so it must be ranked above Non-Finality and Edgemost Right.

(133) a. ʃax̌aasna  
       ‘grizzly bear (OBJ)’
   b.  nämipùutimt  
       ‘Nez Perce language’

(134) a. qəasi’  
       ‘bumblebee’
   b. ˈiniit  
       ‘house’

(135) a. qósálat  
       ‘buck goat’
   b. ˈhiisèmtüks  
       ‘sun’

(136) a. ˈpéenmekùnisène  
       ‘he saw her as she was approaching’
   b. ˈwiyéetùsepetwèce  
       ‘I mix in as I pound’

It may be worth repeating that when main stress is assigned to long vowels such as ˈiniit ‘house’ and ˈhiisèmtüks ‘sun’ that this is not because of the WSP3. As previously described, stress alternations in words like tàamámnọ, tàamámnọona ‘hummingbird (NOM)/(OBJ)’ show that the WSP3 is ranked lower than Edgemost Right. The long vowels in ‘house’ and ‘sun’ are realized because they are in an accented syllable.

The ranking of CRP over Edgemost Right is shown in (137) for the noun ˈálok’at ‘bighorn sheep ram’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ˈálok’at</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ˈálok’at</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ˈalók’at</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ˈalók’at</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Because CRP outranks Edgemost Right, stress is assigned to the antepenult instead of the penult (Non-Finality is not violated in the winning candidate). The next example \textit{qa\'asi} ‘bumble bee’ demonstrates the fact that CRP outranks both Non-Finality and the WSP\textsubscript{3}.

This word has a non-shortening long vowel.

(138)

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|}
\hline
word & CRP & Non-Finality & Edgemost Right & WSP\textsubscript{3} \\
\hline
\textit{qa\'asi}' & & * & & * \\
\hline
\textit{qa\'asi}' & *! & & * & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Even though the form \textit{qa\'asi}' violates Non-Finality, it is still the best candidate because CRP outranks Non-Finality.

The interaction of these constraints is seen in better detail for the example \textit{himeq\'ısníx} ‘very big’ in (139).

(139)

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textit{/himeeq\'ıis-níx/} & CRP & Non-Finality & Edgemost Right & WSP\textsubscript{3} & Ident(V-Length) \\
\hline
\textit{a. himeq\'ısníx} & & * & & & ** \\
\hline
\textit{b. himeq\'ısníx} & *! & & * & & * \\
\hline
\textit{c. him\'ıeq\'ısníx} & *! & & ** & & * \\
\hline
\textit{d. himeq\'ısníx} & & * & *! & & * \\
\hline
\textit{e. himeeq\'ısníx} & & * & *!& & * \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Even though candidate (a) violates Non-Finality and and Faithfulness to Vowel Length, it still wins. It does not violate CRP and it also does not violate the WSP\textsubscript{3}, because the long vowels in the stem have shortened. The violation of this second constraint is the reason
why candidates (d,e) lose, even though they do not violate CRP. Candidates (b,c) both lose because they violate CRP.

In (140) the constraint Ident(V-Length) is shown preserving vowel length in the accented syllable.

(140)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'init</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Ident(V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both of the candidates satisfy CRP and they both violate Non-Finality. It is the lower ranked constraint, Ident (V-Length), that determines that the winner preserves vowel length.

The basic constraints which account for the placement of primary stress have now been covered, along with three of the most important kinds of exceptionality. Accent is the most important of the exceptions, and I will return to it in the discussion of secondary stress (§4.3) and in the discussion of morphology and stress (§4.5). The reranking of Non-Finality illustrated the essentially arbitrary nature of ranking. The set of long vowels that do not shorten illustrated the fact that the WSP is ranked below Edgemost Right.
4.3. **Secondary stress**

The occurrence of secondary stress in Nez Perce can follow from several factors. In §4.3.1, I introduce some additional constraints that are needed to account for secondary stress. In §4.3.2, I discuss strings of unaccented syllables which do not involve reduplication. In reduplicated words, identity between the two parts of the stem can force syllables to have secondary stress that would otherwise lack it. I discuss cases involving reduplication in §4.3.3. In words that have more than one accented syllable, only one of the accented syllables can receive primary stress. When this happens, a gradient satisfaction of CRP causes an accented syllable to have at least secondary stress. I discuss such cases in §4.3.4. In §4.3.5., I discuss levels of secondary stress.

4.3.1. **Constraints and secondary stress**

The following constraints all play a role in determining which syllables in a word may have secondary stress: CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right, The Weight to Stress Principle, Edgemost Left, *Lapse, *Clash, and Identity. In this section, I will define the new constraints.

CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right, and the Weight to Stress Principle have already been defined in §4.2. I showed in that section that the relevant WSP constraint plays no role in the assignment of primary stress in Nez Perce. It is ranked so low with respect to other constraints which determine placement of main stress that the WSP is
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never the determining factor. The role of the WSP\textsubscript{3} seen in those data was to cause long vowels to reduce when they lacked main stress.

In §4.2, the WSP was defined as a family of constraints, of which the overall WSP effects were summarized by the statement that the heavier the syllable is and the less stress that it has, then the worse the violation. I subsequently defined the family of WSP constraints in (47).

(47) \begin{align*}
\text{WSP}_1 & \quad \text{"A CVC syllable has main stress."} \\
\text{WSP}_2 & \quad \text{"A CVC syllable has secondary stress."} \\
\text{WSP}_3 & \quad \text{"A super-heavy syllable has main stress."} \\
\text{WSP}_4 & \quad \text{"A super-heavy syllable has secondary stress."}
\end{align*}

Each of the constraints in can be independently ranked with respect to other constraints such as Edgernost Right and Non-Finality Secondary.

(49) \text{Non-Finality Secondary: "The final syllable must not have secondary stress"}

(50) \text{WSP\textsubscript{4} } \text{» Non-Finality Secondary } \text{» WSP\textsubscript{2}}

The WSP\textsubscript{4} outranks Non-Finality Secondary, because syllables with long vowels that do not shorten always receive at least secondary stress in word final position. Some examples have been given and additional evidence will be provided below (see §4.3.2.1 below).

\text{WSP\textsubscript{2} on the other hand is ranked below Non-Finality Secondary with the result that word final CVC is stressless unless some other constraint causes it to have stress (e.g., Correspondence to Relative Prominence, discussed in §4.3.2.2). The difference in}
ranking between the two WSP constraints can be seen in the following set of examples, the first of which has a non-shortening long vowel:

(141)  a.  'imíitkìn'ikàay  b.  mímqas
       'ímúit-kin'ikaay  mimqas
       inside-area  orange
       ‘inside (the house)’ ‘orange’

In (a), the secondary stress on the ultima is required by WSP₄, which outranks Non-Finality. The CVC ultima in (b) lacks secondary stress because Non-Finality outranks WSP₂.

I discussed Correspondence to Relative Prominence in §4.2.2.1, showing that it was undominated by other constraints such as Non-Finality and Edgemost Right. There are many cases in which there is more than one accented syllable in the same word. The way in which Nez Perce chooses which accented syllable will receive primary stress is presented in §4.5., the discussion of stress and morphology. In §4.3.4., I show specifically how CRP causes a syllable to receive secondary stress even if it cannot receive primary stress. A pair of brief examples here will be helpful, however.

(142)  a.  hèxnu'  b.  sèplìnèwiyú'
       hek-nú'  sèplìnèwi-ú'
       see-IRR  measure-IRR
       ‘I will see’ ‘I will measure’

In (142a), the irrealis aspect suffix -ú' receives main stress because it is the only accented syllable in the word. In (142b), it has to compete with another accented suffix, and the irrealis suffix looses. However, the suffix still gets secondary stress because CRP outranks Non-Finality Secondary.
Non-Finality and Edgemost Right are defined in §4.2.1.1. above. I showed in that section how together these two constraints create penultimate primary stress in words that lack accent. In words with accent, they conspire to cause the penult to receive secondary stress.

(143)  a. 'óykàla ‘all’
       b. 'óykalàna ‘all (OBJ)’

The accented initial syllable in ‘all’ prevents stress from moving, but secondary stress can still be assigned to the penult.

Edgemost Right is the constraint that Nez Perce has ranked highly enough that it affects the placement of main stress. This does not mean that the counterpart constraint Edgemost Left does not exist. In languages like Sanskrit and Moses-Columbian Salish, Edgemost Left outranks Edgemost Right. Examples of these languages and the effects of Edgemost Left are presented in §4.5.3.1.2.

Edgemost Left must be ranked below Edgemost Right in Nez Perce, or else primary stress would be found at the left edge in words with regular stress assignment. It is the claim of Optimality Theory that constraints are part of universal grammar and that languages simply rank them in different ways (Prince and Smolensky 1993). It is also claimed that constraints that are lowly ranked can play a determining role in choosing candidates either when the higher ranked constraints are tied or are irrelevant to a particular alternation. In Nez Perce, Edgemost Left causes word initial syllables to be stressed.

(144)  a. hìqûyswìiyé ‘he became rich’
b. hipekúuye ‘they went’
c. tokàpaláhsay ‘raise your hand!’

Word initial stress occurs even with clash.

Not all CV syllables that are not word final have secondary stress. There are cases of weak beats between strong beats. I define the following constraint of *Clash:

(145) *Clash: “Adjacent syllables must not be stressed”

This constraint must be ranked below the constraint WSP₂ that requires a CVC syllable to have secondary stress because CVC syllables have secondary stress even when they are adjacent to other stressed syllables.

(146) WSP₂ » *Clash

This is seen in the word hiisèmtùks ‘sun’ where the stressed medial CVC syllable sem clashes with syllables on both sides and yet still has secondary stress. *Clash must also be ranked below the constraint which is violated by cases of lapse.

Lapse is defined as occurring when there is a string of two stressless syllables. 

*Lapse is violated by these occurrences. Members of the WSP set of constraints already require that heavy syllables not be stressless, so the effects of *Lapse are seen in strings of light syllables.

(147) *Lapse: “A series of two stressless syllables may not occur.”

(148) *Lapse » *Clash

In many cases, the best candidate satisfies both *Lapse and *Clash, but there are cases where a choice has to be made between the two of them, and in these cases I find that *Lapse is ranked above *Clash in Nez Perce.
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The two constraints of *Clash and *Lapse can produce most of the effects of foot structure when the effects of the WSP constraints are factored in. One effect they cannot produce as defined is headedness. Consider a string where two light syllables are found between two stressed heavy syllables: C\text{V}XC\text{V}C\text{V}\text{C}X. For speakers who have the ranking *Lapse » *Clash, then all things being equal, one of the two syllables must be stressed. The question is which one? In an iambic system, the second light syllable will be stressed. In a trochaic system, the first syllable will be stressed. Nez Perce follows the trochaic pattern.

The problem of headedness can yield itself to greater articulation of the constraint *Clash. Instead of one constraint, two can be posited – *Right Clash and *Left Clash. *Right Clash and *Left Clash cannot be defined over a string of only two syllables, because there is no non-arbitrary way of determining which syllable is the left one or the right one. However, the clash constraints can be defined from the orientation of an unstressed syllable.

(149) *Right Clash: “The series CVC\text{V}C\text{V}X is a violation of Right Clash”

(150) *Left Clash: “The series C\text{V}XC\text{V}CV is a violation of Left Clash”

By ranking *Right Clash above *Left Clash, the series of two light syllables found between two heavy stressed syllables will be resolved in favor of the following trochaic pattern: C\text{V}XC\text{V}C\text{V}\text{C}X. In Nez Perce, this is the correct resolution for those individuals who rank *Lapse above *Clash:
(151) a.  ‘imíttkin’ikaay        ‘inside’
b.  nilkéewśélíkù’        ‘I hold by pulling’
c.  tokapaláhsay        ‘raise (your hand)’!

This is the only configuration in Nez Perce that requires a means of deriving headedness.

For this reason and because in most cases a pair of light syllables between heavy syllables are stressless, I will usually refer a generalized constraint *Clash.

Finally, reduplicated words have special properties with respect to stress. There is a constraint of Identity following McCarthy and Prince (1995):

(152) Identi-BR(Stress):  “Corresponding syllables in base and reduplicant must have equal levels of stress”

Ident-BR(Stress) causes the patterns of stress seen in (153).

(153) a.  titiPtitip        ‘ribbon’
b.  lieutenant        ‘flat’

Word final CVC syllables are normally stressless. In (153a), a word final CVC syllable in the second of a pair of reduplicated stems has secondary stress in correspondence with the main stressed CVC syllable in the previous stem. Word medial CVC syllables normally have stronger secondary stress than CV syllables. In (153b), the first CV syllable in the word has strong secondary stress and the following CVC syllable comprizes a much weaker beat. I present additional examples of reduplicated words along with a formal analysis in §4.3.3.

I will now present the patterns of secondary stress. I begin with unaccented syllables (§4.3.2), describing first the heavy syllables (§4.3.2.1) and then the light ones (§4.3.2.1). An analysis of the data with tableaux follows the descriptions (§4.3.2.3).
4.3.2. Unaccented syllables and secondary stress

Secondary stress in unaccented syllables can be summarized as follows:

1) Super heavy syllables - CVV, and CVVC - always receive at least secondary stress, even in clash with another stressed syllable.

2) CVC receives secondary stress even in clash unless it is word final. Word final CVC is stressless.

3) CV syllables receive secondary stress depending upon several factors. All word initial syllables ordinarily receive at least secondary stress. Word final CV syllables are never stressed. Word medial CV syllables are stressed if they are penultimate. Word medial CV syllables are stressed to prevent instances of lapse (i.e., a string of two or more unstressed syllables). A constraint against stress clash (i.e., adjacent stressed syllables) prevents all CV syllables from being stressed and sometimes results in destressing. There is optional destressing of CV syllables which clash with main stress to the left or right.

4.3.2.1. Unaccented heavy syllables and secondary stress

The superheavy syllables CVV, and CVVC always have at least secondary stress, even when they follow another stressed syllable. This holds when the syllables are word final, word initial, and word medial.

(154) Word final CVV

a. c’titèè ‘weasel’
b. pitpíluu 'calf of leg'
c. mólaa 'mule'
d. yaqaməo ‘Yakima, WA’

(155) Word final CVVC
a. xɑxɑac ‘grizzly bear’
b. hímlin ‘wolf’
c. táaqmɑɑt ‘hat’
d. weeyees ‘medicine dance floor’

(156) Word initial CVV
a. tàamámno ‘hummingbird’
b. qàasí ‘bumble bee’
c. tèemísquy ‘tree sap’

(157) Word initial CVVC
a. kúucpúu ‘mink’
b. tɑɑxɑɑx ‘thimble berry’
c. yòosyoos ‘blue’

(158) Word medial CVV
a. hìtmáníisa ‘he is picking berries’
b. hìcèepéew’ye ‘he chose’

(159) Word medial CVVC
a. wìlexnew’ee ‘superintendent’
b. k’omàynáapliksa ‘I being sick am kept away’

The WSP₄ causes the superheavy syllables to have at least secondary stress, regardless of their position and regardless of clash.
Word initially and medially, a CVC syllable has secondary stress, whether or not it is in clash (some reduplicated words are exceptions to this generalization and are addressed in §4.3.3).

(160) **Word initial CVC**

a. *pìtpìluu*  
   ‘calf of leg’

b. *sîstó’s*  
   ‘harpoon’

c. *hi’nisíix*  
   ‘they are giving’

d. *wìxèméémkt*  
   ‘spike elk’

e. *kàkmá’m*  
   ‘full’

f. *làymiíwt*  
   ‘youngest one’

g. *càpk’licay*  
   ‘biscuit root cookies’

(161) **Word medial CVC preceding main stress**

a. *cìlìmyòxpá’ç*  
   ‘eyelash’

b. *hìpè’nehmùne*  
   ‘they requested’

c. *q’àalamıt̓ı́ltqá*  
   ‘poison oak’

d. *hi’pàwyámxne*  
   ‘they peeled’

(162) **Word medial CVC following main stress**

a. *cèpèé’lëtp’et*  
   ‘picture’

b. *qìlluìuwéwyé*  
   ‘I sang a serenade’

c. *hi’sèmtùks*  
   ‘sun’

d. *mìmqàspa*  
   ‘orange (LOC)’

e. *yawwinma*  
   ‘rapid river’

In word final position, CVC syllables are stressless. This fact is clearly shown by the secondary stress alternations in the following examples. The stems have an accented syllable on the penult, so stress does not shift. In the uninflected form, the word final CVC is stressless. When a suffix is added that makes a CVC syllable to be no longer word final, the syllable has secondary stress.
(163) a. mîmqas  mîmqåspa  ‘orange (NOM)/(LOC)’
    b. lâwyix  lâwyîlxna  ‘useless (NOM)/(OBJ)’
    c. tâqepol  tâqepolna  ‘beaver (NOM)/(OBJ)’
    d. tíim’es  tíim’eski  ‘paper (NOM)/(INST)’

The alternations seen in (163) may be explained in terms of Non-Finality and the WSP, specifically the constraint WSP₂ that says CVC must have secondary stress. If WSP₂ is ranked below Non-Finality, then word final CVC will be stressless. Addition of a case suffix allows the formerly word final CVC to be stressed without violating Non-Finality Secondary. WSP₄, that says a superheavy syllable has secondary stress, outranks Non-Finality Secondary. The result is that superheavy syllables receive secondary stress even when they are word final. This analysis will be made explicit and illustrate with tableaux in §4.3.2.

Regarding the status of CVCC, I have argued in Chapter 2.1.3, that these strings consist of a series of a CVC syllable plus a final syllabic consonant. The final syllabic consonant in the following examples prevents a violation of Non-Finality Secondary, allowing the CVC syllable to have secondary stress:

(164)  **Word final CVC.C**

    a. sâaslâq.s  ‘moose’
    b. hîisêmtûk.s  ‘sun’
    c. ñôyôxâ’.x  ‘javelin’

In §4.4.1., I will provide evidence that Nez Perce only has one complex coda, namely ñs/ñc. I discuss an extensive set of epenthesis alternations that provide a strong argument
that word final CVCC strings consist of a CVC syllable followed by a stray consonant that prevents a stressed syllable from otherwise violating Non-Finality.

4.3.2.2. **Unaccented light syllables and secondary stress**

In Nez Perce, unaccented light syllables provide a varied set of secondary stress patterns. The relevant constraints were defined above in §4.3.1, and the analysis of the patterns in terms of tableaux is provided in §4.3.2.3 below. The constraints and their results for strings of light syllables may be summarized as follows:

1) The result of the constraint Edgemost Left is that almost all initial syllables have at least secondary stress.

2) The constraint *Lapse is violated by strings of two stressless syllables.

Because it is ranked above *Clash, instances of stress clash often occur.

3) The constraint *Clash is violated by clash between stressed syllables, and produces rhythmically weak positions in strings of CV syllables.

4) Non-Finality prevents assignment of secondary stress to final light syllables.

5) Edgemost Right, in conjunction with Non-Finality, causes light penultimate syllables to have secondary stress, if they do not receive primary stress.

6) Speakers optionally destress CV syllables in clash.

The patterns are summarized in the following tables. I have no reliable examples that contain more than four light syllables in a string word initially and word finally, and I
have no good examples of strings longer than three CV syllables in word medial position.

I have rejected examples of strings of CV syllables where a CV syllables has secondary stress due to its being underlyingly accented.

(165) **Word initial strings**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Optional destressing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#CV</td>
<td>#CV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#CV.CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#CV.CV.CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#CV.CV.CV.CV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(166) **Word final strings**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Optional destressing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV.CV#</td>
<td>CV.CV#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV.CV.CV#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV.CV.CV.CV#</td>
<td>CV.CV.CV.CV#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(167) **Word final CVC**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Optional destressing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVC#</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC.CVC#</td>
<td>CVC.CVC#</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(168) **CVC followed by a case marker**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVC-ne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC.VC-ne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(169) **Word medial strings**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Optional destressing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV.XCV.CV.CV.X</td>
<td>CV.XCV.CV.CV.X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV.XCV.CV.CV.X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional destressing typically takes place when secondary stress is in clash with main stress.

Examples of stress in word initial syllables:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>String</th>
<th>Optional destressing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#CV</td>
<td>cemiitx 'huckleberries'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| CV#         | tátlo | 'ground squirrel' |
|            | qáya  | 'hawk'             |
| CVCV#      | 'óykàla | 'all'             |
|            | 'èsepéetwèce | 'I mix it' |
|            | 'ìpsiméet'ète   | 'go wash!'         |
|            | tàtipòosàca     | 'I worship'         |
|            | tàlapóosàca     | 'I worship'         |

The following items exemplify word final strings following main stress:

| CV#         | tátlo | 'ground squirrel' |
|            | qáya  | 'hawk'             |
| CVCV#      | 'óykàla | 'all'             |
|            | 'èsepéetwèce | 'I mix it' |
|            | 'ìpsiméet'ète   | 'go wash!'         |
|            | tàtipòosàca     | 'I worship'         |
|            | tàlapóosàca     | 'I worship'         |
\textsuperscript{1}sepeetwesce \hspace{1cm} 'I mix it’
\textsuperscript{1}titoolaya \hspace{1cm} 'I forgot’
\textsuperscript{1}talapossaca \hspace{1cm} 'I worship’

CVCVCV#
\textsuperscript{1}vykalana \hspace{1cm} 'all (OBJ)’
\textsuperscript{1}sepilinewise \hspace{1cm} 'I measure’
\textsuperscript{1}asapaatwacaca \hspace{1cm} 'I mixed it’
\textsuperscript{1}alawyalaca \hspace{1cm} 'I gaff it’
\textsuperscript{1}talapossacaca \hspace{1cm} 'I was worshipping’

CVCVCVCV#
\textsuperscript{1}hiseplinewiqana \hspace{1cm} 'she used to measure’
\textsuperscript{1}alawyalacaca \hspace{1cm} 'I gaffed it’

Optional destressing:
CVCVCVCV#
\textsuperscript{1}hiseplinewiqana \hspace{1cm} 'she used to measure’
\textsuperscript{1}alawyalacaca \hspace{1cm} 'I gaffed it’

The following examples include CVC alternating as light-heavy depending on whether it is word final or not.

CVC#
mimqas \hspace{1cm} ‘orange’
taxcopol \hspace{1cm} ‘beaver’

CVC-ne
mimqasona \hspace{1cm} ‘orange (OBJ)’
taxcopolna \hspace{1cm} ‘beaver (OBJ)’

CVCVC#
picquyet \hspace{1cm} ‘monkey’
ciyititit \hspace{1cm} ‘killdeer’
keetwen’es \hspace{1cm} ‘salt’

Optional destressing:
CVCVC#
picquyet \hspace{1cm} ‘monkey’
ciyititit \hspace{1cm} ‘killdeer’
keetwen’es \hspace{1cm} ‘salt’
CVCVC-ne#  pic’quyetne  ‘monkey (OBJ)’
ciyítítitne  ‘killdeer (OBJ)’
keetwen’esne  ‘salt (OBJ)’

The following examples of word medial strings are provided.

CV  capáayawáwksa  ‘I melt (something)’
    hitkúupseplinewise  ‘she hand measures’

CVCV  wàpáayataw’aat  ‘helper’
    ’ìlmíttkín’ikàay  ‘inside’
    nikéewseliku’  ‘I hold by pulling’
    ’ìmamáacapakàyksix  ‘they clean themselves’
    sèpéetulehímké’s  ‘threshing machine’

Optional destressing:
CVVC  wàpáayahataw’aat  ‘helper’
    ’ìmamáacapakàyksix  ‘they clean themselves’

CVCVVC  hitkupélikéecé  ‘she signs her name’
    sèpúxuleke’i  ‘hubbard squash’

In the next section, I provide an analysis of these patterns.

4.3.2.3. Analysis of secondary stress in unaccented syllables

The essential observations are summarized as follows:

Superheavy syllables always have at least secondary stress even word finally.

(170) a. sáxàac  ‘grizzly bear’
b. cititée  ‘weasel’
c. sáaslàqs  ‘moose’
CVC syllables at least have secondary stress unless they are word final.

(171)  
a. ́t̪iim’es  ́t̪iim’èsne  ‘paper (NOM)/(OBJ)’
b. ́hiisèmtûks  ‘sun’

CV syllables have secondary stress word initially, when they are penultimate, and when it is necessary to prevent lapse. CV syllables are optionally destressed in clash.

The constraints needed to account for these patterns are the WSP set of constraints, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right, Edgemost Left, *Lapse, and *Clash. The last constraint can be broken into *Right Clash and *Left Clash.

Accounting for heavy syllables is relatively straightforward. Two WSP constraints are ranked above and below Non-Finality. All three are reiterated here for comparison, along with their ranking. Preserve Hiatus (see §4.2.3) is included to account for long vowels which do not shorten when they lack main stress.

(172)  WSP₂  “A CVC syllable has secondary stress.”

WSP₄  “A super-heavy syllable has secondary stress.”

(173)  Non-Finality Secondary  “A word final syllable is stressless”

(174)  Preserve Hiatus » WSP₄ » Non-Finality Secondary » WSP₂

The interaction of these constraints can now be compared for a word final superheavy syllables versus just a heavy CVC syllable. All of the words have accent on the stem’s penult so that the secondary stress status of word final syllables can be examined in isolation from primary stress. It is assumed that CRP outranks the relevant constraints so that stress does not shift in these examples.
In (175), candidate (a) has violated Non-Finality Secondary, but it is most optimal because it has not violated WSP₂. Violation of WSP₂ is the reason that candidate (b) has lost. The constraint Preserve Hiatus is more highly ranked than either of these constraints, and accounts for the retention of vowel length.

(175)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/táxéac/</th>
<th>Preserve Hiatus</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. táxéac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. táxéac</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. táxéac</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (176), the highly ranked WSP₂ does not play a role because the ultima is not super-heavy. Instead, it is the lower ranked WSP₂, which applies to CVC syllables. Since WSP₂ is outranked by Non-Finality, the candidate (a) is chosen.

(176)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/tíim’ès/</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tíim’ès</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tíim’ès</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When tíim’ès ‘book’ undergoes affixation with the objective case suffix, it allows the stem final CVC syllable to receive secondary stress, as shown in (177).

(177)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/tíim’esne/</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tíim’esne</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tíim’esne</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WSP₂ can be satisfied without violating Non-Finality.
By their definition, WSP constraints play no role in assigning stress to CV syllables. Instead, the constraints Non-Finality, Edgemost Right, Edgemost Left, *Lapse, and *Clash account for stress assignment in strings of light syllables.

(178) Edgemost Right: "Stress must be at the right edge of the word"
(179) Edgemost Left: "Stress must be at the left edge of the word."
(180) *Lapse: "A series of two stressless syllables may not occur."
(181) *Clash: "Adjacent syllables must not be stressed"

The Nez Perce rankings for these constraints are as follows:

(182) *Lapse » *Clash
        Edgemost Left » *Clash
        Non-Finality » Edgemost Right
        Edgemost Right » Edgemost Left

I have no candidates where either Non-Finality, Edgemost Right, or Edgemost Left come into conflict with *Lapse, so it is unnecessary to specify a ranking. None of these constraints outranks CRP or Preserve Hiatus.

Note that WSP₂, which requires CVC to be stressed, also outranks *Clash as the tableau in (184) illustrates for the word hísəmtuks ‘sun’ (the ranking of WSP₄ above WSP₂ has already been established).

(183) WSP₂ » *Clash

(184)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hísəmtuks/</th>
<th>WSP₄</th>
<th>WSP₂</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hísəmtuks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hísəmtuks</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hísəmtuks</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Even though the winning candidate has two clash violations, it is preferable to leaving a non-final CVC syllable unstressed.

The constraint *Clash causes patterns of alternating stress in strings of CV syllables. Beginning with a simple, word initial CVCV string in hičiłuuse ‘he is boiling (something)’, the tableau in (185) shows why secondary stress is assigned to the initial syllable and only the initial syllable. Secondary stress in candidate (a) satisfies *Clash, *Lapse, and Edgemost Left.

(185)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hičiłuuse /</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hičiłuuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hičiłuuse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hičiłuuse</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. hičiłuuse</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (b) does not violate *Lapse, but it does violate *Clash. Candidate (c) avoids violating *Clash, but it violates both *Lapse and *Edgemost Left. Candidate (d) does not violate *Lapse, but it violates both *Clash and Edgemost Left. All the candidates compared satisfy the highly ranked constraint of CRP. Any candidate that did not have main stress on the accented syllable iúú would be ruled out by this constraint. The tableau in (185) shows that the correct results for this example can be obtained without Edgemost Left, but this constraint will be needed for other examples.

In the next example hipekùlewítıpu’ ‘they will eat supper’, I illustrate the importance of the constraint *Lapse. *Clash and Edgemost Left cannot by themselves
obtain the correct result. The winning candidate violates none of the constraints presented in the tableaux. Candidate (b) is the one which makes it clear that *Lapse is needed for this example. Without the violation of *Lapse, candidates (a) and (b) would be tied.

(186)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hipekulewiitipu'/</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ̀hipekulewiitipu'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ̀hipekulewiitipu'</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hipekulewiitipu'</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. hipekulewiitipu'</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. ̀hipekulewiitipu'</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>!</em>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Clash and *Lapse can be used by themselves apart from Edgemost Left to rule out the permutations of stress in candidates (c-e).

In the next example tèmenikées ‘garden’, I illustrate the importance of the constraint Edgemost Left. The constraints *Clash and *Lapse by themselves obtain incorrect results. In a word initial string of three light syllables, both the first and second syllables get secondary stress: candidate (a) in (187).

(187)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ temenikées /</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tèmenikées</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tèmenikées</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. tèmenikées</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. tèmenikées</td>
<td><em>!</em>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. tèmenikées</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If stress is assigned only to the middle of the three light syllables, Edgemost Left is violated. If only the constraints *Clash and *Lapse were applicable, the ungrammatical *temènikées would be the optimal form (188a).

(188)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ temenikées /</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. temènikées</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tìmenikées</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. temènikées</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. tèmenikées</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>!</em>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The role of Edgemost Left is substantiated in these examples.

I have found that word initial CV syllables usually have at least secondary stress, even when they are in clash, and I explain this in terms of the constraint Edgemost Left. This is an occasion when the distribution of stress as predicted by Optimality Theory makes a claim that is different from that made by foot structure. If the basic constituent of stress in Nez Perce were the moraic trochee, then we would expect an initial CV syllable to be stressless when it is in clash with a following heavy syllable, but that does not conform to the Nez Perce data.

(189) a. wèhéeyqt       ‘necklace’
      b. tòkàpaláhsay  ‘raise (your arm)’

In general, all word initial syllables, have high pitch, high amplitude, and unreduced vowel allophones, all consistent hallmarks of stress. Phonetically, initial syllables constitute beats that are simply much stronger than what would be expected of an unstressed syllable. I take it to be the null hypothesis that if syllables in a certain position
normally have the indicators of stress then that position is a stressed one. An additional argument that initial CV is stressed may be made from destressing. It is found at the end of this section.

In word medial contexts where the left edge is not in question, stress is placed in the middle of the string of three light syllables.

(190)  a. hitkupelikecese ‘she signs her name’  
       b. spəxtule'i ‘hubbard squash’

Locating stress in the middle of the string allows the output to satisfy *Lapse without violating *Clash.

(191)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ spəxtule'i /</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. spəxtule'í</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. spəxtule'í</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. spəxtule'í</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. spəxtule'í</td>
<td>!!*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This strategy cannot work for word medial CVCV strings. There must be stress clash because *Lapse outranks *Clash. In Nez Perce, the clash is always on the left.

(192)  a. wàpáayàtaw'åat ‘helper’  
       b. 'ìmítkin'ikàay ‘inside’

This pattern of clash can be described by positing two different kinds of clash:

(193)  *Right Clash: “The series CVCVCVX is a violation of Right Clash”

(194)  *Left Clash: “The series CVXCVCV is a violation of Left Clash”

The following ranking is needed:
(195)  *Right Clash » *Left Clash

The interaction of the constraints is shown in (196) for wàpàayàtaw’áat ‘helper’.

(196)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ wàpàayàtaw’áat /</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Right Clash</th>
<th>*Left Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. wàpàayàtaw’áat</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. wàpàayàtaw’áat</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. wàpàayàtaw’áat</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. wàpàayàtaw’áat</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no way to produce the correct output without violating one of the three constraints, but because *Lapse and *Right Clash are ranked above *Left Clash, candidate (a) wins. There are cases in which a word medial CVCV string is unstressed, creating a case of lapse. I will discuss these cases below long with destressing that affects word final strings.

The last set of cases are strings of word final light syllables. It has already been shown that word final, unaccented CV is stressless, as is word final CVC. Only super-heavy syllables have stress when they are word final. On the other hand, penultimate syllables almost always have some level of stress because of the combined effects of Non-Finality and Edgemost Right.

When a word has an accented syllable, it may mean that main stress can never be assigned to the penult. This is the case with 'óykàla ‘all’. This does not mean that the principle of Edgemost Right has in ceased to exist and that it cannot be satisfied to some degree by the realization of secondary stress. I believe that the placement of secondary stress on the penult in 'óykàla helps to partially satisfy Edgemost Right.
We can make the hypothesis concrete by positing the existence of an additional constraint “Edgemost Right - Secondary”:

(197) Edgemost Right - Secondary: Secondary stress must be at the right edge.

(198) Edgemost Right - Secondary » *Clash

(199) Non-Finality Secondary » Edgemost Right - Secondary

It will be evaluated by checking syllables from the right edge to find the one that has stress. Edgemost Right - Secondary Stress differs from Edgemost Right in that the latter constraint only checks for primary stress, while the former checks for both primary and secondary stress. The outworking of these constraints is seen in (200).

(200)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ˈoykalə/</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ˈoykala</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ˈoykala</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>!</em></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ˈoykalə</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranking of the different versions of Edgemost Right with respect to each other is unimportant. That Edgemost Right -Secondary Stress is also outranked by Non-Finality is seen in the fact that word final secondary stress never occurs on unaccented light syllables, so candidate (c) is ruled out. With candidate (b), the grammar checks from the right edge until it finds a stressed syllable, the one with accent. There are two violations of Edgemost Right and two violations of Edgemost Right - Secondary Stress. Candidate (a) is a better candidate than (b) because even though it ties with respect to Edgemost Right, it has only one violation of Edgemost Right - Secondary Stress.
The redundancy in this solution of having two versions of Edgemost Right is a weakness. Intuitively, having secondary stress on the penult is better than no stress at all, and it seems more likely that there is one principle of Edgemost Right, which evaluates violations in a gradient manner, including different levels of stress. Given the present formalism, however, the solution given above presents the problem in a straightforward manner.

Returning to the problem of word final strings of light syllables in Nez Perce, the correct output for strings of three light syllables follows naturally from the constraints discussed so far. Penultimate stress is assigned in accordance with Edgemost Right - Secondary Stress and Non-Finality, and there is no clash in the winning candidate. This is seen in (201) for 'óykalåna ‘all (OBJ)’.

(201)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/óykalanå/</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>Edgemost Right Secondary stress</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 'óykalanå</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 'óykalanå</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 'óykalanå`</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. 'óykalanå</td>
<td>*<em>!</em></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When there is a word final series of four light syllables, the constraint *Lapse is needed to obtain the correct result. This is shown in (202) for láwyàlacakå ‘I gaffed recently’. I imply no ranking between *Lapse and Edgemost Right - Secondary Stress in this tableaux.
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(202)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/lawyalacaqa/</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>Edgemost Right Secondary stress</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. lawyalacaqa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. lawyalacaqa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though candidate (a) has a violation of *Clash, it is better than candidate (b), because the second candidate has a violation of the higher ranked *Lapse.

The two constraints *Lapse and *Clash can obtain the effects of word final secondary stress independent of Edgemost Right - Secondary Stress. Penultimate stress is obtained in the examples 'óykàla 'all' and 'óykalàna 'all (OBJ)' because this is the best way to prevent lapse without violating Non-Finality.

(203)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/'óykala/</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 'óykàla</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 'óykala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 'óykalà</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(204)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/'óykalanà/</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 'óykalanà</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 'óykàlanà</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 'óykalanà</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. 'óykalanà</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>!</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When there are three light syllables, the correct result can be obtained without violaing *Clash.
The last set of data that must be accounted for regarding strings of light syllables are cases of destressing. Destressing is found primarily when the target CV syllable is in clash with main stress. It can occur in word initial CV syllables (205), word final strings (206) and word medial strings (207). An utterance without destressing is given before one with destressing.

(205) a. hináasapàhawàxqànà
    [hinàsəpahəwəxqanə] 'it used to give them visions'

    hináasapàhawàxqànà
    [hinàsəpahəwəxqanə]

    b. sàpàatyòxn'as
    [sapatyəxn'əs] 'amplifier'

    sapàatyòxn'as
    [səpatyəxn'əs]

(206) a. 'óykàla
    ['øykələ] 'all'

    'óykala
    ['øykələ]

    b. láwyàlacàqa
    [lawyaləcaqə] 'I gaffed recently'

    láwyalacàqa
    [lawyaləcaqə]
(207) a. wàpáayàtaw'áat  ‘helper’
    [wapaayatew'aat]

    wàpáayataw'áat
    [wapaayatèw'aat]

b. 'ìmámáacàpakàyksix  ‘they clean themselves’
    ['ìmòmaacapèkayksix]

    'ìmámáacapàkàyksix
    ['ìmòmaacapèkayksix]

I have given the phonetic transcriptions which illustrate the vowel allophony, which is one of the most important clues to stress in CV syllables.

The fact that destressing occurs with CV syllables in clash suggests that it involves reranking of the constraints *Lapse and *Clash. The analysis of destressed 'óykala ‘all’ is presented in (208).

(208)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/'óykala/</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. 'óykàla</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. 'óykala</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. 'óykala</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because both constraints can be satisfied in a series of three light syllables, destressing does not occur in the example 'óykàlàna ‘all (OBJ)’ (phonetically ['òykèlànə]).
(209)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ˈoykalana/</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ˈoykalana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ˈoykalana</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ˈoykalana</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ˈoykalana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial CV syllables are destressed by some speakers in clash, particularly when it is clash with a main stressed syllable.

(210) a. hiwˈáawˈàsa  ‘he is fishing’

b. sapáatyoxˈnás  ‘amplifier’

Obtaining destressing effects in word initial light syllables can be accomplished simply by reranking Edgemost Left below *Clash. The constraint *Lapse is not violated in these situations, so reranking between it and *Clash would not effect the outcome.

(211)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hiwˈáawˈàsa/</th>
<th>*Lapse</th>
<th>*Clash</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hiwˈáawˈàsa</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hiwˈáawˈàsa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is variation between speakers with respect to destressing and in particular initial syllable destressing. The variation seems to run along generational lines. Younger speakers seem to rank *Clash more highly than do older speakers. It is also the case with initial syllable destressing that it is more likely to happen with main stress than with secondary stress. As was the case with the WSP and with Edgemost Right, *Clash can be made into a constraint set as in (212).
(212) *Clash with main stress » *Clash with secondary stress.

The different clash constraints could then be ordered differently to achieve different kinds of destressing.

The effects of destressing are not robust, and one of the problems of studying it is its optionality. It seems to be tied to rate of speech as well as to generational differences. This suggests that it may be an effect of economy of effort. It seems not unlikely that clash itself may be reducible to economy of effort at some level.

4.3.3. Reduplicated words and secondary stress

Reduplicated words violate some of the previously discussed generalizations because of identity between the two stems. In the following set of words (213), main stress is on the last syllable of the first stem of the reduplicated word. The corresponding position in the second stem is a word final CVC syllable. However, instead of being stressless, as is expected of a word final CVC syllable, these syllables have secondary stress.

(213) a. titiptiñip ‘ribbon’
      b. so'yosoyòy ‘collapsed, flat (like a tire)’
      c. suk'úysuk úuy ‘dark brown’
      d. siw'íiwsiw íiw ‘light brown’
      e. quyéesquyës ‘stellar’s jay’
      f. peléeypeley ‘confused, stupid’

Identity with the location of main stress causes the word final CVC syllable to receive secondary stress even though a word final CVC would otherwise be stressless.
In the following set of words, main stress is on a CV penult and the word final CVC is stressless. This results in a stressless or nearly stressless CVC syllable in the antepenultimate position, because of correspondence with the stressless word final CVC. The word initial CV syllable has a higher level of secondary stress in its correspondence with the main stressed penult, than an initial CV syllable would normally have when in clash with a following CVC. Word initial CV syllables that are in clash with a following CVC syllable usually have weak secondary stress. However, when the CV syllable is in correspondence with a main stressed syllable, it will have a higher level of secondary stress than would otherwise be expected.

(214) a. tīte’tīte’ ‘flat’
    b. qòlosqòlos ‘esophagous’
    c. qùlusqùlus ‘dandruff’
    d. còqoycòqoy ‘tipi’
    e. pìlespìles ‘bed bug’
    f. wèt’etwéet’et ‘nettles’
    g. tèlesèeles ‘fern species’
    h. nìcka’nìcka’ ‘strawberry’

The last example (214h), has four CVC syllables, but the same pattern of strength and weakness.

When stress is assigned to the antepenult of a reduplicated word, like those in (213), it does not shift. Such syllables are accented:

(215) a. titítipí tipítipítipíki ‘ribbon (NOM)/(INST)’
    b. quyéésequêès quyéésequêèsne ‘stellar’s jay (NOM)(OBJ)’
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In reduplicated words that have penultimate stress in the uninflected form, stress can shift.

(216) a. qòlosqòlos qòlosqolóospa ‘esophageus (NOM)/(LOC)’
     b. qùlusqùlus qùlusqulúsne ‘dandruff (NOM)/(OBJ)’
     c. pilèspiles pilèspilèesne ‘bedbug (NOM)/(OBJ)’
     d. tèlestèles tèlestefèesne ‘fern species (NOM)/(OBJ)’

When main stress shifts, secondary stress is assigned to the CVC syllable that was stressless in the uninflected form.

The effects of reduplication upon stress can be analyzed by employing a constraint that enforces identity between the two reduplicated parts of a word. Following McCarthy and Prince (1995), I provide the following Base-reduplicant constraint:

(217) Ident-BR(Stress): “Corresponding syllables in base and reduplicant must have equal levels of stress”

The constraints must have the following rankings:

(218) Ident-BR(Stress) » Non-Finality Secondary

    Ident-BR(Stress) » WSP₂

    Culminativity » Ident-BR(Stress)

Culminativity is needed to prevent reduplicated syllables from both having stress with the highest grid level. Although reduplicated syllables have stress that is as close to identical as possible, there is never more than one syllable that has the highest level of stress in Nez Perce.
In the following tableaux, we see that Ident-BR(Stress) requires secondary stress to be on the ultima, even though this generates a violation of Non-Finality. Candidate (b) satisfies Non-Finality, but it violates Ident-BR(Stress).

(219)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/quyéesquyees /</th>
<th>Culminativ.</th>
<th>Ident-BR(Stress)</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Ident (V-Length)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. quyéesquyès</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. quyéesquyes</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. quyéesquyées</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There cannot be two syllables with primary stress. Culminativity rules out the third candidate.

In (220), we find that Ident-BR(Stress) requires a medial CVC to be stressless in correspondence with the word final CVC. The final syllable must be stressless to comply with Non-Finality, so candidate (c) is ruled out. Candidate (a) is the most optimal because it satisfies identity and does not violate Non-Finality.

(220)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/pileespîles /</th>
<th>Ident-BR(Stress)</th>
<th>Non-Finality Secondary</th>
<th>WSP\textsubscript{2}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. pileespîles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. pileespîles</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. pileispîles</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. pileispîles</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.4. **Accented syllables and secondary stress**

In the discussion of accented syllables in §4.2., I showed that the constraint CRP causes accented syllables to receive main stress. In those examples, only words with a
single accented syllable were included. When there is more than one accented syllable in a word, only one of the accented syllables can have main stress. This does not mean that accented syllables that do not receive main stress lose out completely. In this section, I will show that accented syllables that do not receive primary stress receive secondary stress. I will also show that when the accented syllables is word final, the syllable is sometimes destressed.

The grid in (3), repeated here, illustrates the fact that stress has different levels. Primary or “1” stress receives a high tone, as well as other indicators of stress. Syllables with secondary stress receive differing levels of indicators, depending on the level of stress.

(3)  
1 3 2 Ø 3 Ø  
 x  
 x x  
 x x x x  
 x x x x x  
 peenmekeunisene

I proposed in §4.2.3. that lexical stress or accent consists of an indication in the underlying representation that a particular syllable has “1” or primary stress. CRP was defined as follows, and it is evaluated gradiently as in (128).

(128) **Correspondence to Relative Prominence (CRP):**
“An accented syllable has the highest grid column in the prosodic word.”

Unaccented verbs show the regular pattern of penultimate stress (221a,b), unless they are inflected with the incomplete plural -síx or the irrealis -ú (221c,d). Both of these aspect markers are accented, and so they attract main stress by virtue of CRP.
(221) a. hipise  
   hip-see  
   eat-INC  
   ‘I am eating’

b. hipsâaqâ  
   hip-saaqa  
   eat-REC  
   ‘I recently ate’

c. hipsiix  
   hip-siix  
   eat-INC.PL  
   ‘we were eating’

d. hipú'  
   hip-ú'  
   eat-IRR  
   ‘I will eat’

The following tableaux shows why primary stress must be assigned to the final syllable of hipú’ ‘I will eat’. As I showed in §4.2.3., CRP outranks Non-Finality.

(222)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ hip-ú* /</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hipú’</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hipu’</td>
<td></td>
<td>!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast to the unaccented S-verb stem hip ‘eat’, the C-verb stem láwyala ‘gaff’ is accented (for more on the verb stem classes see Chapter 2.3.4.1.1). When a verb stem is accented, it prevents primary stress from being assigned to a suffix’s word final accented syllable.

(223) a. láwyaláca  
   láwyala-cee  
   gaff-INC  
   ‘I am gaffing’

b. láwyalacàqa  
   láwyala-caaqa  
   gaff-REC  
   ‘I gaffed recently’

c. láwyalacíix  
   láwyala-cíix  
   gaff-INC.PL  
   ‘we are gaffing’

d. láwyalano’  
   láwyala-nú’  
   boil-IRR  
   ‘I will gaff’
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In the following tableaux, where only main stress is indicated, we can see why an accented stem keeps an accented suffix from receiving main stress. No matter which accented syllable is stressed, a violation of CRP will occur. Because of the tie on this highly ranked constraint, the decision is made by the lower constraint Non-Finality, and candidate (a) with the non-final main stressed syllable wins.

(224)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/lawyala-nú' /</th>
<th>Culminativity</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. lâwyalano'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. lawyalano'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. láwyalano'</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data in (223c,d) show that even though the word final accented syllables do not win main stress, they still receive a consolation prize in the form of secondary stress. This allows the derivation to partially satisfy the highly ranked constraint of CRP.

(225)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/lawyala-nú' /</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. láwyala'no'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. láwyala'no'</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Even though candidate (a) violates Non-Finality, this is better than causing a full violation of CRP (one asterisk versus two).
4.4. **Stress and the skeleton: Epenthesis and Syncope**

Nez Perce words undergo changes to the skeleton of vowels and consonants motivated by stress. Epenthesis breaks up word final clusters in order to create a locus for main stress that is closer to the right edge of the word without being word final (§4.4.1). The analysis of epenthesis forms one of the strongest arguments that with one exception the Nez Perce syllable lacks complex codas. There is also a syncope alternation which is driven by stress shift (§4.4.2). When these changes to words are seen in terms of stress placement and the constraints, it is found that the alternations are motivated by the need to create better stress forms.

4.4.1. **Stress driven epenthesis**

I described one kind of epenthesis that is motivated by syllable structure in Chapter 2.1.3. In those examples, stem initial clusters are broken up because Nez Perce words can only begin with a single consonant.

(226)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nonprofit</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| profit  | ii-
| pick.berries-
| 'I am picking berries' | 'he is picking berries' |

In this section, I describe and analyze epenthesis that occurs at the end of a stem.

(227)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>b.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nonprofit</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| profit  | ii-
| pick.berries-
| 'I am picking berries' | 'he is picking berries' |
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In these cases, epenthesis is motivated by stress assignment. Nez Perce breaks up stem final clusters in nouns with regular stress assignment in order to locate stress closer to the end of the word without it being word final. The optimal form better satisfies Edgemost Right without violating Non-Finality.

4.4.1.1. Stress driven epenthesis - the data

Nez Perce nouns may end in C, CC, and (occasionally) CCC. Under suffixation, nouns that end in a cluster either undergo epenthesis with stress shifting to the epenthized vowel (228) or they do not (229).

(228) a. wálc \(\rightarrow\) wálásna 'knife (NOM)/(OBJ)'
    b. mú’pc \(\rightarrow\) mú’pisne 'yearling fawn (NOM)/(OBJ)'
    c. ’itx \(\rightarrow\) ’itúxne 'dirt (NOM)/(OBJ)'

(229) a. ’áps \(\rightarrow\) ’ápsna 'flint (NOM)/(OBJ)'
    b. póxc \(\rightarrow\) póxsna 'ancestor (NOM)/(OBJ)'
    c. ’ítx \(\rightarrow\) ’ítñne 'woman’s sister’s child (NOM)/(OBJ)'

The epenthized vowel may be a copy of the preceding vowel (228), it may be the high front vowel i (228b), or occasionally neither vowel (228c).

I will describe and illustrate the basic principles of this kind of epenthesis before formalizing the analysis (§4.4.1.2). I will show that what we see in these words is epenthesis and not syncope (i.e., there is no underlying vowel that is deleted). I will show that epenthesis is motivated primarily by the constraint Edgemost Right, that epenthesis is blocked by CRP, and that epenthesis is not motivated by a need to break up clusters. I
will show that words with epenthesis also undergo vowel shortening to satisfy Weight to Stress (WSP₃).

There are parallel words that have regular, shifting stress which do not undergo alternation of a vowel position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(230) a.</th>
<th>qánis</th>
<th>qànísna</th>
<th>‘man’s younger sister’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>qáhas</td>
<td>qàhásna</td>
<td>‘milk’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>qícex</td>
<td>qícéxne</td>
<td>‘fur’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>sú’um</td>
<td>sù’úmne</td>
<td>‘pet’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples in (230), that do not alternate the vowel position, show that the following words with epenthesis do not have underlying vowels that are deleted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(231) a.</th>
<th>tíms</th>
<th>tímísne</th>
<th>‘cherry’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>púhs</td>
<td>pùhúsne</td>
<td>‘inner skin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>sítx</td>
<td>sítéxne</td>
<td>‘mud’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>tùpé’c</td>
<td>tùpe’ésne</td>
<td>‘rib’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The underlying representation of ‘man’s younger sister’ is /qanis/ and of ‘pet’ /su’um/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(232) a.</th>
<th>qánis</th>
<th>qànísna</th>
<th>‘man’s younger sister’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/qanis/</td>
<td>/qanisne/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>sú’um</td>
<td>sù’úmne</td>
<td>‘pet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/su’um/</td>
<td>/su’umne/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The underlying representation of ‘cherry’ is /tims/ and ‘rib’ /tupe’c/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(233) a.</th>
<th>tíms</th>
<th>tímísne</th>
<th>‘cherry’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/tims/</td>
<td>/timsne/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
d. ṭūpe'c  ṭūpe'ésne  ‘rib’
    /tupe'c/  /tupe'cne/

If it were the case that the underlying representation of tíms ‘cherry’ were /timis/, it would be unexplained why the second vowel deletes but the corresponding vowel in qánis ‘man’s younger sister’ does not.

As I showed in (229), there are words with final clusters that do not undergo epenthesis. Additional examples are provided in (234).

(234) a. yú’c  yú’sne  ‘poor, pitiful’
b. şóyখ্যা’c  şóyখ্যা’sna  ‘javelin’
c. cáť’òxč  cáť’òxśna  ‘wild hyacinth’
d. muśks  muśśne  ‘cattail’
e. qóyখc  qóyখśna  ‘blueback salmon’
f. 'óyáyp  'óyáypśna  ‘Weippe, Idaho’
g. mastąps  mastąpsnśna  ‘deaf person’

The non-epenthesizing nouns contrast with examples that have epenthesis.

(235) a. maqś  maqśśna  ‘gall’
b. péqs  peqśesne  ‘bunch grass’
c. pilę  pilęśne  ‘back of head’
d. pisx  pisxśne  ‘tick’
e. p’álś  p’álśśna  ‘perfume’
f. q’awns  q’awnsnśna  ‘biscuit root’
g. sám’Ix  sám’Ixśna  ‘shirt’
h. taśx  taśśx  ‘grease’
i. tıkx  tıkxśpe  ‘bridge’
j. tıkś  tıkśśpe  ‘hip’
k. tíms  tímsinśne  ‘cherry’
l. wálx  wálxśna  ‘knife’
m. ta’c  ta’asna  ‘good’
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| n.  | nàco’x | nàco’ó̱xna | ‘salmon’ |
| o.  | sèewi’s | sèewi’ísne | ‘mussel’ |
| p.  | sistó’s | sistó’ósne | ‘harpoon’ |
| q.  | tató’s  | tató’ósne  | ‘some’   |
| r.  | tìké’s  | tìke’ésne  | ‘baby board’ |
| s.  | tùpé’c  | tùpe’ésne  | ‘rib’    |
| t.  | wàptó’s | wàpto’ósna | ‘braids’ |
| u.  | kìké’t  | kìke’étne  | ‘blood’ |
| v.  | láiř   | làlaxna    | ‘coffee, seeds’ |
| w.  | lìlpš | lìlpísne | ‘meadow mushroom’ |

The epenthetic vowel is always a copy following a glottal stop (235m-t). It is almost always a copy following a low vowel, but there is an exception in the case of ‘tongue’ péews, pewísne, listed with the epenthetic words that have long vowels in (241e) below.

The unpredictable epenthetic vowels generally follow a non-epenthetic high front vowel (235c,d) and (235i,j) below.

Nouns with epenthesis considerably outnumber nouns with final clusters that lack epenthesis. It is also the case that nouns with regular, shifting stress outnumber nouns with accent. I propose that accent is the crucial difference between the two kinds of nouns that end in clusters: Nouns with epenthesis are unaccented (and so have regular, shifting stress assignment), while nouns without epenthesis are accented (and so have non-shifting stress). Nez Perce tries to assign main stress as close to the right edge of the word if possible without violating Non-Finality. For words with regular stress, this means epenthesizing a vowel into a cluster to form a position that is closer to the end of the word. For words with accent there is no motivation to epenthize a vowel, because
stress has to stay fixed on the accented syllable. Moving stress closer to the right edge would entail a violation of CRP.

The two examples with final clusters in (236) clearly have accent, because in the inflected form, stress is assigned to the antepenult. Antepenultimate stress only occurs with accented words, as I demonstrated in §4.2.3.

(236) a. mástəps mástəpsna ‘deaf person’
b. ñóyəx’a’c ñóyəx’a’sna ‘javelin’

In (237) and (238), I contrast the underlying representations of accented and unaccented words.

(237) a. ñóyəx’a’c ñóyəx’a’sna ‘javelin’
    /ñóyəx’a’c/ /ñóyəx’a’sne/

b. mástəps mástəpsna ‘deaf person’
   /mástəps/ /mástəpsne/

c. yú’c yú’sne ‘poor, pitiful’
   /yú’c/ /yú’cne/

(238) a. máqs màqásna ‘gall’
   /maqs/ /maqsne/

b. sám’ê sám’áxna ‘shirt’
   /sám’ê/ /sám’áxne/

c. náco’ê náco’óxna ‘salmon’
   /náco’ê/ /náco’óxne/

d. tíks tíksne ‘hip’
   /tíks/ /tíksne/
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To be completely clear on the fact that epenthesis is not motivated by a need to break up consonant clusters, we may consider the words in (239).

(239)  
  a.  páłḵc  páłḵsna  ‘showshoe rabbit’  
  b.  títw’xc  títw’xcne  ‘chisselmouth fish’

In these examples, a CCCC cluster is formed under affixation, but epenthesis does not occur. If epenthesis were motivated by a violation caused by the clusters, then we would expect to see it in these examples. Examples like *títw’xisne or *múxüsne (cf., múxsne (234)) would be expected that have both non-shifting stress and epenthesis.

However, epenthesis never occurs without assigning main stress to the epenthetic vowel.

In §4.2.1.2, I showed that underlying long vowels shorten when they are not assigned primary stress. Three examples are repeated here.

(240)  
  a.  táamsas  támśásna  ‘wild rose’  
  b.  wéeptes  wéptésees  ‘eagle’  
  c.  teeptlep  tępłéepne  ‘butterfly’

Words with stress driven epenthesis also exhibit shortening of long vowels.

(241)  
  a.  páaps  pàpásna  ‘red fir’  
  b.  plíps  plípíski  ‘bones’  
  c.  máayx  máyáxna  ‘sand’  
  d.  pásx  pasáxna  ‘sunflower’  
  e.  péews  péwísne  ‘tongue’  
  f.  sáayx  sáyáxna  ‘Pleides’  
  g.  síiks  síikšne  ‘nest’  
  h.  ’éeyx  ’éeyšne  ‘white salmon’  
  i.  cemítx  cémístxne  ‘huckleberries’  
  j.  cawiitx  cawítáxna  ‘wild carrot’  
  k.  qíláaxs  qílasáxna  ‘otter’
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1. tìsáyák tìsayáŋpa ‘East Kamiah, Idaho’

This is another sign that these words follow the regular stress properties. The underlying representations of words with regular stress and underlying long vowels may be compared in (242) and (243). The second set differs essentially in the fact that the words have final clusters.

(242) a. tâamsas tâmsáasna ‘wild rose’
    /taimsa:s/ /taimsa:s-næ/

b. wéepítes wepíteesne ‘eagle’
    /wæpíte:s/ /wæpíte:s-ne/

c. tëepílep tëpeéepne ‘butterfly’
    /tæpíle:p/ /tæpíle:p-ne/

(243) a. pâaps pâpásna ‘red fir’
    /paaps/ /paapsne/

b. cèmitektx cèmitétxne ‘huckleberries’
    /cemítx/ /cemítxne/

c. qìlesai’sx qìlasáxna ‘otter’
    /qila:sâne/ /qila:sâne/

A word with a final clusters that is accented neither undergoes the shortening of a long vowel nor epenthesis:

(244) a. cìiks cìiksne ‘sister-in-law’

b. wèwèexp wèwéexpne ‘spring’

c. ‘éeks ‘éeksne ‘man’s sister’

d. tàsíipx tàsíipxna ‘cow elk’

e. qòqaálx qòqaálxna ‘buffalo’
f. 'íséeps  'íséepsne  'bundle'
g. clickan  clickanna  'blanket'
h. yàtóoyn  yàtóoynna  'Arrow, Idaho'
i. saaslàqs  saaslàqsnà  'moose'

The underlying representations of ‘buffalo, ‘blanket’, and ‘moose’ contrast with the
nouns that undergo epenthesis in (245) with respect to accent.

(245) a. qòqálf̃  qòqálf̃na  'buffalo'
    /qoqálf̃/  /qoqálf̃ne/
b. cíckan  cíckànna  'blanket'
    /cíckan/  /cíckanne/
c. sáaslàqs  sáaslàqsna  'moose'
    /sáaslàqs/  /sáaslàqsnà/

In the next section, I will show how the epenthesis patterns are accounted for by the
interaction of previously defined constraints along with two additional constraints.

4.4.1.2. Analysis of stress driven epenthesis

The analysis of stress motivated epenthesis depends on the constraints
Non-Finality and Edgemost Right, as previously defined. Two additional constraints are
also required: Dep-V and Ident-V, following McCarthy and Prince (1995). The first
constraint is violated by epenthesis. This constraint is required to prevent unmotivated
instances of epenthesis.

(246) Dep-V: “All vowel positions in the output occur in the underlying representation”
I will show that Edgemost Right must outrank this new constraint.

(247) Edgemost Right » Dep-V

Following McCarthy and Prince (1995), we may use Max-V.

(248) Max-V: “All vowel positions in the underlying representation must be included in the output.”

This constraint is necessary because Nez Perce does not allow free deletion of vowels.

It will also be important to clarify how clusters are evaluated by Edgemost Right and Non-Finality. Specifically, I will show that with one exception the Nez Perce syllable ends in only a single consonant. The only coda cluster allowed is \. Other clusters are evaluated as a simplex coda followed by a consonant that is either syllabic or extra-syllabic. The extra consonant in examples like tùpé’c ‘rib’ prevents the occurrence of a Non-Finality violation. The extra consonant also potentially creates an additional violation of Edgemost Right, which is why epenthesis is needed to generate the form tùpe’ésne ‘rib (OBJ)’ rather than *tùpé’cne, where stress is farther from the right edge.

The following sets of examples illustrate the essential contrasts. In (249), both examples have regular, shifting stress, and the one with an underlying final consonant cluster has epenthesis. In (250), neither example has shifting stress, and neither example has epenthesis.

(249) a. tùpé’.c /tupe’c/  tùpe’ésne /tupe’cne/ ‘rib’
    b. sú’um /su’um/  sù’úmna /su’umne/ ‘pet’
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(250) a.  yú'.c  
/yú'c/  
yú'.s.ne  
/yu'cne/  
‘poor one’  
b.  šóyšà'.c  
/šóyšà'c/  
šóyšà'.s.na  
/šóyšà'cne/  
‘javelin’  

Note that the final CC clusters contain syllabic C’s as described in Chapter 2.1.4. and above in §4.2.1.1.

In the uninflected form of tupe'.c ‘rib’, epenthesis does not occur, because it does not make the uninflected word more optimal. In candidate (b), where stress is placed on the epenthized vowel, a Non-Finality violation occurs. In candidate (c), insertion of the epenthetic vowel does not cause stress to be closer to the right edge. Candidate (a) wins because it places stress as close as possible to the right edge without violating Non-Finality. It is crucial that in the word final string pe'.c that the final c prevents a violation of Non-Finality. Otherwise, we would expect stress to be placed on the preceding syllable (i.e., candidate (d)).

(251)\(^8\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tupe'.c</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tupe' éc</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. tupé' ec</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. túpe'.c</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^8\) Only main stress will be indicated in the tableaux since it is primary stress and not secondary stress that motivates epenthesis.
Candidate (d) loses because placing stress on the syllable tu causes an extra violation of Edgemost Right. Candidate (c) loses because it ties with (a) with respect to Edgemost Right but it has a violation of Dep-V. It is of course possible to evaluate Edgemost Right just in terms of segments rather than syllables. On that measure also, candidate (a) would still be superior to (e). However, I will provide evidence immediately below which shows that Edgemost Right is evaluated in terms of syllables.

In the inflected form of 'rib', epenthesis allows for a more optimal form of the word. Without the epenthetic vowel, stress is farther from the right edge, so candidate (a) loses. Candidate (b) violates Dep-V, but since this constraint is ranked lower than Edgemost Right, epenthesis creates a more optimal form. Stress is located closer to the right edge without being word final. It is crucial that in the string pe'.s.ne the intervening consonant s between the syllables pe' and ne count as an additional violation of Edgemost Right. Otherwise, candidates (a) and (b) would tie on this constraint and the grammatical candidate (b) would lose by virtue of its violation of Dep-V. The cost of violating Dep-V can only be recovered by diminishing the degree of violation of the higher ranking constraint Edgemost Right.

(242)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tupé'.s.ne</td>
<td></td>
<td>***!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tupe'.esne</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. tupe'.s.né</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. tupe'.esne</td>
<td></td>
<td>***!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Candidate (c) shows us that it is impossible to shift stress further to the right without epenthesis. To do so creates a violation of Non-Finality. Candidate (d) illustrates the fact that there is no advantage to the word’s undergoing epenthesis without shifting stress. To do so causes stress to be located farther from the right edge without increasing optimality.

Stress driven epenthesis is important evidence that, in general, the Nez Perce coda is at maximum a single C and not CC or greater. If a syllable can have a complex CC coda, and if Edgemost Right evaluates candidates purely in terms of syllable structure, then *tupé’sne should be better than tupa’ésne ‘rib (OBJ)’. If a syllable can have a complex CC coda, and if Non-Finality evaluates candidates purely in terms of syllable structure, then *túpe’c should be better than tupa’c, because the latter example should be a violation of Non-Finality. It could be argued that Edgemost Right evaluates candidates in terms of segments such that the more segments that intervene between the right edge and main stress the greater the violation. Non-Finality would have to be somewhat arbitrarily defined as being violated if stress is separated by zero to one segments from the right edge and not violated if stress is separated from the right edge by two or more segments. These interpretations of the constraints will handle the data introduced thus far; however, there is a set of words that indicate that the definitions given in terms of syllables are correct. Members of this small set of words actually have a complex coda, and a word final syllable with a complex coda in one of these cases is treated like a syllable with a simple coda by Non-Finality and Edgemost Right.
There is some inter-speaker variation with these words. There are four examples
that do not have variation (253), plus an additional three words that have a complex coda
for at least some speakers (for other speakers these words have accent on the initial
syllable, so it is impossible to tell how the coda is evaluated by Non-Finality and
Edgemost Right). Stress alternates between the two vowels of the stem, both of which
are underlying, and there is no epenthesis.

(253) a. \texttt{piye\textsc{\texttt{xs}}}
    \texttt{píyé\textsc{\texttt{xs}}ne} \texttt{\textapost{rawhide rope'}}
 b. \texttt{sist\textsc{\texttt{xs}}}
    \texttt{síst\textsc{\texttt{xs}}ne} \texttt{\textapost{crotch'}}
 c. \texttt{si\textsc{\texttt{xs}}}
    \texttt{sit\textsc{\texttt{xs}}ne} \texttt{\textapost{liver'}}
 d. \texttt{\textquoteright{}o\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{xc}}}
    \texttt{\textquoteright{}oq\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{xs}}\textsc{\texttt{na}}} \texttt{\textapost{ankle'}}

(254) a. \texttt{\textquoteright{}ispe\textsc{\texttt{xs}} / ispé\textsc{\texttt{xs}}}
    \texttt{\textquoteright{}ispé\textsc{\texttt{xs}}ne} \texttt{\textapost{groin'}}
 b. \texttt{\textquoteright{}e\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{se\textsc{\texttt{x}}}}}
    \texttt{\textquoteright{}e\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{se\textsc{\texttt{x}}}}\textsc{\texttt{ne}} / \textsc{\texttt{e\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{se\textsc{\texttt{x}}}}}}\textsc{\texttt{ne}} \texttt{\textapost{dentalium'}}
 c. \texttt{cát\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{xc}}}
    \texttt{cát\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{xs}}\textsc{\texttt{na}} / cat\textsc{\texttt{ox}}\textsc{\texttt{xs}}\textsc{\texttt{na}} \texttt{\textapost{wild hyacinth'}}

All examples have stem final \textsc{\texttt{xs}}/\textsc{\texttt{xc}}. By constrast, somewhat analogous final clusters
such as \textsc{\texttt{s\textsc{\texttt{k}}}}, \textsc{\texttt{ks}}, and \textsc{\texttt{kc}} occur in words with epenthesis (e.g., \texttt{qil\textsc{\texttt{as\textsc{\texttt{k}}}}}, \texttt{qila\textsc{\texttt{s\textsc{\texttt{n}}}}n\textsc{\texttt{a}}} ‘otter’;
\texttt{tíks}, \texttt{tik\textsc{\texttt{s\textsc{\texttt{n}}}}} ‘hip’; \texttt{tík\textsc{\texttt{c}}}, \texttt{tik\textsc{\texttt{c\textsc{\texttt{p}}}}} ‘bridge’), but the cluster \textsc{\texttt{xs}}/\textsc{\texttt{xc}} never occurs in words
with epenthesis. If \textsc{\texttt{xs}}/\textsc{\texttt{xc}} is the only complex coda that Nez Perce allows, the stress
patterns in (253) would follow from that fact. Examples like (255a) would be essentially
the same as regular words with alternating penultimate stress treated in (255b) (see
§4.2.1.1).

(255) a. \texttt{piye\textsc{\texttt{xs}}}
    \texttt{píyé\textsc{\texttt{xs}}ne} \texttt{\textapost{rawhide rope'}}
 b. \texttt{\textquoteright{}as\textsc{\texttt{qap}}}
    \texttt{\textquoteright{}ás\textsc{\texttt{qap}}\textsc{\texttt{na}}} \texttt{\textapost{man’s younger brother'}}
It may also be noted that examples such as pîyešs ‘rawhide rope’ and sîstešs ‘liver’ have competely stressless final syllables, as indicated by vowel allophony. Stresslessness is expected if Non-Finality applies to these positions, and Non-Finality outranks WSP₂, the constraint that requires that a CVC syllable have secondary stress.

If ũs/ûc is the only complex coda, then 'c, sû, ks, uc, ps, qs etc. do not constitute complex codas. Instead, the following words, along with others that undergo epenthesis, all end in a CVC or CVVC syllable followed by a C (i.e., CVC.C or CVVC.C) in their uninflected forms.

(256)  
a. tupe'c  tûpe'ësne ‘rib’  
b. tik  tikûsne ‘hip’  
c. tikc  tikûsne ‘bridge’  
d. paaps  pàpàsna ‘red fir’  
e. qilàášx  qìlasàxna ‘otter’  
f. máqs  màqàsna ‘gall’

It could be claimed that these stem final consonants are syllabified on their own or that they are simply extra-syllabic. It is only essential that they not be part of the preceding syllable. It is because of this that word final CC (except for ũs/ûc) prevents a violation of Non-Finality in the uninflected form in (256a). Likewise, a word medial CC just before a final syllable requires epenthesis by potentially causing an extra violation of Edgemost Right in the inflected form (257b).
(257)  a.  tüpe'.c  
     b.  tüpe'ésne  ‘rib’

(258)  a.  sístešs  
     b.  sísteššne  ‘crotch’

(259)  a.  ’ásqap  
     b.  ’ásqápna  ‘younger brother’

Words that end in the only allowed complex coda šs/fc violate Non-Finality if stress is placed on the stem final vowel in the uninflected form (a). Thus, stress must be retracted by one vowel position, and the words ending in šs mirror the pattern of words that end in a single consonant (a). By the same token, words ending in the complex coda šs do not have an extra violation of Edgemost Right in the inflected form (258b), so stress shifts to the right and epenthesis does not occur. This explanation is formalized in the following tableaux:

(260)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. sístešs</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. sísteššs</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the first tableaux, stress cannot be assigned to the vowel in tešš because this string counts as a single syllable, and stress on this position would violate Non-Finality (candidate (b)). In the following tableaux, stress can be assigned to the vowel in tešš, and so candidate (a) is most optimal. Candidate (c) has epenthesis, but this does not improve the derivation, because candidate (c) is tied with (a) with respect to violations of Edgemost Right. Candidate (c) loses because there is no advantage to its undergoing epenthesis.
(261)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ sistēšne /</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. sistēšne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. sistēšne</td>
<td>***!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. sistēšesne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (b) loses because stress is retracted needlessly far to the left.

Having clarified the evaluative nature of the constraints Non-Finality and Edgemost Right, I return to other cases where epenthesis does not occur. In some cases, there is no alternation of vowel positions because there are underlying vowels in the optimal positions. In other cases, accent prevents stress from being assigned closer to the right, which is the motivation for this kind of epenthesis.

The word sú'um / su'úmne ‘pet’ does not have epenthesis because there is an underlying vowel in the relevant position. The fact that such a vowel in this position cannot be deleted is enforced by the constraint Max-V. In (262), candidate (b) loses by virtue of its violation of Non-Finality. Candidate (c) loses because it has a needless violation of Max-V. Max-V need not be ranked above Edgemost Right as long as candidates (a) and (c) are evaluated as equal violations of the latter constraint.

(262)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ sú'um /</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Max-V</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. sú'um</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. su'úm</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. sú'm</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following tableaux simply demonstrate how stress shifts rightwards as expected in the inflected form of ‘pet’.
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Regarding nouns that end in clusters other than *s but do not undergo epenthesis, I have claimed that they have accent. That fact that stress cannot be moved without violating the highly ranked constraint CRP means that there is no motivation for epenthesis. This is demonstrated in the following two tableaux for *ýyá'a'c, *ýyá'a's.na ‘javelin (NOM)/(OBJ)’

For the uninflected form of ‘javelin’ *ýyá'a'c, epenthesis is not expected. It never occurs in uninflected nouns, and it would only violate Dep-V in the case of candidate (b) or both CRP and Dep-V in the case of candidate (c).

It is in the inflected form of ‘javelin (OBJ)’ *ýyá'a's. na that epenthesis might be expected. However, epenthesis comes at the cost of violating Dep-V. This can only be recovered if an output can be formed with epenthesis that satisfies a higher constraint. However, if stress is shifted to take advantage of this epenthetic position, as in candidates (b,c), CRP is violated and the candidate is ruled out.
(265)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. īóyĩa'sna</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. īóyĩa'sna</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. īóyĩa'ásna</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. īóyĩa'asna</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If CRP is not violated, as in candidate (d), then the violation of Dep-V provides no benefit, and that candidate is ruled out.

4.4.2. Syncope

Like epenthesis, syncope is linked to stress shift, but unlike epenthesis, syncope is motivated by secondary stress rather than primary stress. In the examples that I will present, a short vowel is syncopated word medially.

4.4.2.1. Syncope - the data

Syncope is clearly linked to regular penultimate stress described in §4.2.1. Words that undergo syncope also undergo stress shift.

(266) a. kìmíle kìmíéene 'tamarrack'
b. kì'ìla kìla'ana 'gaff'
c. làmáta làmtáana 'White Bird, Idaho'

Words with syncope usually have the following underlying form: /CVCVCVV/. When the word is uninflected, stress is assigned to the second vowel of the stem, and the word
final vowel is realized as short: /CVCV/. When a case suffix like -ne ‘OBJ’ is added, stress shifts to the stem final long vowel, and the medial vowel is syncopated:

/CVCCV-ne/. The underlying representations of the examples in (267) are given in (268):

(267) a. kìmíle  kìmléene  ‘tamarrack’
/kimíle/  /kimléene/

b. kì’ìla  kì’láana  ‘gaff’
/ki’ìla/  /ki’láana/

c. làmáta  làmtáana  ‘White Bird, Idaho’
/làmáta/  /làmtáana/

None of these words have accented syllables. Additional examples are provided in (268).

(268) a. tù’úynu  tù’ýnúune  ‘tail’

b. ’lëxni  ’líxnipe  ‘many’

c. qè’éyix  qè’yíixne  ‘elk calf’

d. qìlílu  qìllúune  ‘rawhide’

e. qò’ópas  qò’páasna  ‘tripe’

f. tìm’íne  tìmnéene  ‘heart’

g. tì’ìla  tì’láana  ‘crawfish’

h. sìciyu  sìcyúune  ‘star’

i. ye’émones  ye’méesenne  ‘black-tailed doe’

j. ’ásáqa  ’ásqáana  ‘Asahka, ID’

Even though stress usually shifts to a position that has an underlying long vowel, I have two examples where stress shifts to a position where the vowel is underlying short:

(269) a. pèqélís  pèqlísne  ‘paternal grand child’

b. tátáp’ay  tátáp’áyna  ‘white-tailed doe’
In only a few special cases, syncope affects a syllable position which is not immediately following the initial syllable:

(270)  a.  cəcayála’as  cəcayl’áasna  ‘rattle snake rattle’
    b.  pəxpoxt’alac  pəxpotl’áasna  ‘screech owl’
    c.  pəxpoxt’ala  pəxpotl’áana  ‘ball’

All three of these special cases involve reduplication. Reduplicative identity requires equal levels of secondary stress to be on the reduplicated syllables (see §4.3.3).

There are a number of conditions which exclude syncope. Syncope does not occur when there is no shift of primary stress. Example (271b) has shift of secondary but not main stress.

(271)  a.  təpolamt  təpolamtna  ‘bride’
    b.  qəsəlat  qəsəlatna  ‘buck goat’
    c.  tətəxət  tətəxətune  ‘teenage boy’

Syncope does not occur when the initial syllable is already CVC:

(272)  a.  ɪmnahá  ɪmnaháana  ‘Imnaha River, Oregon’
    b.  təcawwáy  təcawwáyna  ‘roasting stick’
    c.  wəxpoxt’alá  wəxpotl’áasna  ‘Adam’s apple’
    d.  ɪstuk’es  ɪstuk’eesne  ‘guest’
    e.  ɪstip’i  ɪstip’íne  ‘mother-of-pearl’
    f.  ɪlpáha  ɪlpaḥáana  ‘Alpowa Creek, WA’

The syncopated position is never one of an underlying long vowel.

(273)  a.  pəln’iisés  pəln’iséesne  ‘snout’
    b.  qeqqéey’et  qeqqéey’éene  ‘in-law’
    c.  səw’ílse  səw’íléene  ‘Tom Beall Creek, Idaho’
    d.  sIluuqs  sIluqúsne  ‘saliva’
    e.  tewliikt  tewlikínte  ‘tree’
f. cèmitx cèmitéxne 'huckleberry'
g. kééemet kéleméetne 'peace pipe'
h. tìlipus tìlipúusne 'bladder'

Syncope never occurs unless stress shifts from the syncopated position to the following position. In the following examples without syncope, stress shifts, but it is not from the position immediately following the initial syllable.

(274) a. 'ípelíikt 'ípelíiktpe 'cloud'
b. him'iqáálam him'iqáláamna 'armpit'
c. hin'awíita hin'átáána 'Six Mile Creek, ID'

The inflected form of the word finds main stress separated from the initial syllable by two syllables.

One might argue that instead of syncope, the alternation I am describing is another kind of epenthesis. If Edgemost Right did evaluate candidates in terms of segments rather than syllables (contrary to the evidence presented in §4.4.1.2), then epenthesizing a vowel into a word medial cluster would create a stress locus that is closer to the right edge. This explanation does not make the right prediction, however. There are many examples that illustrate stress shift between a short vowel and a long vowel over an intervening consonant cluster.

(275) a. táílo tátloona 'ground squirrel'
b. cílmi cílmíne 'tree squirrel'
c. písqu písquuune 'leaf, cabbage, tea'
d. píswe písweéne 'stone'

(276) a. hímtux hímtúuxne 'whiskers'
b. k'ípcuc k'ípcúucne 'claw'
c. mācqoy mācqóyna ‘chipmunk’
d. pāptic pàptísna ‘muskrat’

If syncope were really epenthesis, we would expect (275a) to be something like *tatálo and (276a) to be *himitux.

4.4.2.2. Analysis of syncope

The observations regarding syncope can be summarized as follows: The syncope alternation requires stress shift: stress alternates between the position that syncopates and the following syllable. Syncope creates a word initial CVC syllable. In the three cases where an initial CVC was not created by syncope (270), the syllable that benefited from syncope was identified with the initial syllable through reduplication. Otherwise, syncope does not occur when a word already has an initial CVC syllable. The syncopated position is never that of an underlying long vowel, and in all but one example the syncopated position is one which has primary stress in the word’s uninflected form.

Intuitively, syncope strengthens the (usually) initial syllable at the expense of the following syllable. It also occurs in a position between two strongly stressed syllables: The syllable position following the syncopated vowel always has primary stress, and the syllable position preceding the syncopated vowel has a very high level of secondary stress. Initial syllables that are not in clash with a following main stressed syllable have the highest levels of secondary stress.
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It can be instructive to consider examples that have underlying long vowels in the position corresponding to the short syncopating vowel in words with syncope. A long vowel is never syncopated, but Nez Perce still finds a way to strengthen an initial CV syllable with a high level of secondary stress. We see in example sets (277)-(278), that the consonant following the initial vowel is lengthened, while the formerly long vowel reduces to schwa when it is a low vowel (277b). Note the difference in the level of secondary stress on the initial syllable between the (277a) and (277b) examples.

\begin{align*}
(277) & \quad & 4 & 1 & 0 \quad & 2 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
& a. & {\text{kël\'e\textit{em\'at}}} & & & b. & {\text{kël\'om\'ê\textit{etki}}} \\
& & \text{‘peace pipe’} & & & \text{‘peace pipe (INST)’} \\
(278) & \quad & 4 & 1 \quad & 2 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
& a. & {\text{c\'em\textit{itix}}} & & & b. & {\text{c\'em\textit{itex\'n\'a}}} \\
& & \text{‘huckleberries’} & & & \text{‘huckleberries (OBJ)’} \\
\end{align*}

As the initial and third syllable become stronger syllables, the second syllable becomes a very weak position. : *c\text{\textacute}\text{\textacute}{\text{\textacute}{\text{\textacute}{\text{\textacute}a}}}. 

I suggest that Nez Perce economizes on the reduced vowel in the weak position to the point of deleting it. Since long vowels are never syncopated, two Max-Vowel constraints will be needed, plus an economy constraint to delete the vowel.

\begin{align*}
(279) & \quad \text{Max (Short Vowel):} & \text{‘All short vowel positions in the input must have a corresponding vowel position in the output.’} \\
(280) & \quad \text{Max (Long Vowel):} & \text{‘All long vowel positions in the input must have a corresponding vowel position in the output.’} \\
(281) & \quad *c\text{\textacute}\text{\textacute}{\text{\textacute}{\text{\textacute}{\text{\textacute}a}}}: & \text{‘A stressless vowel must not occur between a syllable with primary stress and one with high secondary stress’} \\
\end{align*}
The ranking must be as follows:

(282) Max (Long Vowel) » °œœ › Max (Short Vowel)

The following tableaux show how this analysis works for the example lamtāapa 'White Bird, ID (LOC)’ (since the assignment of main stress is not at issue here, I have not provided cells for evaluating Edgemost Right and Non-Finality):

(283)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ lamataa-pe /</th>
<th>Max (Long Vowel)</th>
<th>°œœ</th>
<th>Max (Short Vowel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. lamtaapə</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. lamaatapə</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first candidate wins because it does not violate °œœ, at the cost of syncopating the short vowel and violating Max (Short Vowel).

The fate of an underlying long vowel is different, as the next tableaux illustrates.

To syncopate an underlying long vowel results in a violation of Max (Long Vowel).

(284)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ keleemeet-ki /</th>
<th>Max (Long Vowel)</th>
<th>°œœ</th>
<th>Max (Short Vowel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. kelamēetki</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. kelmēetki</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That the uninflected form of 'White Bird, ID' need not undergo syncope is illustrated in the following tableaux. There is no violation of Clash Economy to motivate the deletion of the short vowel.
(285)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max (Long Vowel)</th>
<th>Max (Short Vowel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ lamataa/</td>
<td>*∅∅∅∅∅</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. lámáta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. lámta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A weakness of my analysis is that it does not really capture the dynamic relationship of primary stress shifting away from the vowel position that syncopates except in the fact that the initial vowel goes from a low level of secondary stress to a very high one.

I also note that the stressless vowel in kelaméetki 'peace pipe' is not as reduced as a truly stressless vowel in positions such as those at the end of the word.
4.5. Morphology and stress

Until this point, the constraints used to analyze Nez Perce stress have not needed to refer to morphological structure. However, morphology interacts with stress in several important ways. In the first set of cases, I will show that there is a constraint which requires stress to be assigned to the stem of nouns and adjectives rather than to an affix (§4.5.1). This constraint does not hold for verbs. In the second case, there are compound nouns, there is a constraint which requires stress to be assigned to the modifying member of the compound rather than to the head (§4.5.2). In the third set of cases, verb morphology there is a constraint that requires stress to be assigned to the morpheme attached to the lexical head (§4.5.3).

4.5.1. Stress the stem

The constraints used to analyze the penultimate pattern of stress in Nez Perce have not needed to refer to the structure of the word. In this section, I will provide data which show that in nouns stress must be assigned to the stem. This will require a new constraint Stress the Stem:

(286) Stress the Stem: "Primary stress must be assigned to the stem"

This constraint must be ranked above Edgemost Right for nouns but not for verbs:

(287) Stress the Stem » Edgemost Right

It need not be ranked with respect to Non-Finality because the two constraints never come into conflict. I will first provide the stress paradigms and then the analysis.
4.5.1.1. Assignment of main stress to the stem

In §4.2.1, I discussed the penultimate pattern of shifting stress seen in the examples in (288).

(288) a. mačqoy mačqóyna ‘chipmunk (NOM)/(OBJ)’
b. sīlu sīlúupe ‘eye (NOM)/(LOC)’
c. wéeptes weptéesnim ‘eagle (NOM)/(ERG)’

Non-Finality prevents stress from being assigned to the last syllable of the word.

Edgemost Right forces stress to be as close to the end as possible. Because Non-Finality outranks Edgemost Right, stress is assigned to the penult – the closest syllable to the right edge that is not final. In the examples given up to this point, I have provided suffixes that are only one syllable in length. If Non-Finality and Edgemost Right are the only relevant constraints, then it is predicted that stress must move from the stem to the suffix when the suffix is longer than two syllables. However, this is not the case.

In addition to the monosyllabic case suffixes described above, there are several bisyllabic and polysyllabic case suffixes and bound post-positions. Some examples are provided in (289).

(289) a. -kin’ix ‘ABL’
b. -kin’ikaay ‘next to’
c. -laykin ‘in the vicinity of’

If Nez Perce stress is governed just by Non-Finality and Edgemost Right, then primary stress should shift to the penultimate syllables of these suffixes when they are affixed to a
noun or adjective (e.g., *màcqòykim'ix or *màcqòylàykin). Contrary to what is predicted, when nouns are suffixed with these items, stress is not assigned to the case suffix. Instead, it is assigned to the last syllable of the noun. This is seen in (290):

(290) a. màcqo'y  
    b. màcqo'yna  
    c. màcqo'ykim'ikaay  
    d. màcqo'ylàykin  
    e. màcqo'ykim'ix

‘chipmunk (NOM)’
‘chipmunk (OBJ)’
‘next to a chipmunk’
‘near a chipmunk’
‘from a chipmunk’

Stress is penultimate in the bare form (290a), and in with the objective case (290b).

However, in the example with the longer suffixes, the penultimate stress pattern is lost.

The additional constraint Stress the Stem is needed to account for these data. It is more important to satisfy this constraint than to satisfy Edgemost Right. Therefore, stress can only be assigned as far right as the last syllable of the stem.

A series of examples follows showing how primary stress is penultimate in the bare form and with a monosyllabic case suffix but is pre-penultimate with longer suffixes. These examples show that stress moves to the last syllable of the noun regardless of what kind of underlying vowels the noun has (291)-(293) and regardless of whether the noun is reduplicated or not (294).

(291) a. pìskis  pìskìsne  
    pìskìskin'ix

‘door (nom)/(obj)’
‘from door’

b. pàtan  patána  
    patánlàykin

‘bushes (nom)/(obj)’
‘near bushes’
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(292)  a. sik'em  sik'éemne  'horse (nom)/(obj)'
sik'áamlaykin  'near a horse'

b. tîlel  tîléelne  'cliff (nom)/(obj)'
tiláalaykin  'near a cliff'

(293)  a. mëexsem  meëxseemne  'mountain (nom)/(obj)'
meëxseemkin'ix  'from mountain'

b. hûusus  husúusne  'head (nom)/(obj)'
husúuskin'ix  'from the head'

(294)  a. tâxtâx  tàxtâxna  'woodpecker (NOM)/(OBJ)'
tâxtâxkin'ikàay  'next to a woodpecker'

b. k'âyk'ayoc  k'âyk'ayóocna  'raccoon (nom)/(obj)'
k'âyk'ayóoclaykin  'near a raccoon'

c. wëxwëq't  wëxweqétne  'frog (NOM)/(OBJ)'
wëxweqétkin'ikàay  'next to frogs'

By contrast, the principle of Stress the Stem does not have an effect in verbs. Stress may be assigned to a syllable of a tense/agreement suffix that follows the stem.

(295)  a. hanîlsa  hanîsáqa
hanii-see  hanii-see-qa
make-INC  make-INC-REC
'I am making something'  'I was making s.t.'

(296)  a. càpatîca  càpatcâqa
capat-cee  capat-cee-qa
move.lengthwise-INC  move.lengthwise-INC-REC
'I move lengthwise'  'I was moving lengthwise'

This implies that Stress the Stem is ranked below Edgernost Right in verbs.
4.5.1.2. Analysis of the stem effect

To account for the fact that stress does not shift past the last suffix of the stem, the additional constraint “Stress the Stem” can be posited. This constraint is violated by an output where stress has been assigned to an affix rather than the stem. For nouns, it must be ranked higher than “Edgemost Right”. The consequences for the noun piskiskin’ix ‘from the door’ are seen in (297). Only primary stress will be indicated for the candidates since this is the crucial aspect of grammaticality the tableaux determine.

(297) Non-Finality, Stress the Stem » Edgemost Right

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Stress the Stem</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. piskiskin’ix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**! *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. piskiskin’ix</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. piskiskin’ix</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. piskiskin’ix</td>
<td>!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (d) loses, as expected, because it violates Non-Finality. Candidate (a) loses, because it violates the constraint Edgemost Right more times than the winning candidate (b). The important contrast is between candidates (b) and (c). Candidate (c) loses to (b) only because it violates the higher ranking constraint Stress the Stem. If this constraint were not considered, then candidate (b) would lose to (c) because (b) violates Edgemost Right twice to the single violation of (c).

In contrast to nouns, Stress the Stem for verbs must be ranked lower than Edgemost Right. This is shown for the example hanisáqa ‘I was making recently’.
(298) Edgemost Right » Stress the stem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hanii-saqa</th>
<th>*Final Stress</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Stress the stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hánisaqa</td>
<td>*<em>!</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hanísaqa</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hanísáqa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. hanísaqá</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tableaux in (298) is analogous to the previous one. However, in this case, it is candidate (c), with penultimate stress that wins. Because Stress the Stem is ranked below than Edgemost Right, the second candidate with two violations of Edgemost Right loses.

Different constraint rankings have already been shown to be necessary to account for function words that have stress that is always on the last syllable (§4.2.2.2). This is an example where reranking must be drawn along categorial lines.

4.5.2. Compound stress

The position of primary stress in most Nez Perce words is determined by the following constraints in the given ranking:

(299) CRP » Non-Finality » Edgemost Right

To account for compound stress in nouns, it is necessary to add to the set of constraints an additional one:

(300) Stress the modifier: “Place primary stress on the modifier “

The following ranking is required:
(301) Stress the modifier » CRP, Edgemost Right

The ranking expressed in (301) remains unchanged; Stress the modifier and Non-Finality never come into conflict in nouns because Nez Perce compound nouns are head final. In verbs, some derivational modifiers do follow the head, but they are never word final because of the addition of inflectional morphology. Hence, the ranking between Stress the modifier and Non-Finality can remain undefined.

Nez Perce compound nouns fall into two sets: Those that have the ranking in (301) and those that do not. For those that do not, Stress the modifier plays no role at all, and main stress is determined by CRP, Non-Finality, and Edgemost Right. For those that do have Stress the modifier as in (302), the position of stress in the modifying noun is determined by CRP and Edgemost Right. When stress is on the modifier, it cannot be final, so Non-Finality plays no role. The two basic sets with their sub-sets are represented in (302) with the relevant constraint rankings.

(302)
Set I: Stress the modifier » CRP » Edgemost Right
    Sub-Type A Modifier is accented - CRP determines
    Sub-Type B Modifier is unaccented - Edgemost Right determines

Set II: CRP » Non-Finality » Edgemost Right
    Sub-Type A Head is accented - CRP determines
    Sub-Type B Head is unaccented - Non-Finality and Edgemost Right determine

It turns out that Set I outnumbers Set II by approximately 2-to-1 (88 Set I examples to 35 Set II examples), and that just two nouns account for the head nouns of half of the members of Set II (16 of the 35 examples). This suggests that Set I is the default for
compound nouns, and that when a noun gets into the exceptional set, it is often by analogy with an established paradigm.

There is also a very small number of compounds in each of the two sets that have characteristics that are unpredicted by the underlying representations of the component nouns and the constraint hierarchies in (302). Most of these examples conform to a separate paradigm that applies to terms for human beings. There is ultimately a certain degree of unpredictability in Nez Perce compound noun formation, and the most fundamental aspect of this unpredictability is not knowing which set a new compound will belong to.

I will begin by presenting the data and the different sets and sub-sets in the first section (§4.5.2.1). I will then provide a formal analysis with tableaux (§4.5.2.2).

4.5.2.1. Patterns of compound stress

To study the nature of compound stress, I developed a corpus of 123 compound nouns from Aoki’s *Nez Perce Dictionary* and from my own field work. Nez Perce compounding is head final. The modifying noun precedes and qualifies the head noun (303).

(303)  [ modifier [ head ] ]

Examples are provided in (304) and (305). The examples in (304) illustrate Set I, the most common metrical pattern. Primary stress falls on the modifier, usually on its last syllable.
(304)  a. **hlniisetey**  
   [hini [ setey]]  
   [ chest [ hair]]  
   ‘chest hair’

   b. **càwitáxsiis**  
   [cawiitax [ siis]]  
   [ carrot [ soup]]  
   ‘carrot soup’

   **hini, hínine**  
   **sétey, setéyné**  

   **càwitx, càwitáxná**  
   **siis, síisné**

When giving a compound noun for the first time, I will provide the citation form and the form inflected with object case for each stem, just as in (304).

The examples in (305) illustrate the pattern of Set II, where stress falls on the head noun.

(305)  a. **sélíxtiké’s**  
   [sélíx [ tíke’s]]  
   [ Salish [ baby board]]  
   ‘Salish-style baby board’

   b. **lèpwe’iskit**  
   [lèpwey [ ’iskit ]]  
   [Lapwai [ trail]]  
   ‘Lapwai trail’

   **sélíx, sélíxné**  
   **tíké’s, tíké’ésné**  

   **lèpwey, lèpweyné**  
   **’iskit, ’iskitné**

As was shown in §4.2., long vowels are realized if they are both underlying and receive main stress.

The factor that determines what the metrical nature of a compound noun will be is whether Stress the modifier is ranked as in (306) or whether it is ranked below Edgemost Right.

(306)  Stress the modifier » CRP, Edgemost Right

Once this is known, then the location of main stress can be determined, as well as the realization of underlying long vowels. With Set I compound nouns, primary stress is on
the modifier, but the constraint Stress the modifier does not say where on the modifier primary stress must fall. Where on the modifier primary stress it is assigned is determined by the stress properties of that noun. If the modifier is accented, then stress goes on the accented syllable as required by CRP. If the modifier is unaccented, then Edgemost Right requires that stress goes on the rightmost syllable of the modifier.

The following nouns have accent (307), and when they are the modifiers in a compound noun, main stress is assigned to their accented syllables (Set I: Sub-TypeA).

(307) a. háama háamana ‘man (NOM)/(OBJ)’
    b. táyam táyampa ‘summer (NOM)/(LOC)’
    c. qáamsit qáamsitki ‘biscuit root (NOM)/(INST)’

Example (308) compounds an irregular form of the word ‘summer’, but it still has the accentual properties of the free noun (308b).

(308) a. háamamyà’c háamamyà’sna
    [háama [mya’c]] man child ‘grown son’
    háama, háamàna
    miya’c, miya’ásna ‘grown son (OBJ)’

(309) a. táya’nìit táya’nìtpa
    [táya [’nìit]] summer house ‘summer house’
    táyam, táyamna ‘summer house (LOC)’
    ’nìit, ’nìitne
(310)  a.  qáamsítsís
       [qáamsit [siis]]
       biscuit.root stew
       ‘biscuit root stew’

       qáamsit, qáamsitna
       siis, siísne

determined by CRP, which outranks Edgemost Right.

       ‘biscuit root stew (INST)’

When the modifier is not accented, CRP plays no role in Set I compounds. Stress

In these examples, Stress the modifier is satisfied, so the location of main stress is

the modifier requires stress to be on the modifying noun, but when that is satisfied, then

Edgemost Right requires stress to be as close to the right edge as possible. The following

nouns have regular, penultimate stress, showing that they are not accented (311).

(311)  a.  k'àssáyno

       k'àssáynóona

       ‘elbow (NOM)/(OBJ)’

b.  piswe

       piswéene

       ‘rock (NOM)/(OBJ)’

c.  méëksém

       méëkséempe

       ‘mountain (NOM)/(LOC)’

When stress is assigned to these nouns as modifiers, it is placed as close to the right edge

When stress is assigned to these nouns as modifiers, it is placed as close to the right edge

as possible. However, even when the compound is inflected, stress cannot shift to the

right because that would violate Stress the modifier.

(312)  a.  k'àssáynóomyà'c

       [k'assaynoo [mya'c]]

elbow child

       ‘elbow child’

b.  k'àssáynóomyà'sna

       ‘elbow child (OBJ)’

6 ‘Elbow child’ is a myth character that grew out of Coyote’s elbow.
k’assáyno, k’assáynóona
mìyá’c, mìya’ásna

(313) a. piswé’nìit
   [piswe’[nìit]]
   rock house
   ‘rock house’

b. piswé’nìitpe
   ‘rock house (LOC)’

piswe, pisweëene
’nìit, ’nìitne

(314) a. màxsáamtàlam
   [meexseem [taalam]]
   mountain tip
   ‘mountain top’

b. màxsáamtalàmpa
   ‘mountain top (LOC)’

méexseem, meexseemne
táalam, tàålanna

This kind of compound (Set I: Sub-Type B) is the most common pattern found among all compound nouns.

The second major type of compound noun does not show the effects of Stress the modifier. Either this constraint is ranked so low that it has no appreciable effect, or it does not exist for these words. The head noun receives stress either because it is accented or because the constraints Non-Finality and Edgemost Right force stress to be placed on the penult. The words in (315) are accented, as can be seen by the fact that primary stress does not shift.

10 Long vowels are usually shortened before glottal stop in derivational concatenation.
(315) a. téeqis  téeqísne  ‘elder (NOM)/(OBJ)’  
   b. ʼiniít  ʼiniítne  ‘house (NOM)/(OBJ)’

Compounds formed with these words have primary stress on the accented syllable of the head (Set II: Sub-Type A).

(316) a. ʼipsùstéeqís  ʼipsùstéeqísne
       [ʼipsuus [téeqís]]  ‘thumb (OBJ)’
       finger  elder
       ‘thumb’

   b. ʼipsùs, ʼipsúusne  ʼipsúusne
       téeqís, téeqísne

(317) a. 11  pìswè’niiít  pìswè’niiítpe
       [piswee [ʼniít]]  ‘rock house (LOC)’
       rock  house
       ‘rock house’

   b.  

Most of the examples of this kind are formed with accented, bound stem wéeku’s ‘lookalike’. This stem is commonly used to form neologisms.

(318) a. taháywáako’s  tamsásaako’s
       [tahay [wéeku’s]]  [taamsas [wéeku’s]]
       crust.snow look.a.like  wild.rose  look.a.like
       ‘sugar’  ‘tomato’

   b.  táhay, taháyna  táamsas, tãmsáasna

11 This is an alternative pronunciation of ()
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(322) a. sêlîxtîké's  c. sêlîxtîke'éspe
   [sêteix [ tîke's]]
   [ Salish [ baby.board]]
   'Salish-style baby board'  'Salish-style baby board (LOC)'

When a head noun has shifting stress, it does not follow that the resulting compound will have shifting stress. In example (314) above, both component stems have regular stress, but the compound belongs to Set I, where Stress the modifier determines the stress nature of the derived word. Additional examples are given in (323)-(324), where both components of each compound have regular stress, but the derived compound has stress that can be no closer to the right edge than the last syllable of the modifier.

(323) a. hîni  hînîpe  'chest (NOM)/(LOC)'
b. sêtey  sêtêyne  'hair (NOM)/(OBJ)'
c. hînîsêtey  hînîsetêype  'chest hair (NOM)/(LOC)'

(324) a. 'ùuyîkem  'ùuyikéemne  'shale (NOM)/(OBJ)'
b. piswe  piswéene  'rock (NOM)/(OBJ)'
c. 'ùuyikéempliswe  'ùuyikéempiswêpe  'shale rock (NOM)/(LOC)'

(325) a. tikəs  tikîspe  'hip (NOM)/(LOC)'
b. núkt  núkûtne  'meat (NOM)/(OBJ)'
c. tikîsnûkt  tikîsnûktne  'haunch (NOM)/(OBJ)'

A compound can only have shifting stress is main stress is on the head noun and that noun has regular stress in its non-compound form.

The most important aspect of unpredictability in compound nouns is determining which of the two main sets a compound will belong to – Set I, with Stress the Modifier, or Set II without. Over two-thirds of the compounds in the corpus are Set I compounds. In...
addition, nearly half of Set II compounds in my corpus are formed with the bound stem
wéeku’s ‘lookalike’ or ′iskit ‘trail’. This set of facts suggests that Set I is the default,
and that nouns tend to enter Set II by analogy with other members of their paradigm.
There are no exceptions to the ‘lookalike’ paradigm; all ten members have primary stress
on wéeku’s. There is only one exception to the ′iskit paradigm, which consists of seven
examples.

Non-Finality has an effect upon Set I nouns in an indirect way. There are no Set II
compound nouns that have a head noun that consists of just a single syllable. There are
examples like (326),(327) but none like (328).

(326) a. càwíixt càwitáxna  ‘wild carrot (NOM)/(OBJ)’
b. sís sísne  ‘stew (NOM)/(OBJ)’
c. càwitáxsís càwitáxsísna  ‘wild carrot stew (NOM)/(OBJ)’
(327) a. ’íléšni ’íléšniñe  ‘many (NOM)/(OBJ)’
b. kúus kúuspe  ‘water (NOM)/(LOC)’
c. ’íléšníkúús ’íléšníkúúspe  ‘Thousand Springs, ID (NOM)/(OBJ)’
(328) a. *cawitxís
b. *’íléšníkúús

Non-Finality seems to play a role in keeping compounds from being lexicalized as
belonging to Set II, but once that is done, Non-Finality is no longer relevant. When a
noun belongs to Set I, it does not shift stress. Perhaps Optimality plays a more important
role in lexicalization than it does in production.
4.5.2.2. **Analysis of compound stress**

The two basic kinds of compounds with each sub-type are represented below, along with representative examples. I have provided the examples in both inflected and uninflected forms to show that stress shift occurs only in the fourth sub-type.

**Set I:** Stress the modifier » CRP » Edgemost Right

**Sub-Type A** Modifier is accented - CRP determines

(329) a. háamatnnon
    [háama [tnúun]]
    man divorcee
    ‘divorced man’

b. háamatnonpa

háama, háamànà
tnúun, tnúunna

Sub-Type B Modifier is unaccented - Edgemost Right determines

(330) a. hay’óoxchàcwal
    [héey’uuxc [háacwal]]
    cottontail boy
    ‘cottontail boy’

b. hay’óoxchàcwàlpa

héey’uxc, hey’úuxsna
háacwal, háacwàla

**Set II:** CRP » Non-Finality » Edgemost Right

**Sub-Type A** Head is accented - CRP determines

(331) a. ’ìpsùstéeqis
    [’ìpsus [téeqis]]
    finger elder
    ‘thumb’

b. ’ìpsùstéeqíspe

‘thumb (LOC)’
Sub-Type B  Head is unaccented - Non-Finality and Edgemost Right determine

(332)  a.  sèlxitike’s
       [sèlx [ tike’s]]
       Salish  baby.board
       ‘Salish-style baby board’

       b.  sèlxitike’spe

       ‘Salish-style baby board (LOC)’

In this last example, the accent on the modifier sèlix ‘Salish’ has been erased. I will
show why this is necessary below.

I will now demonstrate the effects of the constraints on stress assignment with
tableaux. Only primary stress is represented in the tableaux. Differences in vowel length
between the underlying representations and the candidates follow from the discussion of
vowel shortening in §4.2.1.2. Changes consistent with vowel harmony are also made.

The first kind of compound shows the effects of the constraint Stress the modifier,
outranking the other constraints. Stress the modifier is satisfied regardless of where stress
is placed on the modifier, so other, lower ranking constraints determine the location of
stress on the modifier. In the following tableaux, the winning candidate for háamatnon
‘divorced man’ is (333a). Candidate (b) loses because even though it satisfies Stress the
modifier, it violates CRP twice. Candidate (a) violates CRP once, just as candidate (c)
does.

(333)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[háama [tnúun]]</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. háamatnon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hamátnon</td>
<td></td>
<td>***!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hamatnoon</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The fact that it is Stress the modifier and not non-Finality that determines the winner can be seen by comparing the next tableaux. Even when a suffix makes the syllable nuun to be penultimate, stress is located on the accented syllable of the modifier.

\[(334)\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[háama [tnúun]]pe</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. háamatnonpa</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hamátnonpa</td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hamatnóonpa</td>
<td>!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the modifier and the head are accented, but Stress the modifier outranks Edgemost Right, so primary stress must be located on the modifier. CRP determines that main stress goes to the modifier’s accented syllable.

In the next example, the modifier lacks accent. The compound háy’óoxchàcwal ‘cottontail boy’ is the name of a character from the traditional mythology (see Aoki 1979, Aoki and Walker 1989). The modifier has regular shifting stress (335), while the head is accented:

\[(335)\] a. héey’uxc  b. héy’úuxsne  ‘cottontail (NOM)/(OBJ)’
\[(336)\] a. háacwal  b. háacwàlpa  ‘boy (NOM)/(LOC)’

Candidate (a) wins because Stress the modifier is satisfied and because it has fewer violations of Edgemost Right than does candidate (b).

---

12 The coda xs/xc is the only complex coda allowed in Nez Perce, and thus stressing the first syllable of this word constitutes only a single violation of Edgemost Right. For more on complex codas and epenthesis see discussion in §5.4.1.
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(337)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[heey’uuxc [háacwal]</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hay’óoxchacwal</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hay’oxchacwal</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hay’oxcháacwal</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. hay’oxchacwal</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidates (c) and (d) both lose by virtue of violations of Stress the modifier. Even though candidate (c) satisfies CRP, it is ruled out by its violation of Stress the modifier.

The same effects without violation of CRP can be seen in the following tableaux, where both components are unaccented.

(338) a. méêssem         b. méêséempe  ‘mountain (NOM)/(LOC)’

(339) a. tálam           b. táláampa  ‘tip (NOM)/(LOC)’

In the compound máxsáamtałam ‘mountain top’, CRP is not an issue.

(340)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[méêsseem [tałalám]</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. máxsáamtałam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. mááxsamtałam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. mássamtałáam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>•</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. mássamtałáam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stress the modifier causes primary stress to be assigned to the modifier, and Edgemost Right chooses the rightmost candidate among the modifier’s syllables.

As the tableaux in (337), (340) show, in order to get the correct result, it is not necessary to erase accent from the head when Stress the modifier is ranked above the
other constraints. I will show in the discussion below that when Stress the modifier is not a factor that it is necessary to erase accent from the modifier to get the right results in some cases.

In the second kind of compound, Stress the modifier does not influence the assignment of stress. To make this concrete, I give the following ranking that can be posited for these compounds:

(341) CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right » Stress the Head

In the first example 'ıpsustéeq'ıs 'thumb', the head is accented. CRP, the highest ranked constraint, determines that the correct candidate is (a).

(342)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[ıpsuus [ęeqis]]</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ıpsustéeqis</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ıpsusteqis</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ıpsuusteqis</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (c) loses because Stress the modifier is ranked below the CRP for this class of compound. The fact that candidate (b) loses is not due to the Non-Finality violation but rather to the violation of CRP. This is made plain in the following tableaux where the winning candidate has primary stress on the antepenult.

(343)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[ıpsuus [ęeqis]] pe</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ıpsusteeqispe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ıpsusteqispe</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ıpsuusteqispe</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The accented syllable on the head of the compound has to receive primary stress.

The next example is the only sub-type of compound that has regular shifting stress. This follows from the nature of the head noun, which itself has regular stress.

(344) a. tıke's  b. tıke'espe  ‘baby board (NOM)/(LOC)’

Because this word undergoes epenthesis when it shifts stress, the constraint Dep-V has been included in the tableaux for clarity. In the following tableaux, candidate (d) satisfies Stress the modifier, but the candidate loses because for this word that constraint is outranked by Edgemost Right. Non-Finality still outranks Edgemost Right, so candidate (b) loses; there is no overall cost savings to epenthesis if it means a candidate violates Non-Finality.

(345)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. selixtike's</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. selixtike'es</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. selixtike's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. selixtike's</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (c) has stress retracted too far, because the word final s prevents a violation of Non-Finality when stress is assigned to the last vowel (see discussion of final clusters and epenthesis in §4.4.1). Thus, candidate (a) wins by having the fewest violations of Edgemost Right without violating Non-Finality.
When ‘Salish-style baby board’ is suffixed, stress shifts rightwards so that the minimum violations of Edgemost Right can be maintained. Candidate (a) is the winner by this measure, even though it bears the cost of epenthizing a vowel.

(346)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[selix [ tike’s]] pe</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Dep-V</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. selixtike’spe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. selixtiké’spe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. selixtiké’spe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*<em>!</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. selixtiké’spe</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*<em>!</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, the last candidate satisfies Stress the modifier, but that is not a crucial factor given the reranking of constraints required for this type of compound.

It should be noted that the modifier séelix ‘Salish’ is accented.

(347) a. séelix b. séelixne ‘Salish (NOM)/(OBJ)’

This accent must be erased, or otherwise it would force stress to be assigned to the wrong position given the rankings proposed above.

(348) (Incorrect output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[séelix [ tike’s]]</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. séelixtike’s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>****</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. selixtike’s</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CRP outranks Edgemost Right, and so if the accent were not erased, we would expect the word to be *séelixtike’s. It might be proposed that just for examples like these that CRP is ranked below Edgemost Right. However, this would be the only set of words where
The text for this page is missing.
(352) a. òt'ëkët
    ‘teenage boy’

b. òt'ëketùne
teëketuu-ne
    ‘teenage boy (OBJ)’

c. tà'âkatóómyà'c
   [teëketoo [myà’c]]
   ‘teenage son’

(353) a. pìt’ìin'
    ‘girl’

b. pìt’ìinné
pìt’ìinnii-ne
    ‘girl (OBJ)’

c. pìt’ìinniimyà’c
   [pìt’ìinnii [myà’c]]
   ‘young daughter’

(354) a. tìm’aay’
    ‘teenage girl’

b. tìm’aayîna
tìm’aayii-ne
    ‘teenage girl (OBJ)’

c. tìm’aayîiimyà’c
   [tìm’aayii [myà’c]]
   ‘teenage daughter’

(355) a. 'àayat
    ‘woman’

b. 'àayatònà
'àayatoo-ne
    ‘woman (OBJ)’

c. 'àyatóómyà’c
   [’àayatoo [myà’c]]
   ‘grown daughter’

The inflected form of each kinship term has an irregular form that includes a stem final long vowel that is realized as short when it does not have primary stress (i.e., when the word is inflected with a case suffix).
When a compound is formed with the head noun miyá’c /mya’c/ ‘child’, the
grammar uses the inflected form of the word, but in doing so the accent is erased.

Erasure of accent allows stress to be assigned closer to the right edge but still on the
modifier.

(356) a. hàcwaláamyà’c                      ‘young son’
b. tà’àʃatóomyà’c                      ‘teenage son’
c. pɨtɨniĩmyà’c                      ‘young daughter’
d. tɨm’ayɨmyà’c                      ‘teenage daughter’
e. ’ayatóomyà’c                      ‘grown daughter’

Accent is erased only in creating the compound noun. If accent were erased in the
inflected form, we would expect examples like *te’eʃetúune and *’āyatóona. There is
a single exception to the paradigmatic pattern of accent erasure:

(357) a. hàama                                  b. hàamana
       ‘man’                                    hàama-ne
       ‘man (OBJ)’

c. hàamamyà’c
   [hàama [mya’c]]
   ‘grown son’

In this one case, accent is not erased, and CRP requires main stress to be assigned to the
accented syllable.

The following tableaux contrast the underlying representations of ’àyatóomyà’c
‘grown daughter’ and hàamamyà’c ‘grown son’. In the first case, accent has been
erased and is not found in the underlying representation. These are Set I compounds, so
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Stress the modifier rules out the output with main stress on the penult (Candidate (c)).

Candidate (a) wins because it has stress closer to the right edge and thus only two violations of Edgemost Right.

(358)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>['aayatoo [mya’c]]</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ’ayatóomya’c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ’áayatomya’c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ’ayatomyá’c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of ‘grown son’, accent is not erased. CRP is violated in candidate (b) and rules it out because it is more important to satisfy CRP than Edgemost Right.

(359)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[háama [mya’c]]</th>
<th>Stress the modifier</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. háamamya’c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hámamya’c</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hamamya’c</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (c) loses because it violates Stress the modifier.

This special subset of compounds shows that it is necessary to have a means of erasing accent. It also shows that erasure takes place in response to lexicalization of a form by analogy with an existing paradigm.

It is not correct to say that in general compounds include the bound forms of nouns. A Nez Perce compound takes the underlying representation of a noun and the constraint system determines what form of that component is optimal. The result can be a component that corresponds with the uninflected form, the inflected form, or neither of
these. In the word, máxsáamtàlam ‘mountain top’, the component máxsáam corresponds to the inflected form of the word, and talam corresponds to neither:

(360) a. méexsem b. méxséempe ‘mountain (NOM)/(LOC)’

(361) a. tāalam b. taláampa ‘tip (NOM)/(LOC)’

It follows from the analysis of long vowel reduction given in §4.2., that both underlying long vowels in ‘tip’ must be realized as short in ‘mountain top’, because primary stress is not assigned to this component. In the compound selixtiké’s ‘Salish-style baby board’, the component selix does not correspond to either the inflected or uninflected forms of ‘Salish’, while the form of the second component corresponds to either the inflected or uninflected form depending on whether the compound is inflected or not.

(362) a. séelix b. séelixne ‘Salish’

(363) a. tìke’s b. tìke’spe ‘baby board’

(364) a. selixtiké’s b. selixtiké’spe ‘Salish-style baby board’

Usually, there is a single underlying representation for a noun, and the constraints determine which output from this representation is optimal. However, in the case of all but one of the terms compounded with miyá’c ‘child’, there do exist separate inflected and uninflected forms of the noun. The existence of multiple underlying forms is most
typical of terms for humans. The exception is háama ‘man’, which has only one underlying representation and retains its accent under compounding.

There is one further case of an unpredictable underlying form. The phonological form of compounds can even be affected by sociolinguistic factors. Based on the surface forms of the two components, the compound 'àlatálo ‘yellow jacket wasp’ has four underlying long vowels

(365) a.  
'àala  
'aalaa  
‘fire’

b.  
'àaláapa  
'aalaa-pe  
‘fire (LOC)’

(366) a.  
'táalo  
'taaloo  
‘testes’

b.  
'talóona  
'taaloo-ne  
‘testes (OBJ)’

However, no long vowels are found in the isolation form of the compound, particularly not on the syllable with main stress (367a). One long vowel surfaces under affixation at the end of the stem (367b).

(367) a.  
'álatalo  

[  
'ala  [ talo:]  
[ fire  [ testes]]  
‘yellow jacket wasp’  

b.  
'alatalóona  
'alatalo-ne  
‘yellow jacket (OBJ)’

This requires loss of vowel length from at least the second vowel in the component  àala, àaláapa ‘fire’. It was explained to me by a male elder when I had mispronounced this compound that one did not say **àlatáalo, the form I expected. Even though people would know what I meant, it would cause the older ladies to giggle.
4.5.3. Morphology and stress in verbs

Because of the complexity of their morphology, Nez Perce verbs constitute the domain of greatest challenge for an analysis of stress and morphology. In this section, I will address the data at three levels of complexity. I will begin with the most straightforward cases in which Non-Finality, Edgemost Right, and CRP are able to account for the forms (§4.5.3.1). In these cases, there are either zero, one, or two accented syllables. When there are no accented syllables, just Non-Finality and Edgemost Right decide the optimal form. When there is one accented syllable, the highest ranked constraint CRP decides. When there are two accented syllables, either one can be assigned primary stress and CRP will be violated, so a lower constraint decides.

The second set of data include accented prefixes and suffixes will be introduced, creating the potential for a verb stem to have several underlying accented syllables (§4.3.3.2). To account for accented prefixes which move stress away from the right edge of the word, I will employ the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head, to prevent assignment of stress to . I will argue for a special constraint ranking that places *Stressed Lexical Head above the other constraints when there are accented prefixes and suffixes. I will argue against stipulating that accented prefixes deaccentuate other accents.

In the last section (§4.3.3.3), I will provide two sets of data that require that some internal morphological structure be visible to the grammar. The first set of cases involves verbs that have both accented prefixes and accented suffixes. The accented suffixes receive main stress by virtue of Edgemost Right, since they tie with the prefixes on the
other constraints. However, the grammar has to be able to see the suffixes in order for them to tie with the prefixes with respect to other the constrains other than Edgemost Right. The second set of special cases involves verbs that do not allow stress shift. I call them hyper-accented verb stems, and their evaluation will also require the existence of internal morphological structure.

4.5.3.1. **Basic principles: Edge effects and accent**

The constraints that underlie the basic patterns in verbs are the same ones that determine stress in other categories — Non-Finality, Edgemost Right, and CRP. Unaccented verbs have the regular, shifting penultimate stress pattern. When a suffix with accent is affixed to an unaccented verb stem, primary stress is assigned to the accented syllable, even when that syllable is word final. Verbs with accented stems do not allow stress shift; stress stays fixed on the accented syllable of the stem.

Nez Perce nearly is the mirror image of a language like Sanskrit, which is described by Kiparsky and Halle’s (1977) Basic Accentuation Principle. In Sanskrit, Edgemost Left outranks Edgemost Right, and when there are no accented syllables, main stress is assigned to the initial syllable. When there are accented syllables, the leftmost one wins. In Nez Perce, it is the rightmost non-final accent that receives primary stress when there is more than one accented syllable. If there is only one accented syllable, then that one wins, even if it is word final.
4.5.3.1.1. Regular stress and accent in Nez Perce verbs

In §4.2.1., I showed that the regular penultimate stress pattern holds for verbs, as well as for other categories in Nez Perce. However, verbs lack the effects of the constraint Stress the Stem in seen in nouns and adjectives (see §4.5.1). This is an another example of the re-ranking of constraints that is required to account for the Nez Perce data. In verbs with regular stress, primary stress is assigned to the penult, whether that syllable is on the stem (368a) or a suffix (368b-d), depending on the aspect. Verbs with regular stress undergo epenthesis in the incomplete neutral aspect (368b) (§4.4.1).  

(368) a. hípe  
    hip-e  
    eat-PTV  
    'I ate'

b. hipíse  
    hip-see  
    eat-INC  
    'I am eating'

c. hipsááqa  
    hip-saaqa  
    eat-REC  
    'I recently ate'

d. hiptéetu  
    hip-teetu  
    eat-HAB  
    'I typically eat'

These patterns are the same, whether the verb is an S-stem or C-stem (for more on stem classes, see Chapter 2.3.4.1.1).

(369) a. héxne  
    hek-ne  
    see-PTV  
    'I saw'

b. hekíce  
    hek-cce  
    see-INC  
    'I see'

---

13 The incomplete neutral of both S-stem and C-stem verbs epenthizes i immediately following the stem: hip-í-se, hek-í-ce. This particular case of epenthesis only happens with this aspect marker. Note that there is no motivation for epenthesis in the incomplete plural, because stress is attracted to the suffix and therefore cannot be penultimate.
c.  
  hakcáqa
  hek-caaqa
  see-REC
  ‘I recently saw’

d.  
  hektéetu
  hek-teetu
  see-HAB
  ‘I typically see’

In these examples, as in others previously presented, Edgemost Right causes stress to be assigned as close to the right edge as possible, and Non-Finality prevents primary stress from being assigned to the ultima.

The constraint CRP outranks Non-Finality. When a suffix ends in an accented syllable, primary stress is assigned to the ultima if the verb stem is unaccented. The irrealis -ú’/-nú’ and the incompletive plural -síix/-cíix, are both accented, so they receive primary stress in the following examples, where they are combined with unaccented stems.

(370)  a.  
  hipú’
  hip-ú’
  eat-IRR
  ‘I will eat’

  b.  
  hìpsíix
  hip-síix
  eat-INC.PL
  ‘we are eating’

(371)  a.  
  hèxnú’
  hek-nú’
  see-IRR
  ‘I will see’

  b.  
  hèkcíix
  hek-cíix
  see-INC.PL
  ‘we see’

Many verb stems are accented. For these verbs, stress does not shift following the normal pattern of penultimate stress.

(372)  a.  
  kiwyèkse
  kiwyek-see
  feed-INC
  ‘I am feeding (something)’

  b.  
  kiwyàksàqa
  kiwyek-saaqa
  feed-REC
  ‘I recently fed’
(373) a.  hítëmyëkse  
  hítëmyek-see  
  sweat-INC  
  ‘I am sweating’  
  b.  hítämyäksàqa  
    hítëmyek-saaqa  
    sweat-REC  
    ‘I recently sweated’

(374) a.  k’illéce  
  k’il-lee  
  be.unable.pass-INC  
  ‘I am unable to pass’  
  b.  k’ililcàqa  
    k’ilil-caaqa  
    be.unable.pass-REC  
    ‘I was unable to pass’

(375) a.  k’ómàyca  
  k’ómay-nee  
  be.sick-SG.PROG  
  ‘I am sick’  
  b.  k’ómàycaàqa  
    k’ómay-caaqa  
    be.sick-back-SG.PROG  
    ‘I was sick’

If these verbs had regular stress, the expected results would be as follows:

(376) a.  *kiwyékse  
  b.  *kiwyaksáaqa

(377) a.  *hitemyékse  
  b.  *hitämëyksáaqa

(378) a.  k’ililce  (correct output)  
  b.  *k’ililcàaqa

(379) a.  *k’omáycàa  
  b.  *k’omaycàaqa

When these accented verb stems are affixed with an accented suffix such as the
irrealsis -ú’/-nú’ or the incomplete plural -síix/-ćiix, a choice must be made as to which
accented syllable will receive main stress. Since assigning main stress to the ultima
violates Non-Finality and this constraint outranks Edgemost Right, it is the accented
syllable which is not word final that receives main stress.

(380) a.  kiwyekú’  
  kiwyek-ú’  
  feed-INC  
  ‘I will feed (something)’  
  b.  kiwyékśix  
    kiwyek-síix  
    feed-REC  
    ‘we are feeding’
(381) a. híitemyèkù'  
    híitemyk-ù'  
    sweat-IRR  
    ‘I will sweat’  

b. híitamýàksix  
   híitemyk-sílix  
   sweat-INC.PL  
   ‘we are sweating’

(382) a. k’iílinù’  
    k’ílí-nú’  
    be.unable.pass-IRR  
    ‘I will be unable to pass’

b. k’ílícílx  
   k’ílí-cílix  
   be.unable.pass-INC.PL  
   ‘we are unable to pass’

(383) a. k’óomàynò’  
    k’óomay-nú’  
    be.sick-IRR  
    ‘I will be sick’

b. k’óomàycílx  
   k’óomay-clíx  
   be.sick-back-INC.PL  
   ‘we are sick’

These claims can be made explicit with tableaux. In the first case, héxne ‘I saw’, penultimate stress is derived by avoiding a violation of Non-Finality in the first candidate.

(384)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hék-ne</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>héxne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hexné</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second candidate is less optimal, even though it satisfies Edgemost Right. When a longer suffix is added, stress shifts to the right: hàkcáaqá ‘I recently saw’. The first candidate in (385) has stress as close to the right edge as it can be without violating Non-Finality. Neither this example not the previous one has an accented syllable, so violating CRP is not an issue.
(385)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hek-caaqa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≃ hakc̄aqa</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hákcaqa</td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hakcaqá</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This example shows that the constraint Stress the Stem is not ranked above Edgemost Right for verbs.

With an accented verb like kiwyek ‘feed’, stress cannot shift without violating CRP. Primary stress can be assigned quite far from the right edge, as in the verb kiwyaksàqa ‘I recently fed’ with pre-antepenultimate stress. Any candidate that does not satisfy CRP loses:

(386)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kiwyek-saaqa</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≃ kiwyaksqaa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiwyaksàqa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiwyákrsaqa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When an accented suffix is affixed to an unaccented verb, main stress goes to the accented syllable, even if it is the ultima. To do otherwise would result in a violation of CRP. Hence, we have the form hekcíix ‘we see’ (387).

(387)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hek-cíix</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≃ hekcíix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hékcíix</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Even though the first candidate in (387) violates Non-Finality, it wins, because it does not violate CRP while the second candidate does.

If there is more than one accented syllable in the verb, then there will be one or more violations of CRP, no matter which accented syllable is chosen. Candidates that tie with respect to this highly ranked constraint must then be differentiated by a lower ranked constraint. Thus Non-Finality determines that the winner is kίwyekstå ‘we are feeding’ rather than *kiwyeksíix.

(388)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kiwyek-síix</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ kiwyeksíix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiwyeksíix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An accented ultima only wins when it is the only accented syllable in the word.

4.5.3.1.2. Sanskrit and Salish

Sanskrit and Moses-Columbian Salish have very similar stress systems to that of Nez Perce. The main difference is that these languages have Edgemost Left ranked highly, and Edgemost Right is ranked low. Stress goes as close to the beginning of the word as possible. Kiparsky and Halle captured the behavior of such languages in the form of their Basic Accentuation Principle for Indo-European Accent (formulated for Sanskrit):
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(389) **Basic Accentuation Principle** – If a word has more than one accentuated vowel, the first of these gets the word accent. If a word has no accented vowel, the first vowel gets the word accent (Kiparsky and Halle, 1977) (p. 209).

The following Sanskrit examples show this effect (examples are from Kiparsky and Halle 1977):

(390) a. \( \text{āśv-ā-vant-ī-nām} \rightarrow \text{āśvavanṭinām} \) ‘having horses’
    
    horse-n.decl.-poss-fem-

b. \( \text{pad-vant-ī-nām} \rightarrow \text{padvanṭinām} \) ‘having feet’
    
    foot-poss-fem-

c. \( \text{pumāṃs-am} \rightarrow \text{pūmāṃsam} \) ‘man’
    
    man-accusative singular

In (390a), ‘having horses’ has three accented syllables, and the leftmost receives the word accent. We don’t know, of course, what the exact nature of Sanskrit stress-accent was.

Kiparsky and Halle believe it was pitch-accent. However, the result of the Sanskrit accential system was that one syllable in the word was most prominent. In (390b), there is only one accented syllable, and although it is syllable farthest from the left edge, it is most prominent. In (390c), there is no accented syllable, so the first syllable in the word, the one closest to the left edge is most prominent.

Czaykowska-Higgins (1991) describes the same effects for Moses-Columbian Salish. Main stress is assigned to the leftmost accented syllable, and otherwise to the first syllable. The examples in (391) parallel the Sanskrit examples in (390).

(391) a. \( \text{k’?ā-y-xıt-n} \rightarrow \text{k’?āyxtn} \) ‘I returned it’
    
    -return-redirec-1stsg

b. \( \text{haw’y-xıt-n} \rightarrow \text{haw’ixıt} \) ‘I made it’
    
    make-redirec-1stsg
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c. \textit{k'om-lqst-xn} → \textit{k'om\lqst\xn{\text{\textit{lower leg}}}}

Sanskrit and Salish are actually somewhat simpler than Nez Perce. For these languages, there are only two relevant constraints – CRP and Edgemost Left. There is no effect of a constraint that mitigates against initial stress: a "Non-Initial" as the counterpart to Non-Finality. The ranking of the two important constraints is given in (392).

(392) \text{CRP} \gg \text{Edgemost Left}

In the first example, the Sanskrit (b) 'having feet', the only accented syllable becomes most prominent because failure to make it the primary syllable would violate CRP.

(393)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>\textit{pad-vant-l-n\d-m}</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{pad\v	\t\n\text{\textit{\d-m}}}</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{p\v\t\t\n\text{\textit{\d-m}}}</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next example, 'having horses' (a), there are three accented syllables to choose from. Whichever choice is made, there will be two violations of CRP. In such cases, the constraint Edgemost Left determines the winner.

(394)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR: \textit{\textit{\d\v\t\t\n\text{\textit{\d-m}}}}</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{\textit{\d\v\t\t\n\text{\textit{\d-m}}}}</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| \textit{\textit{\d\v\t\t\n\text{\textit{\d\-m}}}} | ** | *!
| \textit{\textit{\d\v\t\t\n\text{\textit{\d\-m}}}} | ** | *!*|
In the last example, 'man (accusative singular)' (390c), there is no accented syllable, so the determination is made purely in terms of directionality:

(395)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR: pümams-am</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pümamsam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pümamsam</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One Salish example will be sufficient to illustrate that the identical analysis applies in this language.

(396)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR: k'it-áy-xít-n</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Edgemost Left</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k'it/áyxtn</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'it/áyxít</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Sanskrit and Salish examples can be contrasted with the analysis of Nez Perce kíwyeksīx ‘we are feeding’ (397) repeated here.

(397)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kíwyek-síix</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kíwyeksīx</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kíwyeksīx</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, it is Non-Finality that determines which candidate with which accented syllable is optimal.

In Sanskrit and Salish, the winning accent is chosen purely in terms of directionality – the one closest to the left edge. I have shown that in Nez Perce the determining edge constraint is the mirror of that in Sanskrit and Salish (i.e., Edgemost
right versus Edgemost Left). I have also shown that Non-Finality is an important factor in Nez Perce.

4.5.3.2. *Stressed Lexical Head and CRP

An additional difference between Nez Perce and Sanskrit and Salish is that in a certain set of cases the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head plays a determining role in Nez Perce.

I have discussed the constraint Stress the Modifier for compound nouns. The constraint is illustrated it in terms of the data in §4.5.2. Four compound nouns are repeated here, all of which show the effects of *Stressed Lexical Head.

(398) a. háamamya’c    b. táya’niit
    [háama [mya’c]]    [táya [’niit]]
    man    child
    ‘grown son’    summer house
    ‘summer house’

(399) a. màssáamtàlam    b. hày’ooxchàcwal
    [meexseem [taalaam]]    [heey’uuxc [háacwal]]
    mountain    tip
    ‘mountain top’    cottontail boy
    ‘cottontail boy’

The examples in (398) have accented modifiers, and the examples in (399) have unaccented modifiers. The (a) examples in both sets have unaccented head nouns. The (b) examples in both sets have accented head nouns. Because Stress the Modifier is highly ranked for these four compounds, all of them have primary stress on the modifier, regardless of the accentual nature of either the head or the modifier. Other constraints can only determine where main stress will be located on the modifier. In compound nouns,
*Stressed Lexical Head causes primary stress to be assigned in such a way that it moves away from the right edge.

The problem with using the constraint Stress the Modifier in the verb data, is it is not always clear what item is the modifier and what is not. It can be argued that affixes, rather than modifiers are the syntactic heads of the morphological constructions. I will therefore use a more neutral term and define the following constraint:

(400)  *Stressed Lexical Head: “Main stress must not be assigned to the lexical head”  

*Stressed Lexical Head plays an important role in determining the location of primary stress with accented prefixes in verb morphology. This constraint is not needed to get the correct result with suffixes. It must apply in the case of derivational suffixes that are accented.

In Chapter 2.3.4.3, I described derivational prefixes and suffixes and the ways that they expand the Nez Perce lexicon of verbs. The following scheme is reproduced from that section, illustrating the positions of derivational prefixes, the verb root, and derivational suffixes:


There are over 100 derivational prefixes and about 20 derivational suffixes. In concatenation with a derivational prefix, a verb’s stem sometimes changes its stem class; although S-stems always remain S-stems, some C-stems become S-stems. This is seen in the following examples, repeated here from Chapter 2.3.4.2.2. For both (402) and (403), the verb root is a C-stem, but under affixation with derivational prefixes, the verb becomes an S-stem.
(402) a. tin’kíce
  tin’uk-cee
die-INC
‘I am dying’
b. ’ilíwtìn’kse
  ’ilíw-tin’uk-cee
  fire-die-INC
  ‘I am starving’
c. teextìn’kse
teex-tin’uk-see
cold-die-INC
‘I am freezing’

(403) a. talqíca
  talq-cee
stop-INC
‘I stop’
b. mísíáqlqa
  ms-talq-see
hear-stop-INC
‘I listen’
c. sílímtáqlqa
  sílím-talq-see
with.eyes-stop-INC
‘I stare’

Some prefixes like ’ilíw- ‘fire’ and sílím- ‘with eyes’ (403b) are accented, and some like
teex- ‘cold’ and ms- ‘hear’(403b) are unaccented.

The derivational suffixes provide meanings that often have a basis in some
directional sense, although sometimes in only a very abstract way. Several of these
suffixes change argument structure, and they always determine the stem type of the newly
derived verb.

(404) a. k’óomayca
  k’óomay-cee
be. sick-INC
‘I am sick’
b. k’óomaytuqsa
  k’óomay-toq-see
be. sick-back-INC
‘I get sick again’ or
‘my sickness comes back’

c. k’óomaynáapii̊l̈íksa
  k’óomay-náapii̊-k-see
sick-away-SF-INC
‘I being sick am kept away (e.g., from work)’

Some directional suffixes are accented, like -áapii/-náapii (404c), and some are
unaccented like -toq (404b). Both of these examples in (404) derive S-stem verbs,
regardless of the verb they attach to. When a derivational suffix like -áapii ‘back’ begins in a vowel following an S-stem, then it begins with n following a C-stem: -náapii.

In the following discussion, I will show that suffixes can be handled without *Stressed Lexical Head, and that for unaccented suffixes *Stressed Lexical Head must not apply (i.e., it must be ranked below Edgemost Right). I will show that accented prefixes, both derivational and inflectional, require *Stressed Lexical Head. By contrast, unaccented prefixes require that *Stressed Lexical Head does not apply. The essential generalization is that accented prefixes need *Stressed Lexical Head to attract stress away from an accent that is to closer to the right edge of the word, but that for other morphology *Stressed Lexical Head is either not needed or it gives the wrong result.

It may at first seem that it is a shortcoming of the analysis to invoke both accent and a special constraint ranking in order to assign primary stress to a prefix. However, I will also argue that this apparent shortcoming has a felicitous result. In the following section §4.5.3.3., I discuss two types of cases where accented prefixes are resisted. Both of them involve retention of some level of internal morphological bracketing. One can propose an alternative analysis of deaccentuation, but I will argue that re-ranking *Stressed Lexical Head below Edgemost Right is more explanatory and better motivated.
4.5.3.2.1. Suffixes, Accent, and Edgemost Right

In the following examples, an unaccented S-stem 'niik 'place' and an unaccented C-stem tn’uk 'die' are compared. Both stems undergo syllable motivated epenthesis when they are word initial (see Chapter 3.4.2). The vowel in 'die' can be syncopated, as has been described in §4.4.2. above. Regular stress assignment for both kinds of unaccented verb stems means that stress is assigned to the penult, whether this is on the stem or a suffix.

(405) a. 'iniike  
   'niik-e  
   place-PTV  
   'I placed (something)'

   b. hìtn’úxne  
      hii-tn’uk-ne  
      3-die-PTV  
      'he died'

(406) a. 'inìksáaqa  
   'niik-saaqa  
   place-REC  
   'I recently placed'

   b. hìtn’kicáaqa  
      hii-tn’uk-caaqa  
      3-die-REC  
      'he recently died'

When a verb stem is combined with a derivational suffix, stress shifts closer to the right edge, as expected. The derivational suffix in (407) is accented and in (08) it is unaccented; all receive primary stress.

(407) a. 'iniikúusëne  
   'niik-úu-sene  
   place-toward-RMT  
   'I placed it toward (someone)'

   b. tìn’xnáapiliksa  
      tn’uk-náapiik-see  
      die-away-INC  
      'I die (and leave someone behind)'

(408) a. 'inìktéeece  
   'niik-tee-cee  
   place-move-INC  
   'I go to place'

   b. tìn’kitéeece  
      tn’uk-tee-cee  
      die-move-INC  
      'I go to die'
Thus, when the verb stem is unaccented, stress shifts regardless of whether the suffix is accented or unaccented.

When accented verb stems undergo suffixation, stress only shifts (409) when the derivational suffix is accented and non-final. The first set of examples show that these verb stems are accented because stress does not shift rightwards under inflection.

(409) a. wa'yayiksàqa
    weeyik-saaqa
    cross-REC
    ‘I recently crossed’

    b. pàaycàqa
    pàay-caaqa
    arrive-REC
    ‘I recently arrived’

In the following example set, stress shifts to the accented suffix -úu/- núu. The derivational suffix means that the action takes place toward some human object.

Although the verbs in these examples are morphologically intransitive due to antipassivization, they can be inflected for agreement with a third person object. 14

(410) a. wa'yilkóosàqa
    weeyik-úu-saaqa
    cross-toward-REC
    ‘I recently crossed toward’

    b. pàynóosàqa
    pàay-núu-saaqa
    arrive-toward-REC
    ‘I recently arrived toward’

When the unaccented suffix -toq is affixed, stress does not shift, as in the following:

(411) a. wa'yayiktòqsàqa
    weeyik-toq-saaqa
    cross-back-REC

    b. pàaytòqsàqa
    pàay-toq-saaqa
    arrive-back-REC

---

14 The Nez Perce antipassive consists of simply expressing the verb with intransitive rather than transitive agreement morphology. Antipassivization typically happens when the subject in some way possesses the direct object. There are other contexts when antipassivization occurs, particularly when the object is indefinite. In many examples in this section, verbs with transitive semantics will be expressed with intransitive morphology. Such examples allow the verbs to be more closely parallel the examples with verbs that are both semantically and morphologically intransitive.
‘I recently crossed back’  ‘I recently arrived back’

The patterns presented here are readily explained in terms of the constraints CRP, Non-Finality, and Edgemost Right. Examples such as (411) with regular stress on the inflectional suffix derived by Non-Finality and Edgemost Right have already been discussed in the previous section. The analysis for unaccented derivational suffixes is the same. In the following tableaux, Non-Finality and Edgemost Right determine that stress is penultimate.

(412)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ ñílk-tec-ee /</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-iñiktètece</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'iñiktetece</td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'iñiktetece</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the verb stem is accented, however, stress does not shift to an unaccented suffix. CRP requires that the accented stem receive primary stress.

(413)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ páy-toq-saqa /</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-páytoqsaqa</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paytoqsaqa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paytoqsaqa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the derivational suffix is accented, it receives main stress even when the stem is accented. These suffixes have nearly the same analysis as I presented with the accented inflectional suffixes -ú and -síx, only the derivational suffixes never occur word final,
so Non-Finality is not a factor. In the following tableaux, there is no violation of Non-Finality when primary stress is assigned to -úu ‘toward’.

(414)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>niik-úu-sene</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'nikusene</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'nikuséne</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Main stress is assigned to the suffix, instead of to an accented stem, when the accented syllable of the suffix is not word final.

(415)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/páay-núu-saaqa/</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>paynóosaqa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>páaynosqa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Equal violations of CRP occur, so the choice is made with respect to the lower ranked constraint Edgemost Right. This contrasts with an example where the rightmost accented syllable is word final, and it is Non-Finality that chooses between accented syllables.

(416)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/páay-ciix/</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>paycix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payciix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These examples are the near mirror-counterparts of the Sanskrit and Salish examples discussed in §4.5.3.1.
4.5.3.2.2. Prefixes, Accent, and *Stressed Lexical Head

Thus far, the analysis of multiple accents has not required the introduction of the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head. This constraint is needed to describe accented prefixes. The reason is that an accented prefix receives main stress even when the verb stem is accented. Since the constraint Edgemost Right cannot be employed to force stress to move to an accent that is to the left of another, a different constraint is needed. It has already been shown in the domain of compound nouns that *Stressed Lexical Head is needed to account for this pattern of stress assignment (see (398)-(399) above). A difference between the compound nouns and verb derivation is that *Stressed Lexical Head only plays a role in verb morphology when the modifier is accented.

When an accented prefix is concatenated with an unaccented stem, it is not surprising to find that the accented prefix receives main stress. In (417), the verb stems are unaccented, and stress shifts to the accented prefixes.

(417) a.  n'kéé'-nik'se
       nkéé'-niik-see
       pull-place-INC
       ‘I rein’ (a horse)
       (i.e., ‘place by pulling’)

       b.  wééltn’k'se
           wéél-tn’uk-see
           flow-die-INC
           ‘I bleed to death’

This is the expected result when CRP outranks Edgemost Right. Primary stress has to go to the one accented syllable.

On the other hand, when the same pattern of stress shift is seen with an accented stem, it is unexpected if we think only in terms of Edgemost Right. In (418), the verb stems and the derivational prefixes are accented, and stress is assigned to the prefix.
(418) a. tuléeweyikse  
b. nikáapayksa
  tulée-wéeyik-see  nikée-páay-k-see
  by.foot-cross—INC  pull-arrive-SF-INC
  'I cross by foot'  'I discover'

If Edgemost Right were the constraint which chooses between accented syllables in these examples, then main stress should be found on the accented verb stems. We can compare Sanskrit and Salish, where Edgemost Left chooses. The following tableaux show that

*Stressed Lexical Head is needed to obtain the correct result:

(419)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/tulée-wéeyik-see/</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tuléeweyikse</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tulewéeyikse</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. tuleweyikse</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If *Stressed Lexical Head were not considered, candidate (c) loses anyway, because it has two violations of CRP. However, the first two candidates tie with respect to that constraint. If *Stressed Lexical Head does not apply, then candidate (b) would win based on its having violated Edgemost Right only twice. That *Stressed Lexical Head does apply, as it does in compound nouns, gives the correct result, candidate (a).

When additional accented prefixes are added to a stem, stress continues to move to the left, to each new accented syllable. This fact creates a new challenge for the analysis.

(420) a. cuukweće
  cuukwe-cee
  know-INC
  'I know'
b. siléeuwcuikweçce
   silée-wcuukwe-cee
   by.seeing-know-INC
   'I know by seeing’

c. sepéesleewcuikweçce
   sepée-sléew-cuukwe-cee
   CAUS-by.seeing-know-INC
   'I make you (SG) know by seeing’

d. néesepèsleewcuikweçce
   nées-sepée-sléew-cuukwe-cee
   PLOB-CAUS-by.seeing-know-INC
   'I make you (PL) know by seeing’

The examples in (421) and (422) provide additional illustration of this pattern for the verb roots tk’uk ‘be straight’ and twe ‘be together’.

(421) a. hitk’ukice
   hii-tk’uki-cee
   3-be.straight-INC
   'it is straight’

b. nikéeetak’ukce
   nkée-tk’uk-cee
   pull-be.straight-INC
   'I make straight pulling’

c. wiyéenketk’ukse
   wyée-nkée-tk’uk-see
   as.one.goes-pull-be.straight-INC
   'I straighten (arrows as time went on)’

d. hinéeswiyènkèt’ukse
   hii-nées-wyée-nkée-tk’uk-see
   3-PLOB-as.one.goes-pull-be.straight-INC
   'he straightens them (arrows as time went on)’
(422) a.  
    sepeetwèce  
    sepeē-twe-cee  
    CAUS-be.together- INC  
    'I mix'  

b.  
    wiyeetùsepetwèce  
    wyee-tùu-sepèe-twe-cee  
    going.along-pound-CAUS-be.together- INC  
    'I mix in as I pound'  

c.  
    peewyetùsepêtwèce  
    ðeë-wyée-tùu-sepèe-twe-cee  
    3O3-going.along-pound-CAUS-be.together- INC  
    'she mixes it in as she pounds'  

A new problem is created if it is held that the verbs consist of unbracketed strings of morphemes. If this were the case, then Edgemost Right would be expected to make the rightmost morpheme the optimal one. As we see in the examples given here, Nez Perce chooses the leftmost accented syllable.

There is a way out of this predicament without redefining *Stressed Lexical Head to “Stress the Leftmost accented morpheme”. As Allen (1978) has observed regarding bracket erasure (see also Pesetsky 1979 and Kiparsky 1985), stems composed of a root and one or more derivational prefixes can and should be considered as a lexical items in their own right. Internal bracketing can generally be erased in lexical items, and an additional prefix will be considered exterior to the lexical head (I will discuss cases in the next section where some bracketing must be retained). The examples in (422) can then be reinterpreted as (423) with the proper bracketing. The square brackets enclose the
stem (underlying or derived), which I assume is an independent lexical item. Hyphens allow us to demarcate the morphemes and stem, and are equivalent to brackets.

(423) a. cuukwece
   [cuukwe]-cee
   know-INC
   'I know'

b. silleewcuukwece
   [sleew-cuukwe]-cee
   by.seeing-know-INC
   'I know by seeing'

c. sepeesleewcuukwece
   [sepee-sleewcuukwe]-cee
   CAUS-know.by.seeing-INC
   'I make you (SG) know by seeing'

d. neesepesleewcuukwece
   nees-[sepeesleewcuukwe]-cee
   PLOB-cause.to.know.by.seeing-INC
   'I make you (PL) know by seeing'

Bracket erasure (Allen 1978) applies to (424) and (423c) above and is illustrated in the following tableau.

(424)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[sepee-sleewcuukwe]-cee</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. sepéesleewcuukwece</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>****</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. sepesleewcuukwece</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important piece of evidence in support of this approach is that it is more consistent with the semantics of Nez Perce words than is approaching them as strings of unorganized morphemes. Although the meaning of a stem plus a derivational suffix often
can be relatively straightforward, there are many cases where unpredictable meanings result from concatenation of root and derivational affix. When there is an unpredictable meaning and an additional prefix is added, it modifies the meaning of the internally bracketed pair of morphemes. In the first set of examples in (425), the prefix we- ‘by mouth’ combines with the root 'np ‘take’ to derive the verb we'np ‘sing’. There are many other meanings that one can conceive of for ‘take by mouth’ other than ‘sing’, but this is the meaning of this Nez Perce verb.

(425) a.  'inpise
    'np-see
    take-INCl
    'I take'

c.  wiyyuu'nipse
    [wiyyee-we'np]-see
    going.along-sing-INCl
    'I sing on the way'

d.  wiyyuu'nipse
    wiyyee-[we'np]-see
    going.along-by.mouth-take

The new verb ‘sing’ can be modified by the prefix wyée ‘going along’ to produce the meaning ‘sing as one goes along’ or ‘sing on the way’ (425c). It is hard to see how this meaning would be obtained by concatenating the root plus the two derivational prefixes without the internal bracketing. The same can be seen for ‘aim’ which obviously was derived at a time when aiming was done with a bow and arrow.

(426) a.  hekice
    hek-cee
    see-INCl
    'I see'

b.  nikéekece
    nkée-hek-cee
    pull-see-INCl
    'I aim’ (i.e., ‘I pull a bow string’)

466
c. *ewyéenkeekce
   *e-wyé-[nkéek]-cee
   3OB-going.along-aim-INC
   ‘I aim at it as it goes along’

The verb nkéek ‘aim’ is now used for firearms, and the idea of pulling a bow string is essentially lost.¹⁵

Examples like (421d), (422d) and (422c) repeated here show that the application of *Stressed Lexical Head must be extended to inflectional prefixes. Bracketing excludes inflectional morphology.

(427) néesepèsléwcukwèce
   nées-[sepéesléwcukwe]-cee
   PLOB-cause.to.know.by.seeing-INC
   ‘I make you (PL) know by seeing’

(428) hinéeswiyénkètk’ukse
   hii-nées-[wyée-nkée-tk’uk]-see
   3ON3-as.one.goes-pull.be.straight-INC
   ‘he straightens them (arrows as time went on)’

(429) péewyetèssepètwèce
   pée-[wyée-tūu-sepèe-twe]-cee
   3ON3-going.along-pound-CAUS-be.together-INC
   ‘she mixes it in as she pounds’

There are several accented agreement prefixes, such as pée- ‘third person subject acts upon third person object’ and nées- ‘plural object’, which consistently receive primary stress (several other accented inflectional prefixes are found in Chapter 2.3.4.2):

¹⁵ The word for ‘gun’ is tim’úuni and the word for ‘bow’ wallimtim’úuni ‘old-time gun’.
The following tableaux for (431b) illustrate the fact that applying the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head to accented inflectional prefixes obtains the correct result. Otherwise, candidate (a) would lose to candidate (b) by virtue of the greater number of violations of Edgemost Right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hii-nee-[nkee'-niik]-see</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hinee-nike'-nikse</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hinesnikkee'-nikse</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I have now shown that the way in which accented prefixes attract primary stress can be accounted for in terms of the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head. I return now to issues raised by unaccented derivational prefixes and suffixes.

4.5.3.2.3. Contrasting accented prefixes with other bound morphology

In §4.5.3.2.1., I showed that stress assignment in verbs with both accented and unaccented suffixes can be explained in terms of CRP, Non-Finality, and Edgemost Right, without reference to the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head. In the previous section
5.5.3.2.2., I showed that *Stressed Lexical Head can account for the behavior of accented prefixes, both derivational and inflectional. I have not addressed unaccented derivational prefixes, and it is important to do so, for they reveal an important fact about the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head: Only when a verb affixes an accented prefixes is *Stressed Lexical Head ranked above Edgemost Right. I will show in this section that it is necessary that *Stressed Lexical Head be ranked below Edgemost Right with unaccented affixes in general.

As expected, stress shifts to an accented prefix when the stem is unaccented.

(433) a. nikée’nikse
nkée’-niik-see
pull-place-INC
‘I rein’

b. wéeltin’kse
wéél-tn’uk-see
flow-die-INC
‘I bleed to death’

However, this observation contrasts with one that is unexpected given the discussion thus far. Stress does not shift to an unaccented prefix, either from an unaccented stem (434) or from an accented stem (435). The fact that primary stress does not shift in such cases is unexpected if *Stressed Lexical Head is ranked above Edgemost Right.

(434) a. tèqè’niklé
tqè-’niik-see
quickly-place-INC
‘I briefly place’

b. tèetín’kse
tee-x-tn’uk-see
cold-die-INC
‘I freeze to death’

(435) a. tàqapáyca
tqè-páy-cee
quickly-arrive-INC
‘I stop by briefly’

b. tìakx’oómåyca
tee-x-k’oömay-cee
cold-sick-INC
‘I get sick from cold’
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In these examples, unaccented prefixes are concatenated with accented and unaccented stems, and yet main stress is assigned to the stem. If *Stressed Lexical Head was highly ranked in such examples, we would expect stress to shift to the prefix, whether it were accented or not. The incorrect output *téextin’kse would be obtained, as in (436):

(436) (Incorrect output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ teex-tn'uk-see /</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemoast Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. téextin’kse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. teextín’kse</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This pattern in verbs contrasts with the compound nouns in, repeated here, where

*Stressed Lexical Head must be highly ranked.

(437) a. háamamy’a’c  b. táya’niiit
[háama [mya’c]]   [táya [‘niiit]]
man   child
‘grown son’    summer house
‘summer house’

(438) a. màxxáamtàlam  b. hày’óoxchàcwal
[meeξseem [taalaam]] [heey’uuxc [häacwal]]
mountain   tip
cottontail boy
‘mountain top’   ‘cottontail boy’

In these four examples, the constraint system assigns main stress to the modifier whether or not the modifier is accented, and whether or not the head noun is accented. When *Stressed Lexical Head outranks the other constraints, the a morpheme other than the lexical head has to receive main stress.
In §4.5.2, I showed that among compound nouns, approximately one-third of examples have Stress the modifier ranked below Edgemost Right. This was regularly the case with certain lexical items like wéeku’s ‘lookalike’ and ʔiskit ‘trail’.

(439) a. tèpùlwéeku’s  
    [teepuul [wéeku’s]]  
    marrow, lookalike  
    ‘candy’  

b. lèpweʔiskit  
    [lèepwe [ʔiskit]]  
    Lapwai trail  
    ‘trail to Lapwai, ID’

In the verb morphology, it is always the case that if the affix is unaccented then the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head is ranked below Edgemost Right.

It does not solve the problem to simply re-rank *Stressed Lexical Head below CRP, because this will still yield the wrong result when the verb stem is unaccented. The wrong form *tëextin’kse is still generated in (450), because *Stressed Lexical Head outranks Edgemost Right.

(450) (Incorrect output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/teex-tn’uk-see /</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tëextin’kse</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. teextin’kse</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only when *Stressed Lexical Head is ranked below Edgemost Right can the latter constraint derive the correct placement of primary stress:

(451)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/teex-tn’uk-see /</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. teextin’kse</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tëextin’kse</td>
<td></td>
<td>**!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The correct ranking is repeated in (452).

(452)  CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right » *Stressed Lexical Head

The ranking in (452) must also hold for unaccented derivational suffixes. Otherwise, these suffixes would attract main stress from accented stems, something that does not occur in Nez Perce. This fact is seen in the examples repeated here.

(453)  a. \textit{wáayiktòqsàqa}  \hspace{1cm} b. \textit{páytoqsàqa}  
\textit{wéeyik-toq-saaqa}  \hspace{1cm} \textit{páay-toq-saaqa}  
cross-back-\textsc{rec}  \hspace{1cm} \text{arrive-back-\textsc{rec}}  
‘I recently crossed back’  \hspace{1cm} ‘I recently arrived back’

The incorrect output for (453b) *paytoqsaqa is chosen by the tableaux in (454).

(454)  (Incorrect output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. \textit{paytoqsaqa}</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. \textit{páaytoqsaqa}</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. \textit{paytoqsaqa}</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correct output \textit{páaytoqsaqa} is obtained when *Stressed Lexical Head is ranked below Edgemost Right, and the most important constraint is CRP.

(455)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. \textit{páaytoqsaqa}</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. \textit{paytoqsaqa}</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. \textit{paytoqsaqa}</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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When accented derivational suffixes are considered, we find that it does not matter whether *Stressed Lexical Head outranks the other constraints or whether the other constraints outrank *Stressed Lexical Head.

(456) a. hiweyikuuse  
    hii-Weeyik-uu-see  
    3-cross-toward-INC  
    'he is crossing toward' (someone) 

b. hipaynoosa  
    hii-Path-nuu-see  
    3-arrive-toward-INC  
    'he is arriving to' (someone)

The suffix -uu is a outside of the lexical head and it is accented, so it will receive main stress whether or not *Stressed Lexical Head is ranked highly or not. However, with the accented inflectional suffixes -síx/-clíx and -ú'/-nú', the ranking must be with *Stressed Lexical Head below Non-Finality. Otherwise, *Stressed Lexical Head would force primary stress to be on the ultima in the following examples:

(457) a. wéeyiksíx  
    wéeyik-síx  
    cross-INC.PL  
    'we are crossing' 

b. páayno'  
    paay-nú'  
    arrive-IRR  
    'I will arrive'

The correct output is obtained in (458) but the wrong one in (459).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ páay-nú'/</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. páayno'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. paynó'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(459) (Incorrect output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/páay-nú'/</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. paynó'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. páayno'</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If an accented prefix causes the constraint ranking to be redefined, as has been argued, the correct output will still result. The accented prefix will receive primary stress because it is not word final.

(460) a. hinéeskìwyekù'  b. péenke'nìksìx
hii-nees-[kìwyek]-ú'  pée-[nkée'nìlk]-sìix
3-PLOB-feed-IRR  3ON3-rein-INC.PL
‘he will feed them’  ‘he will rein it’

(461)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/hii-nees-[kìwyek]-ú'/</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hinéeskiwyekù'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hineskiwyekú'</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. hineskiwyekù'</td>
<td>**!</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (461), candidates (a) and (b) tie on the two highest constraints, but assigning primary stress to the ultima in candidate (b) causes a violation of Non-Finality. Again, we see that an accented ultima only receives primary stress when it is the only accented syllable in the word.
4.5.3.2.4.  Summary

The essential observations that I have argued for in this section are as follows:

Only accented prefixes need to have *Stressed Lexical Head ranked above the other constraints. This allows an accented syllable to attract stress away from an accented syllable to its right. Unaccented prefixes, unaccented suffixes, must not have *Stressed Lexical Head ranked above Edgemost Right. Accented derivational suffixes could have either ranking, although I will assume that they have the same ranking as the accented prefixes. Put more succinctly, in Nez Perce verb morphology, only accented affixes have *Stressed Lexical Head highly ranked.

4.5.3.3.  Redefinition of stem type and analogy

In this last section, I will assume that the default constraint ranking for verbs has

*Stressed Lexical Head ranked as in (462).

(462)  CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right » *Stressed Lexical Head

When an unaccented prefix, unaccented suffix, or accented inflectional suffix is added to the verb, this ranking remains unchanged. CRP, Non-Finality, and Edgemost Right determine the optimal output.

When an accented prefix or accented derivational suffix is concatenated with the verb stem, it includes the redefinition of the verb’s constraint ranking as in (463).
(463) *Stressed Lexical Head » CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right

This allows the accent that is left of the stem’s accent to receive primary stress as seen in (423), repeated here.

(423) a. cúukweće
   cúukwe-cee
   know-inC
   ‘I know’

b. síléewcùkwèce
   [sléew-cúukwe]-cee
   by.seeing-know-inC
   ‘I know by seeing’

c. sepéesléwçùkwèce
   [sepée-sléewcùkwe]-cee
   CAUS-know.by.seeing-inC
   ‘I make you (SG) know by seeing’

d. néesepèesléwçùkwèce
   nées-[sepéeleswçukwe]-cee
   PLOB -cause.to.know.by.seeing-inC
   ‘I make you (PL) know by seeing’

We see that stress continues to move leftwards with each additional accented prefix. The tableaux in (464) show why, according to the analysis given.

(464)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nées-[sepéeleswçukwe]-cee</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. néesepèesléwçukweće</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*****</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. nesepèesléwçukweće</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The accented agreement prefix nées- attracts primary stress by virtue of the constraint

*Stressed Lexical Head being ranked above Edgemost Right.
There is an alternative analysis that can be proposed, one involving deaccentuation. We might suppose that accented prefixes in Nez Perce are deaccentuating, like deaccentuating suffixes in Sanskrit. Haile and Vergnaud (1987) explain that in Sanskrit the last dominant suffix determines the stress nature of the verb— if it is accented, then it receives the word accent. If it is unaccented, then stress is assigned to the leftmost syllable, regardless of whether any other morpheme is accented. In (465a), the accented suffix -ìn receives the word accent. Since it is the only accented syllable in ‘befriended’ this is not surprising. In (b), -ìn receives word accent even though there is another accented morpheme to the left of it. By deaccentuating the preceding accent, it is able to receive the word accent.

(465) a. (mitr-ìn)-e → mitrîne ‘befriended (dative SG)’
    b. (rath-ìn)-e → rathîne ‘charioteer (dative SG)’
    c. (ci-kar-áy-iša)-ti → cikaráyîšati ‘wants to cause to make’

In (465c), the deaccentuating suffix -iša is itself unaccented. By deaccenting the preceding accented suffix -áy, the deaccentuating suffix causes the entire word to be unaccented, and the initial suffix receives word accent by virtue of Edgemost Left. Czaykowsa-Higgins (1990) describes analogous deaccentuating suffixes in Moses-Columbian Salish.

This approach has an appeal for Nez Perce. It would allow us to have just one constraint ranking for verbs, the one with *Stressed Lexical Head ranked below the other constraints (we will still need both rankings to account for compound nouns discussed in
§4.3.2). Deaccentuation would allow the analysis to explain the leftward movement of primary stress to accented syllables in Nez Perce without simultaneously appealing to accent and *Stressed Lexical Head (although it would require a means of accounting for deaccentuation itself). Unfortunately, there are two types of cases where deaccentuation does not work.

In the first type of case, accented suffixes can be found with accented prefixes in the same word. In many of these cases, the accented suffix is clearly morphological scope of the prefix. If an accented prefix deaccentuates accents to its right, then it should deaccentuate an accented suffix, particularly when the suffix is part of the stem to which the prefix attaches. This does not happen. It is the accented suffix, instead of the accented prefix, that receives primary stress.

The second set of problematic cases consists of complex verb stems which are composed of an unaccented prefix combined with a stem, which can either be accented or unaccented. When an accented prefix is added to such a stem, one might expect that the accented prefix would receive primary stress, like it is when it is concatenated with a verb root or a verb stem that contains an accented prefix. However, this is not what happens; in most cases stress does not move. It is as if the stem has both become accented and does not allow redefinition of its constraint hierarchy to allow stress to shift to a prefix. I will refer to these stems as “hyper-accented”, although I will show below that there is nothing remarkable about the accent itself. It is rather the impossibility of redefining the constraint ranking for these stems.
Both sets of data will require that some internal bracketing be retained. I will show in the last section that when the bracketing has been lost that the unusual behavior goes away.

4.5.3.3.1. Accented prefixes versus accented suffixes

In the discussion above, I provided examples of accented prefixes attracting stress away from the right edge of the word. In (466), the accented suffixes attract stress towards the right edge away from accented stems.

(466) a. wàyìkòosàqa  
    wéeyik-úú-saaqa  
    cross-toward-REC  
    ‘I recently crossed toward’  

b. páynóosàqa  
    páay-núú-saaqa  
    arrive-toward-REC  
    ‘I recently arrived toward’

The suffix -úú (-núú following a C-stem verb) indicates that there is an object, typically human, towards which the action occurs. The accentual nature of -úú contrasts with the behavior of unaccented suffixes like -toq, where stress does not shift from an accented stem.

(467) a. wáayìktòqsàqa  
    wéeyik-toq-saaqa  
    cross-back-REC  
    ‘I recently crossed back’  

b. páaytoqsàqa  
    páay-toq-saaqa  
    arrive-back-REC  
    ‘I recently arrived back’

When a verb stem combines both an accented prefix and an accented suffix, the suffix wins in almost every case (I will return to possible exceptions later in §4.5.3.3.3).

In the following example set, the accentual nature of nées- ‘plural object’ and -úú
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‘toward a human object’ are illustrated individually and then together (d). The morphemes are represented as a string, as well as with the bracketing relations indicated by the semantics.

(468) a. **híweeyílkse**
   híi-wéeyík-see
   3-cross-INC
   ‘he is crossing’

b. **hínéésweyílkse**
   híi-néès-wéeyík-see néès-[wéeyík]
   3-PLOB-cross-INC
   ‘he is crossing them’

c. **híweyíkuúuse**
   híi-wéeyík-úu-see [wéeyík]-úu
   3-cross-toward-INC
   ‘he is crossing toward (someone)’

d. **hínésweyíkuúuse**
   híi-néès-wéeyík-úu-see néès-[weyíkuú]
   3-PLOB-cross-toward-INC
   ‘he is crossing toward them’

In this last example, it is the accented suffix that wins. It is also the case that the suffix is inside the morphological scope of the prefix. The prefix is an inflectional agreement marker that indicates the number of the human object. The suffix -úu changes the semantics of the verb and specifies that the object is human. This is a problem for the previous analysis given the bracketing represented in (468d), because the accented prefix is modifying the stem ‘cross toward’ and yet does not receive primary stress.
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Additional examples highlight the problem. The verb páay ‘arrive’ is intransitive. In the first set of cases, stress moves leftwards to accented prefixes (469).

(469)  a.  hipáayca
       hii-páay-cee
       3-arrive-INC
       ‘he is arriving’

       b.  hisapáapáayca
           hii-sepée-páay-cee  sepée-[páay]
           3-CAUS-arrive-INC
           ‘he makes arrive (someone)’

       c.  hináasápapáayca
           hii-nées-sepée-páay-cee  nées-[sapáapay]
           3-PLOB-CAUS-arrive-INC
           ‘he makes them arrive’

When the suffix -úu/-núu is concatenated with the root, the transitive stem paynóo ‘arrive to someone’ is derived. With the verb paynóo stress does not shift leftwards, no matter how many accented prefixes are affixed to the verb (470).

(470)  a.  hipaynóosa
       hii-páay-núu-see  [páay]-núu
       3-arrive-toward-INC
       ‘he arrives to (someone)’

       b.  hináspaynóosa
           hii-nées-páay-núu-see  nées-[paynóo]
           3-PLOB-arrive-toward-INC
           ‘he arrives to them’
c.  hìsàpapàynóoca
    hìi-sepèe-pàay-núu-cee  sepèe-[paynóo]
    3-PLOB-CAUS-arrive-toward-INC
    ‘he makes (someone) arrive to (someone)’

d.  hìnasàpapàynóoca
    hìi-nées-sepèe-pàay-núu-cee  nées-[sapapaynóo]
    3-PLOB-CAUS-arrive-toward-INC
    ‘he makes them arrive to him’

How can the “immovable” stress nature of this accented suffix be accounted for?

The problem is that the analysis given thus far depends on the “winning” accent being outside of the “losing” accent or accents. This is in the definition of the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head, assuming that affixes are outside of the head that they are attached to. It cannot be successfully argued that *Stressed Lexical Head should be redefined to stressing the outermost accented morpheme, because it is clear that in the examples above that the winning accented morpheme is not the outermost one. There are cases where the accented suffix -úu is outside of the verb stem, such as (421c), but not in (470). The problem can be resolved if we allow these verbs to retain some bracketing, just in case they have an accented derivational suffix. Examples such as those in (470) can be represented as follows:

(471) a.  hìnèsweyikuúuse
        hìi-nées-wéeyik-úu-see  nées-[wéeyik]úu
        3-PLOB-cross-toward-INC
        ‘he is crossing toward them’
b. hinàspàynóosa
   hii-nées-páay-núu-see       nées-[[pay]nóo]
   3-PLOB-arrive-toward-INC
   'he arrives to them'

c. hisàpàynóoca
   hii-sepée-páay-núu-cee    sepée-[[pay]nóo]
   3-PLOB-CAUS-arrive-toward-INC
   'he makes (someone) arrive to (someone)'

d. hinàsìpàynóoca
   hii-nées-sepée-páay-núu-cee   nées-[[sapapay]nóo]
   3-PLOB-CAUS-arrive-toward-INC
   'he makes them arrive to him'

As long as the grammar is able to identify the accented suffix as not being part of the
lexical head, then stressing this affix will allow the candidate to satisfy *Stressed Lexical
Head; the suffix will be able to receive primary stress. In tableaux (472), both affixes are
accented in the underlying representation, and both candidates violate CRP once. They
also violate *Stressed Lexical Head once each. However, the accented suffix wins by
virtue of the fact that it is close to the right edge than the prefix.

(472)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hinées-[[pay]nóo]-cee</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. hinaspaynóosa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. hinàaspaynosa</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td><strong>!</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The low ranked Edgemost Right is able to determine the outcome when the candidates
are tied on the higher ranking constraints.
4.5.3.3.2. The problem of "hyper-accented" verb stems

In this section, I present additional data which indicate that some internal bracketing must be allowed. I have dubbed these examples hyper-accented verbs, but there is really nothing different about the properties of the accent itself. Syllables with primary stress in these verbs sound just like other syllables with primary stress in Nez Perce. What is different about them is that stress does not shift to an accented prefix. I will argue that when an unaccented prefix is concatenated and shift does not occur, this defines the constraint ranking with *Stressed Lexical Head as being outranked by Edgemost Right and the other constraints. The internal bracketing serves to prevent this constraint ranking from being redefined by an accented prefix.

Compare the examples in (472):

(472) a. tålqíca
talqi-cee
stop-INC
'I stop'

b. tålqcáaqa
talq-caaqa
stop-REC
'I just stopped'

c. cóotálqsa
cuu-talq-see
pointed.obj-stop-INC
'I stop with a pole'
d. \texttt{taqatálqsa}
\texttt{teqe-talq-see}
qu\texttt{ick-stop-INC}
\textit{`I run and lose strength’}

The unaccented C-stem \texttt{talq} undergoes shift, allowing stress to be assigned to the
inflectional suffix (472b). Under derivation (472c,d), and the stem type changes to an S-
stem. We find that main stress is attracted to an accented prefix in (472c) but not to an
unaccented derivational prefix in (472d). Thus far, the results are as expected.

When we take the newly formed stem from (472d), \texttt{taqatalq} and combine it with
additional accented prefixes, we find that the unaccented verb stem becomes hyper-
accented. It does not allow stress to shift to an accented prefix (473).

(473) a. \texttt{sàpatàqatálqsa}
\texttt{sepée-[taqa-tálq]-see}
CAUS-qu\texttt{ick-stop-INC}
\textit{`I make (someone) stop temporarily’}

b. \texttt{ìpna\texttt{form}}\texttt{àpatàqatálq}
\texttt{ìp\texttt{form}}\texttt{néée-sëep-[taqa-tálq]-t}
3\texttt{REFL}-CAUS-qu\texttt{ick-stop-NOM}
\textit{’abstention’}

I have represented the stem \texttt{taqa-tálq} as having accent as well as internal bracketing.

The analysis I will propose must make reference to both of these features.

Hyper-accented verbs are also formed from stems that have an underlying
accented root. The following examples are based upon the accented root \texttt{kîw} `sever’.

This root is typical in that it has a very basic general meaning. It is usually used with a
derivational prefix to tell what kind of severing action takes place. When a derivational prefix is added, the stem formant -k is also added, changing the stem type to the S-stem class.

In the first set of examples, k'lw combines with the accented derivational prefix k'ee ‘with the teeth’. Stress shifts to this prefix, and when the transitive agreement prefix pée- is added, stress continues to shift leftwards.

(474) a. hîk'lwca
    hîi-k'lw-cee
    3-sever-INC
    'he severs'\textsuperscript{16}

b. káak'lwksa
    këe-k'lw-k-see
    with.teeth-sever-SF-INC
    'I cut with teeth'

c. páakak'lwksa
    pée-këe-k'lw-k-see
    3ON3-with.teeth-sever-SF-INC
    'he cuts it with teeth'

When the root k'lw is combined with the unaccented derivational prefix 'se- ‘with a blade or cutting edge’, stress does not shift to the prefix (475a). However, the combination of unaccented prefix and accented root create a hyper-accented stem which does not allow shift to subsequent accented prefixes (b-c)
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(475) a. ˈisakˈɪwkza
    'se-kˈɪw-k-see
    with.blade-sever-SF-INC
    'I cut with blade’

b. pəˈsakˈɪwksa
   pēe-[ˈsakˈɪwk]
   pēe-*'se-kˈɪw-k-see
   3ON3-with.blade-sever-SF-INC
   'he cuts it with blade’

c. ˈipnəˈwyakaˈskˈɪwkza
   'ipée-[wyakaˈskˈɪwk]
   'ipnée-wyée-kée-*'se-kˈɪw-k-see
   3REFL-going.along.teeth-with.blade-sever-SF-INC
   ‘he cuts himself as he eats’ (of a cannibal who then eats himself)

Verbs derived from the roots talq ‘stop’ and kˈɪw ‘sever’ are found taking one of two possible paths: the derivation which is begun with an accented prefix (476a), (477a) defines the verb as allowing stress shift and the derivation which is begun with an unaccented prefix defines the verb as not allowing shift (476b), (477b).

(476) **Verb stems derived from the root talq**

a. cōˈotalq
   ‘stop with a pole’

b. tqatălq
   ‘quickly stop’

(477) **Verb stems derived from the root kˈɪw**

a. kéeˈkɪwk
   ‘cut with the teeth’

b. ˈsakˈɪwk
   ‘cut with a blade’

---

16 Although this verb root has only the high front vowel ɪ, it has dominant vowels. This is consistent with the analysis that it is morphemes that carry the dominance feature rather than the vowels themselves. For more on vowel harmony see Chapter 3.2.1.
This pattern is also found with the verb root hot ‘slip off, loosen’. When combined with the accented prefix nkée ‘pull’, the verb stem allows stress to shift (478).

(478)  a. nikáahotksa
    nkee-hot-k-see
    pull-slip.off-SF-INC
    ‘I am pulling off (something)’

    b. pánkahotksano’
    pee-[nkee-hot]-k-see
    3on3-pull-slip.off-SF-INC
    ‘he pulls it off’

When combined with the unaccented prefix cuula- ‘grasping with the hand’, the verb takes the hyper-accented derivational route.

(479)  a. còolahótksa
    cuule-hot-k-see
    grasp.hand-slip.off-SF-INC
    ‘I slip it off’

    b. ‘inacòolahótksa
    ‘ináa-[coolah-hot]-k-see
    1sg.refl-grasp.hand-slip.off-SF-INC
    ‘I’m slipping myself off/escaping’

(480)  Verb stems derived from the root hot

    a. nkáahot
        ‘pull off’

    b. coolahót
        ‘slip off’

What is common to all three hyper-accented verb stems is that their derivation begins with an unaccented derivational prefix in contrast with the regular verb stems which begin their derivations with an accented prefix. I am unaware of any verb roots that
are themselves hyper-accented. This behavior only arises as a result of concatenation
with an unaccented prefix.

I have already argued that accented prefixes redefine the default constraint ranking
in (481) to that of (482).

(481)  CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right » *Stressed Lexical Head

(482)  *Stressed Lexical Head » CRP, Non-Finality, Edgemost Right

The behavior of so-called hyper-accented verbs can be accounted for if we say that their
derivation with an unaccented prefix blocks redefinition of the constraint hierarchy.

I have shown in several places in this chapter that constraint hierarchies must be
changed to account for different classes of words in the lexicon. It is the task of the
language learner to decide when a hierarchy is to be changed or must not be changed.
When an accented prefix is combined with a verb root, the language learner normally
redefines the hierarchy. It appears that when a language learner sees that a stem is made
up of a prefix and a root, and the learner finds that accent has not shifted to the prefix,
then the learner concludes that shift is not allowed for this stem. The learner does not
have to balance the accentual nature of the root and stem. All the learner has to know is
that stress does not shift, so the learner concludes that the default constraint hierarchy
does not redefine under affixation.

We can see that the default constraint hierarchy (481) obtains the correct result in
the following tableaux for pa'sak'iwksa 'he cuts it':
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By preventing the constraint hierarchy from being redefined, the grammar maintains Edgemost Right as outranking *Stressed Lexical Head, and Edgemost Right determines the optimal candidate. If the constraint hierarchy were redefined as it usually is for accented prefixes, then the incorrect output would be chosen as optimal as in (484)

(484) (Incorrect output)

In order for this analysis to work for examples like `topataqtatlqsa ‘I make (someone) stop’, we have to assume that the language learner attributes accent to the root, in addition to not allowing the constraint hierarchy to be redefined. The underlying representation of ‘quickly stop’ must be accented /taqa-talq/ rather than /taqa-talq/.

(485)
When both the stem and prefix are accented, the candidates tie with respect to CRP. If the stem were not accented, the accented prefix in (485) would attract primary stress by virtue of the fact the first candidate would not violate CRP.

(486) (Incorrect output)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sepéé-/taqa-talq/sa</th>
<th>CRP</th>
<th>Non-Finality</th>
<th>Edgemost Right</th>
<th>*Stressed Lexical Head</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. sapáataqatalqsa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>****</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. sapataqatálqsa</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems logical that a learner would conclude that a stem’s underlying representation includes accent when that verb stem does not allow stress to shift.

I have shown that hyper-accented verbs retain their non-shifting behavior even when they are repeatedly affixed with accented prefixes. In order for the verb to maintain the default definition of the constraints, where Edgemost Right outranks *Stressed Lexical Head, it seems necessary to require some minimal internal bracketing that tells the speaker that redefinition is not allowed. The underlying representations of verb stems that are hyper-accented ((a) examples) are contrasted with their counterparts that allow stress shift in (487)-(489).

(487) a. /taqa-tálq/  b. /cóotalq/
        ‘quickly stop’  ‘stop with pole’

(488) a. /'sa-kʰíwk/  b. /kákʰíwk/
        ‘cut with blade’  ‘cut with teeth’

(489) a. /coolə-hóʔ/  b. /nkáʔホʔ/  
        ‘slip off’  ‘pull off’
I conclude that when the grammar sees that such a stem has undergone prefixation and that it has not allowed stress to shift, then the constraint hierarchy cannot be redefined for that stem.

An alternative approach would be to give the power of deaccentuation to hyper-accentuated verb stems; they would be allowed to erase accents to the left. There are three problems with this analysis for hyper-accented stems.

The first problem is that it again construes what is intuitively a process of lexicalization as one of morphological production. If there is any difference between inflectional and derivational processes, it is that the latter category creates new lexical entries while the former category generally does not (there are of course irregular and suppletive inflectional forms that must be listed in the lexicon). A certain amount of liberty can be taken in creating new lexical items, including erasing accents or other features that have no realization in surface forms of that item. However, hyper-accented verb stems would have to be allowed to deaccentuate inflectional prefixes like pée- ‘third person subject with third person object’ and nées- ‘plural object’. Assuming that deaccentuation is a byproduct of lexicalization, this would imply that these inflectional morphemes form separate lexical entries of their own with each verb stem that they combine with. However, these items are in Nez Perce among the most regular, unexceptional of morphemes.

A second problem with deaccentuation is that it does not motivate hyper-accented behavior through internal bracketing. There is no reason that a verb root could not be
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deaccentuating, but none are. There is no reason why a verb stem concatenated with an accented prefix should not deaccentuate subsequent accented prefixes, but none are. I have argued that the crucial motivation of hyper-accented behavior is the learner's observation that if stress does not shift leftwards with the addition of one derivational affix, then by analogy it does not shift with subsequent concatenation with accented prefixes. The analogy is made concrete in terms of the two constraint hierarchies that the grammar may choose between.

The third argument against deaccentuation is simply that it is less concrete than an analysis of hyper-accented behavior in terms of choosing between two different hierarchies of constraints. Deaccentuation is more of an observation than an explanation. I have given an analysis that says specifically how different accented syllables win, what is the normal pattern of behavior, and when exceptions to the norm are permitted in terms of constraint re-ranking. I have linked re-ranking or the blocking of re-ranking directly to the presence of internal bracketing. In the next section, I will show that when internal bracketing is erased, a verb stem can lose its hyper-accented nature.

4.5.3.3.3. Internal bracketing and its diachronic loss

I have argued that internal bracketing must be allowed in at least two situations. In the first case, there are accented suffixes that are clearly within the morphological scope of accented prefixes (§4.5.3.3.1). Bracketing allows the suffixes to receive primary stress by Edgemost Right because they tie with the accented prefixes with respect to the
constraints *Stressed Lexical Head and CRP. In the second case (§4.5.3.2), hyper-
accented verb stems prevent the redefinition of the constraint hierarchy to allow accented
prefixes to attract stress to the left. By preventing *Stressed Lexical Head from being re-
ranked above Edgemost Right, the edge constraint forces primary stress to be assigned to
the rightmost accented syllable. In both cases, I have argued that while deaccentuation
can be used to obtain the right results, it is not a superior analysis to one which accounts
for these verbs in terms of either the redefinition of a constraint hierarchy or the blocking
of such redefinition.

If deaccentuation is chosen, it must take account of internal bracketing. In an
analysis of verbs that have both accented prefixes and suffixes, deaccentuation cannot be
allowed to erase the accent of the suffix in (490), as I have previously demonstrated.

(490) hinaspaynóosa
    hii-nées-[páy-nóo]-see
    3-PLOB-arrive-toward-INC
    'he is arriving to them'

It would have to be stipulated that deaccentuation of accented syllables could not proceed
beyond the verb root. Why that should be the case is unclear.

Given the analysis in terms of constraint hierarchies, the motivation is clear. Both
the prefix and suffix are outside of the lexical head. Because the status of the suffix is
transparent to the grammar through the bracketing, it follows that the accented suffix has
equal standing with the prefix with respect to the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head.
Since they tie on that constraint, the suffix wins in terms of Edgemost Right.
In the previous section, I argued that hyper-accented verb stems prevented stress shift to an accented prefix because they retain an internal bracket that allows the grammar to see the morphological history of the word. The lack of shift in one form is generalized to subsequent forms.

The question now arises as to what should happen if the grammar can no longer see the morphological history of the word? What should happen if bracketing were lost? It follows from the previous discussion that if bracketing were lost that a hyperaccented stem should no longer behave as if it were hyperaccented. It should allow stress to shift to an accented prefix. If an accented suffix loses its stature as external to the lexical head, it should no longer attract stress, and by the constraint *Stressed Lexical Head an accented prefix should win. We should, in fact, expect internal brackets to be erased over time when their status is no longer transparent. It should be expected that hyper-accented stems and accented suffixes will eventually lose their special status. In Nez Perce, there are a few such cases.

Beginning with hyperaccented stems, I have found two examples of verbs whose hyperaccented nature has been lost. The first example is the verb ‘answer’ msteq'np.

(491) a. mìsteq'énpsë
ms-tqe-ʼnp-see
hear-quickly-takeINC
‘I answer’

b. hinëesmìsteq'ënpse
hii-ñëes-tqe-ʼnp-see
3-PLOB-hear-quickly-takeINC
‘he answers them’
Although this verb has suffixed two unaccented prefixes ms- ‘hear’ and tqe- ‘quickly’, it allows shift to an accented prefix (492b). The second example is the verb ‘name’

we’nik:

(492) a. we’nikise  
   we.-niik-see  
   by.mouth-place-inc  
   ‘I am named’

b. hineeswe’nikse  
   hii-nees-we.-niik-see  
   3-PLOB-by.mouth-place-inc  
   ‘he names them’

Again, there is an unaccented prefix which combines with a root, but the verb is not hyper-accented.

I suggest that what has happened is that the stems have been reanalyzed without internal structure. I believe this is most likely to happen when the verb’s semantics have become opaque. This is true for the two verbs in (491) and (492). The verb mstqe’npu ‘answer’ is literally something like ‘quickly take by hearing’, and the verb we’niik ‘name’ is literally ‘put in place by mouth’. Obviously, the current meanings of the verbs are related to their component parts, but the relationship is by no means straightforward. Semantic opacity may lead to reanalysis of the stem such that it is no longer taken as a complex stem, but it does not follow that every semantically opaque verb would require morphological reanalysis. These cases where apparent reanalysis has taken place are quite unusual.

The accented suffix -úu ‘toward’, combines with one verb with which it is not accented.
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(493) a. **ku'ulse**  
**kuu-see**  
go-INC  
'I am going'  

b. **kiyu’**  
**ki-ú’**  
go-IRR  
'I will go'

(494) a. **kiyu’use**  
**ki-úu-see**  
go-toward-INC  
'I go toward'  
'I get married' (for a woman)  

b. **'ekiyu’use**  
**'e-ki-úu-see**  
3OB-go-INC  
'I go toward him'  
'I marry him'  

c. **pee kiyu’use**  
**pee-[kiyuu]-see**  
3ON3-go.toward-INC  
'he is going toward him'  
'she is marrying him'  

d. **híeekíyu’use**  
**híi-nées-[kiyuu]-see**  
3-PLOB-go.toward-INC  
'he is going toward them'  
'she is marrying them'  

17 Although traditionally Nez Perce men sometimes married more than one woman, women did not normally marry more than one man. However, in some traditional narratives, it occurs that a woman does so.
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